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Announcements and News
News about your product, conferences, and community events.

End of Support (EOS)
Version 19.0 of the Database Management Solutions for Db2 reached EOS on September 30, 2020. No additional
updates are planned for the product and documentation. For the latest product documentation, see the Database
Management Solutions for Db2 Version 20.0 documentation. For more information about end of service dates,
see Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page.
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Release Notes
Welcome to the Release Notes for Version 19.0 of Fast Unload® for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Unload).

Fast Unload helps you reduce the time that is required to unload Db2 data, thus improving the availability of corporate
data.

See the following sections for detailed information about this release:

• Enhancements (what's new)
• Release Compatibility and Support (release and support lifecycle dates, and maintenance grid)
• SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval
• Product Accessibility Features
• Product Names and Abbreviations

For detailed installation information including software requirements and Db2 version support, see Installing on the
Database Management Solutions for Db2 product page.

Enhancements
Version 19.0 of Fast Unload contains all the enhancements from Version 18.0 and the following additional support:

NOTE
To request an enhancement, post your request as an "idea" in the Broadcom Mainframe Community.

Ability to Specify Same Value for COMMA and QUOTE

NOTE
This feature was added as a post-GA PTF.

You can now select the same value for COMMA and QUOTE, or specify a blank for COMMA and QUOTE NONE, when
using OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-DELIMITED. Now, if you select the same value for COMMA and QUOTE, or specify
COMMA ' ' and QUOTE NONE, processing continues and the following informational message is received.

PFU0328I - COMMA and QUOTE values are the same - CSV output could produce unpredictable results if used as LOAD
input.

Previously, processing stopped and an error message was received. You now have greater flexibility in specifying your
output when using OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-DELIMITED.

WARNING
Using the same value for COMMA and QUOTE (or specifying COMMA ' ' and QUOTE NONE) may unload the
data in an incompatible format for a load utility.

NOTE

More information:

COMMA Keyword

QUOTE Keyword

OUTPUT-FORMAT Keyword
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Syntax of Field Names Now Enforced in INTO Statements

NOTE
This feature was added as a post-GA PTF.

Hyphens and periods in field names are not allowed in INTO statement syntax. This restriction is now enforced in Fast
Unload job syntax and helps ensure that the records can be unloaded without error. If you specify a field name with a
hyphen or period, the job ends and you receive an error.

NOTE
Field names must begin with an uppercase letter (A-Z), and contain only:

• Alphabetic characters (A-Z, a-z)
• National characters ($, #, @)
• Numeric characters (0-9)
• Underscores (_)

If an invalid character is used in the field name, the following error messages are issued:
PFU0011E - SYNTAX ERROR ON OR NEAR LOCATION nnn

PFU0078E - FORMAT ERROR IN SPECIFICATION OF COLUMN DATA TYPE

We recommend that you review your existing jobs for the use of hyphens or periods in field names and update as needed.

NOTE

More information:

fieldname—Specify Target Fields for Unloaded Data

INTO Keyword

New NULL-FILL Keyword

A new NULL-FILL keyword is now provided. This keyword specifies the EBCDIC character or hexadecimal value that is
used to fill in null fields in the output record. The character or value that you specify here overrides the default character or
value that is used by OUTPUT-FORMAT VARIABLE and OUTPUT-FORMAT DSNTIAUL.

NOTE

More information:

NULL-FILL Keyword

OUTPUT-FORMAT Keyword

Use SYSREC01 and SYSCTL01 with ONE-SYSREC

You can now include a suffix of "01" in your SYSREC and SYSCTL ddnames when ONE-SYSREC is specified.
Previously, you were required to name these data sets SYSREC and SYSCTL with no suffix. This enhancement gives you
greater flexibility when enforcing site standards; for example, when a common PROC applies SYSRECxx or SYSCTLxx to
all your unload jobs.

NOTE

• This enhancement also applies to any alternate SYSREC ddname that you specify through the UNLDDN
keyword. For example, you could write the output to a data set named MYREC or MYREC01. Similarly, this
enhancement also applies to any alternate SYSCTL ddname that you specify through the CTLDDN keyword.

• Suffixes must still be omitted from the SYSLOD, and SYSDDL DD statements when ONE-SYSREC is used.

NOTE

More information:
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Specify the DD Statements

ONE-SYSREC Keyword

UNLDDN Keyword

CTLDDN Keyword

New QUOTE-EMBED-SINGLE Keyword

A new QUOTE-EMBED-SINGLE keyword is now provided. This keyword specifies whether to suppress the duplication of
the QUOTE value when unloading character-type data in a comma-delimited format. The QUOTE keyword specifies the
character to use as the field delimiter in the output file. This character is used to enclose character-type output fields such
as CHAR and VARCHAR. If the same character is encountered within the column data, it is also enclosed in quotes to
distinguish it from the quotes that enclose the output field. This duplication of the QUOTE value is the default behavior
because load utilities can distinguish between the enclosing quotes and the embedded quotes. However, some third-party
applications cannot process the embedded QUOTE value. In this case, the new keyword lets you suppress the duplication
of the embedded quote value.

NOTE

More information:

QUOTE-EMBED-SINGLE Keyword

QUOTE Keyword

Db2 12 Support (Updated)

IBM Db2 12 for z/OS function levels V12R1M100 and V12R1M500 are now supported with a catalog level of V12R1M500
only.

WARNING
Version 19.0 of Fast Unload supports migration from Db2 11 to Db2 12 function level V12R1M100 and new
function level V12R1M500 with a catalog level of V12R1M500 only. Version 20.0 of Fast Unload supports
additional Db2 12 function levels.

When using new Db2 12 functions, you can now specify SQL-ACCESS ONLY or EXTENSION with INPUT-FORMAT
TABLE. When an unsupported Db2 12 feature is detected, Fast Unload uses SQL-ACCESS ONLY to pass the affected
SELECT statements to Db2 for processing.

When not using new Db2 12 features, you can now specify any SQL-ACCESS and INPUT-FORMAT values in a Db2 12
environment.

These enhancements let you use the following product features, which require native Fast Unload processing, in a Db2 12
environment:

• Image copy unloads
• Partition-level unloads
• Ordering data by clustering index

NOTE

More information:

SQL-ACCESS Keyword

INPUT-FORMAT Keyword
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Flexible INTO Statement Syntax

You now have more flexibility when coding INTO statements. Previously, each column in the SELECT statement required
a corresponding field name in its INTO statement. Now, you can replace field names in your INTO statement with
delimited commas. A field name is needed only when you are changing the name. Also, Broadcom Fast Unload can
now process INTO statements that specify fewer field names than the number of columns in the SELECT statement. In
both cases, all columns in the SELECT statement are still processed. Any field names that are not explicitly coded in the
INTO statement retain the corresponding SELECT column names, data types, and formats from the source columns. This
syntax flexibility simplifies your coding and also gives you greater flexibility when repurposing JCL from non-Broadcom
utilities.

NOTE

More information:

INTO Keyword

fieldname—Specify Target Fields for Unloaded Data

New Default LRECL Value for Comma-Delimited Output

A default LRECL value of 32,756 bytes is now applied to SYSREC data sets when OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-
DELIMITED is specified. Previously, Fast Unload calculated an LRECL value for you based on the record lengths in
the input file. However, this value may not accommodate the record length expansion that can occur during the unload
process (for example, when the input file includes embedded quotes or literal values). The new default value helps ensure
that the records can be unloaded without error.

You can use the existing LRECL-USER keyword to control whether the default LRECL value is used. This keyword can be
specified in your SYSIN, or in a PFU parmlib member where it applies to all unload jobs.

LRECL-USER NO
Uses the default LRECL value.
For OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-DELIMITED, this value is 32,756 bytes. For other output formats, this value is
still calculated by Fast Unload.

LRECL-USER YES
Uses the LRECL value that you specify in your data set allocations.

NOTE

More information:

LRECL-USER Keyword

OUTPUT-FORMAT Keyword

Customize the Product Using PFU Parmlib

Enhanced Timestamp Formatting with Comma-Delimited Output

You now have more timestamp formatting options when specifying OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-DELIMITED. These
options include rearranging the timestamp values, specifying different delimiters, and using two-digit years. These
additional formatting options give you greater flexibility when working with applications that use different formats.

This functionality is enabled through the new TSFMT keyword.

NOTE

More information:

TSFMT Keyword
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LOAD Statement Support with Comma-Delimited Output

You can now generate load control statements when specifying OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-DELIMITED. Load control
statements let you load data into a table. Having Fast Unload generate your load control statements after unloading the
data eliminates user error and saves time and effort.

NOTE

More information:

OUTPUT-FORMAT Keyword

LOAD-CONTROL Keyword

INTO Statement Support with Comma-Delimited Output

You can now include INTO statements in your syntax when specifying OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-DELIMITED. INTO
statements let you specify the fields into which to unload the data. These statements can include field specifications
that convert data formats and field lengths during processing. This new functionality gives users greater flexibility when
working with applications that use different formats.

NOTE

More information:

OUTPUT-FORMAT Keyword

INTO Keyword

Data Conversions

Enhanced Literals Support in Comma-Delimited Output

Enhanced support for literals is now provided when specifying OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-DELIMITED. This new
functionality provides greater flexibility for users.

You can now specify a 1-byte to 4-byte literal with the following keyword:

NULL-FIELD
Specifies the character string that will represent a null value in the output file.

For the following keywords, literal support has been expanded from 1 byte to 4 bytes:

COMMA
Specifies which character to use as the field separator.

ROW-DELIMITER
Specifies which character to use as the end-of-record delimiter.

NOTE

More information:

OUTPUT-FORMAT Keyword

NULL-FIELD Keyword

COMMA Keyword

QUOTE Keyword
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New FILL Keyword

A new FILL keyword is now provided. This keyword specifies whether to add leading zeros to a field when converting
numeric data types to their external representations. Previously, Fast Unload always added leading zeros during these
conversions. The ability to suppress these zeros gives you greater flexibility when formatting data for use by other
applications.

NOTE

More information:

FILL Keyword

New Data Types Support

BIGINT EXTERNAL and SMALLINT EXTERNAL data types are now supported. These data types provide an external
numeric representation of the integer values from the input data.

Use the new FILL keyword to specify whether to add leading zeros to a field when converting numeric data types to their
external representations.

NOTE

More information:

BIGINT EXTERNAL Keyword

SMALLINT EXTERNAL Keyword

FILL Keyword

Enhanced Null Indicator Support

Fast Unload now lets you specify which null indicator to use in the output and where to place it. This new functionality
provides greater flexibility for users.

This functionality is enabled through the new NULL-CHAR and NULL-TYPE keywords.

NOTE
The Fast Unload syntax is hyphenated (NULL-CHAR and NULL-TYPE). However, NULLCHAR and NULLTYPE
are also supported for compatibility with third-party utilities.

NOTE

More information:

NULL-CHAR Keyword

NULL-TYPE Keyword

Improved Performance with Large WHERE Clauses

Fast Unload now provides improved performance when processing large WHERE clauses natively. Specifically,
processing speed is now increased when you use SQL-ACCESS NONE to process a WHERE clause with a ‘column IN
(value-list)’ that has a very large number of entries. This increased processing speed can shorten the elapsed time of
these unload jobs.

New EXITS Parameters

Fast Unload now provides additional parameters in the EXITS keyword. You can use these parameters to control whether
certain messages are included in the job output when user exits are used. Suppressing these messages reduces the
amount of data space that is used in the output queue.
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This functionality is provided by the new EXMSG and NO-EXMSG parameters:

EXITS(E1,E2,E3,E4,E5,E6),{ASM|A|COB2|C|LCOB|LE-COBOL|L},{BEFORE|AFTER},

        {SINGLE|MULTIPLE},{EXMSG|NO-EXMSG}

EXMSG
Issues messages PFU0188E and PFU0353I when writing output messages. These messages indicate which
SELECT statement and user exit terminate processing. This setting is the default.

NO-EXMSG
Suppresses messages PFU0188E and PFU0353I when writing output messages.

NOTE

More information:

EXITS Keyword

zIIP Support

System z Integrated Information Processor (zIIP) support is now provided. Offloading zIIP-eligible workloads to zIIP
processors can reduce the processing load on your CPUs.

Fast Unload can use zIIP processors when natively unloading data from a table (that is, when specifying INPUT-FORMAT
TABLE with SQL-ACCESS NONE or EXTENSION).

zIIP functionality is controlled through the following new syntax. This parameter can be specified either in SYSIN or in the
user-created PFU parmlib member:

ZIIP {YES|NO}

NOTE

More information:

ZIIP Keyword

Customize the Product Using PFU Parmlib

Enhanced Support for Load Control Statements

Fast Unload now provides additional syntax options when generating load control statements. These additional syntax
options, provided as part of the LOAD-CONTROL keyword, let you control whether check pending and copy pending flags
are set when the load control statements are executed. Using these options can help you enforce the referential integrity
of your data.

The following LOAD-CONTROL syntax options have been added:

CHECKPEND
Includes SET-CHECKPENDING YES in the load control statement.

NO-CHECKPEND
Includes SET-CHECKPENDING NO in the load control statement.

NOTE
CHECKPEND and NO-CHECKPEND are ignored when you specify LOAD-CONTROL DB2LOAD. The
IBM LOAD utility sets check pending flags by default.

COPYPEND
Includes SET-COPYPENDING YES in the load control statement.
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NOTE
COPYPEND is ignored when you specify LOAD-CONTROL DB2LOAD. The IBM LOAD utility sets copy
pending flags by default.

NO-COPYPEND
Includes the following syntax in the load control statement:

• SET-COPYPENDING NO (if you specified FASTLOAD)
• LOG NO NOCOPYPEND (if you specified DB2LOAD)

NOTE

More information:

LOAD-CONTROL Keyword

SET-CHECKPENDING Keyword

SET-COPYPENDING Keyword

Db2 10 Temporal Table Support

Additional Db2 10 temporal table support is now provided. Fast Unload can now process temporal tables natively, using
SQL-ACCESS NONE and EXTENSION. (Previously, temporal tables required the use of SQL-ACCESS ONLY.)

Fast Unload can also generate CREATE TABLE DDL statements for temporal tables. This functionality is provided
through the existing DDL-CONTROL keyword.

Also, you can now include temporal table syntax when generating load control statements. Specifically, you can specify
that the target table for your unloaded data has a defined SYSTEM_TIME or BUSINESS_TIME period. You can also
specify whether you want to load data into ROW BEGIN, ROW END, or TRANSACTION START ID columns. These
columns are used exclusively in temporal tables.

This functionality is enabled through the following new LOAD-CONTROL parameters:

• SYSTEMPERIOD
• BUSINESSPERIOD
• PERIODOVERRIDE
• NO-PERIODOVERRIDE
• TRANSIDOVERRIDE
• NO-TRANSIDOVERRIDE

NOTE

More information:

SQL-ACCESS Keyword

DDL-CONTROL Keyword

LOAD-CONTROL Keyword

Release Compatibility and Support
Release compatibility and support information lets you see the tools that Broadcom offers to assist you in the product
lifecycle.

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support online:
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• Broadcom Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories (login required)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Broadcom Support Network Details

For other technical insights and to consult your peers and product management, monitor our global communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities
• Db2 Tools Community

Product Accessibility Features
Learn about product accessibility features for software applications and operating systems, functional performance, and
documentation.

Broadcom is committed to addressing user accessibility in the development of its products and documentation to help all
customers, regardless of ability, to accomplish vital business tasks.

The Database Management Solutions for Db2 provide the following accessibility features support.

Software Applications and Operating Systems

• Most product functions are executable from a keyboard where the function and result can be discerned textually.
However, some functions, like expand and collapse controls on the panel are not in the tab order, and can only be
located by exploration of the panel using the keyboard.

• The products inherit the following operating system accessibility features:
– StickyKeys
– FilterKeys
– ToggleKeys
– MouseKeys
– SerialKeys

• When tabular output is generated as a result of job submission, the output uses visual formatting semantics that are
not programmatically available to Assistive Technology (AT) through the emulator.

• Textual information is provided through a standard text file, which can be edited and viewed using a text editor and
through operating system functions for displaying text.

• The products do not inherit user-selected color, contrast, and font settings from the operating system. However, you
can change color, contrast, and font settings in the emulator and the product inherits these settings.
You can also adjust the colors that are displayed on the ISPF panels using the Global Profile option on the Database
Management Solutions for Db2 Main Menu. Select the Setup Screen Colors option to define color combinations and
select colors that are easier to see.
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NOTE

To make more adjustments to your display, and the sound, keyboard, and mouse interactions with the
emulator, refer to your 3270 emulation software documentation. For other changes, refer to your operating
system documentation.

• Some characters (<, +, -, and >) are used to create a graphic indicator. However, these characters might cause
confusion when encountered by a screen reader user when seen individually or in combination within the same or
other applications.

Functional Performance Criteria

• Assistive Technology screen readers and screen magnifiers are supported. The batch products are text-based and
use input and output files that are viewed through text editors. However, some output can include visually formatted,
tabular data that require the user to examine the textual screen content to interpret responses.

• The products can be used in a mouseless (keyboard-only) mode. The products also inherit operating system motor
control accessibility features.

Documentation and Support

• Documentation can be viewed online, or downloaded in PDF files.
• Support is available online, by email, and by phone.

Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:
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• Fast Unload® for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Unload)
• ACF2™ for z/OS (ACF2)
• Database Analyzer™ for Db2 for z/OS (Database Analyzer)
• Database Administration Suite for Db2
• Database Management Solutions for Db2 for z/OS (Database Management Solutions for Db2)
• Database Performance Suite for Db2 for z/OS
• Database Recovery Suite for Db2
• Database Utility Suite for Db2
• Detector® for Db2 for z/OS (Detector)
• Executing Manager Networking (Xnet)
• Execution Manager (Xmanager)
• Fast Index® for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Index)
• Fast Load for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Load)
• Fast Recover™ for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Recover)
• IBM® Db2® for z/OS® (Db2)
• IBM® DFSORT (DFSORT)
• IBM® Resource Access Control Facility (RACF)
• IBM® z/OS Management Facility (z/OSMF)
• Log Analyzer™ for Db2 for z/OS (Log Analyzer)
• Mainframe Resource Intelligence (MRI)
• Mainframe Team Center - Database Management for Db2 for z/OS (Mainframe Team Center - Database Management

for Db2)
• Merge/Modify™ for Db2 for z/OS (Merge/Modify)
• Plan Analyzer® for Db2 for z/OS (Plan Analyzer)
• Quick Copy for Db2 for z/OS (Quick Copy)
• Rapid Reorg® for Db2 for z/OS (Rapid Reorg)
• RC/Compare™ for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Compare)
• RC/Migrator™ for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Migrator)
• RC/Query® for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Query)
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Recovery Analyzer™ for Db2 for z/OS (Recovery Analyzer)
• SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval
• Subsystem Analyzer for Db2 for z/OS (Subsystem Analyzer)
• Syncsort MFX (Syncsort)
• SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for Db2 (SYSVIEW for Db2)
• Top Secret® for z/OS (Top Secret)
• UNIX System Services (USS)
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Installing
Acquire Fast Unload from the Broadcom Support portal.

The product pax file contains all the Database Management Solutions for Db2. Download this file only once.

For detailed installation and post-install configuration instructions, see the Database Management Solutions for Db2
Installing documentation.

After you install Fast Unload, review the operational and session-specific customization requirements in Getting Started.
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Getting Started
Review the following information before using this product:

• An overview of the product
• The required user authorizations
• Operational considerations to keep in mind when using this product
• Ways to customize the product
• A list of the products that can integrate with this product

Product Overview
To unload data from Db2 tables, IBM requires SELECT statements that are issued through DSNTIAUL, QMF, or a custom-
written application. If you use DSNTIAUL, you have limited options for unloading Db2 data. Significant programming
efforts are required to unload only part of the data, manipulate it, or convert it.

Fast Unload provides multiple options for unloading Db2 data. You can use SELECT statements to specify which rows
to unload. You can also convert and reorder the data as part of the unload process. You can process data directly from
tablespaces or image copies, and can provide it in several output formats.

Required Authorizations
Fast Unload users must have both Db2 authorizations and z/OS authorizations. The z/OS authorizations are typically
needed for accessing VSAM data sets, and are controlled using security products such as ACF2,Top Secret, or RACF.

The following authorizations are always required:

• EXECUTE authority on the Fast Unload plans
• SELECT authority on the tables to unload (explicit or part of a higher-level authorization such as SYSADM)
• Security authorization to write messages to JESSPOOL (STxxMSG)
• Security authorization for the SYSADM ID to submit jobs to the job scheduler (if the site uses a scheduler)

NOTE
Fast Unload cannot verify SELECT authorizations for tables that are not in the subsystem Db2 catalog. This
situation can happen when table columns are mapped using old DDL. This situation can also happen when the
SELECT statement specifies an OBID that is not in the Db2 catalog. If authorization is not verified, processing
terminates. The exception to this situation is when the unload job specifies DDLDDN with any INPUT-FORMAT
value except TABLE. When this syntax is specified, the UTLFUAUT exit is called to verify user authorization.

Additional authorizations are also required depending upon the syntax that is specified in the unload jobs. The most
important syntax to consider is SQL-ACCESS.

• If you specify SQL-ACCESS ONLY, only Db2 SQL processing is used. No additional authorization setup is required
because Db2 provides the necessary authorizations.

• If you specify SQL-ACCESS NONE, Fast Unload natively processes all SQL and it is therefore responsible for
managing the required Db2 and z/OS authorizations. These authorizations can vary, based on the following factors:
– SHRLEVEL setting
– SYSADM setting
– VSAM-ID setting

• SQL-ACCESS EXTENSION is not discussed here because this option uses NONE wherever possible, and ONLY for
all other SQL statements.
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SHRLEVEL Authorization Considerations
The SHRLEVEL keyword specifies the level of data integrity during processing. This keyword affects table locking, the
status of tablespace partitions (for partition independence), and whether a Db2 buffer pool LOOKUP is invoked.

If SHRLEVEL processing requires QUIESCE authorization, this authorization is managed internally.

The SHRLEVEL keyword options have the following authorization requirements:

• SHRLEVEL IGNORE does not require any additional authorizations.
• SHRLEVEL REFERENCE requires the following user ID authorization: Db2 authorization to quiesce tablespaces and

display tablespace status.
• SHRLEVEL CHANGE does not require any additional authorizations unless you use BP-LOOKUP. This option invokes

Db2 buffer pool lookup and therefore requires access to the bootstrap data sets, which can have security settings
defined at the z/OS level. SHRLEVEL CHANGE, BP-LOOKUP requires the following authorizations:
– The DBM1 ASID (address space user ID) or SYSADM user ID must have the following operating system batch

privileges: READ authority on the active log, archive logs, boot strap data sets, and Db2 directory
– The DBM1 ASID (address space user ID) or SYSADM user ID must have the following Db2 privileges: SET

MONITOR TRACE (2).
The SYSADM user ID can be the install SYSADM, the SYSADM from the parmlib setup member, or the job
submitter's user ID.

NOTE
For more information, see SYSADM Authorization Considerations.

– The job submitter must have SELECT authority on the Db2 object specified in the SELECT statement.

SYSADM Authorization Considerations
The SYSADM keyword specifies the Db2 authorization ID to use while locking or quiescing a tablespace, performing a
Db2 buffer pool lookup, and so on. You can specify any of the following values as the SYSADM ID:

• The SYSADM1 user ID defined in DSNZPARM during the system installation
• The SYSADM user ID defined in the SETUP parmlib member
• The user ID of the job submitter

If a job does not specify the SYSADM keyword, the SYSADM1 user ID in DSNZPARM is used.

The SYSADM ID must have Db2 authorization to quiesce and display tablespaces.

WARNING
You can no longer specify a group ID as a SYSADM ID. Instead, update the SYSADM value in SETUP or the
SYSADM1 value in DSNZPARM with a user ID that is defined to the external security server and to Db2. This
user ID must have the appropriate Db2 authorizations.

VSAM-ID Authorization Considerations
The VSAM-ID keyword defines the z/OS user ID that is used to access z/OS VSAM data sets directly (instead of through
Db2 when SQL-ACCESS NONE is specified. (This keyword is ignored when SQL-ACCESS ONLY is specified.)

The VSAM-ID keyword is optional. If you do not specify it, the DBM1 address space user ID is used. If the DBM1 address
space user ID is not available or does not have the necessary authorizations, processing stops.

NOTE
Each Db2 subsystem has a started task named xxxxDBM1, in which xxxx is the subsystem SSID. By default,
this task does not have a user ID. If a user ID is assigned to the task by security rules, this ID is referred to as
the DBM1 address space user ID. This ID does not indicate which user started the task.
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The user ID that is used, whether it is the specified VSAM ID or a DBM1 address space user ID, must have z/OS batch
privileges to access VSAM data sets.

Operational Considerations
Keep the following considerations in mind when using Fast Unload:

Tablespace Status

You cannot unload tablespaces that are in the following states:

• CHECKP
• DEFER
• INDBT
• RECP
• REST
• STOPE
• STOPP

You can unload tablespaces in COPY status only when you specify SHRLEVEL CHANGE or IGNORE, unless you specify
REFERENCE-TS-COPY YES. This option lets you use SHRLEVEL REFERENCE to unload a tablespace that is in RW,
COPY status.

NOTE
If you specify PART-INDEPENDENCE YES and the tablespace is in copy pending status, data does not unload.

You can unload tablespaces that are in the following states only if you specify SHRLEVEL CHANGE or IGNORE:

• UT
• UTRO
• UTUT
• UTRW

NOTE
Db2 buffer pool lookup is bypassed when the tablespace is closed or unavailable to Db2. For example, a lookup
does not occur when the tablespace has a status of STOP. Stopped tablespaces have no pages in the Db2
buffer pool.

Table Locks and Quiesces

This utility does not stop tablespaces during processing. Instead, data integrity is preserved by using SQL LOCK TABLE
statements. Quiesces are also performed to retrieve and unload information that has not been flushed from the buffers.

NOTE
Table locking and quiesces do not occur when you unload data from an image copy.

The SHRLEVEL value that you specify controls the locking method that is used and whether a quiesce is performed:

SHRLEVEL Lock Type Quiesce/Buffer Flush

REFERENCE with PART-INDEPENDENCE NO SHR YES

REFERENCE with PART-INDEPENDENCE YES NONE* YES

CHANGE NONE NO

IGNORE NONE NO
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* Instead of a table lock, the specified partitions are placed in read-only (RO) status.

The preceding table assumes that Fast Unload is accessing the data natively (using SQL-ACCESS NONE). When Db2
accesses the data (using SQL-ACCESS ONLY), the SHRLEVEL value does not matter because Db2 controls the locking.
Locking depends on the LOCKSIZE specified for the tablespace. The ISOLATION level is CURSOR STABILITY (CS). Db2
can escalate locks, depending upon the number of lock requests.

Multitasking

This utility multitasks automatically, without requiring specific keywords or parameters, when the following syntax is used:

SQL-ACCESS NONE

INPUT-FORMAT TABLE

TAPE-STACK NO (or TAPE-STACK omitted)

For nonpartitioned tablespaces, multitasking occurs at the tablespace level. One unload task is initiated for each
nonpartitioned tablespace in your job. For partitioned tablespaces, multitasking occurs at the SELECT statement level.
One unload task is initiated for each SELECT statement for partitioned tablespaces in your job.
If other values are specified for the preceding keywords, multitasking does not occur.

Partition Independence

Partition independence lets you run different utilities against different partitions of the same object simultaneously. Our
utilities use an enqueue strategy that serializes utility executions and permits partition-independent processing.

Fast Unload can process different partitions of the same object concurrently with the following utilities (when they use a
compatible share mode):

• Fast Load
• Fast Recover
• Rapid Reorg

NOTE
Partition independence is always available with Fast Load, Fast Recover, and Rapid Reorg when the job
uses SHRLEVEL CHANGE or IGNORE.
When SHRLEVEL REFERENCE is used, partition independence is available only when either of the
following conditions is true:

• You specify PART-INDEPENDENCE YES.
• The other utility executes first and it stops the partition before Fast Unload obtains a lock on the table.

• Fast Index
Partition independence is available only when the Fast Unload SHRLEVEL is IGNORE.

• Quick Copy
Fast Unload can execute concurrently with Quick Copy according to the following table:

Quick Copy Settings Fast Unload PART-INDEPENDENCE
NO (Fast Unload runs as reader)

Fast Unload PART-INDEPENDENCE
YES (Fast Unload runs as updater)

SHRLEVEL CHANGE, STARTUP-ACCESS
RESET (Quick Copy runs as reader.)

Executes concurrently. Executes concurrently.

SHRLEVEL CHANGE, STARTUP-ACCESS
other than RESET (Quick Copy runs as
updater.)

Executes concurrently. Cannot execute concurrently.

NOTE
For Quick Copy, the SHRLEVEL and STARTUP-ACCESS keywords combine to determine the restart table
SHRLEVEL. For more information, see the Quick Copy documentation.
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Multiple Utility Executions in a Single Job Step

You can execute multiple utilities in a single job step. For example, you can run Fast Load immediately after Fast Unload.
Use a different ddname for each job execution.

LOB Support

We recommend the following syntax combination when processing LOBs:

INPUT-FORMAT TABLE

OUTPUT-FORMAT VARIABLE

SQL-ACCESS NONE

Other syntax combinations are not guaranteed to support LOBs.

The following factors affect your syntax options:

• INPUT-FORMAT TABLE is required. Other INPUT-FORMAT options do not support LOB columns.
• All OUTPUT-FORMAT options except EXTERNAL support LOB columns.

– We recommend OUTPUT-FORMAT VARIABLE because it uses the disk space more effectively than the other
OUTPUT-FORMAT options.

– The OUTPUT-FORMAT VARIABLE,DB2LOAD parameter produces output that meets some of the unique IBM
LOAD requirements for the VBS formatting. However, Fast Unload does not verify that the LOB columns are coded
last. Fast Load can load the resulting output. IBM LOAD cannot load the output unless you manually code the LOB
columns at the end. For more information about the IBM VBS formatting requirements, see the IBM Utility Guide
and Reference.

– OUTPUT-FORMAT LOAD is the fastest processing option because it unloads 4-byte LOB indicators instead of
unloading the LOB data. However, the program that reads the output must be able to use the indicators to retrieve
the LOB data.

• All SQL-ACCESS options support LOB columns.
– SQL-ACCESS NONE is recommended. Using NONE to process LOBs natively can decrease processing time,

because Fast Unload can multitask and unload multiple tables concurrently. Native processing can also improve the
overall Db2 subsystem performance by decreasing Db2 overhead, which reduces the subsystem workload.

– If you specify SQL-ACCESS ONLY, you cannot select specific partitions of a LOB tablespace. That is, you cannot
specify the PART int clause with a SELECT statement to process a partitioned LOB tablespace.

• All SHRLEVEL options except BP-LOOKUP support native LOB processing. If a different SHRLEVEL option is
required, specify SQL-ACCESS ONLY to process the LOBs using Db2.

• CCSID translation is not supported with native LOB processing. The EBCDIC, ASCII, UNICODE, CCSID, and
TRANSLATE keywords are ignored. If these keywords are required, specify SQL-ACCESS ONLY to process the LOBs
using Db2.

• The maximum BLKSIZE value for an output data set is 32 KB. If the input object requires a larger SYSREC record
length, the following restrictions apply:
– The DCB parameter RECFM=VBS is used for the output data set. The program that reads the output data set must

support the RECFM=VBS format. Fast Load supports RECFM=VBS for loading LOBs.
– You can use only OUTPUT-FORMAT VARIABLE or DSNTIAUL.
– You cannot specify ORDER BY with SQL-ACCESS NONE. Omit the ORDER BY and use SQL-ACCESS NONE, or

use ORDER BY with SQL-ACCESS ONLY.

Temporal Table Support

Fast Unload can unload data from all three temporal table types (system-maintained, user-maintained, and bi-
temporal). You can unload data directly from a temporal table by specifying INPUT-FORMAT TABLE. You can also unload
data from an image copy by using other INPUT-FORMAT options (for example, INPUT-FORMAT DSN1COPY). However,
if you want to specify a FROM TABLE clause with a period specification, you must use INPUT-FORMAT TABLE.
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Also, when you are processing a temporal table and you specify DDL-CONTROL INTABLE, OUTTABLE, or BOTH,
the resulting CREATE TABLE DDL refers only to the table that is specified in the SELECT statement (which is usually
the base table). The DDL does not refer to the associated history table. To create the DDL for the history table, add a
SELECT statement that specifies the history table name. See the following example:

SELECT * FROM creator.name SELECT-OPTIONS DDL-CONTROL [INTABLE|OUTTABLE],ONLY

Review the DDL and edit it as needed before using it. When specifying DDL-CONTROL OUTTABLE to generate DDL for
a temporal table, also specify SYSTEMPERIOD or BUSINESSPERIOD in your LOAD-CONTROL syntax. If you do not,
the OUTTABLE is assumed to be a nontemporal table.

SYNONYM and ALIAS Support

You can unload Db2 SYNONYM and ALIAS objects. Fast Unload determines the name of the underlying table and
unloads the data for that table to satisfy the SELECT statement. Messages that indicate the object type and the underlying
tablename are printed when the SELECT statement is parsed.

Extended Address Volume (EAV) Support

Extended Address Volumes (EAV) are supported. EAV support provides more than 65,520 cylinders, which lets you
store more Db2 data on a single volume. Fast Unload can unload data from EAV data sets. The utility can also write the
unloaded data to a SYSREC output data set on an EAV.

NOTE
The SYSCTL and SYSDDL output data sets are not large enough to require EA space on a volume. They are
allocated to the non-EA area of the volume.

LISTDEF Support

LISTDEF control statements are not supported. Fast Unload does not require this support because it uses SELECT
statements, which provide table-oriented processing instead of tablespace-oriented processing.

EXCP Support (Deprecated)

The EXCP keyword and access method have been deprecated and should no longer be used. The EXCP keyword was
used to specify the access method to use when unloading the data. Fast Unload now uses the IBM Media Manager to
access tablespace data.

NOTE
You do not need to modify your JCL to remove the EXCP keyword. The keyword is now ignored and does not
generate an error.

NULLIF Support

Fast Unload does not offer a NULLIF clause. However, you can achieve the same effect by using DEFAULTIF condition
INITIAL (NULL). In the following example, COL02 is set to NULL if the value of the data in COL02 is “GPS”:

 SELECT *

INTO COL01    DECIMAL EXTERNAL

,COL02    CHAR

DEFAULTIF(COL02='GPS')  INITIAL(NULL) 

,COL03    INTEGER EXTERNAL

FROM GPS1993.GPSPRA

;
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Customize the Product Using PFU Parmlib
You can create a PFU member in hlq.CDBAPARM and then use it to specify site-specific default values for Fast Unload
keywords.

For example, the STOPPED-TS keyword typically defaults to NO. You can specify STOPPED-TS YES in the PFU
member to set it as the new execution default for your site.

The PFU parmlib member is created (and edited) through an ISPF edit session. Note the following items when working
with the PFU member:

• This parmlib member can contain any Fast Unload syntax. The keyword syntax in the PFU member is the same as the
keyword syntax in a job.

NOTE
The following keywords are specified only in PFU parmlib, not in the SYSIN syntax: HISTORY-ERROR-
RC, HISTORY-WARNING-RC, and PFU-HISTORY.

• Specify comments with the /*comment*/ format (like other hlq.CDBAPARM members).
• Specify single-line comments with an asterisk (*) in column 1. The remainder of the line contains the comment. These

comments are like PFU SYSIN comment lines.
• Comment part of a line by entering two hyphens (--), starting in any column, to comment the rest of the line.
• Do not enclose PFU parmlib keyword values in parentheses. For example, use SORTSIZE MAX, not SORTSIZE

(MAX).
• The options that you specify in the PFU parmlib member define the default Fast Unload settings. However, you can

override the parmlib settings for a particular job by specifying the desired settings in your SYSIN syntax.

Review the following parameters and consider specifying them in hlq.CDBAPARM(PFU) to define your site standards:

• Specify LRECL-USER YES when using OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-DELIMITED to accommodate different record
output lengths. A default LRECL value of 32,756 bytes is now applied to SYSREC data sets when OUTPUT-FORMAT
COMMA-DELIMITED is specified. If a different length is required, specify LRECL-USER YES and an LRECL value in
your SYSREC data set allocations.

• Specify SORTNUM, SORTDEVT, or both to allocate the sort workspace dynamically. (The DYNALLOC sort parameter
is not generated unless one of these values has been specified.) The SORTSIZE, SORTSIZE-BELOW (or SORT-
APPLSIZE), and SORTFLAG commands are also available for use in processing ORDER BY within SELECT
statements.

• Specify SQL-ACCESS EXTENSION to override the default value of NONE. Native Fast Unload access is used
wherever possible for improved speed. More complex SELECT statements are still processed by using SQL access
when necessary.

• Specify ASCII-OUT EBCDIC to mimic the old data translation behavior in Fast Unload, which unloads ASCII table
character data as EBCDIC. (The new data translation behavior unloads character data in the encoding scheme of the
table.) If you do not have time to modify your jobs based on the new behavior, use ASCII-OUT EBCDIC to continue
current processing until you do have time. This setting is not recommended as a permanent solution.

• Use DISPLAY-STATUS to monitor Fast Unload execution progress.
• Use PRINT-OPTIONS PTIMSG or ALLMSGS to review the options that are in effect for a given Fast Unload execution.
• Change the EMPTY-RC default value so that jobs do not end with return code 4 when a SELECT statement returns no

rows. This setting is especially important when you often have empty tables.

Integration with Other Products
Fast Unload integrates with the following tools and utilities:

• Fast Load
Fast Unload can provide data in multiple output formats that Fast Load can format.

• Db2 Command Processor
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You can execute Db2 commands from within your product session.

For more information about integration with these products, see their respective documentation.
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Using
This section explains how to use Fast Unload. Look here for suggested best practices to follow when using this product.
You can also find instructions for building and restarting your JCL jobs and guidelines for allocating your data sets.
Instructions for performing common unload tasks are also provided.

Best Practices
This section provides various best practices for maintaining data integrity, maximizing performance, and reducing CPU
time. Techniques for automating the creation of test tables are also discussed.

Maintain Data Integrity
Data integrity is important because operational systems depend on the completeness and accuracy of the unloaded
data. To maintain data integrity, specify SHRLEVEL REFERENCE in your jobs with SQL-ACCESS NONE or EXTENSION.
Alternately, consider using INPUT-FORMAT IMAGECOPY, DSN1COPY, or CONCURRENTCOPY to unload data from an
image copy of the tablespace. Reserve the use of SHRLEVEL CHANGE (with or without BP-LOOKUP) for times when
absolute data integrity is not a requirement. SHRLEVEL CHANGE, in all its forms, is a "dirty read."

Maximize Performance
To maximize Fast Unload performance, review your jobs and consider making the following changes. Implementing these
changes improves data availability and reduces the costs that are associated with the unload process.

NOTE
To apply the suggested keyword values to the entire installation, specify them in the PFU parmlib so users will
not need to code them in individual jobs. For more information, see Customize the Product Using PFU Parmlib.

• Include multiple SELECT statements in one step. The utility makes only one pass of the data to satisfy all SELECT
statements for the tables in a tablespace.

• Enable sort to allocate sort work data sets dynamically for processing ORDER BY clauses in SELECT statements.
• Specify COPY-BUFFERS, IO-BUFFERS, and VSAM-BUFFERS if the default values are not appropriate for your use.
• Use CURRENT-DEGREE ANY and MULTI-ROW-FETCH to improve performance with SQL-ACCESS ONLY.

CURRENT-DEGREE sets the degree of parallelism that is used when processing SQL statements. MULTI-ROW-
FETCH specifies the number of rows to fetch from the Db2 table during processing.

• Use OUTPUT-FORMAT LOAD so that the data is not converted from Db2 format to an external format. If you are
unloading a table containing a long, varying length column use OUTPUT-FORMAT VARIABLE instead.

• Use data translation (that is, the ASCII, CCSID, EBCDIC, and UNICODE keywords) only as needed because it can
impact performance.

• Use data conversion (that is, the INTO clause of the SELECT statement) only as needed because it can impact
performance.

• If INPUT-FORMAT TABLE and SQL-ACCESS NONE or EXTENSION are used and the result is non-SQL access of
table data, use several SELECT statements. Have each SELECT specify a different range of partitions, and specify
PART-INDEPENDENCE YES. Fast Unload can then scan the partitions in separate, parallel tasks.

NOTE
Fast Unload writes the SYSREC output to one data set per SELECT statement, unless you specify ONE-
SYSREC.
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Reduce CPU Time
The OUTPUT-FORMAT value that you specify can affect the CPU time for your job. To reduce CPU time, see the
following suggestions:

• When using OUTPUT-FORMAT DSNTIAUL, omit the following syntax from your job:
– INTO clause
– TRIM keyword
– ASCII, CCSID, EBCDIC, and UNICODE keywords
– DATE type column with a LOCAL date exit
– TIME type column with a LOCAL time exit
– Field procs on any column

• When using OUTPUT-FORMAT LOAD or COMMA-DELIMITED, omit the following syntax from your job:
– ASCII, CCSID, EBCDIC, and UNICODE keywords
– DATE type column with a LOCAL date exit
– TIME type column with a LOCAL time exit
– Field procs on any column

Automate Test Table Creation
You can automate the creation of test tables by using Fast Unload to unload data from production tables into test tables.
Creating test tables manually or by using a custom solution increases the potential for error. Fast Unload can create single
tables in the same or different Db2 subsystems. These tables can contain some or all columns from the original table.
These test tables can also have added column data initialized based on various criteria.

For example, in your SELECT statement you can specify the literals and columns to unload. You can then use field
specifications in the INTO clause to specify alternate column formatting for the unloaded data. You can mask sensitive
client data by including one or more DEFAULTIF (condition) INITIAL (value) clauses for each column. The LIMIT keyword
lets you limit the total number of rows to unload. The SAMPLE keyword lets you unload a physical subset of the rows from
the source table. (For example, unload two rows, skip the next 198 rows, unload two rows, skip 198 rows, and so on.)

See the following sample SELECT statement:

SELECT ‘fred’, column_1, column_2, ‘abc’ INTO AAA CHAR(4), BBB VARCHAR(12)

DEFAULTIF(column_1 = ‘ ‘) INITIAL(‘ZZZZZZZZZZZZ’) DEFAULTIF(column_1 = ‘abc’)

INITIAL(‘BBB’), CCC, DDD VARCHAR(5)

When you submit the unload job, you can automatically generate CREATE TABLE DDL statements by including the DDL-
CONTROL keyword. You can also generate load control statements by including the LOAD-CONTROL keyword. You can
then use Fast Load (or another load utility) to load the selected data into a new table.

NOTE
If the SELECT statement is complex enough to require SQL-ACCESS ONLY processing, some control
statements might not be created. If you require control statement generation, we recommend limiting complex
SELECT syntax that requires SQL-ACCESS ONLY processing.

Building JCL Jobs
Using Fast Unload consists of building JCL jobs that contain the appropriate syntax to perform the necessary tasks. This
section provides information about the following topics:

• How to build a JCL job
• How to verify your SYSIN statements
• How to use IBM JCL with Fast Unload
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Build a JCL Job
This scenario explains how to build a JCL job for Fast Unload. Building a job consists of specifying valid JOB, EXEC, and
DD statements and inserting the appropriate utility syntax.

As a Database Administrator, you are responsible for maintaining the databases at your site. You accomplish this task by
using the Database Management Solutions for Db2 batch utilities. As part of this process, you build JCL jobs that contain
the appropriate syntax to perform the necessary tasks. For example, you might need to unload data from one table and
format it for loading into another table. Use Fast Unload to unload and reformat data from Db2 tables and image copies at
high speed while maintaining system performance.

This scenario makes the following assumptions:

• A data set has already been allocated to contain your JCL.
• The data set has no unusual profile options, such as PACK ON, that can interfere with processing.
• You have basic knowledge about how to code and submit JCL jobs.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify a JOB statement.
2. Specify an EXEC statement.
3. Specify the DD statements.
4. Specify the utility syntax.
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Specify a JOB Statement
A JCL job requires a valid JOB statement. This statement marks the beginning of the job, specifies the job name, and
provides job information. When specifying these parameters, follow the job standards at your site.

Specify the following JOB statement:

//jobname  JOB  (account),'jobdesc',CLASS=jobclass,MSGCLASS=outputclass,REGION=nM

The JOB statement has the following parameters:

jobname
Specifies the job name.
Limits: 1 to 8 characters

account
Specifies the accounting information for the job.

jobdesc
Provides a brief job description.

jobclass
Assigns a job class to the job.
Limits: 1 to 8 characters

outputclass
Assigns an output class to the job log.
Limits: 1 character

nM
Specifies the amount of central or virtual space that the job requires, in megabytes.
We recommend specifying REGION=0M to let the utility use as much storage as required. Verify with your
systems programmer that user exits at your site are not restricting memory allocation for REGION=0M requests.

Specify an EXEC Statement
A JCL job requires a valid EXEC statement to specify the module to execute and other parameters. For Database
Management Solutions for Db2 utilities, this statement calls the PTLDRIVM product driver.

Specify the following EXEC statement:

//stepname EXEC  PGM=PTLDRIVM,

// PARM=('SUFFIX=xx,EP=UTLGLCTL/DB2_subsystemid,CHECK|PREVIEW|RESTART(parm)',

//'planname,utilid')

To continue the PARM= keyword onto a second line, enclose its specified value in parentheses as shown here. Also
enclose any subexpressions in apostrophes followed by a comma. The continued PARM value can begin anywhere
in columns 4 through 16 on the next line. No additional commas are required because enclosing the PARM value in
parentheses provides the continuation.

The EXEC statement has the following parameters:

stepname
Identifies the job step within the JCL. Specify something meaningful, like FASTUNLD or UNLOAD1.

SUFFIX=xx
(Optional) Specifies a suffix for the PTISYS parmlib member when multiple members exist. This parameter
overrides the SUFFIX value in the ENVDEF parmlib member. If ENVDEF is not present and you omit SUFFIX
from your EXEC statement, SUFFIX defaults to 00.
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EP
Specifies the program name. Specify UTLGLCTL.

DB2_subsystemid
Names the Db2 subsystem where the objects reside. If data sharing subgroups have been defined in the
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx) member, you can specify a subgroup name here instead.

CHECK
(Optional) Validates the utility statement syntax without actually running the utility. This parameter does not
validate SQL statements. The last utility keyword must be followed by an SQL SELECT statement.

NOTE
CHECK, PREVIEW, and RESTART are mutually exclusive. Specify only one in your EXEC statement.

PREVIEW
(Optional) Validates the utility statement syntax and verifies that the specified objects exist without actually
running the utility.

RESTART
(Optional) Specifies whether to restart the job.

WARNING
If you restart a job, do not modify the utility syntax.

To use the restart table, you must specify one of the following syntax combinations in your SYSIN syntax:

• PART-INDEPENDENCE YES and SHRLEVEL REFERENCE, or
• RESTART-TABLE YES

NOTE
The presence of restart table rows can impact other situations.

The following RESTART parameters are valid:
RESTART not specified

Starts the job as a new job when RESTART is omitted and either of the following conditions are true:

• No restart table row is present
• Both RESTART-TABLE NO and PART-INDEPENDENCE NO are specified.

If a restart record is found, an error message is issued stating that a RESTART parameter is required.
The job then terminates.

blank parameter specified for RESTART
Starts the job as a new job when RESTART with a blank parameter (",RESTART,"). A restart table row
cannot be present. If a restart record is found, an error message indicates that a restart row is present.

(nnnn)
Restarts the job at the specified utility statement (nnnn) when a step contains multiple utility
statements. The previous nnnn-1 utility statements are skipped. To determine the correct statement
number, refer to message PUT0018I in the output of the previous execution of the job.
You can also specify nnnn with the following values:
(nnnn,BYPASS)

Skips the previous nnnn-1 utility statements and uses RESTART(BYPASS) on the correct utility
statement number.

(nnnn,PHASE)
Skips the previous nnnn-1 utility statements and uses RESTART(PHASE) on the correct utility
statement number.
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(nnnn,TERM)
Skips the previous nnnn-1 utility statements and uses RESTART(TERM) on the correct utility
statement number.

(BYPASS)
Deletes the existing restart row, leaves the tablespace status as is, and continues processing according
to the SELECT syntax. For partition independence tasks that fail, RESTART(BYPASS) could leave the
status of partitions in RO mode. You might need to start the partitions manually.

(PHASE)
Continues processing when no restart rows exist. Otherwise, any existing restart rows are deleted
after resetting any RO tablespace partitions to RW. The data then unloads according to the SYSIN and
SELECT syntax submitted.

NOTE
A job that specifies RESTART(PHASE) or (TERM) must be for the same tablespace (and
partitions) that the original job specified.

(TERM)
Resets any RO tablespace partitions to RW, deletes the existing restart row, and terminates processing.
A return code of 4 is returned indicating that no rows unloaded. Upon termination with PART-
INDEPENDENCE YES, stopped partitions remain stopped. RO partitions remain RO. RW partitions
change to RO and then return to RW at termination.
For partition independence tasks that fail, we recommend that you specify RESTART(TERM) to reset the
partitions to RW status.

NOTE
A job that specifies RESTART(PHASE) or (TERM) must be for the same tablespace (and
partitions) that the original job specified.

planname
(Optional) Specifies the plan name for the Database Management Solutions for Db2 utilities. This parameter
overrides the default plan name that is specified in hlq.CDBAPARM.
If you omit the plan name, insert a comma as a place holder as shown in the following example:
// PARM=('EP=UTLGLCTL/DB2_subsystemid,RESTART(PHASE),’, 

// 'utilid')

utilid
(Optional) Specifies a utility ID for the job. Include a comma to the left of the utilid variable or verify that the PARM
statement fits on one line. Do not include any spaces between quotes (for example, PARM=' parm').
Limits: 17 characters or less
If you omit utilid, it defaults to the user ID of the job submitter and the job name:
userid.jobname

NOTE
To restart a utility job that someone else submitted, specify the utility ID for that job in the EXEC
statement. When the utility ID defaults to your user ID, you can restart the job without specifying the
utility ID.

Specify the DD Statements
A JCL job requires valid DD statements to specify the data sets that the utility needs. Each utility call (meaning each job
step that executes a utility) requires a STEPLIB, PTIPARM, PTIMSG, and SYSIN DD statement.

Optional DD statements can also be specified to allocate various data sets. If an optional statement includes nn or nnnn
(for example, SYSRECnn), specify it once for each SELECT statement. If the statement does not include nn or nnnn (for
example, PTIIMSG), specify it only once.
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Example: SYSRECnn

If you use two SELECT statements, specify two DD statements (SYSREC01 and SYSREC02) to allocate two SYSREC
data sets:

//SYSREC01 DD DSN=userid.table1.DATA,

//         DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),UNIT=SYSDA,

//         SPACE=(CYL,(??,??))

//*

//SYSREC02 DD DSN=userid.table2.DATA,

//         DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),UNIT=SYSDA,

//         SPACE=(CYL,(??,??))

//*

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the following required DD statements:
//STEPLIB   DD  DSN=hlq.xxxxxxxx.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//          DD  DSN=xxxx.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT,DISP=SHR

//          DD  DSN=DSN.xxxx.DSNLOAD,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIPARM   DD  DSN=hlq.xxxxxxxx.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIMSG    DD  SYSOUT=*

//*

See the following DD statement descriptions:
STEPLIB

Specifies the load libraries for the Database Management Solutions for Db2 utilities.

NOTE
If your tables have EDITPROCs or FIELDPROCs, the CDBALOAD concatenation in
hlq.CDBAPARM(SETUP) must specify the EDITPROC or FIELDPROC library.

PTIPARM
Specifies the hlq.CDBAPARM parameter library.

PTIMSG
Specifies the data set that contains status messages and output from the utility execution. This data set must be
fixed-length blocked.

2. (Optional) Specify one or more of the following DD statements.
//$ORTPARM DD *

//  VSCORE=420K,VSCORET=nK

//*

//ddname DD DSN=ddl.input.statement.dataset,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTILIB DD DISP=status,DSN=hlq.xxxxxxxx.CDBALOAD

// DD DISP=status,DSN=xxxx.xxxxxxxx.SDSNEXIT

// DD DISP=status,DSN=DSN.xxxxxxxx.SDSNLOAD

//*

//PTIMSG DD SYSOUT=*

//SMSG DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//STxxWKnn DD UNIT=unit_type,SPACE=(alloc_unit,(primary,secondary))

//*

//STxxMSG DD SYSOUT=*
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//*

//SYSCTL DD DSN=userid.LOAD.CNTL(TABLE),

// DISP=status,(alloc_unit,(primary,secondary),RLSE),UNIT=unit_type

//*

//SYSDDL DD DISP=status,

// DSN=userid.table.data,

// UNIT=unit_type,SPACE=(alloc_unit,(primary,secondary),RLSE)

//*

//SYSIMG DD DISP=SHR,DSN=copy.image.dataset

//*

//SYSLOD DD DISP=SHR,DSN=load.control.output

//*

//SYSREC DD DISP=status,

// DSN=userid.table.data,

// UNIT=unit_type,(alloc_unit,(primary,secondary),RLSE)

//*

$ORTPARM
Controls below-the-line storage when Syncsort is used. If you do not specify $ORTPARM, the data sets are
allocated dynamically. The default values are used (420 KB for VSCORE and 4 MB for VSCORET). If SORTSIZE
or SORTSIZE-BELOW are specified in hlq.CDBAPARM(PFU) or in the job, those values are used instead.
VSCORE

Specifies the maximum amount of below-the-line virtual storage in KB that Syncsort uses. The default
value is 420 KB.
If SORTSIZE-BELOW is specified in hlq.CDBAPARM(PFU) or in the utility job, the SORTSIZE-BELOW
and VSCORE values must match. Otherwise, Fast Unload cannot calculate the required storage correctly.

VSCORET
Specifies the total amount of virtual storage memory (above- and below-the-line) that Syncsort uses. The
default value is 4 MB.
If SORTSIZE is specified in hlq.CDBAPARM(PFU) or in the utility job, the SORTSIZE and VSCORET
values must match. Otherwise, Fast Unload cannot calculate the required storage correctly.

ddname (specified by the DDLDDN keyword)
Identifies the ddname that contains the DDL for the original table or tablespace. The ddname is specified with
the DDLDDN keyword. The format requirements are fixed-length blocked, variable, or variable-length blocked
(LRECL=80).
Limits: Eight characters

PTILIB
Identifies the data set that contains the load libraries. Include the PTILIB DD statement only when processing IBM
utility JCL.

PTIMSGnn or SMSGnnnn
Allocates data sets for the utility execution messages. The format requirements are fixed-length blocked, variable,
or variable-length blocked (LRECL=80).
If you specify MAX-SELECTS 99, use PTIMSGnn.
If you specify MAX-SELECTS 9999, use SMSGnnnn instead.
If you want to allocate these data sets dynamically, omit these DD statements.

STxxWKnn
Allocates the sort work data sets. One sort work data set is required for each SELECT statement that has
an ORDER BY clause.
xx

Represents the sort task number
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nn
Represents the data set number.

To allocate these data sets dynamically, omit this DD statement and specify SORTNUM or SORTDEVT (or both)
in your SYSIN.

STxxMSG
Allocates the sort message data sets. In this DD statement, xx is the sort task number. One sort message data set
is required for each SELECT statement that has an ORDER BY clause.
If you allocate the sort work data sets dynamically, omit this DD statement to allocate these data sets dynamically
too.

SYSCTLnn or SCTLnnnn
Allocates data sets for the load control statements, which are generated when you specify LOAD-CONTROL. The
format requirements are fixed-length blocked, variable, or variable-length blocked (LRECL=80).
If you specify MAX-SELECTS 99, use SYSCTLnn.
If you specify MAX-SELECTS 9999, use SCTLnnnn instead.
If you specify ONE-SYSREC, use SYSCTL or SYSCTL01. Only one SYSCTL DD statement is needed,
regardless of the MAX-SELECTS value.
To allocate these data sets dynamically, omit these DD statements and specify TEMPLATE or a SYSTEMPL DD
statement instead.

NOTE
SYSCTL, SYSCTLnn, and SCTLnnnn are the default data set names that are applied to all jobs. To
override the data set names in a particular job, use the CTLDDN keyword.

SYSDDLnn or SDDLnnnn
Allocates data sets for the CREATE TABLE DD statements, which are generated when you specify DDL-
CONTROL. The format requirements are fixed-length blocked (LRECL=80).
If you specify MAX-SELECTS 99, use SYSDDLnn.
If you specify MAX-SELECTS 9999, use SDDLnnnn instead.
If you specify ONE-SYSREC, use SYSDDL. Do not include an incremental suffix in your DD statement (for
example, “01”). Only one SYSDDL DD statement is needed, regardless of the MAX-SELECTS value.
To allocate these data sets dynamically, omit these DD statements and specify TEMPLATE or a SYSTEMPL DD
statement instead.

NOTE
SYSDDL, SYSDDLnn, and SDDLnnnn are the default data set names that are applied to all jobs. To
override the data set names in a particular job, use the SYSDDN keyword.

SYSIMAG, SYSIMGnn, or SIMGnnnn
Identifies the ddname that contains the image copy to process. This DD statement applies to all INPUT-
FORMAT values except TABLE. The format requirements are fixed-length blocked, variable, or variable block.
The LRECL is read from the image copy.
If you specify an INPUT-FORMAT value other than FlashCopy, use SYSIMAG. Only one input data set is needed.
If you specify INPUT-FORMAT FLASHCOPY, multiple input data sets can be needed. In this case, use the
following criteria to specify your DD statement names:

• If you specify an INDDN-COUNT value that is less than 99, use SYSIMGnn.
• If you specify an INDDN-COUNT value that is greater than 99, use SIMGnnnn instead.
• If you do not specify INDDN-COUNT, use SYSIMAG. Do not include an incremental suffix in your DD

statement (for example, “01”). Only one SYSIMAG DD statement is needed.

NOTE
SYSIMAG, SYSIMGnn, and SIMGnnnn are the default data set names that are applied to all jobs. To
override the data set name in a particular job, use the INDDN keyword.
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SYSLODnn or SLODnnnn
Identifies the ddname that the LOADDDN keyword specifies. LOADDDN defines a data set that contains user-
customized load control statements. The format requirements are fixed-length blocked, variable, or variable-length
blocked (LRECL=80).
If you specify MAX-SELECTS 99, use SYSLODnn.
If you specify MAX-SELECTS 9999, use SLODnnnn instead.
If you specify ONE-SYSREC, use SYSLOD. Do not include an incremental suffix in your DD statement (for
example, “01”). Only one SYSLOD DD statement is needed, regardless of the MAX-SELECTS value.

SYSRECnn or SRECnnnn
Allocates data sets for the unloaded data. The format requirements are determined for you unless you
specify LRECL-USER YES in SYSIN and specify an LRECL value in your DD statement.
If you specify MAX-SELECTS 99, use SYSRECnn.
If you specify MAX-SELECTS 9999, use SRECnnnn instead.
If you specify ONE-SYSREC, use SYSREC or SYSREC01. Only one SYSREC DD statement is needed,
regardless of the MAX-SELECTS value.
To allocate these data sets dynamically, omit these DD statements and specify TEMPLATE or a SYSTEMPL DD
statement instead.

NOTE
SYSREC, SYSRECnn, and SRECnnnn are the default data set names that are applied to all jobs. To
override the data set name in a particular job, use the UNLDDN keyword.

3. Specify the SYSIN DD statement. This statement is required, and it appears last in the job:
//SYSIN    DD  *

  FASTUNLOAD

SYSIN
Specifies the input data set from which to read the utility control statements. These statements begin with a utility
name (for example, FASTUNLOAD) and are followed by the utility-specific syntax.

Specify the Utility Syntax
Include the Fast Unload syntax in your job as part of the SYSIN stream.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the FASTUNLOAD control statement and the appropriate keywords.
2. (Optional) Insert comments in the syntax:

– Enter an asterisk (*) in the first column to comment the entire line.
Example:
*  INPUT-FORMAT       TABLE

– Enter a slash asterisk (/*) in any column (other than columns 1 and 2) to start a comment that continues to the next
asterisk slash (*/). The asterisk slash can occur on the same line or on a subsequent line.
Example:
/*  INPUT-FORMAT       TABLE -- COMMENT

    LOAD-CONTROL       DB2LOAD --  COMMENT */

    LOAD-CONTROL       DB2LOAD /*  COMMENT */

– Enter two hyphens (--), starting in any column, to comment the rest of the line.
Example:
FASTUNLOAD  - COMMENT

-- INPUT-FORMAT       TABLE 

LOAD-CONTROL       DB2LOAD -- COMMENT     

LOAD-CONTROL       DB2LOAD--COMMENT
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SELECT *               -- COMMENT

NOTE
These commenting tips apply only to Fast Unload. Different utilities provide different comment support.

3. (Optional) Insert control statements for other utilities to invoke them in the same job. For example, you can insert a
COPY statement to invoke the Quick Copy utility and create an image copy of the object before you unload its data.

NOTE
A license is typically required for each utility.

Your JCL job has been built. You can now submit the job or save it for later reuse.

Verify SYSIN Control Statements Using UTCHECK REXX
The SYSIN control statements for all Db2 utility jobs (including existing jobs) must start with the utility statement. You
can manually check your JCL for the required utility statements. However, depending on the number of SYSIN control
statements in your JCL, it can be easier to use UTCHECK REXX. UTCHECK evaluates the JCL step-by-step and flags
the in-stream SYSIN DD statements that do not contain a valid utility name as the first command.

NOTE
UTCHECK executes only on in-stream SYSIN files. If your Db2 utility JCL executes a procedure, edit the
UTCHECK REXX exec to look for the procedure name. See the instructions in the UTCHECK REXX exec file.

To verify your SYSIN control statements using UTCHECK REXX, perform the following tasks:

1. Create a UTCHECK input data set that includes the name of the data set containing the JCL to check, and a list of the
members within that data set. The data set name must be the first word on the first line, and each member name must
be the first word on succeeding lines. UTCHECK REXX ignores any information following the data set and member
names.
See the following sample data set:
CADB2.UTILITY.JCL

LOAD1

LOAD2

REORG1

COPY1

RECOVER1

NOTE
You can use the ISPF Print Index function to generate the previous information. After you generate the
listing, remove all extraneous information from the file.

2. Open the UTCHECK JCL provided in the installation CDBASRC library. Insert the name of your UTCHECK input data
set in the %UTCHECK < DATASET NAME > line.

3. Execute the following command, in which UTCHECK.input is the name of your input data set:
exec 'hlq.CDBACLS0(UTCHECK)' 'UTCHECK.input'

During execution, output messages indicate whether the JCL conforms to the SYSIN DD statement requirement.
Line numbers indicate the location of statements that do not conform to the requirement, as shown in the following
example:
USER1.TEST.JCL(@PRRTEST) OK             

USER1.TEST.JCL(@PRRTEST) OK             

USER1.TEST.JCL(@PRRTEST) OK             

USER1.TEST.JCL(@PRRTEST) OK             

USER1.TEST.JCL(BIGPFL)   OK               

USER1.TEST.JCL(BIGPFL)   OK               

USER1.TEST.JCL(BIGPRR)   OK               

USER1.TEST.JCL(BIGPRR)   line 198  ********

USER1.TEST.JCL(GTECONV)  OK              
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USER1.TEST.JCL(GTEPRR)   line 40  ********

USER1.TEST.JCL(GTEPRR)   OK               

USER1.TEST.JCL(GTEPRR)   OK               

USER1.TEST.JCL(GTEPRR)   OK               

USER1.TEST.JCL(GTEPRR)   OK

4. Edit your existing jobs as necessary to add the required utility statements.

Use IBM JCL with Broadcom Utilities
You can use existing IBM utility JCL to run Database Management Solutions for Db2 with only minor changes.

When running Database Management Solutions for Db2 in IBM compatibility mode, most IBM syntax is recognized.

NOTE
Database Management Solutions for Db2 utilities adhere to IBM syntax diagram rules regarding the use of
parentheses. Our utilities tolerate the use of parentheses only where documented in IBM syntax diagrams or in
the Product Syntax section of this documentation.

To use IBM JCL, complete the following tasks:

1. Add a PTIPARM DD that specifies the utilities parmlib name. See the following example:
//PTIPARM  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.relxxx.CDBAPARM

2. Edit the IBM EXEC statement as follows:
– PGM=DSNUTILB

Change the program name to XSNUTILB or rename module XSNUTILB in the Database Management Solutions for
Db2 load library to DSNUTILB.

– PARM='system,[uid],[utproc]'
Change system to the Db2 subsystem, uid to the utility ID of the job, and utproc to a valid restart parameter to
enable restart processing when XSNUTILB is executed.

See the following example:
//Stepname EXEC PGM=XSNUTILB,PARM='DB2A,TESTUSER,RESTART(BYPASS)'

3. Modify STEPLIB to concatenate the Database Management Solutions for Db2 load library ahead of the Db2 load
library.

4. (Optional) Include a PTILIB DD statement that contains the load libraries. See the following sample PTILIB DD
statement:
//PTILIB     DD   DSN=PTIPROD.RELxxx.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//           DD   DSN=Vxxx.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT,DISP=SHR

//           DD   DSN=DSN.Vxxx.DSNLOAD,DISP=SHR

//*

Restarting Jobs
Restart processing is a useful feature that can save you time. If a job fails, you can restart it at various points, depending
on your selected settings. For example, you can restart a failed job at the beginning of the next incomplete phase. You
can also restart the job at a specific utility statement.

This section provides information about the following items:

• An overview of automatic restart processing
• A description of the restart table that is used
• How your utility syntax affects the share mode values in the restart table
• How to restart a job
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Automatic Restart Processing
Automatic restart processing restarts a job step from the utility statement that failed. The automatic restart function is
enabled by specifying AUTO-RESTART YES in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL). You can then restart a failed job by specifying
a RESTART parameter in the EXEC statement of your job.

Consider the following items when using the AUTO-RESTART parameter:

• You can specify AUTO-RESTART only in the UTIL parmlib member. You cannot specify it in user-defined parmlib
members or in the SYSIN syntax.

• When you enable AUTO-RESTART, the job names and utility IDs must be different for different syntax.

When automatic restart is active, a restart record is written to the restart table at the beginning of each step. The record
identifies the current statement number and utility type of the next or current utility to execute. If a utility statement fails,
this record lets the step skip the completed statements and restart at the failed statement.

NOTE
If the first utility statement fails, the restart statement record is not saved in the restart table. Restart the job step
at the beginning.

Example: Auto-Restart Processing

In the following sample, assume that statement #002 fails with an SQLCODE -911 when attempting to register the copy.
When the failure occurs, the copy terminates with a return code of 8. The restart statement remains in the restart table
with the restart UTIL and detail records for TESTDB.SAMPLET2:

COPY TABLESPACE TESTDB.SAMPLET1                               Statement #001

QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,SYSCPAA)

COPY TABLESPACE TESTDB.SAMPLET2                               Statement #002

QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,SYSCPBB)

COPY TABLESPACE TESTDB.SAMPLET3                               Statement #003

QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,SYSCPCC)

The previous example shows COPY, but this processing also applies to other utilities such as CHECK, LOAD, and
REORG.

You can restart the job step automatically at statement #002 by specifying a RESTART parameter on the EXEC
statement. The job output shows the following processing:

• Statement #001 undergoes syntax checking to get positioned to the statement #002.
• Statements #002 and #003 execute based on the RESTART parameter specified:

– If the job is restarted with RESTART(PHASE), statement #002 executes with RESTART(PHASE). Statement #003
executes without a restart parameter value.

– If the job is restarted with RESTART(BYPASS), statement #002 executes with RESTART(BYPASS). Statement
#003 and subsequent statements are passed the BYPASS option.

– If the job is restarted with RESTART(TERM), statement #002 executes according to the restart table processing.
The restart rows are deleted. Statement #003 does not execute.

Restart Table
When a utility job is executed, the utility ID, type, and restart data are written to the restart table.

This table contains a row for each object or partition, therefore a given utility execution can have multiple restart rows.

The restart table uniquely identifies each utility by using the utility ID plus a checksum value. The checksum value is
calculated internally, based on the object names and partition numbers in the utility syntax. If you terminate the utility using
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the Db2 Command Processor, be aware of the correct checksum value and utility ID. You do not provide the checksum
value on a restarted job. The job output contains a message that reports the checksum value and shows all messages
that display the utility ID.

Utility Concurrency
Fast Unload creates a record in the restart table with share mode values of EXCLUSIVE, UPDATE, or READ ONLY.
These values let other utilities run against the same tablespace when they are running with a compatible share mode.

For indexspaces, the share mode is always EXCLUSIVE for a single user, regardless of value you specify for PART-
INDEPENDENCE.

For tablespaces, the share mode depends on your PART-INDEPENDENCE and RESTART-TABLE values. See the
following table:

PFU PART-INDEPENDENCE, RESTART-TABLE Settings Utility Share Mode

PART-INDEPENDENCE NO, RESTART-TABLE NO EXCLUSIVE (single user) when other utility is running SHRLEVEL
REFERENCE

PART-INDEPENDENCE YES, RESTART-TABLE YES UPDATE (single updater, multiple readers) when other utility is
running SHRLEVEL CHANGE

PART-INDEPENDENCE NO, RESTART-TABLE YES READ ONLY (single updater, multiple readers) when other utility is
running SHRLEVEL CHANGE or IGNORE

Restart a Job
Follow these steps to restart a failed job:

1. Verify that AUTO-RESTART YES is specified in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL).
2. Specify the RESTART parameter in the EXEC statement of the failed step.

WARNING
Do not modify any other utility syntax.

3. Resubmit the job.

Allocating Data Sets
Fast Unload uses various data sets during processing to sort data and hold its generated output. This section provides
information about the following topics:

• An overview of the output data sets
• How to allocate those data sets dynamically or manually
• An overview of the sort work data sets
• How to control below-the-line storage
• How to allocate the sort work data sets dynamically or manually

Output Data Sets
Fast Unload uses three types of output data sets to hold its generated output:

SYSREC
Contains the unloaded table data.

SYSCTL
Contains the load control statements that are generated when LOAD-CONTROL is specified in your SYSIN
syntax.
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SYSDDL
Contains the CREATE TABLE DDL statements that are generated when DDL-CONTROL is specified in your
SYSIN syntax.

Typically, each SELECT statement writes its output to its own set of data sets. For example, if you have three SELECT
statements, you will have the following data sets, each with a unique name:

• Three SYSREC
• Three SYSCTL
• Three SYSDDL

Alternately, you can use the ONE-SYSREC keyword to write all output to a single SYSREC, SYSCTL, and SYSDDL data
set.

You can allocate these data sets dynamically or manually. We recommend allocating them dynamically and letting Fast
Unload calculate the space requirements for you. Dynamic allocation also supports the use of symbolics, which generates
a unique name for each data sets.

Allocate Output Data Sets Dynamically
This scenario explains how to allocate the SYSREC, SYSCTL, and SYSDDL output data sets dynamically during the
unload process.

Dynamic allocation eliminates the need to code the data set attributes into your JCL manually. Also, Fast Unload
calculates the data set space for you. Dynamic allocation also supports the use of symbolics to generate unique names
for the data sets.

NOTE
Dynamic allocation requires Db2 9 or higher, with Real-Time Statistics (RTS) enabled.

As a Database Administrator, you often unload table data for various reasons. For example, you can unload the data in
a table or partition to create an extract for testing purposes. As part of the unload process, you need a SYSREC output
data set to contain the unloaded table data. If you ask Fast Unload to generate load control statements, you also need a
SYSCTL data set. If you ask Fast Unload to generate CREATE TABLE DDL statements, you also need a SYSDDL data
set. You can allocate these data sets dynamically.

The following illustration shows how a Database Administrator implements dynamic allocation:
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To implement dynamic allocation, the Database Administrator performs the following steps:

1. Review the available symbolics.
2. Create a template model library.
3. Review the use of RTS.
4. Use the template models by adding SYSTEMPL or TEMPLATE to your job.

Review the Available Symbolics

Before you create a template model library, review the available symbolic variables. These symbolics help you generate
unique data set names.

The following symbolics can be used in your template models. All symbolics start with an ampersand (&) and terminate
with a period. The terminating period is not retained when substituting the value of the symbolic. All symbolics are
substituted with up to eight characters, left justified, blanks truncated on the right, unless otherwise noted.

NOTE
For a complete list of system symbolics, see the IBM MVS Initialization and Tuning Reference.
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You can use the following symbolics in model statements when you use templates to allocate your output data sets
dynamically. The abbreviated names appear in parentheses.

Job Variables

&JOBNAME (&JO)
Inserts the job name.

&SSID (&SS)
Inserts the subsystem ID (in non-data-sharing environments) or the group name (in data-sharing environments).

&STEPNAME (&ST)
Inserts the step name.

&USERID (&US)
Inserts the user ID of the person running the utility.

&UTILID (&UT)
Inserts the utility ID (truncated to eight characters).

Utility Variables

&SEQ (&SQ)
Inserts the sequence number of the item within the list.

&UTILNAME (&UN)
Inserts the utility name (truncated to eight characters):

• CHECKD (CHECK DATA)
• CHECKI (CHECK INDEX)
• CHECKL (CHECK LOB)
• COPY
• LOAD
• RECOVER
• REORGI (REORG INDEX)
• REORGT (REORG TABLESPACE)
• UNLOAD

Object Variables

&DBNAME (&DB)
Inserts the database name.
Do not use this symbolic when you are using SQL-ACCESS ONLY to process a JOIN or UNION. Fast Unload
cannot parse the SELECT clause, and therefore does not have a value to assign to this symbolic.

&PART (&PA)
Inserts a five-digit partition number, padded with leading zeros.
If SQL-ACCESS ONLY is specified, this symbolic is assigned a value of zero because IBM processes partitioned
objects differently than Fast Unload.

&SNNAME (&SN)
Inserts the space name (tablespace or indexspace).
Do not use this symbolic when you are using SQL-ACCESS ONLY to process a JOIN or UNION. Fast Unload
cannot parse the SELECT clause, and therefore does not have a value to assign to this symbolic.

&TSNAME (&TS)
Inserts the tablespace name.
Do not use this symbolic when you are using SQL-ACCESS ONLY to process a JOIN or UNION. Fast Unload
cannot parse the SELECT clause, and therefore does not have a value to assign to this symbolic.
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Date and Time Variables

&DATE (&DT)
Inserts the current date (yyyyddd).

&DAY (&DA)
Inserts the current day (dd).

&HOUR (&HO)
Inserts the hh portion of &TIME.

&JDATE (&JU)
Inserts the current Julian date (yyyyddd).

&JDAY (&JD)
Inserts the ddd portion of &DATE.

&MINUTE (&MI)
Inserts the mm portion of &TIME.

&MONTH (&MO)
Inserts the current month (mm).

&SECOND (&SC)
Inserts the ss portion of &TIME.

&TIME (&TI)
Inserts the current time (hhmmss).

&UNIQ (&UQ)
Inserts a unique value that is derived from the system clock (eight characters: an alpha character followed by
seven alphanumeric characters).

&YEAR (&YE)
Inserts the yyyy portion of &DATE.

Broadcom Utilities Variables

&CADATE
Inserts the current date (yymmdd).

&CATIME
Inserts the current time (hhmmsst).

&DDNAME
Inserts the output DD name.

&INCR
Inserts a numeric value (four characters) that starts at 0001 and increases by 1 each time it is referenced.

&JOBNO
Inserts the job number (eight characters).

&USER
Inserts the user ID associated with the job (seven characters).
Do not use this symbolic when you are using SQL-ACCESS ONLY to process a JOIN or UNION. Fast Unload
cannot parse the SELECT clause, and therefore does not have a value to assign to this symbolic.

&VCAT
Inserts the VCAT for the object being processed.
Do not use this symbolic when you are using SQL-ACCESS ONLY to process a JOIN or UNION. Fast Unload
cannot parse the SELECT clause, and therefore does not have a value to assign to this symbolic.

Consider the following items when using these symbolics:
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• The Broadcom utilities use the local time. Fast Unload obtains the most recent value each time that its value is
needed.

• In a template DSN expression, you can use substring notation with the symbolics to generate data set names.
Substrings are inserted in parentheses after the system symbolic; for example, (a:b) or (a,b). In this example, "a"
identifies the starting position within the variable value at the time of execution. "b" identifies the length of the substring.
If you do not specify a length, it defaults to one character at the starting position. Enclose the DSN expression in single
quotes.

Example: Use Symbolics and Substrings to Generate a Data Set Name

The following example uses Db2 symbolics and a substring to generate a data set name:

TEMPLATE                             

 SYSREC                              

 DSN '&USERID..&JO..&DB..&TS..P&PA.'

Create a Template Model Library

Fast Unload can allocate the SYSREC, SYSDDL, and SYSCTL output data sets dynamically by using template models.
Each model specifies the requirements for a particular output data set. You can include symbolics to generate unique data
set names. You create a template model library by storing these models in their own data set. You can then reference the
library in your JCL by inserting a SYSTEMPL DD statement.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a PDS or PDSE data set that you can reference using the SYSTEMPL ddname. For example, create a data set
named hlq.templ.lib.

2. Define your template models to one or more members within that data set. Insert symbolics as needed. You can save
multiple models in a single member.
For example, create a member named USER01. Save three template models in that member, named MYREC,
MYCTL, and MYDDL:
\\SYSTEMPL DD DSN=hlq.templ.lib(USER01)

    TEMPLATE MYREC

       DSN '&USERID..&JO..&DB..&TS..P&PA.'

    TEMPLATE MYCTL

       DSN '&USERID..&JO..&DB..&TS..CTL&SQ.'

    TEMPLATE MYDDL

       DSN '&USERID..&JO..&DB..&TS..DDL&SQ.'

Save your changes. You have created a template model library. You can now use these models to allocate your output
data sets dynamically.

Review the Use of RTS for SYSREC Space Allocations

When you allocate SYSREC dynamically, the space requirements are calculated for you. (Alternately, you can manually
code the space requirements in your template model.)

The requirements are calculated in one of the following ways:

• If you include ESTIMATED-ROWS in your syntax, the specified value is used to calculate the space requirements.
• If you omit ESTIMATED-ROWS, IBM Real-Time Statistics (RTS) are used to calculate the space requirements.

Specifically, the TOTALROWS column in SYSTABLESPACESTATS is used.

Before you code your job, decide whether to use RTS to calculate the space requirements. Consider the following items:
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• To use RTS, you must use Db2 9 and up, and you must have RTS enabled. Also, RTS is used only for SYSREC. RTS
is not used when calculating space requirements for SYSDDL, SYSCTL, or the sort work data sets.

• TOTALROWS provides the sum of all rows in all tables in the tablespace. The TOTALROWS value is used even when
you unload only some of the tables in that tablespace.

• Fast Unload does not use RTS when SQL-ACCESS ONLY is specified. The utility does not know the number of rows
in the answer set. Instead, specify the space requirements in your template model.

Usually, we recommend omitting ESTIMATED-ROWS to force the use of RTS because it provides greater precision.

However, RTS cannot be used under the following circumstances:

• When you are doing a JOIN or a UNION with SQL-ACCESS NONE. Instead, use SQL-ACCESS ONLY and specify the
space requirements in your template model.

• When you are using an image copy, DSN1COPY, or FlashCopy as your input. Instead, specify the space requirements
in your template model, or use the ESTIMATED-ROWS keyword.

• When you are processing XML or LOB objects. RECFM=VBS is used for these objects to accommodate their variable
lengths. Therefore, Fast Unload cannot accurately calculate the space that is required. Instead, specify the space
requirements in your template model.

We do not recommend using RTS under the following circumstances:

• When your syntax includes WHERE clauses. When Fast Unload uses RTS to calculate space requirements, it
considers the total number of rows in the object. Fast Unload does not consider the reduced number of rows that the
answer set will contain after the WHERE clause is applied. Overallocation can occur. Instead of using RTS in this case,
specify a space allocation in your template model or use the ESTIMATED-ROWS keyword.

• When your data contains variable length rows, and you specify a variable length output format. When Fast Unload
uses RTS to calculate space requirements, it uses the maximum row length, which can result in overallocation. Instead
of using RTS in this case, specify a space allocation in your template model.

Add SYSTEMPL or TEMPLATE to Your Job

Use your template model library to allocate your SYSREC, SYSDDL, and SYSCTL output data sets dynamically.

NOTE
The SYSREC data set is needed only when unloading data from a table. The SYSCTL data set is needed only
when generating load control statements. The SYSDDL data set is needed only when generating CREATE
TABLE DDL statements.

Use the template model library by inserting a SYSTEMPL DD statement in the JCL. The DD statement references the
library and retrieves the allocation settings that are specified there.

Alternately, copy a template model from the library and insert it into your SYSIN syntax as a TEMPLATE control
statement.

Follow these steps:

1. Modify your job JCL as follows:
– Remove any SYSREC DD statements from your JCL. If you are also allocating the SYSCTL and SYSDDL data

sets dynamically, remove those DD statements.
– Insert one of the following items:

Insert a SYSTEMPL DD statement in your JCL. The DD statement references the library where you saved your
template models.
Example: If your template models are saved in hlq.templ.lib(USER01), specify the following SYSTEMPL DD
statement:
//SYSTEMPL DD DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.templ.lib(USER01)
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Insert a TEMPLATE control statement within your SYSIN syntax. TEMPLATE must be coded before
FASTUNLOAD. The TEMPLATE control statement is a copy of a template model from your library.
Example: If your hlq.templ.lib(USER01) library contains the following template model, you can insert it into SYSIN
as a control statement:
TEMPLATE MYREC

DSN '&USERID..&JO..&DB..&TS..P&PA.'

– (Optional) Include the ONE-SYSREC keyword to write each output type to a single data set. (That is, all unloaded
table data is written to a single SYSREC. All CREATE TABLE DDL is written to a single SYSDDN. All load control
statements are written to a single SYSCTL.)

– (Optional) Include the PART-SEPARATE keyword to separate each partition into its own subtask and process them
in parallel.

– Include the UNLDDN keyword to specify the template name to use when allocating the SYSREC data set.
If you specified a SYSTEMPL DD, this name must match a template name in the specified template library member.
If you specified a TEMPLATE control statement, this name must match the template name in the control statement.
If you omit this keyword (or specify it without a name), the default template name (SYSREC) is used. If a SYSREC
template model does not exist, an error occurs.

– (Optional) Omit the ESTIMATED-ROWS keyword so that IBM Real-Time Statistics (RTS) is used to calculate the
space requirements for SYSREC.

NOTE
RTS cannot be used in certain circumstances.

– (Optional) Include the following keywords in your SYSIN to generate CREATE TABLE DDL statements for the
unloaded data:
• DDL-CONTROL to generate the DDL statements.
• SYSDDN to specify the template name to use when allocating the SYSDDL data set.

If you specified a SYSTEMPL DD, this name must match a template name in the specified template library
member.
If you specified a TEMPLATE control statement, this name must match the template name in the control
statement.
If you omit this keyword (or specify it without a name), the default template name (SYSDDL) is used. If a
SYSDDL template model does not exist, an error occurs.

– (Optional) Include the following keywords in your SYSIN to generate load control statements for the unloaded data:
• LOAD-CONTROL to generate the load control statements.
• CTLDDN to specify the template name to use when allocating the SYSCTL data set.

If you specified a SYSTEMPL DD, this name must match a template name in the specified template library
member.
If you specified a TEMPLATE control statement, this name must match the template name in the control
statement.
If you omit this keyword (or specify it without a name), the default template name (SYSCTL) is used. If a
SYSCTL template model does not exist, an error occurs.

Save your changes.
2. Submit your job.

When the SYSTEMPL DD or the TEMPLATE control statement is encountered, the output data sets are allocated
dynamically using the templates that you specified.

Allocate Output Data Sets Manually
This scenario explains how to allocate the SYSREC, SYSCTL, and SYSDDL output data sets manually during the unload
process. Allocating them manually consists of calculating the space requirements and then coding the data set attributes
into your JCL. You are responsible for ensuring that your data set names are unique.
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NOTE
We recommend allocating these data sets dynamically. Dynamic allocation eliminates the need to code the data
set attributes into your JCL manually. Fast Unload also calculates the data set space for you. Dynamic allocation
also supports the use of symbolics to generate unique names for the data sets.

As a Database Administrator, you often unload table data for various reasons. For example, you can unload the data in
a table or partition to create an extract for testing purposes. As part of the unload process, you need a SYSREC output
data set to contain the unloaded table data. If you ask Fast Unload to generate load control statements, you also need a
SYSCTL data set. If you ask Fast Unload to generate CREATE TABLE DDL statements, you also need a SYSDDL data
set. You can allocate these data sets dynamically.

The following illustration shows how a Database Administrator allocates output data sets manually:

To allocate output data sets manually, the Database Administrator performs the following steps:

1. Calculate the space requirements for each data set.
2. Insert allocation statements in your job.

Calculate the Space Requirements

Calculate the space requirements so that you can code the data set attributes in your allocation statements.

Follow these steps:

1. Calculate the SYSREC space requirements.
2. (Optional) Calculate the SYSCTL space requirements. This data set is needed only when you specify LOAD-

CONTROL to generate load control statements.
3. (Optional) Calculate the SYSDDL space requirements. This data set is needed only when you specify DDL-CONTROL

to generate CREATE TABLE DDL statements.

Calculate the SYSREC Space Requirements

The OUTPUT-FORMAT value in your job affects the number of bytes required for your SYSREC output data sets.
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To calculate the required space, select an output format from the following list, then use the formula for that format.
For num_of_rows, use the value that you intend to specify for the ESTIMATED-ROWS keyword. Alternately, if you have
Db2 9 or higher and Real-Time Statistics (RTS) is enabled, use the TOTALROWS value in SYSTABLESPACESTATS. The
TOTALROWS value provides greater precision.

• OUTPUT-FORMAT LOAD
(maximum row_length + 6) * num_of_rows

• OUTPUT-FORMAT FIXED
(maximum row_length + (num_of_nullable_columns * 2)) * num_of_rows

• OUTPUT-FORMAT DSNTIAUL
(maximum row_length + number_of_nullable_columns) * num_of_rows

• OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-DELIMITED
(row_length + num_of_cols + (num_of_char_cols * 2)) * num_of_rows

• OUTPUT-FORMAT VARIABLE
(average row_length + num_of_nullable_cols + 4) * num_of_rows

• OUTPUT-FORMAT EXTERNAL
(maximum row_length + number_of_nullable_columns) * num_of_rows

NOTE
Data set calculations are accurate to within a half-track, due to differences in device types.

Calculate the SYSCTL Space Requirements

Specify the following parameters in your SYSCTLnn DD statement. These parameters let Fast Unload add more space as
needed, and release the unused space at the end of the job:

SPACE=(TRK,(1,1),RLSE)

Alternately, use the following formula to calculate the number of lines required. You can then use the number of lines to
calculate the number of blocks that are needed per track.

(number of columns * 4) + 6 = number of 80-character lines

Calculate the SYSDDL Space Requirements

Specify the following parameters in your SYSDDLnn DD statement. These parameters let Fast Unload add more space as
needed, and release the unused space at the end of the job:

SPACE=(TRK,(1,1),RLSE)

Alternately, use the following formula to calculate the number of lines required. You can then use the number of lines to
calculate the number of blocks that are needed per track.

(number of columns * 2) + 4 = number of 80-character lines

Block Size by DASD or Tape

The block size and half-track blocking for the SYSREC, SYSCTL, and SYSDDL output data sets varies by device type.

DASD
Uses the largest number of bytes that is a multiple of the LRECL, and permits two blocks per track.

Tape or cartridge
Uses the maximum block size available (the largest multiple of LRECL that is less than 32,756).
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SELECT statements can result in a formatted row that is greater than a half-track block (for the DASD type on which the
SYSREC is allocated). In this case, a block size of 32,756 (a full track) is used. Half-track blocking is supported on 3380,
3390, and 9345 devices.

NOTE
The data control block (DCB) is updated with this information. You cannot specify the DCB parameters
BLKSIZE, DSORG, or RECFM in your JCL.

Insert Allocation Statements in Your Job

Allocating your output data sets manually consists of inserting allocation statements in your job that specify the data set
attributes. You are responsible for verifying that the data set names are unique.

Follow these steps:

1. Modify your job JCL as follows:
– Remove any SYSTEMPL DD statements or TEMPLATE control statements from your JCL.
– Insert the following DD statements as needed in your JCL. Use the space requirements that you previously

calculated.
• Insert one or more SYSRECnn DD statements to allocate data sets for the unloaded data.
• Insert one or more SYSCTLnn DD statements to allocate data sets for the generated load control statements.
• Insert one or more SYSDDLnn DD statements to allocate data sets for the generated CREATE TABLE DDL

statements.
NOTE
If you specify ONE-SYSREC, insert only one of each DD statement. If you do not specify ONE-SYSREC,
insert one of each DD statement for each SELECT statement.

– (Optional) Force the SYSREC record length:
• Specify an LRECL value in the SYSRECnn DD statement. The value must meet or exceed the record length that

Fast Unload would assign to the unload data set. Any extra space is padded with blanks.
• Specify LRECL-USER YES in your SYSIN to use the specified LRECL value.

Consider the following items when using this keyword:
• • LRECL-USER is ignored when you specify ONE-SYSREC and multiple SELECT statements.

• Forcing the record length can degrade performance by causing the utility to write extra data blocks.
• SMS ACS routines that provide default LRECL values can unintentionally influence this feature. We do not

recommend using a data class that provides default LRECL values.
– (Optional) Include the ONE-SYSREC keyword to write each output type to a single data set. (That is, all unloaded

table data is written to a single SYSREC. All CREATE TABLE DDL is written to a single SYSDDN. All load control
statements are written to a single SYSCTL.)

– (Optional) Include the PART-SEPARATE keyword to separate each partition into its own subtask and process them
in parallel.

– Include the UNLDDN keyword to specify the ddname to use when allocating the SYSREC data set.
If you omit this keyword (or specify it without a name), SYSREC is the default name.

– Include the ESTIMATED-ROWS keyword to estimate the number of rows to unload per SELECT statement.
– (Optional) Include the following keywords in your SYSIN to generate CREATE TABLE DDL statements for the

unloaded data:
• DDL-CONTROL to generate the DDL statements.
• SYSDDN to specify the ddname to use when allocating the SYSDDL data set. If you omit this keyword (or

specify it without a name), SYSDDL is the default name.
– (Optional) Include the following keywords in your SYSIN to generate load control statements for the unloaded data:
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• LOAD-CONTROL to generate the load control statements.
• CTLDDN to specify the ddname to use when allocating the SYSCTL data set. If you omit this keyword (or specify

it without a name), SYSCTL is the default name.
Save your changes.

2. Submit your job.
When the SYSRECnn, SYSCTLnn, or SYSDDLnn DD statements are encountered, the specified values are used to
allocate the output data sets manually.

Sort Work Data Sets
Sorts are performed by using the sort program that is specified in the current job STEPLIB. (Fast Unload ignores the
SORT-PROGRAM parameter in the UTIL member of hlq.CDBAPARM.) All 31-bit sort programs are supported including
DFSORT and Syncsort.

One sort work data set is needed for each SELECT statement that has an ORDER BY clause. One sort message data set
is also required for each of these SELECT statements.

If your sort program supports the dynamic allocation of sort work data sets in a multitasking environment, we recommend
allocating them dynamically. Dynamic allocation eliminates the need to code the data set requirements into your JCL
manually. The sort program calculates the data set space for you.

NOTE
If your sort program does not support dynamic allocation of sort work data sets, allocate them manually.
Otherwise, your jobs can fail. For more information about your sort program, see its documentation.

Allocate Sort Work Data Sets Dynamically
If your sort program supports the dynamic allocation of sort work data sets in a multitasking environment, we
recommend allocating them dynamically

Dynamic allocation eliminates the need to code the data set requirements into your JCL manually. The sort program
calculates the data set space for you.

NOTE
If your sort program does not support dynamic allocation of sort work data sets, allocate them manually.
Otherwise, your jobs can fail. For more information, see your sort program documentation.

1. Modify your job JCL as follows:
– Omit any STxxWKnn DD statements from your JCL.
– Omit any STxxMSG DD statements from your JCL.
– Include the SORTDEVT keyword within your SYSIN syntax to specify a device type for the sort work data sets.
– Include the SORTNUM keyword within your SYSIN syntax to specify the number of sort work data sets to allocate.

NOTE
You must specify SORTDEVT, SORTNUM, or both. If you omit both keywords, dynamic allocation is not
invoked and the job can fail.

– Include the ESTIMATED-ROWS keyword within your SYSIN syntax to estimate the number of rows to unload per
SELECT statement. This keyword helps the sort perform more efficiently.

2. Save your changes.
3. Submit your job.

The sort work data sets are allocated dynamically.
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Allocate Sort Work Data Sets Manually
You can allocate your sort work data sets manually during the unload process. Allocating the data sets manually requires
coding the data set requirements directly into your JCL. The sort package calculates the required amount of data set
space for you.

Follow these steps:

1. Modify your job JCL as follows:
– Insert Specify the DD Statements in your JCL to allocate the sort work data sets. Insert one STxxWKnn DD

statement for each SELECT statement that has an ORDER BY clause.
– Insert Specify the DD Statements in your JCL to allocate the sort message data sets. Insert one STxxMSG DD

statement for each SELECT statement that has an ORDER BY clause.
– Include the ESTIMATED-ROWS keyword within your SYSIN syntax to estimate the number of rows to unload per

SELECT statement. This keyword helps the sort perform more efficiently.
– Omit the SORTDEVT and SORTNUM keywords. These keywords are needed only when allocating your sort work

data sets dynamically.
Save your changes.

2. Submit your job.
When the STxxWKnn and STxxMSG DD statements are encountered, the data sets are allocated manually using the
specified values.

Control Below-the-Line Storage (Syncsort Users)
If your site uses Syncsort, use Syncsort parameters to control below-the-line storage usage and the sort storage size.
Otherwise, you can run out of virtual storage during sorts.

To control below-the-line storage when using Syncsort, add the $ORTPARM DD statement and parameters to your jobs.
These parameters override the SORTSIZE and SORTSIZE-BELOW values in hlq.CDBAPARM(PFU).

Consider the following items:

• Syncsort does not support multivolume sort work data sets.
• For more information about Syncsort, see the Syncsort documentation.

Unloading Data
Fast Unload can unload data from tables, various types of image copies, and table views. The INPUT-FORMAT keyword
lets you specify the format of the source data that you are unloading.

When you unload the data, you can specify the access method that is used to unload the data. You can have Fast Unload
process the SQL statements, have Db2 process them, or use a combination of the two. The SQL-ACCESS keyword
specifies the access method to use.

You can also specify a format for the unloaded data. Available formats for the output records include IBM compatible, fixed
length, variable length, and more. The OUTPUT-FORMAT keyword lets you specify the output format.

This section provides information about the following topics:
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• Unload Data from an Image Copy
• Unload Data from Multiple Image Copies for Multiple Tables
• Unload Data from a View
• Unload a Single Partition
• Unload Partitioned Tablespaces Concurrently
• Unload Partitions into Individual Data Sets
• Unload Nonpartitioned Tablespaces Concurrently
• Keep Data in Partition Sequence
• Unload Data into a DECIMAL Field
• Unload Date Fields with Two-Digit Years
• Process Row Lengths that Exceed 32 KB
• Assign an Arbitrary OBID to Avoid Mismatch Errors
• Generate Load Control Statements as Part of Unload Process
• Generate CREATE TABLE DDL as Part of the Unload Process

Unload Data from an Image Copy
You can unload data from various types of image copies (for example, a DSN1COPY or a concurrent copy). When you
use a copy, specific syntax options are required.

NOTE
You cannot unload data from concurrent copies that were generated with FILTERDDN. The SYSCOPY records
for those copies all have the same data set name.

Follow these steps:

1. Update your job as follows:
– Add the INPUT-FORMAT keyword (with the correct image copy format).
– (Optional) Use the FROM clause to specify which table OBIDs or partitions to unload from the image copy.
– Also include the following global options as needed:

• SQL-ACCESS NONE to process all SQL statements natively. (Required when unloading from any type of image
copy.)

• LAST-COPY to specify whether to use the last image copy that was registered in SYSCOPY.
• INDDN to identify the image copy data set to use. (Valid only with LAST-COPY NO.)
• INDDN-COUNT to identify the number of image copy data sets to use. (Valid only with LAST-COPY NO and

INPUT-FORMAT FLASHCOPY. Also valid only when the FlashCopy consists of multiple data sets.)
• DDLDDN to identify the data set containing the DDL for the original table or tablespace. (Valid only with LAST-

COPY NO. Use when the image copy is not current. If you do not specify DDLDDN, the table definition from the
Db2 catalog is used.)

• IC-BSAM to specify whether to use the BSAM access method. (Valid only with INPUT-FORMAT IMAGECOPY
and DSN1COPY.)

• VALIDATE-HEADER to validate the header pages. (Valid with all INPUT-FORMAT values except
CONCURRENTCOPY.)

Save your changes.
2. Submit the JCL.

The data is unloaded from the image copy.
3. View the job output and verify that the job completed successfully.
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Unload Data from Multiple Image Copies for Multiple Tables
You can include multiple CREATE TABLE definitions in the DDL that is used to unload image copies. You can also
process DDL that is generated by a RC/Migrator strategy analysis executed with the SQL ONLY option. CREATE
statements for objects other than tables are ignored, and so are DROP, COMMIT, and SET SQL statements. This support
lets you unload data from more than one table at a time from an image copy using the DDLDDN keyword.

When you unload data from an image copy without specifying DDLDDN, the table definition for the SELECT statement is
obtained from the Db2 catalog. If the OBID is the only thing that changed (because the table was dropped and recreated
after the image copy was taken), specify the OBID keyword in the FROM clause of the SELECT statement to provide the
table OBID from the image copy.

In this case, the UTLFUAUT authorization exit is invoked to verify whether the user has authority to unload a table. See
the sample authorization exit in hlq.CDBASRC(UTAFUAUT).

Unload Data from a View
Fast Unload can unload data from a single-table simple view using its native access methods (that is, without using Db2
SQL access). The view can contain a SELECT * statement or a SELECT statement that contains a column name list. The
operational form of the view is supported. If the source form of the view changes in SYSIBM.SYSVIEWS, Fast Unload still
returns the same results as Db2.

To unload data from a view, specify the view definition instead of the table name in your FASTUNLOAD statement. Also
specify the appropriate SQL-ACCESS value:

• Specify SQL-ACCESS EXTENSION or NONE to unload simple views using VSAM access.
• Specify SQL-ACCESS EXTENSION or ONLY to unload non-simple views using Db2 SQL access.
• Specify SQL-ACCESS EXTENSION or ONLY to process a view with any of the following items:

– Joins
– DISTINCT clauses
– Column functions
– Scalar functions
– WHERE clauses
– ORDER BY clauses
– HAVING clauses

Unload a Single Partition
Unload data from one partition of a tablespace by specifying PART—Specify Which Partitions to Unload on the SELECT
statement. This syntax works whether you are unloading data from the tablespace itself or from an image copy of the
tablespace.

Unload Partitioned Tablespaces Concurrently
When processing partitioned tablespaces, you can multitask at the SELECT statement level. One unload task is initiated
for each SELECT statement for partitioned tablespaces in your job.

To unload a 16-partition table with four parallel tasks, modify your job as follows:

• Specify the following syntax:
SQL-ACCESS NONE

INPUT-FORMAT TABLE

TAPE-STACK NO (or omit TAPE-STACK)

• Specify four SELECT statements as shown in the following example:
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SELECT * FROM tblname PART 1, 2, 3, 4;

SELECT * FROM tblname PART 5, 6, 7, 8;

SELECT * FROM tblname PART 9, 10, 11, 12;

SELECT * FROM tblname PART 13, 14, 15, 16;

When you submit the job, four tasks are used to process the four SELECT statements in parallel. Each task unloads four
partitions sequentially into a separate SYSREC file. Four SYSREC files are created.

To unload three small tables from the same nonpartitioned tablespace and unload a large three-partitioned table
(TABLEXX) in the same job, modify your job as follows:

• Specify the following syntax:
SQL-ACCESS NONE

INPUT-FORMAT TABLE

TAPE-STACK NO (or omit TAPE-STACK)

• Specify six SELECT statements as shown in the following example:
SELECT * FROM TABLE1;

SELECT * FROM TABLE2;

SELECT * FROM TABLE3;

SELECT * FROM TABLEXX PART 1;

SELECT * FROM TABLEXX PART 2;

SELECT * FROM TABLEXX PART 3;

When you submit the job, four tasks unload the data in parallel:

• Task 1 for the three tables in the nonpartitioned tablespace
• Task 2 for PART 1 of TABLEXX
• Task 3 for PART 2 of TABLEXX
• Task 4 for PART 3 of TABLEXX

Each task unloads data into a separate SYSREC file, for a total of four SYSREC files.

Unload Partitions into Individual Data Sets
You can unload partitions into separate data sets by using multiple SELECT statements. Each statement is associated
with its own output data set. The default data set names are SYSREC01, SYSREC02, SYSREC03, and so on. You can
allocate the SYSREC data sets dynamically, by using the TEMPLATE control statement or the SYSTEMPL DD statement.
You can also allocate them manually, by using How to Allocate Output Data Sets Manually.

The following examples unload two partitions from TABLE.SIMPTB2 into the SYSREC01 and SYSREC02 data sets.

This example allocates the SYSREC data sets dynamically, by using a SYSTEMPL DD statement:

//SYSTEMPL DD DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.templ.lib(MYREC)

//*

//SYSIN      DD   *  

  FASTUNLOAD

  UNLDDN MYREC

    SELECT * FROM TABLE.SIMPTB2 PART 01

    ;

    SELECT * FROM TABLE.SIMPTB2 PART 02

    ;

This example allocates the SYSREC data sets manually, by using SYSRECnn DD statements:

//MYREC01 DD DSN=data.set.name

//           DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG),                
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//           SPACE=(TRK,(15,10),RLSE)               

//*

//MYREC02 DD DSN=data.set.name

//           DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG),                

//           SPACE=(TRK,(15,10),RLSE)               

//*

//SYSIN    DD *

  FASTUNLOAD

  UNLDDN MYREC

    SELECT * FROM TABLE.SIMPTB2 PART 01

    ;

    SELECT * FROM TABLE.SIMPTB2 PART 02

    ;

Unload Nonpartitioned Tablespaces Concurrently
When processing nonpartitioned tablespaces, you can multitask at the tablespace level. One unload task is initiated for
each nonpartitioned tablespace in the job.

To unload four tables concurrently, each in a different tablespace, modify your job as follows:

• Specify the following syntax:
SQL-ACCESS NONE

INPUT-FORMAT TABLE

TAPE-STACK NO (or omit TAPE-STACK)

• Specify four SELECT statements as shown in the following example:
SELECT * FROM tblname1;

SELECT * FROM tblname2;

SELECT * FROM tblname3;

SELECT * FROM tblname4;

When you submit the job, four tasks are used to process the four SELECT statements in parallel. Each task unloads one
table from its tablespace VSAM data set into a separate UNLDDN file. Four UNLDDN files are used.

NOTE
If multiple SELECT statements specify multiple tables within the same nonpartitioned tablespace, a single task is
used. They are all stored in the same tablespace VSAM data set. Only one task can access a given VSAM data
set at a time.

Keep Data in Partition Sequence
Db2 supports table-controlled partitioning (TCP) and clustering through data partitioned secondary indexes (DPSIs). You
can keep the data in partition sequence when providing the SYSREC input to Fast Load for a table with these attributes.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify a separate SELECT statement for each partition. Include an ORDER-CLUSTERED clause and allocate a
separate SYSREC data set for each SELECT statement. Do not specify ONE-SYSREC.

2. Process the SELECT statements. The statements can be processed in a single execution.
3. Concatenate the resulting SYSREC data sets in partition sequence.

Unload Data into a DECIMAL Field
When you unload data into a DECIMAL field, the decimal point is implied based on the length and scale values. If you
then load the data into a DECIMAL field with a different scale, the new implied point is used. This scale difference results
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in multiplication or division by 10 to the power of the scale difference. In this situation, use an INTO clause to unload the
data into a DECIMAL EXTERNAL field. This data type includes the decimal point and thus avoids the error.

Unload Date Fields with Two-Digit Years
Use the MASK and CENTURY keywords to determine the value to use when unloading two-digit year date fields.

See the following example:

SELECT *                                                

INTO                                                  

COL01                                               

,COL02  DATE EXTERNAL MASK('YYMMDD') CENTURY(20) 

DEFAULTIF (COL02 > '500001' ) CENTURY (19)   

DEFAULTIF (COL02 < '500000' ) CENTURY (20)   

;

In the Db2 table, COL02 was defined as CHAR(6), format YYMMDD.

Consider the following items:

• If the date value is less than 50, then 20 is used to indicate the 21st century (for example, 2048).
• If the date value is 50 or greater, then 19 is used to indicate the 20th century (for example, 1955).

Process Row Lengths that Exceed 32 KB
Unloading data from a 32-KB table with a large VARCHAR or VARGRAPHIC column and DATE, TIME, or
TIMESTAMP columns can cause problems. The expanded output row can exceed the 32-KB maximum record length. An
error is issued when the row length exceeds the maximum length for the DCB record format (RECFM FB or VB):

If you receive this error, use an INTO clause on the SELECT statement to unload the column into a VARCHAR field. As
Fast Unload unloads each table, it examines each row to verify that the data conversion does not result in data truncation.
Each row with no data truncation unloads correctly. If the data conversion would result in truncated data, the row is
rejected and a conversion error message is issued. Use the DISCARDS keyword to limit the number of conversion errors.

Alternately, define a shorter length for the VARCHAR field so that the entire row remains under the 32-KB maximum.

Follow these steps:

1. Examine message PFU0194E to determine the length of the output record.
2. Subtract 32,760 from the output record length to determine how much to shorten the LONG string column.
3. Determine the current length of the LONG string column by viewing the LOAD statements from the execution that

generated the error.
4. Subtract the start position of the long string column from the end position and add 1.
5. Subtract the value (from Step 2) from the current length of the LONG column (from Step 3).
6. Use the value from Step 5 as the length of the VARCHAR column on the INTO clause. See the following example:

SELECT COL1

    , COL2  

    , COL3  

    , COL4  

    , COL5  

    , COL6  

    , COL7  

    , COL8  

    , COL9  

    , LONG_COL  
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INTO      COL1  

    , COL2  

    , COL3  

    , COL4  

    , COL5  

    , COL6  

    , COL7  

    , COL8  

    , COL9  

    , LONG_COL VARCHAR(32208)   

FROM USER3.G32L

;

Assign an Arbitrary OBID to Avoid Mismatch Errors
When using Fast Unload and Fast Load, we recommend the following syntax combination for the fastest processing:

• Fast Unload OUTPUT-FORMAT LOAD
• Fast Load INPUT-FORMAT UNLOAD

For more information on the INPUT-FORMAT keyword, see the Fast Load documentation.

This syntax combination leaves all data in internal Db2 format so that no data conversion is required. However, this format
requires that the OBID values match from the source and target table. The unload process writes a header record for each
row that contains the OBID. Because this single unload file can contain rows for multiple tables, Fast Load verifies the
correct OBID when loading the data. If the OBID does not match, all rows on the load are discarded.

If the OBIDs do not match, use the OBID keyword in your Fast Load job. Specify the OBID of the table from which the
data was unloaded. If you do not know the OBID, assign an arbitrary OBID.

Follow these steps:

1. Select an arbitrary number, such as 01, to use for the OBID.
2. Specify NEWOBID 01 in your FASTUNLOAD statement as shown in the following example:

FASTUNLOAD

OUTPUT-FORMAT LOAD

   SELECT * FROM creator.table NEWOBID 01;

This syntax populates the header records with an OBID of 01.
3. Specify OBID 01 in your FASTLOAD statement, as shown in the following example:

FASTLOAD

 INPUT-FORMAT UNLOAD

 INTO TABLE  creator.table

    OBID     01

Fast Load looks in the input data for an OBID of 01. Because you specified NEWOBID 01, a match is found regardless
of the actual target and source table OBIDs.

For more information on the OBID keyword, see the Fast Load documentation.

Generate Load Control Statements as Part of Unload Process
When Fast Unload unloads table data, it can also generate load control statements to reload the data into the same
table or into a different table. These statements are generated by including the LOAD-CONTROL keyword in your job.
If you also specify a load utility, this keyword tailors the load control statements accordingly. The resulting load control
statements are saved to one or more SYSCTL data sets (each with a unique name).
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NOTE
The load control statements consist of three parts: The LOAD statements, the table syntax, and the column
syntax. You can optionally use the LOADDDN keyword to replace the LOAD statements with your own LOAD
statements. The table and column syntax are still generated. All three parts are still written to the SYSCTL
output data sets.

Generating the load control statements during the unload process can simplify the process, decrease processing time,
and increase data availability. Instead of specifying a separate job step for each function, you can use a single step for
both functions.

Follow these steps:

1. (Optional) Calculate your SYSCTL space requirements. This step is necessary only when you are manually allocating
the SYSCTL output data sets.

2. Edit your unload job JCL as follows:
– Allocate one or more data sets to hold the load control statements.

Allocate the data sets dynamically by inserting a SYSTEMPL DD statement or a TEMPLATE control statement in
your JCL. We recommend dynamic allocation.
Allocate the data sets manually by inserting one or more SYSCTLnn DD statements in your JCL.

NOTE
If you specify ONE-SYSREC, insert only one SYSCTL DD statement. If you do not specify ONE-
SYSREC, insert one SYSCTLnn DD statement for each SELECT statement.

– (Optional) Add the ONE-SYSREC keyword to write all load control statements to a single output data set. This
keyword is specified as a global option within your SYSIN syntax.

– Add the LOAD-CONTROL keyword (with the appropriate syntax options) to your SYSIN syntax. Specify this
keyword as a global option or within the SELECT-OPTIONS keyword (where it applies to that SELECT statement
only).

NOTE
Do not specify OUTPUT-PREFIX. This keyword forces LOAD-CONTROL NONE, which does not
generate any load control statements.

– Specify the following keywords as needed. These keywords can be specified as global options within your SYSIN
syntax:
• AUTO-TAG to specify the starting value for the AUTO TAG field in your load control statements. The value of the

AUTO-TAG field increments for each SELECT statement it processes.
NOTE
AUTO-TAG is valid only when using ONE-SYSREC.

• AUTO-TAG-SIZE to control the maximum number of digits in the AUTO TAG field.
NOTE
AUTO-TAG-SIZE is valid only when using ONE-SYSREC.

• CTLDDN to specify the ddname to use when allocating the SYSCTL data sets.
If you specified a SYSTEMPL DD, this name must match a template name in the specified template library
member.
If you specified a TEMPLATE control statement, this name must match the template name in the control
statement.
If you specified a SYSCTLnn DD, this name must match the ddname in the DD statement. For example, if you
specify MYCTL01, MYCTL02, and MYCTL03 in your DD statements, specify CTLDDN MYCTL.

• ESTIMATED-ROWS to help the sort program allocate storage for sorting or for dynamic sort work data sets.
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NOTE
When you specify LOAD-CONTROL FASTLOAD, an ESTIMATED-ROWS parameter is added to the
resulting load control statements. This parameter reflects the actual number of rows that are unloaded,
which provides an accurate number for the load utility.

• fieldname to specify the field names that appear in the load control statements in place of the source column
names.

NOTE
Field names must begin with an uppercase letter (A-Z), and contain only:

• Alphabetic characters (A-Z, a-z)
• National characters ($, #, @)
• Numeric characters (0-9)
• Underscores (_)

If an invalid character is used in the field name, the following error messages are issued:
PFU0011E - SYNTAX ERROR ON OR NEAR LOCATION nnn

PFU0078E - FORMAT ERROR IN SPECIFICATION OF COLUMN DATA TYPE

• INTO-TABLE to specify the table into which the unloaded data will be reloaded.
• LOADDDN to specify the ddname of a data set containing user-customized LOAD statements.
• LOAD-STMT-RESUME to include the RESUME parameter in your load control statements.
• MAX-SELECTS to specify the maximum number of SELECT statements in the job.
• NEWOBID to specify a new object ID for the unloaded table.

NOTE
If you unload data using Db2 SQL access, Fast Unload sets each row OBID to 000. The utility cannot
access the OBID information. If you also specify LOAD-CONTROL DB2LOAD, specify NEWOBID to
assign new OBIDs.

• ORDER-CLUSTERED to order the unloaded data by the clustering index. When you specify this keyword,
RECLUSTER NO is inserted into the load control statement. This option avoids a second, unnecessary
clustering index sort in Fast Load.

NOTE
This keyword is valid only with LOAD-CONTROL FASTLOAD.

• OUTPUT-FORMAT to specify the format of the unloaded data.
NOTE
Do not specify OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-DELIMITED. The comma delimited option cannot be used
when generating load control statements.

• TAPE-STACK to write the load control statements to the same tape volume as the unloaded data.
3. Submit the JCL.

The data is unloaded, and then the load control statements are generated and written to the specified data sets.
4. View the job output and verify that the job completed successfully.
5. (Optional) Edit the column names in the load control statements to match the column names in the target table. This

editing is necessary only when you are unloading a new column that contains NULL values.
You can now use the load control statements to load the data into a table.

Generate CREATE TABLE DDL as Part of the Unload Process
When Fast Unload unloads table data, it can also generate CREATE TABLE DDL statements to create a table that can
hold the reloaded data. These statements are generated by including the DDL-CONTROL keyword in your job. The
resulting DDL statements are saved to one or more SYSDDL data sets (each with a unique name).
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Generating the DDL statements during the unload process can simplify the process, decrease processing time, and
increase data availability. Instead of specifying a separate job step for each function, you can use a single step for both
functions.

NOTE
Instead of using Fast Unload to generate these statements, you can use the DDLDDN keyword to point to a data
set containing existing DDL statements.

Follow these steps:

1. (Optional) Calculate your SYSDDL space requirements. This step is necessary only when you are manually allocating
the SYSDDL output data sets.

2. Edit your unload job JCL as follows:
– Allocate one or more data sets to hold the DDL statements.

Allocate the data sets dynamically by inserting a SYSTEMPL DD statement or a TEMPLATE control statement in
your JCL. We recommend dynamic allocation.
Allocate the data sets manually by inserting one or more SYSDDLnn DD statements in your JCL.

NOTE
If you specify ONE-SYSREC, insert only one SYSDDL DD statement. If you do not specify ONE-SYSREC
insert one SYSDDLnn DD statement for each SELECT statement.

– (Optional) Add the ONE-SYSREC keyword to write all DDL statements to a single output data set. This keyword is
specified as a global option within your SYSIN syntax.

– Add the DDL-CONTROL keyword (with the appropriate syntax options) to your SYSIN syntax. Specify this keyword
as a global option or within the SELECT-OPTIONS keyword (where it applies to that SELECT statement only).

– Specify the following keywords as needed. These keywords can be specified as global options within your SYSIN
syntax:
• SQL-ACCESS NONE, to process the SQL statements using native Fast Unload access methods. You cannot

use DDL-CONTROL when using Db2 SQL access to process your SQL statements.
• SYSDDN to specify the ddname to use when allocating the SYSDDL data sets.

If you specified a SYSTEMPL DD, this name must match a template name in the specified template library
member.
If you specified a TEMPLATE control statement, this name must match the template name in the control
statement.
If you specified a SYSDDLnn DD, this name must match the ddname in the DD statement. For example, if you
specify MYDDL01, MYDDL02, and MYDDL03 in your DD statements, specify SYSDDN MYDDL.

• TAPE-STACK to write the DDL statements to the same tape volume as the unloaded data.
3. Submit the JCL.

The data is unloaded. The CREATE TABLE DDL statements are generated and written to the specified data set.
4. View the job output and verify that the job completed successfully.

You can now use the DDL statements to create a table for the unloaded data.

Modification of Language Environment (LE) Run-Time Options
Each run of the CEEWUOPT or CEEWQUOP sample job creates a new CEEUOPT options module in a user-specified
library. One of these CEEUOPT modules can be link edited with UTLFURTO.

This process lets you temporarily modify the LE run-time environmental variables set by your systems programmer.

NOTE
The options in CEEUOPT override the default options in CEEDOPT or CEECOPT, unless NONOVR was
specified for the option when CEEDOPT or CEECOPT was created.
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Create a CEEUOPT Module
Create and customize a CEEUOPT module before link editing it with UTLFURTO.

To create a CEEUOPT module, refer to the IBM manual z/OS Language Environment Customization for instructions.

Link Edit UTLFURTO and CEEUOPT Together
After you create CEEUOPT, link edit it to UTLFURTO so that Fast Unload detects it when initializing the LE enclave.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a separate library for UTLFURTO.
WARNING
After you combine UTLFURTO and CEEUOPT, link them to a library that is separate from the original
UTLFURTO. Otherwise, you will overlay the original UTLFURTO.

2. Specify the following JCL to perform the link edit. Replace the PFULIB, UOPTLIB, and SYSLMOD DD statements with
the libraries you want to use.

NOTE
If you have a UTLFURTO module in your current data set, the new version replaces it.

//LINKED01 EXEC  PGM=IEWL,

//         PARM='MAP,LIST,LET'

//*        PARM='RENT,LIST,XREF,LET,MAP,SIZE=(9999K,96K)'

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(5,5))

//SYSLIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CEE.SCEELKED

//PFULIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=datasetname

//UOPTLIB  DD  DISP=MOD,DSN=datasetname

//SYSLMOD  DD  DISP=MOD,DSN=datasetname

//SYSLIN   DD  *

 INCLUDE PFULIB(UTLFURTO)

 INCLUDE UOPTLIB(CEEUOPT)

  ENTRY  UTAFURTO

   ORDER UTAFURTO

   ORDER CEEUOPT

 NAME    UTLFURTO(R)

/*

3. Place the link-edited UTLFURTO and CEEUOPT combination ahead of the original UTLFURTO in the STEPLIBs that
control Fast Unload execution.
When the LE enclave is initialized, UTLFURTO and CEEUOPT are link edited together.
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Reference
This section provides proprietary product information. Log in with your Broadcom Support Online credentials to activate
these links and view the following content:

• The product syntax for this utility
• Sample JCL jobs for this utility
• Data conversions during processing
• OBID conversions during processing
• Available user exits

Product Syntax
This section provides the following information:

• The FASTUNLOAD control statement syntax
• The keywords that can be used in the FASTUNLOAD statement
• Items to consider when specifying FASTUNLOAD syntax

Use the following command conventions when specifying your job syntax:

• Enter uppercase characters as shown.
• Lowercase italicized characters represent user-specified variables.
• Default values are underlined.
• The | character denotes an OR condition.
• Required parameters appear in braces { }.
• Optional parameters appear in brackets [ ].

FASTUNLOAD Control Statement
The FASTUNLOAD control statement unloads Db2 data.

This control statement has the following syntax:

FASTUNLOAD [Global Options] [SELECT Statement]

The FASTUNLOAD control statement options are grouped as follows:

Global Options

You can include the following global options in the FASTUNLOAD control statement:

[ABEND-TASK]

[ALLMSGS]

[ASCII]

[ASCII-OUT {ASCII|EBCDIC}]

[AUTO-TAG int]

[AUTO-TAG-SIZE [0|2|4]]

[CCSID(sbcs,mixed,dbcs)]

[COMMA {','|literal}]

[COPY-BUFFERS int]

[CORRUPT-ROWS int]

[CTLDDN ddname]

[CURRENT-DEGREE [NONE|ANY|1]]
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[DATE-FORMAT {ISO|JIS|EUR|USA}]

[DDL-CONTROL [NONE|INTABLE[,ONLY]|OUTTABLE[,ONLY]|BOTH[,ONLY]]]

[DDLDDN ddname]

[DECIMAL-POINT {'.'|','}]

[DISCARDS int]

[DISPLAY-STATUS int [,INTERVAL|,ELAPSED|,TIMESTAMP|,NONE]]

[DS-VALIDATE]

[EBCDIC]

[EDITPROC [PROBLEM|SUPERVISOR]]

[EMPTY-RC [0|4]]

[ESTIMATED-ROWS int]

[EXCP [MM|NO|YES]]

[EXITS(E1,E2,E3,E4,E5,E6),{ASM|A|COB2|C|LCOB|LE-COBOL|L},{BEFORE|AFTER},

   {SINGLE|MULTIPLE},{EXMSG|NO-EXMSG}]

[FILL {YES|NO}]

[IC-BSAM [YES|NO]]

[IC-DSF-MAX int]

[IC-DSF-SPACE (pri-int,sec-int)]

[IMPLICIT-TZ 'timezone-string'|IMPLICIT_TZ 'timezone-string']

[INDDN ddname]

[INPUT-FORMAT [TABLE|DSN1COPY|CONCURRENTCOPY|FLASHCOPY[{,ASCII|

              ASCII=(sbcs,dbcs,mixed)|,EBCDIC|,UNICODE|

             ,CCSID=(sbcs,mixed,dbcs)][,DSSIZE=xG][,CONSISTENT|NOT-CONSISTENT]],|

              IMAGECOPY[{,ASCII|ASCII=(sbcs,dbcs,mixed)|,EBCDIC|,UNICODE|

             ,CCSID=(sbcs,mixed,dbcs)}][,INCREMENTAL][,INLINE][,DSSIZE=xG]]]

[IO-BUFFERS int]

[LARGE-TAPE-BLOCK {YES|NO}]

[LAST-COPY [NO|YES[,NO-WAIT|,WAIT]|MULTI]]

[LBI-SYSREC]

[LIMIT int]

[LOAD-CONTROL [NONE|DB2LOAD|FASTLOAD]

   [,SYSTEMPERIOD[,PERIODOVERRIDE|,NO-PERIODOVERRIDE]|[,TRANSIDOVERRIDE|

    ,NO-TRANSIDOVERRIDE]]

   [,BUSINESSPERIOD [,TRANSIDOVERRIDE|,NO-TRANSIDOVERRIDE]]

   [,ONLY|,NOT-ONLY]

   [,KEEPDICTIONARY|,NOKEEPDICTIONARY]

   [,EST-ROWS|,NO-EST-ROWS]

   [,ALL|,BUILD]

   [,LOG-YES|,LOG-NO]

   [,ENFORCE-NO|,ENFORCE-CONSTRAINTS]

   [,DISCARDS=n]

   [,IGNOREGA|,NO-IGNOREGA]

   [,REPLACE|NO-REPLACE]

   [,IGNOREFIELDS|,NO-IGNOREFIELDS]

   [,CHECKPEND|,NO-CHECKPEND]

   [,COPYPEND|,NO-COPYPEND]]

[LOAD-STMT-RESUME[FASTUNLOAD|DSNTIAUL|ALWAYS]]

[LOADDDN ddname]

[LRECL-USER [NO|YES]]

[MAX-SELECTS int]

[MAX-WHERE-STG int]

[MSG-DUMP (message-ID,message-ID,...,*FUPFU,*FUDB2)]

[NO-ABEND-TASK]
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[NO-DS-VALIDATE]

[NO-LBI-SYSREC]

[NOPAD]

[NOSUBS]

[NOTRIM]

[NULL-CHAR ?|HIVAL|'c'|X'xx']

[NULL-FIELD [EMPTY|QUOTES|literal]]

[NULL-FILL X'00'|'c'|X'xx']

[NULL-TYPE P1|P2|T1|T2|L1|L2]

[OBJ-ORDER [SIZE|NONE]]

[ONE-SYSREC [SORT-OBID {YES|NO}]]

[OPTIMIZATION-HINT ‘xxxxx’ | OPT-HINT ‘xxxxx’]

[OUTPUT-FORMAT {LOAD|FIXED|DSNTIAUL|COMMA-DELIMITED|

   VARIABLE,[DB2LOAD|FASTLOAD|XMLDB2V9]|EXTERNAL}]

[OUTPUT-PREFIX literal]

[PAD]

[PART-INDEPENDENCE [NO|YES]]

[PART-SEPARATE {NO|YES}]

[PRINT-OPTIONS [NO|PTIMSG]]

[QUOTE {''''|literal|NONE}]

[QUOTE-EMBED-SINGLE {NO|YES}]

[REFERENCE-TS-COPY [NO|YES]]

[RESTART-RETRY int]

[RESTART-TABLE [NO|YES]

[ROW-DELIMITER [NONE|literal]]

[SAMPLE {x|(,y)|(x,y)}]

[SEARCH-OBIDS]

[SHRLEVEL {REFERENCE[,NO-MULTI-LOCKING|,MULTI-LOCKING]|

   CHANGE[[,BP-LOOKUP][,QUIESCE|NO-QUIESCE]]|IGNORE}]

[SORTDEVT devtype]

[SORTFLAG [ALL|NONE|CRITICAL]]

[SORTNUM int]

[SORTSIZE [4M|intK|intM|MAX]]

[SORTSIZE-BELOW [4M|intK|intM|MAX]]

[SQL-ACCESS [NONE|ONLY|EXTENSION]]

[SQL-ENCODING-CCSID(n)]

[STOPPED-TS [NO|YES]]

[SUBS]

[SYSADM [ZPARMS|SETUP|USER]]

[SYSCOPY-DELETE [NO|YES]]

[SYSDDN ddname]

[TAPE-STACK [NO|YES]]

[TIME-FORMAT {ISO|JIS|EUR|USA}]

[TRIM]

[TRUNCATE [NO|YES]]

[TSFMT ('string')]

[UNICODE]

[UNLDDN ddname]

[VALIDATE-HEADER [YES|NO]]

[VSAM-BUFFERS int]

[VSAM-ID userid]

[WHERE-DATE (ISO|SFP|DECP)]

[ZIIP {YES|NO}]
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NOTE
You can specify many of the global options as part of the SELECT statement. The SELECT statement value
overrides the global value for that SELECT statement only.

SELECT Statement

You can include the following SELECT statement in the FASTUNLOAD control statement:

SELECT {*|colname_1[,colname_2...,colname_n][,literals][,Db2 special registers]}

   [INTO Field Specification [Field Specification_2...,Field Specification_n]]

   {FROM Clause}

   [SKIP LOCKED DATA]

   [SELECT-OPTIONS [Select Options]]

Field Specification

You can include the following field specification in the FASTUNLOAD control statement:

fieldname [Field Data Format]

   [DEFAULTIF field selection criteria [INITIAL (value)]]

   [MASK (value)[CENTURY (value)]]

   [CNVERR [INITIAL(value)]]

   [NOTNULL|NULL]

   [NOTRIM|TRIM]

Field Data Formats

You can include the following field data formats in the FASTUNLOAD control statement:

[BIGINT]

[BIGINT EXTERNAL]

[BINARY[(length)]]

[CHAR [(length)]]

[DATE-x[(length)]]

[DATE EXTERNAL [(length)]]

[DATE-US [(length)]]

[DECFLOAT [(length)]]

[DECIMAL[(length, scale)]]

[DECIMAL EXTERNAL [(length, scale)]]

[DECIMAL PACKED [(length, scale)]]

[DECIMAL ZONED [(length, scale)]]

[FLOAT [(length)]]

[FLOAT EXTERNAL]

[FLOAT-IEEE-DOUBLE]

[FLOAT-IEEE-DOUBLE-INTEL]

[GRAPHIC [(length)]]

[GRAPHIC EXTERNAL [(length)]]

[INITIAL {(value)}]

[INTEGER]

[INTEGER EXTERNAL[(length)]]

[INTEGER-INTEL]

[SMALLINT]

[SMALLINT EXTERNAL]

[SMALLINT-INTEL]

[TIME-x]
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[TIME EXTERNAL]

[TIMESTAMP [(precision)] [EXTERNAL (length)]]

[TIMESTAMP [(precision)] WITH TIME ZONE [(length)]]

[TIMESTAMP-x]

[VARBINARY[(length)]]

[VARCHAR [(length)]]

[VARGRAPHIC]

FROM Clause

You can include the following FROM clause in the FASTUNLOAD control statement:

FROM {Tnames Specification}

[PART [ALL|{int|int:int|int,int,int...}]]

[OBID {int|hexadecimal}]

[NEWOBID [int|hexadecimal]]

[WHERE Clause]

[{ORDER CLUSTERED|ORDER-CLUSTERED|

   [[ORDER BY|ORDER-BY] colname_1|colnum_1|

    COLLATION_KEY(string-expression_1,collation-name_1)

    [ASC|DESC][,colname_n|colnum_n|[COLLATION_KEY

    (string-expression_n,collation-name_n)][ASC|DESC]]]}]

>

Tnames Specification

You can include the following table name specification in the FASTUNLOAD control statement:

[creator_id.]tablename

[INTO TABLE {creator.}tablename]

WHERE Clause

You can include the following WHERE clause in the FASTUNLOAD control statement:

WHERE column-name boolean_operator constant

{{[AND,OR] column-name boolean_operator constant}...}

SELECT Options

You can include the following SELECT options in the FASTUNLOAD control statement. These keywords can also be
specified as global options. When a keyword is specified in both places, the SELECT value overrides the global value, for
that SELECT statement only.

[COMMA {','|literal}]

[DATE-FORMAT {ISO|JIS|EUR|USA}]

[DDL-CONTROL [NONE|INTABLE[,ONLY]|OUTTABLE[,ONLY]|BOTH[,ONLY]]]

[DECIMAL-POINT {'.'|','}]

[DISCARDS int]

[ESTIMATED-ROWS int]

[EXITS(E1,E2,E3,E4,E5,E6),{ASM|A|COB2|C|LCOB|LE-COBOL|L},{BEFORE|AFTER},

   {SINGLE|MULTIPLE},{EXMSG|NO-EXMSG}]

[IO-BUFFERS int]

[LIMIT int]

[LOAD-CONTROL [NONE|DB2LOAD|FASTLOAD]
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   [,SYSTEMPERIOD[,PERIODOVERRIDE|,NO-PERIODOVERRIDE]|[,TRANSIDOVERRIDE|

    ,NO-TRANSIDOVERRIDE]]

   [,BUSINESSPERIOD [,TRANSIDOVERRIDE|,NO-TRANSIDOVERRIDE]]

   [,ONLY|,NOT-ONLY]

   [,KEEPDICTIONARY|,NOKEEPDICTIONARY]

   [,EST-ROWS|,NO-EST-ROWS]

   [,ALL|,BUILD]

   [,LOG-YES|,LOG-NO]

   [,ENFORCE-NO|,ENFORCE-CONSTRAINTS]

   [,DISCARDS=n]

   [,IGNOREGA|,NO-IGNOREGA]

   [,REPLACE|NO-REPLACE]

   [,IGNOREFIELDS|,NO-IGNOREFIELDS]

   [,CHECKPEND|,NO-CHECKPEND]

   [,COPYPEND|,NO-COPYPEND]]   

[LOB-LOC-SIZE {500M|intK|intM|MAX}]

[MULTI-ROW-FETCH [int|CONTINUE]]

[NOTRIM]

[NULL-CHAR ?|HIVAL|'c'|X'xx']

[NULL-FIELD [EMPTY|QUOTES|literal]]

[NULL-TYPE P1|P2|T1|T2|L1|L2]

[OPTIMIZATION-HINT ‘xxxxx’ | OPT-HINT ‘xxxxx’]

[OUTPUT-FORMAT {LOAD|FIXED|DSNTIAUL|COMMA-DELIMITED|

   VARIABLE,[DB2LOAD|FASTLOAD|XMLDB2V9]|EXTERNAL}]

[PART-SEPARATE {NO|YES}]

[QUOTE {''''|literal|NONE}]

[QUOTE-EMBED-SINGLE {NO|YES}]

[ROW-DELIMITER [NONE|literal]]

[SAMPLE {x|(,y)|(x,y)}]

[TIME-FORMAT {ISO|JIS|EUR|USA}]

[TRIM]

[TRUNCATE [NO|YES]]

[TSFMT ('string')]

Keyword Descriptions
You can invoke Fast Unload by including its control statements in your SYSIN data set. These control statements contain
the keywords that specify the options to use when the job is processed.

NOTE
You can change the defaults for many Fast Unload keywords within the PFU parmlib member. You can also
override many PFU parmlib default values by specifying the appropriate keyword at the SYSIN DD level.

ABEND-TASK—Produce a Dump
The ABEND-TASK keyword produces a dump and forces a user abend when a return code greater than 4 is encountered.

NOTE
For most parameters, Fast Unload ignores the values in the UTIL parmlib member. However, ABEND-TASK
YES is honored in the UTIL parmlib member unless you specify NO-ABEND-TASK in the PFU parmlib member
or SYSIN syntax. Similarly, ABEND-TASK NO is honored in the UTIL parmlib member unless you specify
ABEND-TASK in the PFU parmlib member or SYSIN syntax.
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If you specify ABEND-TASK, include the following DD statement in your JCL. This statement writes the abend dump to the
SYSUDUMP.SYSOUT data set:

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

This keyword has the following format in SYSIN and in the PFU parmlib member:

ABEND-TASK

This keyword has the following format in the UTIL parmlib member:

ABEND-TASK(NO|YES)

Example: Force a User Abend and Produce a Dump

The following syntax forces a user abend and produces a dump when the return code is greater than 4:

FASTUNLOAD

LOAD CONTROL    DB2LOAD

OUTPUT FORMAT   FIXED

INPUT FORMAT    IMAGECOPY

IO BUFFERS      60

COPY BUFFERS    30

ABEND-TASK

SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE

WHERE ....

;

ALLMSGS—Print the Global and Parmlib Options in Effect
The ALLMSGS keyword prints the syntax options that are in effect when the first SELECT statement in a job is
encountered. These options include the global options that are specified in the job SYSIN. These options also include
the UTIL parmlib settings that are specific to Fast Unload. By default, the options are printed to the data set specified in
the PTIMSG DD statement. If you specify the optional PTIIMSG ddname, the syntax options are printed there instead.

NOTE

• PRINT-OPTIONS prints only the global options. ALLMSGS prints both global options and UTIL parmlib
settings.

• Fast Unload ignores the ALLMSGS parameter in the UTIL parmlib member. The ALLMSGS value in the job
SYSIN or in the PFU parmlib member is used instead.

This keyword has the following format:

ALLMSGS

Example: Print the Syntax Options

The following example prints the syntax options to PTIMSG when the first SELECT statement is encountered:

FASTUNLOAD

SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

ALLMSGS

SELECT * FROM CREATOR1.TABLE1

;

ASCII—Translate Data to ASCII
The ASCII keyword uses the current Db2 ASCII CCSIDs (SBCS, MIXED, DBCS) to translate the SYSREC output.
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NOTE
CCSID translation is not supported with native LOB processing. If you specify SQL-ACCESS NONE and LOBs
are encountered, processing stops and a message is issued. If this keyword is required, specify SQL-ACCESS
ONLY to process the LOBs using Db2.

This keyword has the following format:

ASCII

Example: Translate Data to ASCII

The following example translates the data to ASCII:

FASTUNLOAD

SHRLEVEL       REFERENCE

INPUT-FORMAT   TABLE

SQL-ACCESS     EXTENSION

OUTPUT-FORMAT  VARIABLE

NOSUBS

ASCII

SELECT

COL1,  COL8,  COL10

FROM PDXXX.XXXTG04

;

ASCII-OUT—Specify ASCII or EBCDIC Output
The ASCII-OUT keyword specifies whether the SYSREC output for ASCII input tables is ASCII or EBCDIC. Use this
keyword when you do not specify a data translation command such as ASCII, EBCDIC, UNICODE, or CCSID.

NOTE

• The ASCII-OUT keyword must be specified in the PFU Parmlib, not in the SYSIN syntax. For more
information, see Customize the Product Using PFU Parmlib.

• In previous Fast Unload versions, ASCII input tables produced EBCDIC output by default. Now, however, the
default is for ASCII input tables to produce ASCII output. If many of your existing jobs require EBCDIC output
from ASCII tables, add ASCII-OUT EBCDIC to the PFU parmlib member.

This keyword has the following format:

ASCII-OUT {ASCII|EBCDIC}

ASCII
Specifies that the output is in ASCII form. This setting is the default.

EBCDIC
Specifies that the output is in EBCDIC form.

Example: Translate ASCII Data into EBCDIC

The following example translates the ASCII data to EBCDIC:

FASTUNLOAD

SHRLEVEL       REFERENCE

INPUT-FORMAT   TABLE

SQL-ACCESS     EXTENSION

OUTPUT-FORMAT  VARIABLE

NOSUBS

ASCII-OUT EBCDIC
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SELECT

COL1,  COL8,  COL10

FROM PDXXX.XXXTG04

;

AUTO-TAG—Define the Starting Value of the Auto-Tag Field
The AUTO-TAG keyword defines the starting value for the AUTO-TAG field in the output. This option lets you run
multiple Fast Unload executions against multiple tablespaces, write the unloaded data to a single output data set and
generate the appropriate load statements.

The value that you specify is used in the output data set and in the load control statements. The load control statements
include a WHEN clause to load the data into the appropriate tablespaces. The value of the AUTO-TAG field increments for
each SELECT statement.

AUTO-TAG is valid only when using ONE-SYSREC. The SYSREC output data set must have DISP=MOD. The data set
LRECL must accommodate the largest formatted row to be unloaded into the data set. You do not have to specify the
exact LRECL of the largest row. However, the LRECL must be large enough to contain the output data and still fit within a
half-track block size.

NOTE
You can verify that the LRECL is large enough by processing the SELECT statement that retrieves the longest
formatted row first.

If the load control statements are all written to the same SYSCTL data set, it must have DISP=MOD.

This keyword has the following format:

AUTO-TAG int

int
Specifies the starting value for the AUTO-TAG field. If you specify a three- or four-digit value for int, then you must
also set AUTO-TAG-SIZE to 4. If you do not specify a value for AUTO-TAG, a value of 01 is assumed.
Limits: 9999

NOTE
Each job that writes to the same SYSREC must specify a unique starting value for AUTO-TAG. This
value cannot exceed the starting value that is used in other jobs when it is incremented. If you do not
specify ONE-SYSREC, AUTO-TAG is ignored and the unloaded data does not contain the AUTO-TAG
field.

Example: Set the Auto-Tag Field to 1

The following example increments the AUTO-TAG field as follows:

• The field is set to 2 when the first SELECT statement is processed.
• The field is set to 3 when the second SELECT statement is processed.
• The field is set to 4 when the third SELECT statement is processed.

FASTUNLOAD

LOAD-CONTROL    DB2LOAD

ONE-SYSREC

AUTO-TAG     1

IO-BUFFERS      60

VSAM-BUFFERS    360

SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE1

WHERE ...

AND ...
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;

SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE2

WHERE ...

  OR ...

;

SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE3

WHERE ...

;

AUTO-TAG-SIZE—Set the Maximum Number of Digits for AUTO-TAG
The AUTO-TAG-SIZE keyword specifies the maximum number of digits for the AUTO-TAG keyword.

This keyword has the following format:

AUTO-TAG-SIZE [0|2|4]

0
Sets the maximum number of digits for AUTO-TAG to zero. This setting eliminates the normal SYSREC suffix.
The suffix is a two- or four-digit number that identifies which SELECT statement corresponds to a particular
SYSREC.

2
Sets the maximum number of digits for AUTO-TAG to two. This value is the default.

4
Sets the maximum number of digits for AUTO-TAG to four.

Example: Set AUTO-TAG-SIZE to 4

The following example sets AUTO-TAG-SIZE to 4 because AUTO-TAG is set to 4000:

FASTUNLOAD

LOAD-CONTROL    DB2LOAD

ONE-SYSREC

AUTO-TAG-SIZE   4

AUTO-TAG        4000

IO-BUFFERS      60

VSAM-BUFFERS    360

SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE1

WHERE ...

AND ...

;

BIGINT—Specify the BIGINT Data Format
The BIGINT keyword converts data to an 8-byte binary number when unloading it into a column.

This keyword has the following format:

BIGINT

BIGINT EXTERNAL—Specify the BIGINT EXTERNAL Data Format
The BIGINT EXTERNAL keyword converts data to a character representation of an integer constant when unloading it
into a column. This data type is similar to INTEGER EXTERNAL. Its default length is 20 characters.
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By default, leading zeros are added when data is unloaded and converted to this data type. Typically, these leading zeros
are required for compatibility with your load application (for example, Fast Load or IBM LOAD). If you plan to process the
unloaded data with an application that does not support these leading zeros, specify FILL NO to suppress them.

This keyword has the following format:

BIGINT EXTERNAL

BINARY—Specify the BINARY Data Format
The BINARY keyword converts data to a fixed-length binary string when unloading it into a column.

This keyword has the following format:

BINARY[(length)]

length
(Optional) Defines the length of the string.

CCSID—Specify the CCSIDs for Data Translation
The CCSID keyword specifies the CCSIDs (SBCS, MIXED, and DBCS) to use when translating the unloaded data and
writing it to SYSREC.

NOTE

• CCSID translation is not supported with native LOB processing. If you specify SQL-ACCESS NONE and
LOBs are encountered, processing stops and a message is issued. If the CCSID keyword is required,
specify SQL-ACCESS ONLY to process the LOBs using Db2.

• When you specify a CCSID, we recommend maintaining the same type of encoding scheme. For example,
if the existing data is encoded with a SBCS CCSID of 273 (Austrian/German EBCDIC), translate it to
another SBCS CCSID (such as 500, for international EBCDIC). If you translate the data to a different type
of encoding scheme, (for example, from SBCS to MIXED), the data can expand beyond the column lengths.
To accommodate this expansion, ensure that your SELECT statement includes an INTO statement that
specifies larger field lengths for the affected columns.

This keyword has the following format:

CCSID(sbcs,mixed,dbcs)

Example: Specify the CCSIDs for Data Translation

The following example translates the data to the specified CCSIDs:

FASTUNLOAD

SHRLEVEL         REFERENCE

INPUT-FORMAT     TABLE

SQL-ACCESS       EXTENSION

OUTPUT-FORMAT    VARIABLE

CCSID(897,930,932)

SELECT

IR_MEMO_NBR_LINES, IR_MEMO_TEXT

FROM PDDONB.TESTTBL2

;
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CENTURY—Override the Global Century Value
The CENTURY keyword overrides the current global century value for source columns that are missing century values.

WARNING
Also specify MASK, otherwise CENTURY is ignored.

NOTE
If MASK contains a CC element (century century), this keyword is ignored. The CENTURY value is obtained
from the source column.

CENTURY applies only to the following data types:

• VARCHAR, CHAR, and DECIMAL source columns selected into the column type DATE (or DATE EXTERNAL)
• CHAR source columns selected into the column type CHAR

This keyword has the following format:

CENTURY(value)

value
Defines the value for the date conversion with MASK processing. This value can be 19, 20, 21, or any two-digit
century you require. If you do not specify a value, it defaults to the current century.

Example: Override the Current Global Century Value with 21

The following syntax specifies a CENTURY value of 21. This value overrides the current global century value for source
columns that are missing century values:

SELECT DEC10_1 INTO COL1 DATE  MASK('...YYMMDD') CENTURY(21)

CHAR—Specify the CHAR Data Format
The CHAR keyword converts data to a fixed-length character string when unloading it. Use this keyword when you want to
convert data to this type, or when you want to specify a different length.

NOTE
If the data contains timestamps, you can include the TSFMT keyword to format the unloaded data. You can
specify the position for each timestamp component (hours, minutes, and so on). You can also specify a delimiter
to use between components, and whether the year is two characters or four characters.

By default, leading zeros are added when data is unloaded and converted to this data type. Typically, these leading zeros
are required for compatibility with your load application (for example, Fast Load or IBM LOAD). If you plan to process the
unloaded data with an application that does not support these leading zeros, specify FILL NO to suppress them.

This keyword has the following format:

CHAR [(length)]|CHARACTER [(length)]

length
(Optional) Defines the length of the string.
Limits: 1–255 bytes

Example: Convert Data to the CHAR Data Format

The following example converts COL2 data to 13-byte character strings when unloading it into COL2_NAME:

FASTUNLOAD

  OUTPUT-FORMAT FIXED

  INPUT-FORMAT TABLE

  SELECT COL1, COL2, COL3, COL4, COL5, COL6
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  INTO

    COL1_NAME,

    COL2_NAME CHAR (13),

    COL3_NAME VARCHAR,

    COL4_NAME CHAR (16),

    COL5_NAME SMALLINT CNVERR INITIAL('99'),

    COL6_NAME DECIMAL (11,2)

  FROM OWNER.TABLE

;

Example: Convert Timestamp Data to the CHAR Data Format

In the following example, COL2 contains timestamps. You are unloading this data into COL2_NAME. The CHAR keyword
converts the data to this data type. The TSFMT keyword specifies a format for the unloaded data.

FASTUNLOAD

  OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-DELIMITED

  TSFMT (‘YY-MO-DD-HH.MI.SS’)

  SELECT COL2

  INTO

    COL2_NAME CHAR (17)

  FROM OWNER.TABLE

;

CNVERR—Assign a Column Value if a Conversion Error Occurs
The CNVERR keyword specifies the value to assign to a selected (source) column when a conversion error occurs. The
INITIAL parameter lets you assign values other than the system defaults to the column.

This keyword has the following format:

CNVERR [INITIAL (value)]

INITIAL
(Optional) Defines the default value to assign when a conversion error occurs.

COMMA—Define a Field Separator
The COMMA keyword specifies the character to use as the field separator in the output file. Specify COMMA as a global
option, or specify it within SELECT-OPTIONS (where it is set for that SELECT statement only).

NOTE
COMMA applies only to OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-DELIMITED. This keyword is ignored for other OUTPUT-
FORMAT values.

This keyword has the following format:

COMMA {','|literal}

literal
Specifies a literal string. The string can be 1 through 4 bytes. The following values are valid:
C'c'

Specifies one or more EBCDIC characters. The C is optional. Enclose the characters with single quotes ('
').
Default: Comma (specified as C',' or ',')
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X'xx'
Specifies a hexadecimal value that is designated by X' and followed by an even number of hex digits.
Terminate the value with a single quote (').
Default: Comma (specified as X'6B')

WARNING
Using the same value for COMMA and QUOTE (or specifying COMMA ' ' and QUOTE NONE) may
unload the data in an incompatible format for a load utility.

Example: Use a Semi-Colon as the Field Separator

The following example uses a semi-colon as the field separator in the COMMA-DELIMITED data:

FASTUNLOAD  

OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-DELIMITED

COMMA ';'  

NULL-FIELD QUOTES    

SELECT * FROM USER2.NEW_EMP 

;

COPY-BUFFERS—Define the Number of Buffers to Allocate
The COPY-BUFFERS keyword defines the number of BSAM I/O buffers to allocate when reading a copy of a Db2
tablespace. This keyword is valid with INPUT-FORMAT IMAGECOPY and DSN1COPY. The COPY-BUFFERS keyword is
not valid with other INPUT-FORMAT options.

This keyword has the following format:

COPY-BUFFERS int

int
Defines the number of BSAM I/O buffers to allocate. For optimum performance, we recommend using the default
value of 30. If you specify too many buffers, excessive paging can cause performance degradation. If you specify
too few buffers, prolonged waits can increase your execution time.

WARNING
If you specify INPUT-FORMAT DSN1COPY, a COPY-BUFFERS value greater than 36 does not
improve performance. In fact, it could cause S878 abends during SYSIMAG OPEN processing because
SYSIMAG buffers are below the 16-MB line. (VSAM buffers are above the 16-MB line.)

Default: 30
Limits: 2 - 60

Example: Allocate 30 BSAM I/O Buffers

The following example allocates 30 BSAM I/O buffers:

FASTUNLOAD

LOAD-CONTROL    DB2LOAD

OUTPUT-FORMAT   FIXED

INPUT-FORMAT    IMAGECOPY

IO-BUFFERS      60

COPY-BUFFERS    30

SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE

WHERE ....

;
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CORRUPT-ROWS—Specify the Number of Corrupt Rows Permitted
The CORRUPT-ROWS keyword specifies the number of corrupt rows that can be encountered before processing stops.

A corrupt row occurs when at least one varying length column in a tablespace has an incorrect length. This error creates
a mismatch between the Db2 row header length and column boundary. The row must end at the column boundary so that
any columns which are not found within the Db2 row header are “altered” columns.

For every corrupt row encountered during unload processing, message PFU0222I is issued. When the number of corrupt
rows exceeds the CORRUPT-ROWS value, processing terminates with an error message.

This keyword has the following format:

CORRUPT-ROWS int

int
Defines the number of corrupt rows that are permitted before processing stops. Specifying 0 terminates
processing when the first corrupt row is encountered.
Default: 0

Example: Terminate Processing After 10,000 Corrupt Rows

The following example processes up to 10,000 corrupt rows. If another row is encountered, processing terminates:

FASTUNLOAD

LOAD-CONTROL    DB2LOAD

OUTPUT-FORMAT   FIXED

INPUT-FORMAT    IMAGECOPY

IO-BUFFERS      60

COPY-BUFFERS    30

CORRUPT-ROWS  10000

SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE

WHERE ....

;

CTLDDN—Specify a DDname for the Load Control Statements
The CTLDDN keyword specifies where to write load control statements when they are requested (using the LOAD-
CONTROL keyword). This keyword is specified only once in your FASTUNLOAD statement, as a global option. CTLDDN
is ignored when no load control statements are requested.

The load statements up to, but not including, the INTO TABLE specification are written only once. Then, one INTO TABLE
specification is written for each SELECT statement. The INTO TABLE specification includes a WHEN POS clause that
identifies the rows to load into each table.

NOTE
When you specify CTLDDN, also specify one of the following syntax options to allocate the specified data sets:

• TEMPLATE control statement
• SYSTEMPL DD statement
• Specify the DD Statements

This keyword has the following format:

CTLDDN template-name|ddname

template-name|ddname
Specifies the template that contains the dynamic allocation parameters for the data set. If you are not using
dynamic allocation, this parameter specifies the ddname for the data set.
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If you specified a SYSTEMPL DD, this name must match a template name in the specified template library.
If you specified a TEMPLATE control statement, this name must match the template name in the control
statement.
If you specified a SYSCTLnn DD, this name must match the ddname in the DD statement. For example, if you
specify MYCTL01, MYCTL02, and MYCTL03 in your DD statements, specify CTLDDN MYCTL.
Limits:

• One to six characters, if you also specify ONE-SYSREC to write all control statements to a single data set. You
can include or omit a suffix of "01".
Examples: SYSCTL or SYSCTL01

• One to six characters, if you omit ONE-SYSREC and have 1 to 99 SELECT statements. The last two
characters are an incremental suffix that represents the SELECT statement number. For example, the load
statement for the first SELECT statement is written to SYSCTL01, the load statement for the second SELECT
statement is written to SYSCTL02, and so on.
Example: SYSCTLnn

• One to four characters, if you omit ONE-SYSREC and have 100 to 9999 SELECT statements. The last four
characters are an incremental suffix that represents the SELECT statement number.
Example: SCTLnnnn

Default:
If you do not specify a template name or ddname, the default is one of the following names:

• SYSCTL, if you also specify ONE-SYSREC
• SYSCTLnn, if you omit ONE-SYSREC and the number of SELECT statements (nn) is from 1 to 99
• SCTLnnnn, if you omit ONE-SYSREC and the number of SELECT statements (nnnn) is from 100 to 9999

Example: Use the SYSCTL Data Set for the Load Control Statements

The following example does not specify ONE-SYSREC. However, the default (SYSCTL) data set is used because the
CTLDDN keyword specifies this value:

FASTUNLOAD

INPUT-FORMAT      IMAGECOPY

OUTPUT-FORMAT     DSNTIAUL

LOAD-CONTROL      FASTLOAD  *

UNLDDN    SYSREC

CTLDDN    SYSCTL

INDDN     SYSIMAG

CURRENT-DEGREE—Set Degree of Parallelism for SQL Statements
The CURRENT-DEGREE keyword sets the degree of parallelism used when processing SQL statements.

NOTE
CURRENT-DEGREE is valid only when you use Db2 SQL access to process your SQL statements. The SQL-
ACCESS keyword controls whether Db2 or Fast Unload processes the SQL statements.

This keyword has the following format:

CURRENT-DEGREE [NONE|ANY|1]

NONE
Lets the system default remain in effect. This setting is the default.

ANY
Sets CURRENT DEGREE to ANY before issuing any SQL statements.
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1
Sets CURRENT DEGREE to 1.

Example: Set CURRENT-DEGREE to 1

The following example sets CURRENT-DEGREE to 1:

FASTUNLOAD     INPUT-FORMAT T      OUTPUT-FORMAT D     SQL-ACCESS ONLYCURRENT-DEGREE 1ESTIMATED-ROWS 2000

 SORTNUM 3 ;

DATE—Specify the DATE Data Format
The DATE keyword converts data to character representations of dates when unloading it into a column. Use this data
format for a decimal representation of a date.

This keyword has the following format:

DATE-x[(length)]

x
Represents a format number. Specify any of the following formats:
1

Specifies MMDDYY. The field length is 6.
1C

Specifies MMDDYYYY. The field length is 8.
2

Specifies DDMMYY. The field length is 6.
2C

Specifies DDMMYYYY. The field length is 8.
3

Specifies YYMMDD. The field length is 6.
3C

Specifies YYYYMMDD. The field length is 8.
4

Specifies YYDDMM. The field length is 6.
4C

Specifies YYYYDDMM. The field length is 8.
6

Specifies MMDDYY. The field length is 4.
6C

Specifies MMDDYYYY. The field length is 5.
7

Specifies DDMMYY. The field length is 4.
7C

Specifies DDMMYYYY. The field length is 5.
8

Specifies YYMMDD. The field length is 4.
8C

Specifies YYYYMMDD. The field length is 5.
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9
Specifies YYDDMM. The field length is 4.

9C
Specifies YYYYDDMM. The field length is 5.

NOTE
Formats 1 through 4C are both zoned decimal and character. Formats 6 through 9C are packed
decimal.

Example: DATE Keyword

In the following example, COL3 data is converted to dates that are formatted as YYMMDD when it is unloaded into
COL3_NAME:

FASTUNLOAD

LOAD-CONTROL    DB2LOAD

OUTPUT-FORMAT   FIXED

INPUT-FORMAT    TABLE

SELECT COL1, COL2, COL3, COL4, COL5, COL6

INTO

COL1_NAME,

COL2_NAME CHAR (13),

COL3_NAME DATE-3,

COL4_NAME CHAR (16),

COL5_NAME SMALLINT CNVERR INITIAL('99'),

COL6_NAME DECIMAL (11,2)

FROM OWNER.TABLE

PART ALL

;

DATE EXTERNAL—Specify the DATE EXTERNAL Data Format
The DATE EXTERNAL keyword converts data to character representations of dates when unloading it into a column. The
length of the string is determined by the installation as specified in DSNHDECP. If the date format is LOCAL, the length is
the LOCAL DATE length. If the date format is EUR, ISO, JIS, or USA, the length is 10. The contents of the character string
are formatted accordingly.

External dates can be in any of the following DSNHDECP defined formats:

• DD.MM.YYYY
• YYYY-MM-DD
• MM/DD/YYYY
• Determined by installation exit (LOCAL)

This keyword has the following format:

DATE EXTERNAL [(length)]

length
(Optional) Defines the length of the string. If you do not specify a length, the value of the LOCAL DATA LENGTH
install option is used. If no length is defined, it defaults to 10 bytes.
Limits: 6 - 254 bytes

Example: DATE EXTERNAL Keyword

The following example converts COL3 data into the DATE EXTERNAL format when unloading it into COL3_NAME:
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FASTUNLOAD

LOAD-CONTROL    DB2LOAD

OUTPUT-FORMAT   FIXED

INPUT-FORMAT    TABLE

SELECT COL1, COL2, COL3, COL4, COL5, COL6

INTO

COL1_NAME,

COL2_NAME CHAR (13),

COL3_NAME DATE EXTERNAL,

COL4_NAME CHAR (16),

COL5_NAME SMALLINT CNVERR INITIAL('99'),

COL6_NAME DECIMAL (11,2)

FROM OWNER.TABLE

PART ALL

;

DATE-US—Specify the DATE-US Data Format
The DATE-US keyword converts data to a character representations of a date when unloading it into a column. This data
format has a length of eight characters, and is formatted as MM/DD/YYYY.

This keyword has the following format:

DATE-US [(length)]

length
(Optional) Defines the length of the string. If you do not specify a length, the value of the LOCAL DATA LENGTH
install option is used. If none was provided, the length defaults to 10 bytes.
Limits: 6 - 254 bytes

Example: DATE-US Keyword

The following example converts COL3 data to DATE-US when unloading it into COL3_NAME:

FASTUNLOAD

LOAD-CONTROL    DB2LOAD

OUTPUT-FORMAT   FIXED

INPUT-FORMAT    TABLE

SELECT COL1, COL2, COL3, COL4, COL5, COL6

INTO

COL1_NAME,

COL2_NAME CHAR (13),

COL3_NAME DATE-US,

COL4_NAME CHAR (16),

COL5_NAME SMALLINT CNVERR INITIAL('99'),

COL6_NAME DECIMAL (11,2)

FROM OWNER.TABLE

PART ALL

;

DATE-FORMAT—Override the DSNHDECP Date Format
The DATE-FORMAT keyword overrides the date format specified in the DSNHDECP module.
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NOTE
You cannot use hlq.CDBAPARM(SETUP) to override DSNHDECP settings such as DATE-FORMAT.

Using this function causes the unloaded DATE columns to appear as if DSNHDECP had the specified value. This
parameter affects all OUTPUT-FORMAT values except LOAD, where DATE has only one internal Db2 format.

You can specify DATE-FORMAT as a global option or within SELECT-OPTIONS (where it is set for that SELECT
statement only).

This keyword has the following format:

DATE-FORMAT {ISO|JIS|EUR|USA}

ISO
Uses the International Standards Organization date format.

JIS
Uses the Japanese Industrial Standard Christian era date format.

EUR
Uses the IBM European Standard date format.

USA
Uses the IBM USA Standard date format.

NOTE
The defaults are retrieved directly from Db2 control blocks. If a loadlib in the SETUP member contains a
modified and relinked DSNHDECP module, it is ignored. Otherwise, if you omit DATE-FORMAT, the current Db2
subsystem value is used.

Example: Use the ISO Date Format

In the following example, the ISO date format overrides the value specified in the DSNHDECP module:

FASTUNLOAD    

INPUT-FORMAT T     

OUTPUT-FORMAT D    

DATE-FORMAT   ISO  

TIME-FORMAT   ISO  

SELECT *   

FROM ...      

;

DDL-CONTROL—Generate DDL Statements
The DDL-CONTROL keyword generates CREATE TABLE DDL statements for the unloaded data or the base table.
Specify DDL-CONTROL as a global option, or specify it within SELECT-OPTIONS (where it is set for that SELECT
statement only).

NOTE
This keyword is compatible only with native Fast Unload SQL processing. You cannot use DDL-CONTROL
when using Db2 SQL access to process your SQL statements. The SQL-ACCESS keyword controls whether
Fast Unload or Db2 processes the SQL statements.

When you specify DDL-CONTROL, the ONE-SYSREC and SYSDDN keywords control where the DDL statements are
written:
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• If you specify ONE-SYSREC, all CREATE TABLE statements are written to a single data set. The SYSDDN keyword
specifies the data set to use.

• If you omit ONE-SYSREC, the CREATE TABLE statements for each SELECT statement are written to a separate data
set. Each data set has a unique name. The SYSDDN keyword specifies the data sets to use.

The DDL-CONTROL keyword supports temporal tables. If you are processing temporal tables, the resulting CREATE
TABLE DDL creates only the temporal table. (This statement assumes that the SELECT statement refers to the base
temporal table). The DDL does not create an associated history table. To create the history table, add a SELECT
statement that specifies the history table name. See the following example. Review the DDL and edit it as needed before
using it.

SELECT * FROM creator.name SELECT-OPTIONS DDL-CONTROL [INTABLE|OUTTABLE],ONLY

This keyword has the following format:

DDL-CONTROL [NONE|INTABLE[,ONLY]|OUTTABLE[,ONLY]|BOTH[,ONLY]] |

DDL-CONTROL [N|I[,ONLY]|O[,ONLY]|B[,ONLY]]

NONE
Does not generate CREATE TABLE DDL. This value is the default.

INTABLE
Generates CREATE TABLE DDL by using the base table that is found in the Db2 catalog.

INTABLE, ONLY
Generates CREATE TABLE DDL by using the base table that is found in the Db2 catalog. This option does not
unload the data for this SELECT statement.

OUTTABLE
Generates CREATE TABLE DDL by using the resulting table layout. All selected columns, including repeated
column names, appear in the CREATE TABLE statement definitions.
When you specify OUTTABLE, consider the following items:

• If you specify INTO TABLE in the SELECT statement, the specified creator.tbname is used.
• If you use an INTO statement to map columns to new names or column types, the resulting name and type are

used.
• If you are processing temporal tables, also specify the SYSTEMPERIOD or BUSINESSPERIOD parameters in

your LOAD-CONTROL syntax. If you do not, the OUTTABLE is assumed to be a nontemporal table.
• When using OUTTABLE, review the resulting CREATE TABLE statement. Verify that the statement contains all

necessary syntax, particularly when you do not specify SELECT *.

OUTTABLE, ONLY
Generates CREATE TABLE DDL by using the resulting table layout. This option does not unload the data for this
SELECT statement.

BOTH
Generates both the INTABLE and OUTTABLE CREATE TABLE statements in the same data set.

BOTH, ONLY
Generates both the INTABLE and OUTTABLE CREATE TABLE statements in the same data set. This option does
not unload the data for this SELECT statement.

Example: Use the Base Table in the Db2 Catalog to Generate DDL Statements

The following example uses the base table from the Db2 catalog to generate the CREATE TABLE DDL statements:

FASTUNLOAD  

OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-DELIMITED

COMMA         ';'  

NULL-FIELD    QUOTES  
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SHRLEVEL      REFERENCE

SYSADM        USER       

DDL-CONTROL   INTABLE           

SELECT * FROM USER2.NEW_EMP    

;

DDLDDN—Retrieve DDL from a Data Set
The DDLDDN keyword retrieves DDL information from a data set. Use this keyword to unload data rows from an image
copy that is not current. If the object changes after the copy is created, its Db2 catalog definition no longer matches the
copy. The DDLDDN keyword lets you specify the data set that contains the DDL for the original table or tablespace.

NOTE
You cannot unload data from concurrent copies that were generated with FILTERDDN. The SYSCOPY records
for those copies all have the same data set name.

Jobs that specify DDLDDN end with warning messages and a return code of 4 (instead of 0). This return code prevents
the risk of data integrity exposure when unloading from an ASCII tablespace. The warning messages vary depending on
what Db2 version created the image copy.

You can use either of the following ways to specify that a copy contains an ASCII tablespace:

• Use the following INPUT-FORMAT syntax:
INPUT-FORMAT IMAGECOPY,ASCII

• Use the CCSID parameter on the CREATE TABLE DDL:
CREATE TABLE  PDDONB.TESTASCII2

   (COL01 ...

    )

IN PDDONBDB.PDDONBAS    CCSID ASCII

;

NOTE

• An image copy can contain multiple tables. Specify which tables to unload by using the OBID parameter in
the FROM clause.

• Use the INPUT-FORMAT keyword to specify the image copy format.
• When DDLDDN is specified, PAGE-SIZE is ignored.
• DDLDDN is not valid with LAST-COPY YES or MULTI.
• The final DDL statement in the DDLDDN data set must end with a semicolon (;).
• The CREATE TABLE DDL can contain SPUFI or Batch Processor comments (for example, “--” in columns 1

and 2).

The following Db2 built-in-type constant values are supported:

col-name col-type NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT constant.

The following user-defined default constant values are also supported:

col-namecol-type WITH DEFAULT constant.

The following table summarizes the support for constant values:

Supported Input Code Db2 Built-in-Type Constant Target Column Type

C'literal value' CHAR CHAR or VARCHAR
F'literal value' CHAR CHAR or VARCHAR
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Supported Input Code Db2 Built-in-Type Constant Target Column Type

'literal value' VARCHAR CHAR or VARCHAR
X'literal value' VARCHAR CHAR or VARCHAR
G'literal value' VARGRAPHIC VARGRAPHIC

NOTE

• No data conversion takes place. Specify a literal that matches the target column type (for example, a
character literal on a character column type). Also, for the input code in the preceding table, coding is
restricted to positions 01 - 72 of the input source. This coding includes the literal prefix type, the beginning
quotation mark, the literal value, and the ending quotation mark.

• If you create an empty table and you use INPUT-FORMAT IMAGECOPY without specifying DDLDDN, the
default constant values are used for any unpopulated altered columns.

This keyword has the following format:

DDLDDN ddname

ddname
Specifies the data set containing the DDL for the original table or tablespace.
Limits: eight characters

Example: DDLDDN Keyword

In the following example, the INDDL data set contains the DDL used to create the original table or tablespace. The FROM
clause specifies the OBID:

FASTUNLOAD

INPUT-FORMAT IMAGECOPY

LOAD-CONTROL      FASTLOAD

*

UNLDDN    SYSREC

CTLDDN    SYSCTL

INDDN     SYSIMAG

DDLDDN    INDDL

*

IO-BUFFERS60

VSAM-BUFFERS      5

*

DISPLAY-STATUS    10000

SHRLEVEL  IGNORE

*

SELECT *

FROM USER3.IC04

OBID 159

DECFLOAT—Specify the DECFLOAT Data Format
The DECFLOAT keyword converts data to the Db2 DECFLOAT data format when unloading it into a column.

This keyword has the following format:

DECFLOAT [(length)]
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length
(Optional) Specifies the number of digits of precision for this field. If you do not specify a length, the length is
determined as follows:

• If you are converting DECIMAL or FLOAT data to DECFLOAT, the default length is 34 digits.
• If the data is already in DECFLOAT format, the length from the input column (16 or 34) is used.

Limits: 16 or 34

DECIMAL—Specify the DECIMAL Data Format
The DECIMAL keyword converts data to a character representation of a number when unloading it into a column. The
format is that of an SQL numeric constant.

This keyword has the following format:

DECIMAL [(length, scale)]|DEC [(length, scale)]|

length
(Optional) Defines the overall length of the output field in bytes. The default value is calculated based on column
definitions rather than fixed.
Limits: 33 (31 maximum digits, one sign character, one decimal point)

scale
(Optional) Defines the number of digits to the right of the decimal point.
Limits: 0 to (length - 2)

NOTE
If you do not specify length and scale, the scale is obtained from the Db2 column definition. The length equals
the length from the Db2 column definition, plus 1 for the external sign, plus 1 for the decimal point.

Example: DECIMAL Keyword

In the following example, COL6 is converted to DECIMAL format with a length of 11 and a scale of 2 when it is unloaded
into COL6_NAME:

FASTUNLOAD

LOAD-CONTROL    DB2LOAD

OUTPUT-FORMAT   FIXED

INPUT-FORMAT    TABLE

SELECT COL1, COL2, COL3, COL4, COL5, COL6

INTO

COL1_NAME,

COL2_NAME CHAR (13),

COL3_NAME DATE EXTERNAL,

COL4_NAME CHAR (16),

COL5_NAME SMALLINT CNVERR INITIAL('99'),

COL6_NAME DECIMAL (11,2)

FROM OWNER.TABLE

PART ALL

;

DECIMAL EXTERNAL—Specify the DECIMAL EXTERNAL Data Format
The DECIMAL EXTERNAL keyword converts data to a character representation of a number when unloading it into a
column. The format is that of an SQL numeric constant.
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By default, leading zeros are added when data is unloaded and converted to this data type. Typically, these leading zeros
are required for compatibility with your load application (for example, Fast Load or IBM LOAD). If you plan to process the
unloaded data with an application that does not support these leading zeros, specify FILL NO to suppress them.

This keyword has the following format:

DECIMAL EXTERNAL [(length, scale)]|DEC EXTERNAL [(length, scale)]|

DEC EXT [(length, scale)]

length
(Optional) Defines the overall length of the output field in bytes. The default value is calculated based on column
definitions rather than fixed.
Limits: 33 (31 maximum digits, one sign character, one decimal point)

scale
(Optional) Defines the number of digits to the right of the decimal point.
Limits: 0 to (length - 2)

NOTE
If you omit length and scale, the scale is obtained from the Db2 column definition. The length equals the length
from the Db2 column definition, plus 1 for the external sign, plus 1 for the decimal point.

Example: DECIMAL EXTERNAL Keyword

The following example converts COL3 data to DECIMAL EXTERNAL when unloading it into COL3_NAME:

FASTUNLOAD

LOAD-CONTROL    DB2LOAD

OUTPUT-FORMAT   FIXED

INPUT-FORMAT    TABLE

SELECT COL1, COL2, COL3, COL4, COL5, COL6

INTO

COL1_NAME,

COL2_NAME CHAR (13),

COL3_NAME DECIMAL EXTERNAL,

COL4_NAME CHAR (16),

COL5_NAME SMALLINT CNVERR INITIAL('99'),

COL6_NAME DECIMAL (11,2)

FROM OWNER.TABLE

PART ALL

;

DECIMAL PACKED—Specify the DECIMAL PACKED Data Format
The DECIMAL PACKED keyword converts data into numbers with the form ddd...ds when unloading it into a column:

• d is a decimal digit represented by 4 bits.
• s is a 4-bit sign value. A, C, E, or F represent the plus sign (+), and B or D represent the minus sign (-).
• The maximum number of ds is the same as the maximum number of digits permitted in the SQL definition.

This keyword has the following format:

DECIMAL PACKED [(length, scale)]|DEC PACKED [(length, scale)]

length
Defines the overall length of the input field in bytes. The default value is calculated based on column definitions
rather than fixed.
Limits: 31
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scale
(Optional) Defines the number of digits to the right of the decimal point. The value for scale cannot exceed the
value for length. If no scale is specified, the scale is derived from the Db2 column scale definition and the number.
For example, if the Db2 column scale is 2 and the input is 12345, the number is loaded as 123.45.

NOTE
When you unload data into a DECIMAL field, the decimal point is implied, based on the length and scale values.
If you load the data into a DECIMAL field with a different scale, the new implied decimal place is used. This
change results in either multiplication or division by 10 to the power of the scale difference. In this situation,
use an INTO clause to unload the data into a DECIMAL EXTERNAL field. DECIMAL EXTERNAL includes the
decimal point and thus avoids the error.

Example: DECIMAL PACKED Keyword

The following example converts COL3 data to DECIMAL PACKED when unloading it into COL3_NAME:

FASTUNLOAD

LOAD-CONTROL    DB2LOAD

OUTPUT-FORMAT   FIXED

INPUT-FORMAT    TABLE

SELECT COL1, COL2, COL3, COL4, COL5, COL6

INTO

COL1_NAME,

COL2_NAME CHAR (13),

COL3_NAME DECIMAL PACKED,

COL4_NAME CHAR (16),

COL5_NAME SMALLINT CNVERR INITIAL('99'),

COL6_NAME DECIMAL (11,2)

FROM OWNER.TABLE

PART ALL

;

DECIMAL ZONED—Specify the DECIMAL ZONED Data Format
The DECIMAL ZONED keyword converts data into numbers with the form znznzn...z/sn when unloading it into a column:

• n is a decimal digit represented by the right 4 bits of a byte (the numeric bits).
• z is the zone for that digit, represented by the left 4 bits.
• s is the rightmost byte of the decimal operand. This byte can be treated as a zone or as the sign value for that digit.

A, C, E, or F represent the plus sign (+), and B or D represent the minus sign (-). The maximum number of zn's is the
same as the maximum number of digits permitted in the SQL definition.

This keyword has the following format:

DECIMAL ZONED [(length, scale)]|DEC ZONED [(length, scale)]

length
Defines the overall length of the input field in bytes. The default value is calculated based on column definitions
rather than fixed.
Limits: 31

scale
(Optional) Defines the number of digits to the right of the decimal point. The value for scale cannot exceed the
value for length. If no scale is specified, the scale is derived from the Db2 column scale definition and the number.
For example, if the Db2 column scale is 2 and the input is 12345, the number is loaded as 123.45.

Example: DECIMAL ZONED Keyword
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The following example converts the COL3 data into DECIMAL ZONED when unloading it into COL3_NAME:

FASTUNLOAD

LOAD-CONTROL    DB2LOAD

OUTPUT-FORMAT   FIXED

INPUT-FORMAT    TABLE

SELECT COL1, COL2, COL3, COL4, COL5, COL6

INTO

COL1_NAME,

COL2_NAME CHAR (13),

COL3_NAME DECIMAL ZONED,

COL4_NAME CHAR (16),

COL5_NAME SMALLINT CNVERR INITIAL('99'),

COL6_NAME DECIMAL (11,2)

FROM OWNER.TABLE

PART ALL

;

DECIMAL-POINT—Define the Decimal Point
The DECIMAL-POINT keyword defines the character to be used as the decimal point when unloading decimal external
type fields. DECIMAL-POINT overrides the DSNHDECP module value for a job. You can specify DECIMAL-POINT as a
global option or within SELECT-OPTIONS (where it is set for that SELECT statement only).

NOTE
You cannot use the user-defined PFU member of hlq.CDBAPARM to override DSNHDECP settings such as
DECIMAL-POINT.

This keyword has the following format:

DECIMAL-POINT {'.'|','}

NOTE
The default is the value in use by the Db2 subsystem from which the table is being unloaded. If a loadlib in the
SETUP member contains a modified and relinked DSNHDECP module, it is ignored. Otherwise, the parameter
is omitted, and the DSNHDECP value is used as the decimal point.

Example: Use a Comma as the Decimal Point

The following example defines a comma as the character to be used as a decimal point:

FASTUNLOAD

LOAD-CONTROL    DB2LOAD

OUTPUT-FORMAT   FIXED

DECIMAL-POINT ','

INPUT-FORMAT    TABLE

DEFAULTIF—Check Columns for Default Values
The DEFAULTIF clause determines whether the default value is assigned to a column.

If your specified condition is satisfied, the column is assigned the initial (or default) value.

NOTE
DEFAULTIF offers an extension to Db2 SQL processing. SQL does not support BETWEEN, NOT BETWEEN,
IN, NOT IN, LIKE, or NOT LIKE processing from an image copy.
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You can use DEFAULTIF to assign a CENTURY value to a column that is being converted with MASK when the
corresponding Boolean condition is evaluated as true.

You can specify multiple DEFAULTIF conditions for multiple initial values. If you have multiple DEFAULTIF clauses, only
one DEFAULTIF condition must be true for the default value to be assigned. The first DEFAULTIF condition to be true
ends the process of evaluating the conditions.

If you specify MASK and DEFAULTIF, note the following items:

• You can use DEFAULTIF to assign an INITIAL value or a CENTURY value but not both. These two parameters are
mutually exclusive within DEFAULTIF and result in an error message when you specify both.

• You cannot use DEFAULTIF to assign a default value. The default value for a column cannot be mapped using MASK.
Therefore, when MASK is specified, a DEFAULTIF without CENTURY or INITIAL generates an error and processing
ends.

• If you specify CENTURY, DEFAULTIF, and MASK, the specified CENTURY value is applied to the original column
value through the specified MASK.

This clause has the following format:

DEFAULTIF field selection criteria

   [INITIAL (value)]

field selection criteria
Describes a condition that causes the Db2 column to unload with the initial or a default value.
The following rules apply to your specified criteria:

• Full Boolean logic is supported.
• You can use any level of parentheses to indicate sublevels.
• You can use the Boolean connectives “AND” and “OR”.
• The only relational operator that is permitted is “=“. There can be only one NULLIF statement; multiple

NULLIFs are rejected.
• You can have multiple conditions (for multiple initial values). Only one condition must be true for the value to

be assigned.

Limits: 32 KB
INITIAL

Sets the default value to assign when the condition is true.

NOTE
DEFAULTIF is invalid for float column types and for all graphic column types. The DEFAULTIF INITIAL value is a
VARCHAR literal, and conversions from VARCHAR to these data types are not supported.

Examples: DEFAULTIF Keyword

Suppose that you have the following SELECT statement:

SELECT *

INTO COL01    CHAR

DEFAULTIF(COL01='A')  INITIAL('ZZZ') 

DEFAULTIF(COL01='B')  INITIAL('XXX')

,COL02    DECIMAL EXTERNAL

,COL03    INTEGER EXTERNAL

FROM GPS1993.GPSPRA

;

If COL01 = 'A', it gets the value 'ZZZ'. If COL01 = 'B', it gets the value 'XXX'.

The following example sets COL02 to January 31, 1940 when the year portion of the date is earlier than 1980.
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SELECT *                               

INTO                                 

COL01    CHAR1                              

,COL02    DATE EXTERNAL                      

DEFAULTIF (YEAR(COL02) < X'1980')  INITIAL('01/31/1940')            

,COL03    TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL                 

,COL04    CHAR2                              

FROM GPS1993.GPSPRA

;

The following example sets COL02 to May 31, 1950 when the COL01 value is less than zero. This example also sets
COL03 to DEC when the month in COL05 is 12.

SELECT *                               

INTO                                 

COL01    DECIMAL EXTERNAL

,COL02    DATE EXTERNAL                      

DEFAULTIF (COL01 < 0.)         INITIAL(1950-05-31)            

,COL03    CHAR  

DEFAULTIF (MONTH(COL05) = 12)  INITIAL('DEC')            

,COL04    CHAR2                              

,COL05    DATE EXTERNAL

FROM GPS1993.GPSPRA

;

DISCARDS—Specify Number of Conversion Errors
The DISCARDS keyword specifies how many rows with conversion errors can occur before processing stops. You can
specify DISCARDS as a global option or within SELECT-OPTIONS (where it is set for that SELECT statement only).

When DISCARDS processing takes place, return codes are issued as follows:

• When DISCARDS 0 is specified, any discarded rows result in a return code of 4.
• When the number of discarded rows is greater than zero but less than the DISCARDS value, the return code is set to

4. If the return code is already greater than 4, that return code is issued instead.
NOTE
If APAR ZFUG167 is not installed, the return code is set to 0.

• When the number of discarded rows is equal to the user-defined discard limit, the return code is set to 8. If the return
code is already greater than 8, that return code is issued instead.

This keyword has the following format:

DISCARDS int

int
Specifies the number of conversion errors that are permitted before processing stops. If you specify 0, conversion
errors do not stop the unload process. The default is one of the following values:

• If DISCARDS is defined as a global option, the default is DISCARDS 1.
• If DISCARDS is defined within SELECT-OPTIONS and you do not specify DISCARDS in one of your SELECT

statements, the global DISCARDS value is used.

Example: Do Not Permit Conversion Errors to Stop the Unload Process

In the following example, the unload process continues regardless of the number of conversion errors that occur:

FASTUNLOAD
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LOAD-CONTROL    DB2LOAD

OUTPUT-FORMAT   FIXED

INPUT-FORMAT    TABLE

DISCARDS        0

DISPLAY-STATUS—Define Number of Rows Between Status Messages
The DISPLAY-STATUS keyword defines the number of rows that are processed before a status message appears. The
messages are written to the PTIMSG data set. This option lets you monitor the unload process.

If you do not specify a DISPLAY-STATUS value, no status messages appear. (If you do not specify a time option, the
default is NONE.)

NOTE
A separate subtask unloads from each tablespace that contains a selected table. The message data set
PTIMSG01 (or SMSG0001 when MAX-SELECTS 9999 is specified) is generated for all table or tablespace
unloads. This data set contains parsing and subtask summary reports.

This keyword has the following format:

DISPLAY-STATUS int [,INTERVAL|,ELAPSED|,TIMESTAMP|,NONE] |

DISPLAY-STATUS int [,I|,E|,T|,N]

int
Defines the number of rows that are processed before a status message appears.

INTERVAL
Indicates the interval time since the last status message.

ELAPSED
Indicates the elapsed time since the first status message.

TIMESTAMP
Indicates the system time value at the time the status message is issued.

NONE
Does not display a time value with the status messages. This setting is the default.

Example: Issue a Status Message Every 5000 Rows

The following example issues a status message after every 5,000 rows:

FASTUNLOAD   

LOAD-CONTROL       D

OUTPUT-FORMAT      L       

INPUT-FORMAT       T

DISPLAY-STATUS     5000     

IO-BUFFERS 60      

VSAM-BUFFERS       360

DS-VALIDATE—Validate Data Set Names
The DS-VALIDATE keyword validates the data set names before unloading data.

This keyword is valid when both of the following conditions are true. If either condition is not true, the keyword is ignored:

• SHRLEVEL CHANGE or IGNORE is specified in the job.
• Fast Unload is processing the data natively (as controlled by the SQL-ACCESS keyword).
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By default, data set names are not validated. (That is, omitting DS-VALIDATE is the same as specifying NO-DS-
VALIDATE.)

NOTE
DS-VALIDATE and NO-DS-VALIDATE are mutually exclusive.

When SHRLEVEL CHANGE or IGNORE is specified, no locks are placed on the Db2 data sets. Therefore, a tablespace
that is composed of multiple physical data sets can cause data integrity problems. The first selected data set in the
tablespace is opened, read, and closed before the next one is opened. If another data set is renamed, deleted, or made
unavailable before it is processed, processing completes without any indication that the output is missing data.

DS-VALIDATE can ensure data integrity by building a list of the selected data set names before any data is unloaded. This
list is used to verify that all selected data sets are processed. If a data set is not processed, processing stops with return
code 8 and an error message. You can resubmit the job with SHRLEVEL REFERENCE so that a SHR lock is placed on
the tables during processing.

This keyword has the following format:

DS-VALIDATE

EBCDIC—Translate Data to EBCDIC
The EBCDIC keyword uses the current Db2 EBCDIC CCSIDs (SBCS, MIXED, DBCS) to translate the SYSREC output.

NOTE
CCSID translation is not supported with native LOB processing. If you specify SQL-ACCESS NONE and LOBs
are encountered, processing stops and a message is issued. If this keyword is required, specify SQL-ACCESS
ONLY to process the LOBs using Db2.

This keyword has the following format:

EBCDIC

Example: Translate Data to EBCDIC

The following example translates the data to EBCDIC:

FASTUNLOAD

SHRLEVEL       REFERENCE

INPUT-FORMAT   TABLE

SQL-ACCESS     EXTENSION

OUTPUT-FORMAT  VARIABLE

NOSUBS

EBCDIC

SELECT

COL1,  COL8,  COL10

FROM PDSJW.SJWTG04

;

EDITPROC—Specify Edit Procedures Execution State
The EDITPROC keyword specifies the state in which your edit procedures execute.

This keyword has the following format:

EDITPROC [PROBLEM|SUPERVISOR]

PROBLEM
Executes edit procedures in PROBLEM program state. This setting is the default.
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SUPERVISOR
Executes edit procedures in SUPERVISOR state.

WARNING
Specify EDITPROC SUPERVISOR only when required by the vendor of the edit procedures. The
overhead of changing to SUPERVISOR state for every call to the edit procedure is substantial and
degrades performance.

Example: Execute Edit Procedures in the PROBLEM State

The following example executes the edit procedures in the PROBLEM state:

FASTUNLOAD  

EDITPROC PROBLEM

EMPTY-RC—Set the Condition Code for Empty Objects
The EMPTY-RC keyword sets the condition code when unloading against an empty object.

This keyword has the following format:

EMPTY-RC [0|4]

0
Sets the condition code to 0 when the object being unloaded is empty.

4
Sets the condition code to 4 when the object being unloaded is empty. If you do not include the EMPTY-RC
keyword, the default condition code is 4 when unloading an empty object.

Example: Set the Condition Code to 0

The following example sets a condition code of 0 when an object being unloaded is empty:

FASTUNLOAD  

EMPTY-RC 0

ESTIMATED-ROWS—Estimate the Number of Rows to Unload
The ESTIMATED-ROWS keyword estimates the number of rows to unload per SELECT statement.

The value that you specify for this keyword is also used for the following functions:

• If you include an ORDER BY clause, the sort program uses this value to allocate sort storage and sort work data sets.
• This value also defines the number of rows in the SYSREC output data set.
• If you dynamically allocate the SYSREC data set, this value is used to calculate its space requirements.
• If you include OBJ-ORDER to process objects in descending order, this value is used to determine the object sizes.

You can specify ESTIMATED-ROWS as a global option. You can also specify it as a SELECT-OPTIONS parameter,
where it is set for that SELECT statement only. Consider the following items when deciding where to specify ESTIMATED-
ROWS:

• If you specify ESTIMATED-ROWS as a global option, the value is applied to all SELECT statements. However, you
cannot use OBJ-ORDER to process the objects in descending size order.

• If you specify ESTIMATED-ROWS within SELECT-OPTIONS, it overrides any globally specified ESTIMATED-ROWS
value. This override lets you use OBJ-ORDER.

• If you allocate your SYSREC data sets dynamically, we usually recommend omitting ESTIMATED-ROWS from your
syntax. This omission forces the use of IBM Real-Time Statistics (RTS) in calculating the space requirements for
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SYSREC. The use of RTS provides an accurate number, which results in more efficient processing. However, RTS
cannot be used in certain circumstances.

This keyword has the following format:

ESTIMATED-ROWS int

int
Specifies how many rows you expect to be unloaded for each SELECT statement.

NOTE
If you omit ESTIMATED-ROWS from a SELECT statement, the global ESTIMATED-ROWS value is
used for that SELECT statement. If you also omit ESTIMATED-ROWS from the global options and your
sort work data sets are allocated dynamically, the sort installation default value is used.

Limits: 0 - 999999999999999

Example: ESTIMATED-ROWS Keyword

The following example specifies ESTIMATED-ROWS as both a global option and a SELECT-OPTIONS parameter. The
sort program expects 6,000 rows (1,000 from TABLE1, 5,000 from TABLE2, and none from TABLE3):

//SYSIN    DD *

FASTUNLOAD

ESTIMATED-ROWS 5000

SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE1 ORDER BY COL1 SELECT-OPTIONS ESTIMATED-ROWS 1000 ;

SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE2 ORDER BY COL2, COL3 ;

SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE3 ;

EXCP—Specify the Access Method to Use (Deprecated)
The EXCP keyword option for the FASTUNLOAD control statement has been deprecated and should no longer be used.

The EXCP keyword was used in a previous release to specify the access method to use when unloading the data. The
IBM Media Manager is now used to access tablespace data.

NOTE
You do not need to modify your JCL to remove the EXCP keyword. The keyword is now ignored and will not
generate an error.

EXITS—Specify the Exits to Call
The EXITS keyword specifies the exits to be called. You do not need to specify all exits; missing ones are skipped with a
comma. You can specify EXITS as a global option or within SELECT-OPTIONS (where it is set for that SELECT statement
only).

This keyword has the following format:

EXITS(E1,E2,E3,E4,E5,E6),{ASM|A|COB2|C|LCOB|LE-COBOL|L},{BEFORE|AFTER},  

   {SINGLE|MULTIPLE},{EXMSG|NO-EXMSG}

En
Specifies an exit name. You can specify up to six exit names. Exit names can be a maximum of eight characters.

ASM
Specifies that the exits use the standard IBM Assembler linkage. This setting is the default.

COB2
Specifies that the exits are written in COBOL II and use the standard IBM COBOL II linkage. The COBOL II run-
time environment is established before calling the first exit.
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LCOB|LE-COBOL|L
Specifies that user-written programs that are referenced in the EXITS parameter must support the Language
Environment run-time environment.

BEFORE
Calls the E3 exit before the sort so that the exit receives rows in nonsorted order. This setting is the default.

AFTER
Calls the E3 exit after the sort so that the exit receives rows in sorted order.

SINGLE
Uses a single copy of EXITS programs for all SELECTs, single working storage for COBOL, and single-thread of
exit code.

MULTIPLE
Uses the standard multitasking method with a copy of EXITS programs and associated storage for each SELECT
statement. This setting is the default.

EXMSG
Issues messages PFU0188E and PFU0353I when writing output messages. These messages indicate which
SELECT statement and user exit terminate processing. This setting is the default.

NO-EXMSG
Suppresses messages PFU0188E and PFU0353I when writing output messages.

Notes:

• By default, no exits are specified.
• If you specify exits but you do not specify the type of exit, the standard IBM Assembler linkage is used.
• If you specify exits but you do not specify when to call the E3 exit, the exit is called before the sort.
• E6 is an application termination exit. This exit is called after all SELECT statements have been processed and all files

are closed. Use this exit for any cleanup and post-processing that are required by a user application which is to be
driven by Fast Unload, not in a subsequent MVS step.

Example: EXITS Keyword

An EXITS parameter that is specified as a SELECT-OPTION overrides an EXITS parameter specified as a global
parameter.

For example, if you specify the following global EXITS parameter:

EXITS (PTIEXIT1,PTIEXIT2,,PTIEXIT4)

And you also specify the following SELECT-OPTIONS EXITS parameter:

EXITS (UTAFUE1S,,UTAFUE3S,UTAFUE4S)

Then the following actions occurs:

1. Open exit UTAFUE1S overrides PTIEXIT1.
2. Unformatted row exit PTIEXIT2 is not taken.
3. Formatted row exit UTAFUE3S is added.
4. Close exit UTAFUE4S overrides PTIEXIT4.

fieldname—Specify Target Fields for Unloaded Data
The fieldname keyword specifies the fields into which to unload the data. This keyword is specified as part of an INTO
statement. A field name corresponds to a column name or literal in the corresponding SELECT statement, and it can be
specified explicitly or implicitly. The fieldname keyword can be accompanied by field specifications that apply values to
columns meeting certain conditions, add or remove null indicator bytes during the unload process, and more.
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The fieldname keyword lets you perform the following tasks during the unload process:

• Change a field name. (The default field names are the corresponding SELECT column names.)
• Change the length, precision, or scale of the unloaded column data (where applicable).
• Convert the unloaded column data to another data format.

Consider the following items when using this keyword:

• When specifying multiple field names, separate them with commas.
• Specify unique field names. If you specify duplicates and you also generate DDL or load control statements, the use of

these statements can cause errors.
• Use care when specifying field names:

– Names must begin with an uppercase letter (A-Z), and contain only:
• Alphabetic characters (A-Z, a-z)
• National characters ($, #, @)
• Numeric characters (0-9)
• Underscores (_)

– Names cannot be Db2 reserved words (unless they are single words which are also column types, such as
INTEGER).

– Names cannot match Fast Unload syntax keywords (for example, WHERE or ORDER).
– If you specify a name that matches a data type (such as INTEGER or DATE), also explicitly specify the data type.

Otherwise, the name is assumed to be the data type.
For example, if you specify SELECT COL1 INTO DATE , then COL1 is used as the field name and DATE is used as
the data type. If you specify SELECT COL1 INTO DATE DATE EXTERNAL , then DATE is used as the field name
and DATE EXTERNAL is used as the data type.

• You can omit a field name and specify only the field specifications for that field (such as data type or length). The
corresponding column name from the SELECT statement is used as the field name. If the SELECT statement has a
literal instead of a column name, a field name is generated for you.

• If a column requires no changes during the unload process, you can replace its corresponding field name with a
delimited comma. Field names that are represented by commas retain the names, data types, and formats of their
corresponding SELECT columns.

• You can specify field names for columns that do not exist on the table being unloaded. To do so, add literals to the
SELECT list to match the new field names in the INTO statement.

• If the INTO statement specifies more field names than the number of columns in the SELECT statement, processing
terminates. If the INTO statement specifies fewer columns, the extra columns in the SELECT statement are unloaded
using their existing names, data types, and formats. If the INTO statement does not provide a field name for a literal in
the SELECT statement, a field name is generated.

• If you include LOAD-CONTROL in your SYSIN, the field names and field specifications that you specify here are
inserted into the resulting load control statements. The field names and specifications describe the fields within the
input record.

• If you include DDL-CONTROL in your SYSIN, the field names and field specifications are used as follows:
– For DDL-CONTROL OUTTABLE, the field names and specifications that you specify here are inserted into the

resulting CREATE TABLE DDL statements. When you execute the statements, the field names become the column
names in the target table. The field specifications are applied to those columns.

– For DDL-CONTROL INTABLE, the field names and specifications are ignored. When you execute the resulting
CREATE TABLE DDL statements, the column names and specifications from the original source table are applied to
the target table.

– For DDL-CONTROL BOTH, two sets of DDL are created. One set uses OUTTABLE processing. The other set uses
INTABLE processing.

This keyword has the following format:
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fieldname [Field Data Format]

fieldname
Specifies the field name. If you omit the field name, the corresponding column name from the SELECT statement
is used as the field name. If the SELECT statement has a literal instead of a column name, a field name is
generated for you.

NOTE
Field names must begin with an uppercase letter (A-Z), and contain only:

• Alphabetic characters (A-Z, a-z)
• National characters ($, #, @)
• Numeric characters (0-9)
• Underscores (_)

If an invalid character is used in the field name, the following error messages are issued:
PFU0011E - SYNTAX ERROR ON OR NEAR LOCATION nnn

PFU0078E - FORMAT ERROR IN SPECIFICATION OF COLUMN DATA TYPE

Field Data Format
Specifies the data format for that field, including length, precision, and scale (where applicable). If you omit the
data format, the unloaded data retains its existing format. If the column was defined as nullable, a null indicator is
included (unless NOTNULL is specified). If the column was defined as not nullable, a null indicator is not included
(unless NULL is specified).

Example: Unload Data into COL1_NAME Through COL6_NAME

The following syntax unloads the data from COL1 through COL6 into COL1_NAME through COL6_NAME. This syntax
also performs the following data conversions:

• COL2 data is converted to a 13-byte CHAR string when it is unloaded into COL2_NAME.
• COL4 data is converted to a 16-byte CHAR string when it is unloaded into COL4_NAME.
• COL5 data is converted to a SMALLINT string when it is unloaded into COL5_NAME.
• COL6 data is converted to a DECIMAL string with a length of 11 bytes and a scale of 2 bytes when it is unloaded into

COL6_NAME.

FASTUNLOAD

LOAD-CONTROL    DB2LOAD

OUTPUT-FORMAT   FIXED

INPUT-FORMAT    TABLE

SELECT COL1, COL2, COL3, COL4, COL5, COL6

INTO

   COL1_NAME,

   COL2_NAME CHAR (13),

   COL3_NAME,

   COL4_NAME CHAR (16),

   COL5_NAME SMALLINT CNVERR INITIAL('99'),

   COL6_NAME DECIMAL (11,2)

FROM OWNER.TABLE

;

Example: Replace Field Names with Delimited Commas

The following syntax unloads the data from COL1 through COL4 into fields of the same name. COL1 and COL3 do not
require any changes, therefore they are represented by delimited commas. COL2 is converted to a 13-byte CHAR string
when it is unloaded. COL4 is converted to a DECIMAL string with a length of 11 bytes and a scale of 2 bytes when it is
unloaded:
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SELECT COL1, COL2, COL3, COL4

INTO

   ,

   COL2 CHAR (13),

   ,

   COL4 DECIMAL (11,2)

FROM OWNER.TABLE

;

Example: Omit Field Names

The following syntax also unloads the data from COL1 through COL4. However, the INTO statement specifies
only two field names. This syntax processes the data as follows:

• COL1 data is unloaded into COL1_NAME and converted to a 13-byte CHAR string.
• COL2 data is unloaded into COL2_NAME and converted to a DECIMAL string with a length of 11 bytes and a scale of

2 bytes.
• COL3 and COL4 are unloaded into fields with the same names (COL3 and COL4). These fields retain the data types

and formats from the source columns.

SELECT COL1, COL2, COL3, COL4

INTO

   COL1_NAME CHAR (13),

   COL2_NAME DECIMAL (11,2)

FROM OWNER.TABLE

;

FILL Keyword—Specify Whether to Add Leading Zeros
The FILL keyword specifies whether to add leading zeros when converting numeric data types to their external
representations. This keyword is used when converting data to the following formats:

• BIGINT EXTERNAL
• DECIMAL EXTERNAL
• INTEGER EXTERNAL
• SMALLINT EXTERNAL
• CHAR
• VARCHAR

This keyword cannot be used when converting data to DECFLOAT, DECIMAL ZONED, or FLOAT.

You can usually omit this keyword. Fast Unload automatically adds leading zeros because many load applications (such
as Fast Load and IBM LOAD) require them. The leading zeros pad the field to the length that is specified in the keyword
syntax. If a length is not specified, the field is padded to the default length for that data format. You can also specify FILL
YES to achieve the same results.

However, some applications do not support these leading zeros. For these applications, specify FILL NO. Verify the
formatting requirements of your application before using FILL NO.

The FILL keyword is specified as a global option. How it is processed depends on the output format:

• The FILL value, YES or NO, is honored with OUTPUT-FORMAT DSNTIAUL, VARIABLE, and FIXED.
• The FILL keyword can also be used with OUTPUT-FORMAT EXTERNAL, but is forced to FILL NO.
• The FILL keyword is ignored for all other OUTPUT-FORMAT values (LOAD and COMMA-DELIMITED).

This keyword has the following format:
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FILL {YES|NO}

YES
Adds leading zeros. The first character in the externalized format is either a plus (+) or minus (-) sign. This setting
is the default.

NO
Does not add leading zeros. If the value is positive, the plus (+) sign is also suppressed. If the value is negative,
the minus (-) sign is still included.

Example: Suppress Leading Zeros When Converting Numeric Data Types

The following example suppresses the leading zeros when converting data to the DECIMAL EXTERNAL and SMALLINT
EXTERNAL data types:

FASTUNLOAD

OUTPUT-FORMAT   FIXED

FILL NO

INPUT-FORMAT    TABLE

SELECT COL1, COL2, COL3, COL4, COL5, COL6

INTO

COL1_NAME,

COL2_NAME CHAR (13),

COL3_NAME DECIMAL EXTERNAL,

COL4_NAME CHAR (16),

COL5_NAME SMALLINT EXTERNAL,

COL6_NAME DECIMAL (11,2)

FROM OWNER.TABLE

PART ALL

;

FLOAT—Specify the FLOAT Data Format
The FLOAT keyword converts data to one of the following formats when unloading it into a column:

• 64-bit floating-point numbers (length 22 through 53 inclusive)
• 32-bit floating-point numbers (length 1 through 21 inclusive).

If you do not specify a length, the format defaults to DOUBLE PRECISION (8 bytes).

NOTE
You can also specify REAL for a single precision floating-point and DOUBLE PRECISION for a double precision
floating-point.

This keyword has the following format:

FLOAT [(length)]

length
Defines the overall length of the input field in bytes. If you specify a length from 1 to 21 inclusive, the number is 32
bits as follows:
Bit 0

Represents a sign (0 for “plus”, and 1 for “minus”).
Bits 1 - 7

Represent an exponent in excess-64 notation.
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Bits 8 - 31
Represent a mantissa.

NOTE
If you omit the length, or if you specify 22 through 53 inclusive, the number is 64 bits. The format is the same,
except that bits 8 - 6 represent a mantissa.

Example: FLOAT Keyword

The following example converts COL3 data to FLOAT when unloading it into COL3_NAME:

FASTUNLOAD

LOAD-CONTROL    DB2LOAD

OUTPUT-FORMAT   FIXED

INPUT-FORMAT    TABLE

SELECT COL1, COL2, COL3, COL4, COL5, COL6

INTO

COL1_NAME,

COL2_NAME CHAR (13),

COL3_NAME FLOAT,

COL4_NAME CHAR (16),

COL5_NAME SMALLINT CNVERR INITIAL('99'),

COL6_NAME DECIMAL (11,2)

FROM OWNER.TABLE

PART ALL

;

FLOAT EXTERNAL—Specify the FLOAT EXTERNAL Data Format
The FLOAT EXTERNAL keyword converts data to a character representation of a number when unloading it into a
column. The format is that of an SQL numeric constant.

This keyword has the following format:

FLOAT EXTERNAL

NOTE
The FLOAT EXTERNAL length for OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-DELIMITED and OUTPUT-FORMAT
EXTERNAL has been increased from 21 to 24 for greater precision.

Example: FLOAT EXTERNAL Keyword

The following example converts the COL3 data to FLOAT EXTERNAL when unloading it into COL3_NAME:

FASTUNLOAD

LOAD-CONTROL    DB2LOAD

OUTPUT-FORMAT   FIXED

INPUT-FORMAT    TABLE

SELECT COL1, COL2, COL3, COL4, COL5, COL6

INTO

COL1_NAME,

COL2_NAME CHAR (13),

COL3_NAME FLOAT EXTERNAL

FROM OWNER.TABLE

PART ALL

;
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FLOAT-IEEE-DOUBLE—Specify the FLOAT-IEEE-DOUBLE Data Format
The FLOAT-IEEE-DOUBLE keyword converts data to FLOAT-IEEE-DOUBLE format when unloading it into a column. This
keyword is used when a column contains data to be migrated to another processing platform by another application.

This keyword has the following format:

FLOAT-IEEE-DOUBLE

Example: FLOAT-IEEE-DOUBLE Keyword

The following example converts the COL3 data to FLOAT-IEEE-DOUBLE when unloading it into COL3_NAME:

FASTUNLOAD

LOAD-CONTROL    DB2LOAD

OUTPUT-FORMAT   FIXED

INPUT-FORMAT    TABLE

SELECT COL1, COL2, COL3, COL4, COL5, COL6

INTO

COL1_NAME,

COL2_NAME CHAR (13),

COL3_NAME FLOAT-IEEE-DOUBLE,

COL4_NAME CHAR (16),

COL5_NAME SMALLINT CNVERR INITIAL('99')

FROM OWNER.TABLE

PART ALL

;

FLOAT-IEEE-DOUBLE-INTEL—Specify the Data Format
The FLOAT-IEEE-DOUBLE-INTEL keyword converts data to the FLOAT-IEEE-DOUBLE-INTEL format when unloading
it into a column. This keyword is used when a column contains data to be migrated to another processing platform by
another application.

This keyword has the following format:

FLOAT-IEEE-DOUBLE-INTEL

Example: FLOAT-IEEE-DOUBLE-INTEL Keyword

The following example converts the COL3 data to FLOAT-IEEE-DOUBLE-INTEL when unloading it into COL3_NAME:

FASTUNLOAD

LOAD-CONTROL    DB2LOAD

OUTPUT-FORMAT   FIXED

INPUT-FORMAT    TABLE

SELECT COL1, COL2, COL3, COL4, COL5, COL6

INTO

COL1_NAME,

COL2_NAME CHAR (13),

COL3_NAME FLOAT-IEEE-DOUBLE-INTEL,

COL4_NAME CHAR (16),

COL5_NAME SMALLINT CNVERR INITIAL('99'),

COL6_NAME DECIMAL (11,2)

FROM OWNER.TABLE

PART ALL

;
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FROM—Specify Which Tables to Unload
The FROM clause specifies the tables from which to unload data. You can include multiple FROM clauses in a single
job to unload multiple partitions or tables of a tablespace. However, each SELECT statement can have only one FROM
clause.

This clause has the following format:

FROM {Tnames Specification} 

[PART [ALL|{int|low-part-number:high-part-number},

      {int|low-part-number:high-part-number}]] 

[OBID {int|hexadecimal}]

[NEWOBID [int|hexadecimal]] 

[WHERE clause]

[{ORDER CLUSTERED|ORDER-CLUSTERED|

   [[ORDER BY|ORDER-BY] colname_1|colnum_1|

COLLATION_KEY(string-expression_1,collation-name_1)

   [ASC|DESC][,colname_n|colnum_n|[COLLATION_KEY

   (string-expression_n,collation-name_n)][ASC|DESC]] ]}]

Tnames Specification
Specifies the table from which to unload data.

PART
Specifies which tablespace partitions to unload.

OBID
Specifies the object ID of the tables you are unloading.

NEWOBID
Specifies a new object ID that replaces the actual table OBID.

WHERE
Qualifies which rows in the input table to unload.

ORDER
Orders the data by columns.

Example: FROM Clause

The following example unloads data from TSDMB.PFUSIMPTB2 and uses a WHERE clause to filter which table data to
unload:

FASTUNLOAD

LOAD-CONTROL       D

OUTPUT-FORMAT      L

INPUT-FORMAT       T

DISPLAY-STATUS     5000

IO-BUFFERS         60

VSAM-BUFFERS       360

UNLDDN             SYSREC

SHRLEVEL           R

SELECT * FROM USER1.PFUSIMPTB2

WHERE COL_1 < 'AAAA'

;
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GRAPHIC—Specify the GRAPHIC Data Format
The GRAPHIC keyword converts data to a graphic format when unloading it into a column. If you use GRAPHIC, the
output data cannot contain shift characters.

This keyword has the following format:

GRAPHIC [(length)]

length
(Optional) Defines the number of double-byte characters. The length of the field in bytes is twice the value of
length.

Example: GRAPHIC Keyword

The following example converts the COL3 data to GRAPHIC when unloading it into COL3_NAME:

FASTUNLOAD

LOAD-CONTROL    DB2LOAD

OUTPUT-FORMAT   FIXED

INPUT-FORMAT    TABLE

SELECT COL1, COL2, COL3, COL4, COL5, COL6

INTO

COL1_NAME,

COL2_NAME CHAR (13),

COL3_NAME GRAPHIC,

COL4_NAME CHAR (16),

COL5_NAME SMALLINT CNVERR INITIAL('99')

FROM OWNER.TABLE

PART ALL

;

GRAPHIC EXTERNAL—Specify the GRAPHIC EXTERNAL Data Format
The GRAPHIC EXTERNAL keyword converts data to a graphic format when unloading it into a column. If you use
GRAPHIC EXTERNAL, the output data must contain a shift-out character in the starting position. The output must also
contain a shift-in character in the ending position. Aside from the shift characters, there must be an even number of bytes
in the field. The first byte of any pair cannot be a shift-out character.

This keyword has the following format:

GRAPHIC EXTERNAL [(length)]

length
(Optional) Defines the number of double byte characters. The length for GRAPHIC EXTERNAL does not include
the bytes of the shift characters. The output field length in bytes is twice the length value plus two for the shift-in
and shift-out characters.

Example: GRAPHIC EXTERNAL Keyword

The following example converts the COL3 data to GRAPHIC EXTERNAL when unloading it into COL3_NAME:

FASTUNLOAD

LOAD-CONTROL    DB2LOAD

OUTPUT-FORMAT   FIXED

INPUT-FORMAT    TABLE

SELECT COL1, COL2, COL3, COL4, COL5, COL6

INTO
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COL1_NAME,

COL2_NAME CHAR (13),

COL3_NAME GRAPHIC EXTERNAL,

COL4_NAME CHAR (16),

COL5_NAME SMALLINT CNVERR INITIAL('99'),

COL6_NAME DECIMAL (11,2)

FROM OWNER.TABLE

PART ALL

;

HISTORY-ERROR-RC—Specify a Return Code for a HISTORY Error
When you specify PFU-HISTORY UTIL, a row is inserted in the HISTORY table. If an error occurs during row insertion,
a return code of 8, 12, or 16 is set. You can override this return code with the return code of your choice by specifying
HISTORY-ERROR-RC.

NOTE

• The HISTORY-ERROR-RC keyword must be specified in the PFU parmlib, not in the SYSIN syntax. For
more information, see Customize the Product Using PFU Parmlib.

• Only specify this keyword when you have also specified PFU-HISTORY UTIL.

This keyword has the following format:

HISTORY-ERROR-RC(ee)

RC(ee)
Specifies the return code to set when an error occurs during row insertion.
Limits: 0 - 99

HISTORY-WARNING-RC—Specify Return Code for a HISTORY Warning
When you specify PFU-HISTORY UTIL, a row is inserted in the HISTORY table. If a warning is issued during row
insertion, a return code of 4 is set. You can override this return code with the return code of your choice by specifying
HISTORY-WARNING-RC.

NOTE

• The HISTORY-WARNING-RC keyword must be specified in the PFU parmlib, not in the SYSIN syntax. For
more information, see Customize the Product Using PFU Parmlib.

• Only specify this keyword when you have also specified PFU-HISTORY UTIL.

This keyword has the following format:

HISTORY-WARNING-RC(ww)

RC(ww)
Specifies the return code to set when a warning occurs during row insertion.
Limits: 0 - 99

IC-BSAM—Specify Access Method for Processing Image Copies
The IC-BSAM keyword specifies whether to use the BSAM or QSAM access method when processing an image copy.
The choice of method depends on the environment and tuning issues at your site. Generally, BSAM reduces elapsed time
when there is a high contention for I/O devices because it enables asynchronous buffer use.
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NOTE

• The IC-BSAM keyword must be specified in the PFU Parmlib, not in the SYSIN syntax. For more information,
see Customize the Product Using PFU Parmlib.

• IC-BSAM YES is valid only with INPUT-FORMAT IMAGECOPY and DSN1COPY. Other image copy types do
not use BSAM processing.

This keyword has the following format:

IC-BSAM [YES|NO]

YES
Uses the BSAM access method when processing an image copy. This setting is the default.

NO
Uses the QSAM access method when processing an image copy.

IC-DSF-MAX—Specify Number of Pages Saved in Virtual Storage
The IC-DSF-MAX keyword specifies the maximum number of out-of-sequence Db2 data pages to save in virtual storage.
When data is unloaded from an inline image copy, the out-of-sequence pages are saved in virtual storage or in a spill file
(PTIDSF01). Saving an excessive number of pages in virtual storage can negatively affect virtual storage paging rates.
You can use the IC-DSF-MAX keyword to prevent this problem.

Calculate the maximum amount of virtual storage for out-of-sequence Db2 data pages by multiplying your IC-DSF-MAX
value by your Db2 page size. For example, if you specify IC-DSF-MAX 9999999 and your Db2 page sizes are 4 KB, a
maximum of 40 GB of virtual storage is used.

NOTE
Above-the-bar virtual storage is used whenever possible. The MEMLIMIT parameter controls the total amount of
available above-the-bar storage. For more information about this parameter, see the IBM MVS JCL Reference.

This keyword has the following format:

IC-DSF-MAX int

int
Specifies the maximum number of out-of-sequence Db2 data pages to save in virtual storage. If you omit this
keyword or you leave int blank, all out-of-sequence Db2 data pages are saved in virtual storage. If you specify 0,
the pages are saved in the dynamic spill file. If you specify any other value, the pages are saved in virtual storage
until the specified maximum is reached. Any remaining out-of-sequence Db2 data pages are saved in the dynamic
spill file.
Default: blank (all pages saved in virtual storage)
Limits: 0 - 9999999

IC-DSF-SPACE—Specify the Space Allocations for PTIDSF01
The IC-DSF-SPACE keyword specifies the number of cylinders to use when dynamically allocating PTIDSF01. This spill
file is used to store out-of-sequence Db2 data pages when unloading data from inline image copies.

NOTE
The spill file is allocated dynamically unless you manually allocate it by coding the PTIDSF01 ddname in your
SYSIN JCL. If you manually allocate the file, IC-DSF-SPACE is ignored. The DD specifications in your JCL are
used instead.

This keyword has the following format:

IC-DSF-SPACE (pri-int,sec-int)
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pri-int
Specifies the primary number of cylinders to allocate.
Default: 15
Limits: 0 - 32,767

sec-int
Specifies the secondary number of cylinders to allocate.
Default: 15
Limits: 0 - 32,767

IMPLICIT-TZ—Specify an Implicit Time Zone
The IMPLICIT-TZ keyword specifies the time zone to use when converting a timestamp with no time zone value into the
TIMESTAMP WITH TIME ZONE data type.

If you omit IMPLICIT-TZ, the time zone value from DSNHDECP is used.

NOTE
This keyword is provided for compatibility with IBM. For more information about this keyword, see the IBM Db2
Utility Guide and Reference.

This keyword has the following format:

IMPLICIT-TZ timezone-string|IMPLICIT_TZ timezone-string

timezone-string
Specifies a time zone value. This value specifies the difference, in hours and minutes, between local time and
UTC (Universal Time Coordinated).
You can optionally enclose the time zone value in single quotes (for example, IMPLICIT-TZ '+3:00').
Limits: -12:59 to +14:00

Example: Add a Time Zone During the Unload

The following example converts the data in C_TIMESTAMP to TIMESTAMP WITH TIME ZONE during the unload process.
Because the data does not include time zones, the IMPLICIT-TZ keyword is used to add a time zone value. The TSFMT
keyword is also used to customize the timestamp format:

FASTUNLOAD

  OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-DELIMITED

  IMPLICIT-TZ +03:00

  TSFMT ('HH.MI.SS.ZZZZZZ')

  SELECT

    C_TIMESTAMP

  INTO 

    C_TIMESTAMPWITHTIMEZONE TIMESTAMP WITH TIME ZONE (15)

  FROM OWNER.TABLE

;

INDDN—Specify the Input Data Set
The INDDN keyword specifies the ddname of the input data set. You can specify a data set (or a concatenation of data
sets) created by an image copy.

Consider the following items when using this keyword:
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• Use the INPUT-FORMAT keyword to specify the image copy format. INDDN applies to all INPUT-FORMAT
values except TABLE.

• INDDN is not valid with LAST-COPY YES or MULTI.
• Include the INDDN-COUNT keyword when processing a FlashCopy with multiple data sets.
• Use the COPY-BUFFERS keyword to specify the number of I/O buffers to allocate during INDDN processing.
• Use the IC-BSAM keyword to control whether the data is processed using BSAM or QSAM.

This keyword has the following format:

INDDN ddname

ddname
Specifies an input data set name.
If you do not specify a name and the data source is an image copy, DSN1COPY, or concurrent copy, the default is
SYSIMAG.
If you do not specify a name and the data source is a FlashCopy with a single data set, the default is SYSIMAG. If
the data source is a FlashCopy with multiple data sets, the default is one of the following names:

• SYSIMGnn, if the number of data sets is 1 through 99. Characters 7 and 8 are reserved for a suffix that
increments based on the SELECT statement number.

• SIMGnnnn, if the number of data sets is 100 through 4,096. Characters 5 through 8 are reserved for a suffix
that increments based on the SELECT statement number.

Limits:
0 to 8 characters (if INDDN-COUNT is not specified)
0 to 6 characters (if INDDN-COUNT < or = 99)
0 to 4 characters (if INDDN-COUNT> 99)

Example: Use the Default Input Data Set When Unloading from an Image Copy

The following example uses the default input data set name (SYSIMAG):

FASTUNLOAD

INPUT-FORMAT      IMAGECOPY

OUTPUT-FORMAT     DSNTIAUL

LOAD-CONTROL      FASTLOAD  *

UNLDDN            SYSREC

CTLDDN            SYSCTL

INDDN             SYSIMAG

Example: Use the Default Input Data Set When Unloading from a FlashCopy with One Data Set

The following example also uses the default input data set name. In this example, INPUT-FORMAT FLASHCOPY is
specified. Because the FlashCopy has only one data set, INDDN-COUNT is not specified. The default input data set name
is still SYSIMAG:

FASTUNLOAD

SHRLEVEL IGNORE

OUTPUT-FORMAT LOAD

INPUT-FORMAT FLASHCOPY

LAST-COPY NO

INDDN SYSIMAG

SQL-ACCESS NONE

VALIDATE-HEADER YES

Example: Unload from a FlashCopy with Multiple Data Sets
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In the following example, INPUT-FORMAT FLASHCOPY is specified. The FlashCopy has multiple data sets; therefore,
INDDN-COUNT is specified. Because the INDDN-COUNT value is greater than 99, the INDDN name is restricted to four
characters.

FASTUNLOAD

SHRLEVEL IGNORE

OUTPUT-FORMAT  LOAD

INPUT-FORMAT FLASHCOPY

LAST-COPY NO

INDDN SIMG

INDDN-COUNT 1024

SQL-ACCESS NONE

VALIDATE-HEADER YES

INDDN-COUNT—Specify Number of INDDN Statements to Process
The INDDN-COUNT keyword specifies the number of INDDN DD statements to process. This keyword is used when
unloading data from a FlashCopy with multiple data sets. When you make a FlashCopy of a partitioned tablespace, each
partition is written to its own VSAM data set. FlashCopies of nonpartitioned tablespaces can also use multiple data sets.
Do not use this keyword for FlashCopies with a single data set.

Consider the following items when using this keyword:

• This keyword is compatible only with INPUT-FORMAT FLASHCOPY. Do not use INDDN-COUNT with other input
formats.

• INDDN-COUNT is not valid with LAST-COPY YES or MULTI.
• The INDDN-COUNT value controls the maximum length of the INDDN name. If INDDN-COUNT is > 99, INDDN has

a maximum length of 4. If INDDN-COUNT is 99 or less, INDDN has a maximum length of 6. If INDDN-COUNT is not
specified, INDDN has a maximum length of 8.

This keyword has the following format:

INDDN-COUNT nnnn

nnnn
Specifies the number of INDDN DD statements to process. The number of DD statements is equal to the number
of FlashCopy data sets.
Default: 0
Limits: 0 to 4096

Example:

The following example unloads a FlashCopy with ten data sets:

FASTUNLOADSHRLEVEL IGNOREOUTPUT-FORMAT LOADINPUT-FORMAT FLASHCOPYLAST-COPY NOINDDN SYSIMGINDDN-COUNT 10SQL-

ACCESS NONEVALIDATE-HEADER YES

INITIAL—Assign a Default Column Value
The INITIAL keyword sets the default value for a column.

This keyword has the following format:

INITIAL {(value)}|INT {(value)}
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value
Sets the column to the value specified. Enclose the value in parentheses. Valid values are a character, graphic,
hexadecimal literal, or one of the following values:
CURRENT DATE

Sets the column to the special date register stored in internal format as the current date by Db2. The data
type is DATE.

CURRENT TIME
Sets the column to the special time register stored in internal format as the current time by Db2. The data
type is TIME.

CURRENT TIMESTAMP (pp)
Sets the column to the special register stored in internal format as the current timestamp by Db2. The
data type is TIMESTAMP.
You can also specify SYSDATE, which is synonymous with CURRENT TIMESTAMP.

CURRENT TIMESTAMP (pp) WITH TIME ZONE
Sets the column to the special register stored in internal format as the current timestamp with time zone
by Db2. The data type is TIMESTAMP WITH TIME ZONE.
You can also specify SYSTIMESTAMP, which is synonymous with CURRENT TIMESTAMP WITH TIME
ZONE.

NULL
Sets the column to NULL.

NOTE
If you do not specify an INITIAL value, it defaults to the Db2 default for that data type. If the selected column is
nullable, it defaults to NULL.

Example: Use the Default Column Value

In the following example, the TEST01 column uses the Db2 default for that data type. If the selected column is nullable,
TEST01 uses a NULL value instead:

TEST01 POS(1:5)  INITIAL

INPUT-FORMAT—Specify the Input Data Format
The INPUT-FORMAT keyword specifies the format of the data that you are unloading. You can unload data directly from
tables. You can also unload data from various types of image copies (such as a DSN1COPY or concurrent copy). You can
concatenate copies of individual partitions as input; however, the data sets must be in partition order. If the image copies
are not in partition order, an error message is issued and processing terminates.

NOTE
When you use an image copy as your input data, SQL-ACCESS NONE is required.

This keyword has the following format:

INPUT-FORMAT [TABLE|DSN1COPY|CONCURRENTCOPY|FLASHCOPY[{,ASCII|

              ASCII=(sbcs,dbcs,mixed)|,EBCDIC|,UNICODE|

             ,CCSID=(sbcs,mixed,dbcs)][,DSSIZE=xG][,CONSISTENT|NOT-CONSISTENT]] ,|

              IMAGECOPY[{,ASCII|ASCII=(sbcs,dbcs,mixed)|,EBCDIC|,UNICODE|

             ,CCSID=(sbcs,mixed,dbcs)}][,INCREMENTAL][,INLINE][,DSSIZE=xG]] 

INPUT-FORMAT [T|D|C|F[{,ASCII|ASCII=(sbcs,dbcs,mixed)|,EBCDIC|,UNICODE|

             ,CCSID=(sbcs,mixed,dbcs)][,DSSIZE=xG][,CONSISTENT|NOT-CONSISTENT]] ,

             |I[{,ASCII|ASCII=(sbcs,dbcs,mixed)|,EBCDIC|,UNICODE|

             ,CCSID=(sbcs,mixed,dbcs)}][,INCREMENTAL][,INLINE][,DSSIZE=xG]]
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TABLE | T
Specifies that the input resides in a Db2 tablespace. This setting is the default.

NOTE

• Support for cultural sorts is limited to INPUT-FORMAT TABLE and SQL-ACCESS ONLY or
EXTENSION.

• Support for LOB processing is limited to INPUT-FORMAT TABLE.
• Support for zIIP processing is limited to INPUT-FORMAT TABLE and SQL-ACCESS NONE or

EXTENSION.

DSN1COPY | D
Specifies that the input is an image copy from the IBM DSN1COPY utility or a comparable utility.

CONCURRENTCOPY | C
Specifies that the input is a DFSMS concurrent copy. The copy data set is specified in the SYSIMAG or INDDN
DD statement. Fast Unload can process concurrent copy data sets that are in page number sequence. If the
pages are out of sequence, the unload job fails.

NOTE
You cannot unload data from concurrent copies that were generated with FILTERDDN. The SYSCOPY
records for those copies all have the same data set name. Also, the CONCURRENTCOPY option does
not support tablespaces with a CI size greater than 4 KB. To process these tablespaces, specify a
different INPUT-FORMAT option.

FLASHCOPY | F
Specifies that the input is a FlashCopy image copy. When you specify FLASHCOPY, you can also specify any
combination of the following subparameters:
ASCII

Specifies that the input tables are in ASCII form. Also specifies that DDLDDN is in use, and the current
subsystem ASCII CCSIDs match the ones in the image copy.

ASCII=(sbcs,dbcs,mixed)
Specifies that the input tables are in ASCII form, DDLDDN is in use, but the current subsystem ASCII
CCSIDs do not match the image copy. The sbcs value specifies the ASCII SBCS CCSID in effect when
the image copy was created. The dbcs value specifies the corresponding ASCII DBCS CCSID. The mixed
value specifies the corresponding ASCII MIXED CCSID.

EBCDIC
Specifies that the input tables use the current Db2 subsystem values for EBCDIC CCSIDs.

UNICODE
Specifies that the input tables use the current Db2 subsystem values for Unicode CCSIDs.

CCSID=(sbcs,mixed,dbcs)
Specifies the CCSIDs that were in effect when the input image copy was created. This operand is
necessary only when the Db2 catalog definition of the table to unload is not available.

DSSIZE=xG
Specifies the tablespace DDL specification for DSSIZE where x is one of the following values: 1, 2, 4, 8,
16, 32, 64, 128, or 256.

CONSISTENT
Uses the most recently registered consistent FlashCopy as the input.

NOTE

• This parameter is ignored unless you also specify LAST-COPY YES or MULTI.
• If you omit both CONSISTENT and NOT-CONSISTENT, the most recently registered

FlashCopy is used regardless of its consistency.
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NOT-CONSISTENT
Uses the most recently registered nonconsistent FlashCopy as the input.

NOTE

• This parameter is ignored unless you also specify LAST-COPY YES or MULTI.
• If you omit both CONSISTENT and NOT-CONSISTENT, the most recently registered

FlashCopy is used regardless of its consistency.

IMAGECOPY | I
Specifies that the input is an image copy from the IBM Db2 COPY utility or a comparable utility such as Quick
Copy. When you specify IMAGECOPY, you can also specify any combination of the following subparameters:
ASCII

Specifies that the input tables are in ASCII form. Also specifies that DDLDDN is in use, and the current
subsystem ASCII CCSIDs match the ones in the image copy.

ASCII=(sbcs,dbcs,mixed)
Specifies that the input tables are in ASCII form, DDLDDN is in use, but the current subsystem ASCII
CCSIDs do not match the image copy. The sbcs value specifies the ASCII SBCS CCSID in effect when
the image copy was created. The dbcs value specifies the corresponding ASCII DBCS CCSID. The mixed
value specifies the corresponding ASCII MIXED CCSID.

EBCDIC
Specifies that the input tables use the current Db2 subsystem values for EBCDIC CCSIDs.

UNICODE
Specifies that the input tables use the current Db2 subsystem values for Unicode CCSIDs.

CCSID=(sbcs,mixed,dbcs)
Specifies the CCSIDs that were in effect when the input image copy was created. This operand is
necessary only when the Db2 catalog definition of the table to unload is not available.

INCREMENTAL
Specifies that the input is an incremental image copy. The copy data set is specified in the SYSIMAG or
INDDN DD statement.

NOTE
INCREMENTAL cannot be specified with LAST-COPY YES. The LAST-COPY keyword is used
only with full image copies.

INLINE
Specifies that the input is an inline image copy from Rapid Reorg, the IBM online REORG utility, or a
similar utility.

NOTE
The only valid syntax for INLINE is INPUT-FORMAT IMAGECOPY,INLINE.

Inline image copies require two data passes, which can result in increased processing time. In the
first pass, out-of-sequence pages are identified and saved for processing in the second pass. Out-of-
sequence Db2 nondata pages are saved using any of the following methods:

• Virtual storage (default)
• Spill file (dynamically allocated by default)
• A combination of virtual storage and spill file

The IC-DSF-MAX keyword controls where out-of-sequence Db2 nondata pages are saved. The IC-DSF-
SPACE keyword allocates space for the spill file (PTIDSF01).
Out-of-sequence Db2 data pages are noted in virtual storage so the correct copy of the data page is used
for unloading during the second pass.
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DSSIZE=xG
Specifies the tablespace DDL specification for DSSIZE where x is one of the following valid values: 1, 2,
4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, or 256.

Example: Use Input from an IBM Db2 COPY Utility

In the following example, the input is an image copy from the IBM Db2 COPY utility or a comparable utility:

FASTUNLOAD       

INPUT-FORMAT IMAGECOPY,UNICODE,INCREMENTAL,DSSIZE=2G

OUTPUT-FORMAT DSNTIAUL       

SEARCH-OBIDS

INTEGER—Specify the INTEGER Data Format
The INTEGER keyword converts data to 4-byte binary numbers when unloading it into a column.

This keyword has the following format:

INTEGER|INT

Example: INTEGER Keyword

The following example converts COL3 data to INTEGER when unloading it into COL3_NAME:

FASTUNLOAD

LOAD-CONTROL    DB2LOAD

OUTPUT-FORMAT   FIXED

INPUT-FORMAT    TABLE

SELECT COL1, COL2, COL3, COL4, COL5, COL6

INTO

COL1_NAME,

COL2_NAME CHAR (13),

COL3_NAME INTEGER,

COL4_NAME CHAR (16),

COL5_NAME SMALLINT CNVERR INITIAL('99'),

COL6_NAME DECIMAL (11,2)

FROM OWNER.TABLE

PART ALL

;

INTEGER EXTERNAL—Specify the INTEGER EXTERNAL Data Format
The INTEGER EXTERNAL keyword converts data to a character representation of a number. The format is the same as
an SQL numeric constant.

By default, leading zeros are added when data is unloaded and converted to this data type. Typically, these leading zeros
are required for compatibility with your load application (for example, Fast Load or IBM LOAD). If you plan to process the
unloaded data with an application that does not support these leading zeros, specify FILL NO to suppress them.

This keyword has the following format:

INTEGER EXTERNAL[(length)]|INT EXTERNAL[(length)]|INT EXT[(length)]

length
(Optional) Specifies the output data length in bytes, including a leading space for the plus (+) or minus (–) sign.
Default: 11 characters (including the sign)
Limits: 1 to 11 characters
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Example: INTEGER EXTERNAL Keyword

The following example converts COL3 data to INTEGER EXTERNAL when unloading it into COL3_NAME:

FASTUNLOAD

LOAD-CONTROL    DB2LOAD

OUTPUT-FORMAT   FIXED

INPUT-FORMAT    TABLE

SELECT COL1, COL2, COL3, COL4, COL5, COL6

INTO

COL1_NAME,

COL2_NAME CHAR (13),

COL3_NAME INTEGER EXTERNAL(10),

COL4_NAME CHAR (16),

COL5_NAME SMALLINT CNVERR INITIAL('99'),

COL6_NAME DECIMAL (11,2)

FROM OWNER.TABLE

PART ALL

;

INTEGER-INTEL—Specify the INTEGER-INTEL Data Format
The INTEGER-INTEL keyword converts data to INTEGER-INTEL when unloading it into a column. This keyword is used
when a column contains data to be migrated to another processing platform by another application.

This keyword has the following format:

INTEGER-INTEL

Example: INTEGER-INTEL Keyword

The following example converts COL3 data to INTEGER-INTEL when unloading it into COL3_NAME:

FASTUNLOAD

LOAD-CONTROL    DB2LOAD

OUTPUT-FORMAT   FIXED

INPUT-FORMAT    TABLE

SELECT COL1, COL2, COL3, COL4, COL5, COL6

INTO

COL1_NAME,

COL2_NAME CHAR (13),

COL3_NAME INTEGER-INTEL,

COL4_NAME CHAR (16),

COL5_NAME SMALLINT CNVERR INITIAL('99'),

COL6_NAME DECIMAL (11,2)

FROM OWNER.TABLE

PART ALL

;

INTO—Unload Data into Specified Fields
The INTO statement specifies the fields into which to unload the data. INTO is an optional component of your SELECT
statement that is needed only when you are changing the column data in some way during the unload process. INTO is
not needed when you perform a simple unload.
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The INTO field specifications let you specify the field names, convert data to different formats, and apply different
precisions or lengths. You can also specify a value to apply to columns that meet certain conditions, add or remove null
indicator bytes during the unload process, and more.

Consider the following items when using this statement:

• The INTO statement can be used with OUTPUT-FORMAT DSNTIAUL, FIXED, VARIABLE, and COMMA-DELIMITED.
This statement is not supported with other output formats because they preserve the data in specific formats.

• You can specify one INTO statement per SELECT statement.
• If you include UNION in your SELECT statement syntax, the combined SELECT statements can contain only one

INTO statement. UNION requires the use of Db2 SQL access because Fast Unload does not provide native support
for unions and joins. When you specify UNION, specify SQL-ACCESS ONLY or EXTENSION and specify the INTO
statement on the first SELECT statement in the union. Any subsequent INTO statements generate an SQL error.

This statement has the following format:

INTO Field Specification [Field Specification_2…,Field Specification_n]

Field Specification
Specifies the field names and field specifications.

NOTE
Field names must begin with an uppercase letter (A-Z), and contain only:

• Alphabetic characters (A-Z, a-z)
• National characters ($, #, @)
• Numeric characters (0-9)
• Underscores (_)

If an invalid character is used in the field name, the following error messages are issued:
PFU0011E - SYNTAX ERROR ON OR NEAR LOCATION nnn

PFU0078E - FORMAT ERROR IN SPECIFICATION OF COLUMN DATA TYPE

INTO TABLE—Specify a Table for the Unloaded Data
The INTO TABLE clause specifies the table into which the unloaded data will be reloaded.

You can optionally specify LOAD-CONTROL to generate the load control statements to load the data into the table.
LOAD-CONTROL is useful when loading data into a table with a different name or with an unqualified name. The load
control statements are saved to the data set specified by the CTLDDN keyword.

Review the following sections to learn how load control statements are built when you specify LOAD-CONTROL:

• INTO TABLE and LOAD-CONTROL with JOIN or UNION
• INTO TABLE and LOAD-CONTROL without JOIN or UNION
• LOAD-CONTROL without INTO TABLE

This clause has the following format:

INTO TABLE {creator.}tablename

creator
Specifies the table creator. If you do not specify an authorization ID, the authorization ID of the invoker of the
utility job step is used.

tablename
Specifies the table into which to load the unloaded data.

Examples: INTO TABLE Clause
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The following examples illustrate the use of the INTO TABLE clause:

SELECT ...

FROM FRED 

INTO TABLE MIKE

The following load control statements are generated:

LOAD RESUME xx... 

INTO MIKE

See the second example:

SELECT ...

FROM FRED 

INTO TABLE MARY.MIKE

In the second example, the following load control statements are generated:

LOAD RESUME xx... 

INTO MARY.MIKE

See the last example:

SELECT ...

FROM FRED

In the last example, the following load control statements are generated:

LOAD RESUME xx... 

INTO GEORGE.FRED

INTO TABLE and LOAD-CONTROL with JOIN or UNION

When you include INTO TABLE with LOAD-CONTROL and a FROM clause that uses JOIN or UNION, the following
processing occurs:

1. The load control statements are built by using the column names from the SELECT statement.
2. PFU0117I notifies you that the load control statements were built from these column names instead of from the

catalog.
3. Condition code 0 is set.

INTO TABLE and LOAD-CONTROL without JOIN or UNION

When you include INTO TABLE with LOAD-CONTROL and a FROM clause that does not use JOIN or UNION, the
following processing occurs:

1. The load control statements are built by using the column names from the Db2 catalog and the table name from the
FROM clause. The control statements contain only those column names that are specified in the SELECT statement.

2. Condition code 0 is set.
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LOAD-CONTROL without INTO TABLE

When you specify LOAD-CONTROL but you omit INTO TABLE, the following processing occurs, regardless of the FROM
syntax:

1. The table name from the SELECT statement is used to build the load control statements. (If no table name is
specified, a dummy table is used.)

2. PFU0117W notifies you that the load control statements are incomplete or incorrect.
3. Condition code 4 is set.

In this case, you must modify the control statements before using them to load the data into a table.

IO-BUFFERS—Specify the Number of I/O Buffers to Allocate
The IO-BUFFERS keyword specifies how many I/O buffers to allocate when processing SYSREC data. Fast
Unload verifies the device type for the SYSREC output data set and calculates the maximum size for half-track blocking.
This size is based on the formatted output row size. You can specify IO-BUFFERS globally or within SELECT-OPTIONS
(where it is set for that SELECT statement only).

I/O buffers are allocated above the line when the following conditions are true:

• You use DFP 3.2 or higher (including DFSMS)
• The DFP level of the executing system is determined dynamically.

This keyword has the following format:

IO-BUFFERS int

int
Specifies the number of buffers to allocate.
Limits: 1–999
Default: 60

NOTE
For best performance, allocate SYSREC data sets in cylinders, and specify IO-BUFFERS in multiples of
30.

Example: Allocate 60 Buffers

The following example allocates 60 I/O buffers:

FASTUNLOAD   

LOAD-CONTROL       D

OUTPUT-FORMAT      L       

INPUT-FORMAT       T

DISPLAY-STATUS     5000     

IO-BUFFERS 60      

VSAM-BUFFERS       360      

UNLDDN     SYSREC  

SHRLEVEL   R

LARGE-TAPE-BLOCK—Create LBI Output Tape Files
The LARGE-TAPE-BLOCK keyword specifies whether to create LBI (Large Block Interface) tape files on the output
SYSREC data sets.

This keyword can be specified once per SYSIN stream.
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Consider the following items when using this keyword:

• The LARGE-TAPE-BLOCK keyword performs the same functions as the LBI-SYSREC and NO-LBI-
SYSREC keywords. LARGE-TAPE-BLOCK is provided here for compatibility with the syntax in other Broadcom
utilities.

• The LARGE-TAPE-BLOCK keyword is mutually exclusive with the LBI-SYSREC and NO-LBI-SYSREC keywords. You
can specify only one of these keywords in your SYSIN.

• The LBI-SYSREC and NO-LBI-SYSREC keywords can be specified in SYSIN and in the user-created PFU parmlib
member. LARGE-TAPE-BLOCK is specified only in SYSIN. You can override the parmlib setting by specifying any of
these keywords in SYSIN.

This keyword has the following format:

LARGE-TAPE-BLOCK {YES|NO}

YES
Creates LBI tape files on the output SYSREC data sets.

NO
Does not create LBI tape files. Instead, a maximum block size of 32,760 bytes is used. This setting is the default.

LAST-COPY—Unload Data from Last Registered Full Image Copy
The LAST-COPY keyword specifies whether to unload data from the most recently registered full image copy. This
keyword also specifies whether to allocate the input copy data set dynamically.

LAST-COPY is compatible with the following INPUT-FORMAT values:

• INPUT-FORMAT IMAGECOPY
• INPUT-FORMAT CONCURRENTCOPY

NOTE
You cannot unload data from concurrent copies that were generated with FILTERDDN. The SYSCOPY
records for those copies all have the same data set name.

• INPUT-FORMAT FLASHCOPY

WARNING
If you specify LAST-COPY YES or MULTI, do not specify a DD statement for the image copy data set. (That is,
do not specify the INDDN keyword.) A DD statement can negatively impact the process that is used to obtain the
input copy data set.

If you specify LAST-COPY YES or MULTI, the SHRLEVEL value is honored. The SHRLEVEL keyword controls which
type of image copy is dynamically allocated. For example, if you specify LAST-COPY YES and SHRLEVEL REFERENCE,
the last SHRLEVEL REFERENCE copy is allocated dynamically.

This keyword has the following format:

LAST-COPY [NO|YES[,NO-WAIT|,WAIT]|MULTI]

NO
Does not unload data from the last registered full image copy. Instead, the utility unloads data from the data set
you specify with the INDDN keyword. This setting is the default.

YES
Unloads the data from the last registered full image copy. Use this option for nonpartitioned tablespaces, and for
partitioned tablespaces in which you are unloading one or all partitions.
If the tablespace is nonpartitioned, the last full image copy of the entire tablespace is used.
If the tablespace is partitioned, it is processed as follows:
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• If your SELECT statement specifies all partitions of a tablespace, the last full image copy of all partitions is
used.

• If your SELECT statement specifies one partition, the last full image copy of the specified partition is used.
• If your SELECT statement specifies more than one partition, but fewer than all partitions, processing stops with

an error message.

NOTE
LAST-COPY YES cannot be specified with DDLDDN or INDDN.

If you specify LAST-COPY YES, you can also specify the following subparameters:
NO-WAIT

Terminates processing immediately when a failed dynamic allocation is encountered for the last image
copy data set. This setting is the default.

WAIT
Waits for successful data set allocation and subsequent job success during data set or device contention.
Possible resolutions to data set contention during the wait can be obtained through the operator console
or by completion of conflicting jobs. If contention is not resolved, the image copy input data set fails
allocation and processing terminates.

NOTE
LAST-COPY YES cannot be specified with INPUT-FORMAT INCREMENTAL.

MULTI
Obtains the necessary rows from SYSIBM.SYSCOPY for all tablespace partitions that are specified in the
SELECT statement. If the tablespace is nonpartitioned, LAST-COPY MULTI works the same as LAST-COPY
YES.
Unlike LAST-COPY YES, LAST-COPY MULTI does not restrict the SELECT to only one partition or all partitions.
The utility uses SYSCOPY to gather information about the specified partitions. The partitions are then allocated
and unloaded one at a time, in the most recently registered order. If individual partition copies are found, they are
used. If a full copy of all partitions is found, it is used to obtain information for partitions without individual copies. If
SYSCOPY information is missing for any of the partitions, processing stops with an error message.

NOTE
LAST-COPY MULTI cannot be specified with DDLDDN or INDDN.

Example: Unload Data from the Most Recent Image Copy

The following example unloads data from the most recent image copy. Processing continues even when the input copy
data set cannot be dynamically allocated:

FASTUNLOAD

LOAD-CONTROL    DB2LOAD

OUTPUT-FORMAT   FIXED

INPUT-FORMAT    IMAGECOPY

LAST-COPY YES,WAIT

SQL-ACCESS NONE

VALIDATE-HEADER YES

Example: Unload Data from a Consistent FlashCopy with a Single Data Set

The following example unloads data from a consistent FlashCopy with a single data set (a FlashCopy of a nonpartitioned
tablespace):

FASTUNLOAD

SHRLEVEL IGNORE

OUTPUT-FORMAT LOAD

INPUT-FORMAT FLASHCOPY,CONSISTENT
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LAST-COPY YES

SQL-ACCESS NONE

VALIDATE-HEADER YES

Example: Unload Data from a Nonconsistent FlashCopy with Multiple Data Sets

The following example unloads data from a nonconsistent FlashCopy with multiple data sets. Because LAST-COPY
MULTI is specified, the INDDN-COUNT keyword is omitted. If LAST-COPY NO was specified, the INDDN-COUNT
keyword would be required.

FASTUNLOAD

SHRLEVEL IGNORE

OUTPUT-FORMAT LOAD

INPUT-FORMAT FLASHCOPY,NOT-CONSISTENT

LAST-COPY MULTI

SQL-ACCESS NONE

VALIDATE-HEADER YES

LBI-SYSREC—Create LBI Output Tape Files
The LBI-SYSREC keyword creates LBI (Large Block Interface) tape files on the output SYSREC data sets.

NO-LBI-SYSREC is the default, which means that the maximum block size is 32,760 bytes unless you specify LBI-
SYSREC. If you specify LBI-SYSREC in the user-specified PFU parmlib member, it applies to all jobs. If you specify LBI-
SYSREC in the SYSIN syntax, it applies only to this job. This keyword can be specified once per SYSIN stream.

Consider the following items when using this keyword:

• LBI-SYSREC and NO-LBI-SYSREC are mutually exclusive.
• The LARGE-TAPE-BLOCK keyword performs the same functions as the LBI-SYSREC and NO-LBI-SYSREC

keywords. LARGE-TAPE-BLOCK is provided here for compatibility with the syntax in other Broadcom utilities.
• The LARGE-TAPE-BLOCK keyword is mutually exclusive with the LBI-SYSREC and NO-LBI-SYSREC keywords. You

can specify only one of these keywords in your SYSIN.

This keyword has the following format:

LBI-SYSREC

LIMIT—Limit the Number of Rows Written
The LIMIT keyword limits the number of rows selected and written to the output file. If you omit LIMIT or if you specify
LIMIT 0, no limit is applied.

You can specify LIMIT as a global option or within SELECT-OPTIONS (where it applies to that SELECT statement only).

This keyword has the following format:

LIMIT int

int
Defines the maximum number of rows to write to the output file. Specifying 0 does not limit the number of rows,
but instead unloads all qualified rows that are found.
Default: 0
Limits: 15 decimal digits

NOTE
If you specify LIMIT 100, Fast Unload unloads the first 100 rows it encounters. If you use an ORDER
BY or ORDER CLUSTERED clause, these rows are not the same as the first 100 rows in the unloaded
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data set when you unload the table using an ORDER clause and no LIMIT parameter. (That is, Fast
Unload does not invoke a sort on a 5 million-row table, and then unload the first 100 rows. Rather, it
unloads the first 100 rows, and then sorts those rows.)

Examples: LIMIT Keyword

In the following example, Fast Unload unloads the first 9,000 rows that it finds:

FASTUNLOAD

SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE1

WHERE ...

AND ...

ORDER BY ...

SELECT-OPTIONS

LIMIT 9000

;

In the following example, Fast Unload unloads all rows that it finds:

FASTUNLOAD

SORTSIZE1M

SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE1

WHERE ...

AND ...

ORDER BY ...

SELECT-OPTIONS

LIMIT 0

OUTPUT-FORMAT   FIXED

;

LOAD-CONTROL—Generate Load Control Statements
The LOAD-CONTROL keyword specifies whether to generate load control statements, and what format to use for the
statements.

Load control statements let you load the data into a table. You can reload the data into the same table. You can also load
the data into another table by specifying an INTO TABLE clause.

LOAD-CONTROL is valid for all OUTPUT-FORMAT values. You can specify LOAD-CONTROL as a global option or within
SELECT-OPTIONS (where it applies to that SELECT statement only).

Consider the following items when using this keyword:

• When you include LOAD-CONTROL in a job, the specified NOT-ONLY, NOKEEPDICTIONARY, and EST-ROWS
values are added to the resulting load control statements. These values override the LOAD-CONTROL settings in the
PFL parmlib member. Specify these values only when you want to override the PFL parmlib settings for a particular
job.

• Load control statements are not generated when you do either of the following actions:
– Unload more than one (but fewer than ALL) partitions.
– Use an INTO TABLE clause that specifies Broadcom extension data types (such as DATE-US and DATE-xC).

• The LOAD-CONTROL keyword generates a set of load control statements that can consist of three parts: The LOAD
statements, the table syntax, and the column syntax. The LOADDDN keyword lets you replace the LOAD statements
with your own LOAD statements. The table and column syntax are still generated. All three parts are still written to the
SYSCTL output data sets.

When you specify LOAD-CONTROL, the ONE-SYSREC keyword controls where the load control statements are written:
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• If you specify ONE-SYSREC, all load control statements are written to a single data set. The CTLDDN keyword
specifies the data set to use.

• If you omit ONE-SYSREC, the load control statements for each SELECT statement are written to a separate data set.
The CTLDDN keyword specifies the data sets to use.

Consider the following items when unloading multiple tablespaces or partitions:

• If you unload more than one tablespace, the resulting load control statements load all data into the same tablespace.
• If you unload multiple partitions from one tablespace using ONE-SYSREC, PART nnn REPLACE is added to the load

control statement. This syntax loads data only into the specified partitions.
• If you specify ONE-SYSREC, all load control statements are written to one SYSCTL file and all LOAD-CONTROL

statements for nonpartitioned tablespaces are treated as though they belong to the same tablespace. Only one
RESUME NO REPLACE statement is generated.

• If you have multiple SELECT statements selecting rows from multiple tables within the same tablespace, the load
control statement for the first SELECT statement specifies RESUME NO REPLACE. The other load control statements
specify RESUME YES.

• If you have multiple SELECT statements, with each one selecting a single partition from the same tablespace, the load
control statements for each partition specify RESUME YES PART xx REPLACE.

• If you have multiple SELECT statements selecting rows from multiple tables from multiple tablespaces, the load control
statements for each SELECT statement specify RESUME NO REPLACE.

• The load control statements up to, but not including, the INTO TABLE clause are written only once. Then, one INTO
TABLE clause is written for each SELECT statement. The INTO TABLE clause includes a WHEN POS clause that
identifies the rows to load into each table.

• If a SELECT statement references multiple tables but it has no INTO TABLE clause, the generated load statement can
reference an incorrect INTO TABLE name. In this case, message PFU0117W is issued and the SELECT statement
ends with return code 4. You can avoid this problem by specifying an INTO TABLE clause in the SELECT statement.
You can also verify that the generated load control statement references the correct INTO TABLE name.

This keyword has the following format:

LOAD-CONTROL [NONE|DB2LOAD|FASTLOAD]

   [,SYSTEMPERIOD[,PERIODOVERRIDE|,NO-PERIODOVERRIDE]|[,TRANSIDOVERRIDE|

    ,NO-TRANSIDOVERRIDE]] 

   [,BUSINESSPERIOD [,TRANSIDOVERRIDE|,NO-TRANSIDOVERRIDE]] 

   [,ONLY|,NOT-ONLY]

   [,KEEPDICTIONARY|,NOKEEPDICTIONARY]

   [,EST-ROWS|,NO-EST-ROWS]

   [,ALL|,BUILD]

   [,LOG-YES|,LOG-NO]

   [,ENFORCE-NO|,ENFORCE-CONSTRAINTS]

   [,DISCARDS=n]

   [,IGNOREGA|,NO-IGNOREGA]

   [,REPLACE|NO-REPLACE]

   [,IGNOREFIELDS|,NO-IGNOREFIELDS]

   [,CHECKPEND|,NO-CHECKPEND]

   [,COPYPEND|,NO-COPYPEND]

NONE
Does not generate any load control statements. This value is the default.

DB2LOAD
Generates load control statements that let you reload data using the Db2 LOAD utility.

FASTLOAD
Generates load control statements that let you reload data using Fast Load.
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NOTE
If you also specify ORDER CLUSTERED in your job, RECLUSTER NO syntax is added to the load
statement. RECLUSTER NO prevents a second, unnecessary clustering index sort in Fast Load.

If you specify FASTLOAD with OUTPUT-FORMAT LOAD, the SQL processing method determines which OBIDs
are included in the generated load statements:

• If Fast Unload processes the SQL statements, the load control statements include the OBID keyword with the
correct OBID value. The statements use the table OBID of the unloaded table unless you specify NEWOBID,
in which case the statements use the value that you specify.

• If Db2 processes the SQL statements, the load statements include “OBID 000” because Fast Unload cannot
access the OBID information.

NOTE
The SQL-ACCESS keyword controls the SQL processing method.

For more information on the FASTLOAD control statement, see the Fast Load documentation.

You can specify whether you intend to reload the unloaded data into a temporal table with a defined SYSTEM_TIME
period.

SYSTEMPERIOD
Specifies that the target table for the unloaded data has a defined SYSTEM_TIME period.
If you do not also specify both PERIODOVERRIDE or TRANSIDOVERRIDE, the IGNOREFIELDS keyword is
required. (If you are generating load control statements for Fast Load, you can use the IGNOREGA keyword
instead.) These keywords cause the load utility to skip the ROW BEGIN, ROW END, and TRANSACTION
START ID columns so that the columns can be GENERATED ALWAYS. If you omit both IGNOREFIELDS and
IGNOREGA in this case, then IGNOREFIELDS YES is used.
RESUME YES is required when processing SYSTEM_TIME tables. When you specify SYSTEMPERIOD, LOAD-
STMT-RESUME is set to ALWAYS so that RESUME YES processing is used. RESUME YES is applied to all load
control statements that this job task generates. If you want a different RESUME value for some of the load control
statements, place their associated SELECT statements into a separate task.

BUSINESSPERIOD
Specifies that the target table for the unloaded data has a defined BUSINESS_TIME period.
If you do not also specify TRANSIDOVERRIDE, the IGNOREFIELDS keyword is required. (If you are generating
load control statements for Fast Load, you can use the IGNOREGA keyword instead.) These keywords cause the
load utility to skip the TRANSACTION START ID columns so that the columns can be GENERATED ALWAYS. If
you omit both IGNOREFIELDS and IGNOREGA in this case, then IGNOREFIELDS YES is used.

PERIODOVERRIDE
Includes the PERIODOVERRIDE keyword in the load control statement. This keyword lets you reload unloaded
data into a ROW BEGIN or ROW END column.

NOTE
PERIODOVERRIDE is valid only when loading data into a temporal table with a defined SYSTEM_TIME
period. For more information about this keyword, see the IBM Utility Guide and Reference.

NO-PERIODOVERRIDE
Omits the PERIODOVERRIDE keyword. This setting is the default.

TRANSIDOVERRIDE
Includes the TRANSIDOVERRIDE keyword in the load control statement. This keyword lets you reload unloaded
data into a TRANSACTION START ID column.

NOTE
TRANSIDOVERRIDE is valid only when loading data into a temporal table with a defined
SYSTEM_TIME or BUSINESS_TIME period. For more information about this keyword, see the IBM
Utility Guide and Reference.
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NO-TRANSIDOVERRIDE
Omits the TRANSIDOVERRIDE keyword. This setting is the default.

You can specify whether to unload the data after generating the load control statements.

ONLY
Generates the load control statements but does not unload data from the table. ONLY is not compatible with
NONE. If you specify ONLY globally and you specify NONE on a SELECT statement, follow NONE with NOT-
ONLY to override the ONLY for that SELECT statement.

NOT-ONLY
Generates the load control statements and unloads data from the table.

You can specify whether to include the ESTIMATED-INPUT keyword in the load control statement. This keyword speeds
up the reload process when using Fast Load.

EST-ROWS
Includes the ESTIMATED-INPUT keyword in the load control statement.

NO-EST-ROWS
Omits the ESTIMATED-INPUT keyword.

NOTE
EST-ROWS and NO-EST-ROWS are ignored when you specify DB2LOAD.

For more information on the ESTIMATED-INPUT keyword, see the Fast Load documentation.

You can specify whether to include the KEEPDICTIONARY keyword in the load control statement. This keyword reuses
the dictionary for compressed tablespaces during the reload process.

KEEPDICTIONARY
Includes the KEEPDICTIONARY keyword in the load control statement.

NOKEEPDICTIONARY
Omits the KEEPDICTIONARY keyword.

For more information on the KEEPDICTIONARY keyword, see the Fast Load documentation.

You can specify whether to include OUTPUT-CONTROL ALL or OUTPUT-CONTROL BUILD in the load control
statement. This keyword specifies the format of the data and the level of data checks to perform.

ALL
Includes the OUTPUT-CONTROL ALL keyword in the load control statement.

BUILD
Includes the OUTPUT-CONTROL BUILD keyword in the load control statement.

NOTE
OUTPUT-CONTROL ALL and BUILD are ignored when you specify DB2LOAD.

For more information on the OUTPUT-CONTROL keyword, see the Fast Load documentation.

You can specify whether to include the LOG YES keyword in the load control statement. This keyword logs all loaded
records in the Db2 log.

LOG-YES
Includes the LOG YES keyword in the load control statement.

LOG-NO
Omits the LOG YES keyword.

NOTE
LOG-YES and LOG-NO are ignored when you specify FASTLOAD. Fast Load does not write records to the Db2
log.
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You can specify whether to include the ENFORCE-NO keyword in the load control statement. This keyword specifies
whether to enforce check constraints and referential constraints.

ENFORCE-NO
Includes the ENFORCE-NO keyword in the load control statement.

ENFORCE-CONSTRAINTS
Omits the ENFORCE-NO keyword. This setting is the default.

For more information on the ENFORCE-NO keyword, see the Fast Load documentation.

You can specify whether to include the DISCARDS keyword in the load control statement. This keyword defines the
number of errors that can be encountered before processing stops.

DISCARDS=n
Includes the DISCARDS keyword, in which n represents the maximum number of records to write to the discard
data set. When this number is exceeded, processing abends.
Limits: 1 - 2,147,483,647

For more information on the DISCARDS keyword, see the Fast Load documentation.

You can specify whether to include the IGNOREGA keyword in the load control statement. This keyword specifies whether
columns defined as GENERATED ALWAYS are treated as GENERATED BY DEFAULT. This parameter applies to ROWID
and identity columns.

IGNOREGA
Includes the IGNOREGA keyword in the load control statement.

NO-IGNOREGA
Omits the IGNOREGA keyword. This setting is the default.

NOTE
IGNOREGA and NO-IGNOREGA are intended for use with FASTLOAD. If you specify IGNOREGA with
DB2LOAD and you want IBM LOAD to preserve the column values, modify the ROWID and IDENTITY column
definitions. For the proper procedure, see your IBM documentation.

You can specify whether to include the REPLACE keyword in the load control statement at the partition level. Include this
keyword at the partition level to replace the partition data with the new data. Omit this keyword to append the new data to
the end of the partition.

REPLACE
Includes REPLACE at the partition level. This setting is the default.

NO-REPLACE
Omits the REPLACE keyword.

You can specify whether to include the IGNOREFIELDS keyword in the load control statement. This keyword specifies
whether to skip fields in the input data that do not have a corresponding column in the target table.

IGNOREFIELDS
Includes the IGNOREFIELDS-YES keyword in the load control statement.

NO-IGNOREFIELDS
Includes the IGNOREFIELDS-NO keyword in the load control statement. This setting is the default.

NOTE
NO-IGNOREFIELDS and IGNOREFIELDS are ignored when you specify FASTLOAD.

You can specify whether to include the SET-CHECKPENDING keyword in the load control statement. This keyword
specifies whether to set check pending flags on all tables that are involved in a job, including child tables when the parent
table is loaded.
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CHECKPEND
Includes SET-CHECKPENDING YES in the load control statement.

NO-CHECKPEND
Includes SET-CHECKPENDING NO in the load control statement.

NOTE
CHECKPEND and NO-CHECKPEND are ignored when you specify DB2LOAD. The IBM LOAD utility sets check
pending flags by default.

You can specify whether to set copy pending flags on all tablespaces and indexes that are involved in a job.

COPYPEND
Includes SET-COPYPENDING YES in the load control statement.

NOTE
COPYPEND is ignored when you specify DB2LOAD. The IBM LOAD utility sets copy pending flags by
default.

NO-COPYPEND
Includes the following syntax in the load control statement:

• SET-COPYPENDING NO (if you specified FASTLOAD)
• LOG NO NOCOPYPEND (if you specified DB2LOAD)

Examples: LOAD-CONTROL Keyword

To avoid syntax errors, place KEEPDICTIONARY, NOKEEPDICTIONARY, EST-ROWS, and NO-EST-ROWS after
DB2LOAD or FASTLOAD, separate them with commas, and do not insert spaces. See the following examples:

LOAD-CONTROL FASTLOAD,KEEPDICTIONARY,ONLY

LOAD-CONTROL FASTLOAD,KEEPDICTIONARY,NO-EST-ROWS,ONLY

LOAD-CONTROL FASTLOAD,ONLY,KEEPDICTIONARY,NO-EST-ROWS

LOAD-CONTROL DB2LOAD,ONLY,KEEPDICTIONARY

LOADDDN—Use Custom LOAD Statements
The LOADDDN keyword specifies the ddname of a data set that contains user-customized LOAD statements. You can
use these statements to replace the LOAD statements that the LOAD-CONTROL keyword generates.

The LOAD-CONTROL keyword generates a set of load control statements that can consist of three parts: The LOAD
statements, the table syntax, and the column syntax. The LOADDDN keyword lets you replace the LOAD statements
with your own LOAD statements. The table and column syntax are still generated. All three parts are still written to the
SYSCTL output data sets.

Consider the following items when using this keyword:

• When LOADDDN is specified, also specify a Specify the DD Statements to identify the data sets containing the LOAD
statements. Also, the LOAD-CONTROL keyword is still required.

• Fast Unload does not insert ESTIMATED-ROWS into customized LOAD statements. (It does insert this keyword when
generating its own load control statements for Fast Load to use). The ESTIMATED-ROWS keyword reflects the actual
number of unloaded rows, which provides an accurate number for Fast Load to use when allocating sort work data
sets.

• If the input data is not EBCDIC and your SELECT statement does not include an INTO TABLE clause, verify that the
custom LOAD statements specify the CCSID of the input file.

This keyword has the following format:

LOADDDN ddname
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ddname
Specifies the data set name containing the custom LOAD statements.
Limits:

• One to six characters, if you also specify ONE-SYSREC to write all unloaded data to a single data set. Do not
include an incremental suffix (such as 01 or 02). Characters seven and eight are not used.

• One to six characters, if you omit ONE-SYSREC and the number of SELECT statements is from 1 to 99. Use
characters seven and eight to insert a suffix that represents the SELECT statement number.

• One to four characters, if you omit ONE-SYSREC and the number of SELECT statements is from 100 to 9999.
Use characters five through eight to insert a suffix that represents the SELECT statement number.

Default:
If you do not specify a ddname, the default is one of the following names:

• SYSLOD, if you also specify ONE-SYSREC
• SYSLODnn, if you omit ONE-SYSREC and the number of SELECT statements (nn) is from 1 to 99
• SLODnnnn, if you omit ONE-SYSREC and the number of SELECT statements (nnnn) is from 100 to 9999

Example: LOADDDN Keyword

The following example specifies LOAD-CONTROL, which generates load control statements. Because three SELECT
statements are present, three sets of load control statements are needed. Because CTLDDN is omitted, the load control
statements are written to the default data set names (SYSCTL01, SYSCTL02, and SYSCTL03). Because LOADDDN is
also specified, the custom LOAD statements are read from SYSLODnn and inserted into the SYSCTLnn data sets.

FASTUNLOAD 

LOAD-CONTROL  DB2LOAD

LOADDDN       SYSLOD

SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE1

SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE2

SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE3

The custom LOAD statements are written from SYSLOD to the SYSCTL data sets as follows:

1. Fast Unload looks for SYSLOD01. Because SYSLOD01 is not defined, the utility opens SYSLOD, reads the custom
LOAD statements, and writes them to SYSCTL01.

NOTE
You can define a single SYSLOD containing the LOAD statements that you want to use for most SELECT
statements. The LOAD statements are copied into each SYSCTLxx data set. If any SELECT statements
have unique load control requirements, define a separate SYSLODxx for each of those statements. The
LOAD statement from each SYSLODxx data set is copied into its corresponding SYSCTLxx data set.

2. If the first SELECT statement has an INTO TABLE clause, a FASTLOAD INTO TABLE tablename statement is added
to SYSCTL01.
If no INTO TABLE clause is present, the utility assumes that the custom LOAD statement includes an INTO TABLE
specification.

The same procedure is performed for the second and third SELECT statements.

LOAD-STMT-RESUME—Generate the RESUME Parameter
The LOAD-STMT-RESUME keyword specifies whether to include the RESUME parameter in the load control statements
generated by Fast Unload.

This keyword has the following format:

LOAD-STMT-RESUME[FASTUNLOAD|DSNTIAUL|ALWAYS]
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FASTUNLOAD
Generates the RESUME parameter. This value is the default.
If the tablespace is partitioned, the following actions occur:

• SELECT PART x generates RESUME YES.
• SELECT PART ALL generates RESUME NO REPLACE.
• SELECT PART x,y generates a warning.

If the tablespace is not partitioned and contains only one table, all SELECT statements generate RESUME NO
REPLACE.
If the tablespace is not partitioned and contains more than one table, the following actions occur:

• The first SELECT statement generates RESUME NO REPLACE.
• All remaining SELECT statements generate RESUME YES.

DSNTIAUL
Omits the RESUME parameter.

ALWAYS
Generates the RESUME parameter for all LOAD-CONTROL statements without exception.

Example: Generate the RESUME Parameter for All LOAD-CONTROL Statements

In the following example, the RESUME parameter is generated for all load control statements:

FASTUNLOAD 

LOAD-CONTROL     DB2LOAD

LOADDDN          SYSLOD

LOAD-STMT-RESUME FASTUNLOAD

SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE1

SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE2

SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE3

LOB-LOC-SIZE—Specify Internal Buffer Size for LOB/XML Data
The LOB-LOC-SIZE keyword specifies the maximum size of the internal buffer where LOB and XML data is placed when
unloaded. (LOB data includes CLOB, BLOB, and DBCLOB.) This keyword applies only when using Db2 to process the
data (that is, when using SQL-ACCESS ONLY).

When SQL-ACCESS ONLY is specified, the data is placed in the buffer before it is split into VBS segments. Fast Unload
calculates the length of all LOB and XML columns and sets the buffer size to the calculated length or to the specified LOB-
LOC-SIZE (whichever is smaller).

If the column definition length is less than or equal to the LOB-LOC-SIZE, one Db2 SELECT call retrieves the LOB and
XML data. If the length is greater than the LOB-LOC-SIZE, multiple Db2 SELECT calls retrieve the data in pieces. When
Fast Unload retrieves LOB data, it also uses 4-byte LOB locators.

NOTE
If Fast Unload retrieves multiple rows per fetch, it does not use the column definition to determine whether to
use LOB locators. Instead, it uses LOB locators when the sum of all LOB columns is greater than or equal to 32
KB. For more information about LOB locators, see the IBM Db2 SQL Reference.

WARNING
If your LOB-LOC-SIZE is too large, the job fails because it cannot acquire the specified amount of buffer space.

This keyword has the following format:

LOB-LOC-SIZE {intK|intM|MAX}
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intK or intM
Specifies the amount of main storage to reserve in KB or MB. The size is rounded to the next highest 4 KB.
Default: 500 MB
Limits: five-digit decimal number

MAX
Reserves 500 MB of main storage.

LRECL-USER—Use the User-Supplied LRECL Value
The LRECL-USER keyword specifies whether to use a user-defined LRECL value for the SYSREC data sets. This LRECL
value can be specified as part of your data set allocations, or through your SMS (System Managed Space) settings.

NOTE
LRECL-USER is ignored when you specify ONE-SYSREC with multiple SELECT statements.

This keyword has the following format:

LRECL-USER [NO|YES]

NO
Uses the default LRECL value instead of a user-defined value:

• When OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-DELIMITED is specified, the default value is 32,756 bytes.
• When any other output format is specified, Fast Unload calculates an LRECL value for you. This value is

based on various factors such as the lengths of the selected columns and whether your job includes field
specifications that specify a different length or precision.

This setting is the default.
YES

Uses the user-defined LRECL value.

NOTE
If you specify LRECL-USER YES with OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-DELIMITED, consider the
characteristics of your input file when specifying an LRECL value. Record lengths can expand during
the unload process (for example, when the input file includes embedded quotes or literal values). If the
LRECL value is too small, processing terminates and an error message is issued.

MASK—Specify the Date Representation in the Source Column
The MASK keyword defines the position of the month, day, and year (also century, if present) in the source column. MASK
uses the format MM.DD.YY.CC to define the source column representation of the century, year, month, and day values.

MASK applies only to the following column types:

• VARCHAR, CHAR, and DECIMAL source columns selected into the column type DATE (or DATE EXTERNAL)
• CHAR source column selected into the column type CHAR

NOTE
MASK must appear after the INTO column name and type, and before any DEFAULTIF and CNVERR clauses.

This keyword has the following format:

MASK (value)

value
Specifies the month, day, and year (also century, if present) in MM.DD.YY.CC format.

Example: MASK Keyword
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In the following example, the selected DEC(10,1) column has nine digits to the left of the decimal point. Therefore, the
MASK addresses nine positions:

SELECT DEC10_1 INTO COL1 DATE  MASK('...YYMMDD') CENTURY(21)

MAX-SELECTS—Control the Number of SELECT Statements in a Job
The MAX-SELECTS keyword specifies the maximum number of SELECT statements in one job.

This keyword has the following format:

MAX-SELECTS int

int
Specifies the maximum number of SELECT statements that can be included in one job.
Limits: 99 or 9999 (only these two values are valid)

Example: Permit up to 99 SELECT Statements in a Job

The following example specifies that your job can contain up to 99 SELECT statements:

MAX-SELECTS 99

MAX-WHERE-STG—Define the Boolean Work Storage Space
The MAX-WHERE-STG keyword sets the amount of Boolean work storage in bytes.

This keyword has the following format:

MAX-WHERE-STG int

int
Specifies the maximum storage value in bytes. Do not follow the integer with K or M.
Default: 32768 (32 KB)
Limits: six digits

Example: Set the Boolean Work Storage Space to 64 KB

The following example sets the amount of Boolean work storage space to 65536 (64 KB):

MAX-WHERE-STG 65536

MSG-DUMP—Create an SVC Dump
The MSG-DUMP keyword creates an SVC dump immediately after encountering a user-specified message ID. You can
specify a single MSG-DUMP in hlq.CDBAPARM(PFU) to set a default value for all Fast Unload jobs. You can also specify
MSG-DUMP multiple times in SYSIN, to override the PFU parmlib setting for particular utility statements.

WARNING
Only use this keyword under the direction of Broadcom Support.

NOTE
Messages that are issued before the MSG-DUMP command is parsed do not generate an SVC dump.

When you specify MSG-DUMP, the following WTO message is printed to the Fast Unload log data set before the SVC
dump:

CA UTILITIES - USER REQUESTED SVC DUMP IN PROGRESS
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General SVC dump information, such as the DUMP ID, title, and data set, appear in z/OS messages IEA794I and
IEF196I. These messages can be found in the Fast Unload log or in the z/OS SYSLOG data set. For example, the DUMP
TITLE has the following format:

DUMP TITLE=CA UTILITIES DIAGNOSTIC DUMP A=&savearea

           TCB=&tcb PFU-ASID:&asid MSG=&message

• &savearea is the save area pointer of the caller
• &tcb is the TCB generating the SVC dump
• &asid is the address space ID for which the dump is taken
• &message is the external message ID that generates the SVC dump

This keyword has the following format:

MSG-DUMP (message-ID,message-ID,...,*FUPFU,*FUDB2)

message-ID
Specifies the external message ID as it appears in the PTILOG data sets. You can specify more than one
message ID.

*FUPFU
Specifies an SVC dump of the Fast Unload address space.

NOTE
You can enter one or both keywords *FUPFU and *FUDB2. If none is entered, the default is *FUPFU.

*FUDB2
Specifies an SVC dump of both the Db2 address space and the Fast Unload address space. Use this option with
care, because it can degrade Db2 performance.

NOTE
You can specify the message IDs, *FUPFU, and *FUDB2 within the parenthesis in any order.

Example: Specify a Single Message ID

In the following example, an SVC dump of the Fast Unload address space is created when message PFU0261I is written:

MSG-DUMP (PFU0261I)

Example: Specify Multiple Message IDs

In the following example, an SVC dump is created when message PFU0261I or PFU0232I is written:

MSG-DUMP (PFU0232I,PFU0226I)

Example: Create an SVC Dump of the Db2 and Fast Unload Address Spaces

In the following example, SVC dumps of the Db2 and Fast Unload address spaces are created when message PFU0331I
is written:

MSG-DUMP (PFU0331I,*FUDB2)

MULTI-ROW-FETCH—Specify the Number of Rows to Fetch
The MULTI-ROW-FETCH keyword specifies the number of rows to fetch from the Db2 table during processing.

NOTE

• MULTI-ROW-FETCH requires the use of Db2 SQL processing. Therefore, this keyword can be specified with
SQL-ACCESS ONLY and EXTENSION, but not with SQL-ACCESS NONE.

This keyword has the following format:
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MULTI-ROW-FETCH [int|CONTINUE]

int
Specifies the number of rows to retrieve from the Db2 table with each FETCH request. If you leave blank or you
specify 0, the default value is used. If you specify 1, single rows are fetched.
Default: 100
Limits: 0 - 32767

CONTINUE
Uses FETCH WITH CONTINUE and FETCH CURRENT CONTINUE to retrieve the data. These parameters fetch
a single row, and then fetch the remaining column data in individual pieces. MULTI-ROW-FETCH CONTINUE is
required to process XML data, which can be large. If you specify a different value and XML data is encountered,
processing switches to CONTINUE. You can also use CONTINUE when processing LOB data.

NEWOBID—Define a New OBID
The NEWOBID keyword specifies a new object ID to use when unloading data. This keyword is specified as part of
the FROM clause in a SELECT statement. Specify the OBID of the table into which you plan to load the data. The data is
then unloaded with that OBID. When it is time to load the data, it is ready to use.

Consider the following items when using this keyword:

• When you perform OBID conversions, select your job syntax carefully so that your output is compatible with the load
utility. The OUTPUT-FORMAT, SQL-ACCESS, and NEWOBID keywords can be combined in various ways to achieve
various results. For more information, see OBID Conversions.

• NEWOBID is valid only with OUTPUT-FORMAT LOAD. In this output format, the OBID of the specified table is
contained in the standard six-byte Db2 row prefix.

• If you use Fast Load to load the data, you can change the OBID in your Fast Load job instead. Omit NEWOBID here
and specify the OBID keyword in your Fast Load job. Specify the OBID of the table from which the data was unloaded.

This keyword has the following format:

NEWOBID [int|hexadecimal]

int
Specifies the new object ID. If you specify an integer decimal value, it is converted to hexadecimal.
Limits: 1 to 5 digits

hexadecimal
Specifies the new object ID as two or four hexadecimal digits (1 byte or 2 byte).
Limits: Maximum of X'FFFF'

NO-ABEND-TASK—Do Not Abend for Critical Errors
The NO-ABEND-TASK keyword specifies that no abends are produced when the return code is greater than 4.(These
return codes indicate that a critical error has occurred.) Instead, processing continues with a nonzero return code and
appropriate messages. You can use this keyword to override the global ABEND-TASK setting within a particular job step.

This keyword has the following format:

NO-ABEND-TASK

Example: Issue a Nonzero Return Code if a Critical Error Occurs

The following example issues a nonzero return code and appropriate messages when a critical error occurs:

FASTUNLOAD

LOAD CONTROL    DB2LOAD
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OUTPUT FORMAT   FIXED

INPUT FORMAT    IMAGECOPY

IO BUFFERS      60

COPY BUFFERS    30

NO-ABEND-TASK

SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE

WHERE ....

;

NO-DS-VALIDATE—Do Not Validate Data Set Names
The NO-DS-VALIDATE keyword unloads data without validating the data set names.

This keyword is valid when both of the following conditions are true. If either condition is not true, the keyword is ignored:

• SHRLEVEL CHANGE or IGNORE is specified in the job.
• Fast Unload is processing the data natively (as controlled by the SQL-ACCESS keyword).

By default, data set names are not validated. (That is, if you omit DS-VALIDATE, NO-DS-VALIDATE is used.)

NOTE
DS-VALIDATE and NO-DS-VALIDATE are mutually exclusive.

When SHRLEVEL CHANGE or IGNORE is specified, no locks are placed on the Db2 data sets. Therefore, a tablespace
that is composed of multiple physical data sets can cause problems with data integrity. The first selected data set in the
tablespace is opened, read, and closed before the next one is processed. If another data set is renamed, deleted, or
made unavailable before it is processed, processing completes without any indication that the output is missing data. The
DS-VALIDATE keyword ensures data integrity by creating a list of data set names for verification. The NO-DS-VALIDATE
keyword processes the data without verifying the data set names against a list.

WARNING
If you specify NO-DS-VALIDATE, be aware of the potential for data integrity problems. To ensure data
integrity, specify DS-VALIDATE or SHRLEVEL REFERENCE so that a SHR lock is placed on the tables during
processing.

This keyword has the following format:

NO-DS-VALIDATE

NO-LBI-SYSREC—Do Not Create LBI Output Tape Files
The NO-LBI-SYSREC keyword limits block sizes to a maximum of 32,760 bytes when creating tape files on the output
SYSREC data sets.

NO-LBI-SYSREC is the default. The maximum block size is 32,760 bytes unless you specify LBI-SYSREC in
hlq.CDBAPARM(PFU) or in the SYSIN syntax.

You can specify NO-LBI-SYSREC in the PFU parmlib member or in SYSIN. When specified in the parmlib, it applies to all
jobs. When specified in SYSIN, it applies only to this job. This keyword can be specified once per SYSIN stream.

NOTE

• LBI-SYSREC and NO-LBI-SYSREC are mutually exclusive.
• The LARGE-TAPE-BLOCK keyword performs the same functions as the LBI-SYSREC and NO-LBI-SYSREC

keywords. LARGE-TAPE-BLOCK is provided here for compatibility with the syntax in other Broadcom
utilities.

• The LARGE-TAPE-BLOCK keyword is mutually exclusive with the LBI-SYSREC and NO-LBI-SYSREC
keywords. You can specify only one of these keywords in your SYSIN.
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This keyword has the following format:

NO-LBI-SYSREC

NOPAD—Do Not Add Trailing Spaces to VARCHAR Fields
The NOPAD keyword specifies that trailing spaces are not added to VARCHAR fields in SYSREC, even when the column
is shorter than the maximum defined length.

PAD and NOPAD are mutually exclusive. If neither keyword is specified, NOPAD is used.

This keyword has the following format:

NOPAD

Example: NOPAD Keyword

In the following example, NOPAD specifies that the VARCHAR fields in the output format will not be padded:

FASTUNLOAD

OUTPUT-PREFIX 'LITERAL STARTED: '

            NOPAD

            TRIM

            ONE-SYSREC

            SHRLEVEL          CHANGE

            INPUT-FORMAT      T

            OUTPUT-FORMAT     COMMA-DELIMITED

            SQL-ACCESS ONLY LIMIT 1000

            SELECT *

            FROM  creator.tablename ;

NOSUBS—Do Not Substitute Characters During Translation
The NOSUBS keyword specifies that substitution characters are not used during translation when a given character in the
“from” CCSID has no equivalent in the “to” CCSID. Instead, an error appears.

NOTE
SUBS and NOSUBS are mutually exclusive.

This keyword has the following format:

NOSUBS

Example: Translate Data to ASCII with no Substitutions

The following example translates the data to ASCII without using any substitution characters:

FASTUNLOAD

SHRLEVEL       REFERENCE

INPUT-FORMAT   TABLE

SQL-ACCESS     EXTENSION

OUTPUT-FORMAT  VARIABLE

NOSUBS

ASCII

SELECT

COL1,  COL8,  COL10

FROM PDXXX.XXXTG04

;
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NOTNULL—Remove the Null Indicator Byte From a Field
The NOTNULL keyword removes the null indicator byte from the unloaded field. This keyword is valid with OUTPUT-
FORMAT FIXED, DSNTIAUL, and VARIABLE.

NOTNULL treats the field output of a nullable column as though it were not nullable. If the nullable column has a null value
in the unloaded row, the Db2 default for that data type is assigned.

Consider the following items when using this keyword:

• The NOTNULL keyword applies only to the unloaded fields, not to the columns being unloaded into those fields.
• Specifying NOTNULL for the field output of a column that is not defined as nullable has no effect.

NOTNULL and NULL are mutually exclusive.

This keyword has the following format:

NOTNULL

NOTRIM—Toggle the Trim Value
The NOTRIM keyword leaves the trailing blanks and the halfword length unchanged when character data is unloaded
into VARCHAR fields. This keyword is mutually exclusive with TRIM, which trims trailing blanks and adjusts the halfword
length.

You can specify NOTRIM as a global option or within SELECT-OPTIONS, where it is set for that SELECT statement only.
You can also specify NOTRIM as part of a field specification, where it applies to that field only.

This keyword has the following format:

NOTRIM

NULL—Add a Null Indicator Byte to a Field
The NULL keyword adds a null indicator byte to the unloaded field. This keyword is valid with OUTPUT-FORMAT FIXED,
DSNTIAUL, and VARIABLE.

The null indicator byte indicates “not null” unless one of the following conditions are true:

• You specify INITIAL NULL for the unloaded field by using DEFAULTIF or CNVERR.
• You select a zero length string for a NULLABLE field.

NULL treats the field output of a not-nullable column as though it were nullable by adding a null indicator byte.

Consider the following items when using this keyword:

• The NULL keyword applies only to the unloaded fields, not to the columns that are unloaded into those fields.
• Specifying NULL for the field output of a column that is defined as nullable has no effect.
• NULL and NOTNULL are mutually exclusive.

This keyword has the following format:

NULL

Example: Add a Null Indicator to the AGE Field

The following fragment of sample syntax adds a null indicator byte to the AGE field:

INTO AGE VARCHAR NULL ,COL2 CHAR(10) ;
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NULL-CHAR—Specify a Null Indicator
The NULL-CHAR keyword specifies the null indicator character to use in the output record for null columns. (Columns that
are not null use hex zeros for the indicator.) The null indicator that you specify here overrides the default null indicator that
is used by OUTPUT-FORMAT VARIABLE. When you specify NULL-CHAR, do not include an INTO statement. If you do,
NULL-CHAR is ignored and a warning is issued.

When using this keyword, consider the following items:

• This keyword is valid only with OUTPUT-FORMAT VARIABLE.
• When you specify this keyword, we also recommend specifying NULL-TYPE. If you omit NULL-TYPE, its default value

is used.

You can specify NULL-CHAR as a global option or within SELECT-OPTIONS (where it applies to that SELECT statement
only).

NOTE
The Fast Unload syntax is hyphenated (NULL-CHAR). However, NULLCHAR is also supported for compatibility
with third-party utilities.

This keyword has the following format:

NULL-CHAR ?|HIVAL|'c'|X'xx'

?
Uses a question mark as the null indicator. This indicator is 1 byte. This value is the default.

HIVAL
Uses high values as the null indicator. The NULL-TYPE keyword determines the length of this indicator.

'c'
Uses c as the null indicator, in which c is an EBCDIC character. This indicator is 1 byte.

X'xx'
Uses xx as the null indicator, in which xx is any hexadecimal value except X'00'. This indicator is 1 byte.

NULL-FIELD—Represent a Null Field
The NULL-FIELD keyword specifies a character string to represent a null value in the output file. Specify NULL-FIELD as
a global option, or specify it within SELECT-OPTIONS (where it is set for that SELECT statement only).

NOTE
NULL-FIELD applies only to OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-DELIMITED. This keyword is ignored for other
OUTPUT-FORMAT values.

This keyword has the following format:

NULL-FIELD [EMPTY|QUOTES|literal]|

NULL-FIELD [E|Q|literal]

EMPTY
Represents a null field with an empty string between two field separators (COMMA parameter). This setting is the
default.

QUOTES
Represents a null field with two string delimiters (QUOTE parameter) between two field separators (COMMA
parameter).

literal
Represents a null field with a literal string. The string can be 1 through 4 bytes. The following values are valid:
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C'c'
Specifies one or more EBCDIC characters. The C is optional. Enclose the characters with single quotes ('
').

X'xx'
Specifies a hexadecimal value that is designated by X' and followed by an even number of hex digits.
Terminate the value with a single quote (').

Example: NULL-FIELD EMPTY

The following example uses the default COMMA and QUOTE values and specifies NULL-FIELD EMPTY. The following
data is used as input:

“Monkey”,NULL,”Elephant”

The input data results in the following three fields:

'Monkey',,'Elephant'

Example: NULL-FIELD QUOTES

The following example uses the default COMMA and QUOTE values and specifies NULL-FIELD QUOTES. The following
data is used as input:

“Monkey”,NULL,”Elephant”

The input data results in the following three fields:

'Monkey','','Elephant'

Example: NULL-FIELD literal

The following example uses the default COMMA and QUOTE values, and specifies NULL-FIELD '$$'. The following data
is used as input:

“Monkey”,NULL,”Elephant”

The input data results in the following three fields:

'Monkey',$$,'Elephant'

NULL-FILL—Specify Character or Value to Fill in Null Fields
The NULL-FILL keyword specifies the EBCDIC character or hexadecimal value that is used to fill in null fields in the output
record. The character or value that you specify here overrides the default character or value that is used by OUTPUT-
FORMAT VARIABLE and OUTPUT-FORMAT DSNTIAUL.

When using this keyword, consider the following items:

• This keyword affects only OUTPUT-FORMAT VARIABLE and OUTPUT-FORMAT DSNTIAUL.
• This keyword affects all data types except LOB and XML.

NOTE
The Fast Unload syntax is hyphenated (NULL-FILL). However, NULLFILL is also supported for compatibility with
third-party utilities.

This keyword has the following format:

NULL-FILL X'00'|'c'|X'xx'

X'00'
Uses 00 as the value to fill in null fields. This value is 1 byte long. This value is the default.
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'c'
Uses c as the character to fill in null fields, in which c is an EBCDIC character. This character is 1 byte long.

X'xx'
Uses xx as the value to fill in null fields, in which xx is any hexadecimal value. This value is 1 byte long.

NULL-TYPE—Specify the Null Indicator Location and Length
The NULL-TYPE keyword specifies the null indicator location and length in the output record. The null type that you
specify here overrides the default null type that is used by OUTPUT-FORMAT VARIABLE. When you specify NULL-TYPE,
do not include an INTO statement. If you do, NULL-TYPE is ignored and a warning is issued.

When you use this keyword, consider the following items:

• This keyword is valid only with OUTPUT-FORMAT VARIABLE.
• When you specify this keyword, we also recommend specifying NULL-CHAR. If you omit NULL-CHAR, its default

value is used.

You can specify NULL-TYPE as a global option or within SELECT-OPTIONS (where it applies to that SELECT statement
only).

NOTE

• The Fast Unload syntax is hyphenated (NULL-TYPE). However, NULLTYPE is also supported for
compatibility with third-party utilities.

• When you specify a 2-byte indicator, the second byte is a duplicate of the first. You cannot specify two
different characters.

This keyword has the following format:

NULL-TYPE P1|P2|T1|T2|L1|L2

P1
Specifies a 1-byte null indicator that precedes all columns. This value is the default.

P2
Specifies a 2-byte null indicator that precedes all columns.

T1
Specifies a 1-byte null indicator that follows the column.

T2
Specifies a 2-byte null indicator that follows the column.

L1
Specifies a 1-byte null indicator that precedes the column.

L2
Specifies a 2-byte null indicator that precedes the column.

OBID—Specify a Table OBID
The OBID keyword specifies the object ID of the tables you are unloading. OBID is valid only when you unload from
copies of tables. OBID is not valid when you unload directly from the table (that is, when using INPUT-FORMAT TABLE).
This keyword is specified as part of the FROM clause in a SELECT statement.

When you use DDLDDN to retrieve data from an image copy, include OBID in the FROM clause to unload the correct
rows.
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If you specify OBID without specifying DDLDDN, the UTLFUAUT authorization exit verifies your authorization to unload
the selected table.

This keyword has the following format:

OBID {int|hexadecimal}

int
Specifies the object ID. If you specify an integer decimal value, it is converted to hexadecimal.
Limits: 1 to 5 digits

hexadecimal
Specifies the object ID as two or four hexadecimal digits (1 byte or 2 bytes).
Limits: Maximum of X'FFFF'

OBJ-ORDER—Process Objects in Descending Size
The OBJ-ORDER keyword specifies the order in which to process the selected objects. Ordering the objects in
descending size order can potentially reduce the overall elapsed time.

NOTE
This keyword is applied to SELECT statement processing only when the statements are processed natively (by
specifying SQL-ACCESS NONE). When Db2 processes the SELECT statements, it processes them in the order
they were coded within the SYSIN.

Object size is determined by using one of the following methods:

• If you use Db2 9 or higher with Real-Time Statistics (RTS) enabled, the TOTALROWS column in
SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACESTATS determines the object sizes.

• If you include ESTIMATED-ROWS, its specified value determines the object sizes. The ESTIMATED-ROWS value
overrides the TOTALROWS value.

NOTE
Specify ESTIMATED-ROWS as a SELECT-OPTIONS parameter so that you can specify an individual value
for each SELECT statement. Specifying ESTIMATED-ROWS globally applies a single value to all SELECT
statements. As a result, the selected objects are treated as if they are all the same size.

If your environment does not have RTS enabled and you omit ESTIMATED-ROWS, you cannot process the objects by
size. Instead, the objects are processed with OBJ-ORDER NONE.

This keyword has the following format:

OBJ-ORDER [SIZE|NONE]

SIZE
Processes the selected objects in descending size order. This setting is the default.

NONE
Does not process the selected objects in descending size order.

ONE-SYSREC—Unload Multiple Tables into One Data Set
The ONE-SYSREC keyword unloads multiple tables from one or more tablespaces into a single data set. All unloaded
rows are written to the ddname that the UNLDDN keyword specifies. The default ddname is SYSREC.

NOTE

• The ONE-SYSREC keyword also controls where load control statements and CREATE TABLE DDL
statements are written. When you specify ONE-SYSREC with LOAD-CONTROL, all load control statements
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are written to a single data set. The default is SYSCTL. When you specify ONE-SYSREC with DDL-
CONTROL, all CREATE TABLE statements are written to a single data set. The default is SYSDDL.

• If you intend to use Fast Load to load tables from multiple tablespaces into a single tablespace, do not use
ONE-SYSREC. Instead, unload the tables to separate SYSREC data sets, and then concatenate them when
loading.

Consider the following items when using ONE-SYSREC:

• The SYSREC data set has a DCB RECFM of VB instead of FB to accommodate rows of varying lengths. The
unloaded rows are written to SYSREC in the same order that they occurred in the original tablespaces.

• If a row meets the conditions for n SELECT statements, it is written to SYSREC n times.
• The ORDER BY clause in a SELECT statement applies to that statement only. The ORDER BY clause has no effect

on the record order for the other SELECT statements.
• If you specify an OUTPUT-FORMAT other than LOAD, a two-digit number is inserted at the beginning of each row.

This number represents the SELECT statement. You can use this number in a WHEN POS (1:2)='nn' clause to load
multiple tables with sequential format data. The nn is the number representing the SELECT statement.

• If one SELECT statement specifies OUTPUT-FORMAT LOAD, all SELECT statements must use LOAD. This
requirement is due to a restriction for reloading the unloaded rows. IBM LOAD can load multiple tables of LOAD format
or multiple tables of sequential format. If this situation occurs, the SELECT statement with OUTPUT-FORMAT LOAD
converts to OUTPUT-FORMAT DSNTIAUL and processing continues with a warning.

• When you specify multiple SELECT statements, the output file is allocated with an LRECL of BLKSIZE-4. The LRECL-
USER keyword is ignored. The block sizes do not change, and still depend on the device type to which SYSREC is
written. The following table shows the default block sizes for each device type:

Device Default BLKSIZE

Tape 32760

3390 27998

3380 23476

9345 22928

WARNING
You cannot unload catalog tables using ONE-SYSREC and SHRLEVEL REFERENCE. The catalog tables
cannot be locked. Processing terminates. Specify SHRLEVEL CHANGE instead.

This keyword has the following format:

ONE-SYSREC [SORT-OBID {YES|NO}]

SORT-OBID YES
Sorts all data on the table OBID in ascending order. This option permits programs that expect REORG UNLOAD
ONLY files to perform control-break processing by table.
This setting is the default when you select a segmented tablespace with OUTPUT-FORMAT LOAD and omit this
SORT-OBID parameter.
SORT-OBID YES is not the default when you unload multiple tablespaces or when you specify a different
OUTPUT-FORMAT.

NOTE
You cannot specify SORT-OBID to unload multiple tablespaces. Processing terminates.

SORT-OBID NO
Disables the automatic use of SORT-OBID. Specify SORT-OBID NO when selecting a segmented tablespace
with OUTPUT-FORMAT LOAD.

Example: Invoke ONE-SYSREC Processing
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The following example invokes ONE-SYSREC processing to unload multiple tables into a single SYSREC data set.

FASTUNLOAD

LOAD-CONTROL    DB2LOAD

ONE-SYSREC

IO-BUFFERS      60

VSAM-BUFFERS    360

SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE1

WHERE ...

AND ...

;

SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE2

WHERE ...

OR ...

;

SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE3

WHERE ...

;

OPTIMIZATION-HINT—Override the Db2 Access Path
The OPTIMIZATION-HINT keyword overrides the access path that the Db2 optimizer selected when retrieving data
for SELECT statement processing. The Db2 optimizer usually selects the most efficient access path. However, it can
occasionally select an inefficient path that causes unacceptably long processing times. Use OPTIMIZATION-HINT to
select a more efficient access path and process your job faster.

NOTE
The OPTIMIZATION-HINT keyword is valid only with SQL-ACCESS ONLY or EXTENSION. OPTIMIZATION-
HINT is not valid with SQL-ACCESS NONE, which processes the SELECT statements natively instead of
passing the SQL to Db2.

OPTIMIZATION-HINT lets you point the Db2 optimizer to an alternate access path. These paths are saved as "hints" in
user.PLAN_TABLE with unique names in the OPTHINT column. Your OPTIMIZATION-HINT value must match the name
of a hint in the OPTHINT column. When you process the unload job, the OPTIMIZATION-HINT value is passed to the IBM
SET CURRENT OPTIMIZATION HINT statement. This statement directs the Db2 optimizer to the user.PLAN_TABLE.

NOTE

• Before you use OPTIMIZATION-HINT, verify that your subsystem is configured to accept optimization hints.
Also verify that your PLAN_TABLE is the correct format, and that access paths have been saved to the
table. For more information about configuring subsystems and creating hints, see the IBM Db2 for z/OS
Performance Monitoring and Tuning Guide. For more information about the SET CURRENT OPTIMIZATION
HINT statement, see the IBM Db2 for z/OS SQL Reference.

• You can use the Plan Analyzer Explain Services to verify that the Db2 optimizer uses the hint that you specify
here.

You can specify OPTIMIZATION-HINT multiple times in your job SYSIN. This keyword can precede the first SELECT
statement or can appear between subsequent statements. The specified value then applies to all subsequent SELECT
statements until another OPTIMIZATION-HINT value is specified, or until you specify OPTIMIZATION-HINT ‘ ‘ or
OPTIMIZATION-HINT ‘’ to negate the previously specified value and use the access path that is selected by Db2
optimizer. You can also specify OPTIMIZATION-HINT as part of the SELECT-OPTIONS clause within a SELECT
statement, so that it applies only to that statement.
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NOTE
If you specify OPTIMIZATION-HINT in hlq.CDBAPARM(PFU), it applies to all jobs that specify SQL-ACCESS
ONLY or EXTENSION. Specifying a hint in the parmlib member is useful only when you have several UNLOAD
statements with virtually identical syntax.

This keyword has the following format:

OPTIMIZATION-HINT ‘xxxxx’ | OPT-HINT ‘xxxxx’

xxxxx
Specifies a literal of up to 128 characters.

Example: Override the Access Path for a Single SELECT Statement

The following example specifies an OPTIMIZATION-HINT value as part of the SELECT-OPTIONS clause within a
SELECT statement. The specified value is used for that SELECT statement only:

SELECT a, b FROM crt.tbl SELECT-OPTIONS OPT-HINT 'xxxxx';

Example: Specify OPTIMIZATION-HINT at Different Levels

The following example demonstrates how you can specify OPTIMIZATION-HINT as a global option and a SELECT-
OPTIONS parameter:

//*     

//SYSIN    DD *

  FASTUNLOAD

  LOAD CONTROL    DB2LOAD

  OUTPUT FORMAT   DSNTIAUL

  IO BUFFERS      60

  VSAM BUFFERS    360

  TIME FORMAT USA

  OPTIMIZATION-HINT ‘path_a’

  SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE1

  WHERE ...

  ;

  TIME FORMAT JIS

  OPTIMIZATION-HINT ‘path_b’

  SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE2

  WHERE ...

  ;

  OPTIMIZATION-HINT ‘ ‘

  SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE3

  WHERE ...

  ;

  SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE4

  WHERE ...

  SELECT-OPTIONS

  TIME FORMAT EUR

  ;

  SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE5

  WHERE ...

  SELECT-OPTIONS OPTIMIZATION-HINT ‘path_c’
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In the previous example, OPTIMIZATION-HINT is applied as follows:

• OPTIMIZATION-HINT ‘path_a’ applies to the first SELECT statement.
• OPTIMIZATION-HINT ‘path_b’ applies to the second SELECT statement.
• No OPTIMIZATION-HINT applies to the third and fourth SELECT statements. The Db2 optimizer selects the access

path.
• OPTIMIZATION-HINT ‘path_c’ applies to the fifth SELECT statement.

ORDER BY—Order Data by Column
The ORDER BY clause lets you order by the data in specified columns. You can order each column in ascending or
descending order. You can also apply a cultural sort to sort multilingual data properly.

The columns that you can order by depend upon the SQL-ACCESS value that you specify. If you specify SQL-ACCESS
NONE (to process SQL using Fast Unload), you can order by a column that is not specified in the SELECT statement.
If you specify SQL-ACCESS ONLY (to process SQL using Db2), you can order by only those columns specified in the
SELECT statement. If you specify SQL-ACCESS EXTENSION, the columns you can order by depend on whether Fast
Unload or Db2 processes the SQL statements. For more information about Db2 ORDER BY restrictions, see the IBM Db2
for z/OS SQL Reference documentation.

If you omit the ORDER BY clause, the data is written in the same order in which it was read.

NOTE
If you specify LOAD-CONTROL FASTLOAD, a RECLUSTER NO load control statement is generated. This
statement eliminates the clustering index sort in Fast Load.

This keyword has the following format:

[ORDER BY|ORDER-BY] colname_1|colnum_1|

COLLATION_KEY(string-expression_1,collation-name_1)

   [ASC|DESC][,colname_n|colnum_n|[COLLATION_KEY

   (string-expression_n,collation-name_n)][ASC|DESC]]

colname
Defines the column name. If you specify multiple columns, separate them with commas (,).

NOTE

• You can specify a combination of column names and column numbers in the ORDER BY clause.
• When specifying multiple columns, consider the combined sort record length. If the length exceeds

approximately 4,000 bytes, you may encounter sort limitations.

colnum
Defines the column number. If you specify multiple columns, separate them with commas (,).

COLLATION_KEY
Sorts the column by the collation key of the argument in the specified collation. This option lets you properly sort
multilingual data.

NOTE
COLLATION_KEY can be specified only when using SQL-ACCESS ONLY or SQL-ACCESS
EXTENSION and unloading data using INPUT-FORMAT TABLE. This support is not available for
SQL-ACCESS NONE or for INPUT-FORMAT values other than TABLE. For more information about
COLLATION_KEY, see the IBM Db2 for z/OS SQL Reference documentation.

ASC
Sorts the column in ascending order. This value is the default.
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DESC
Sorts the column in descending order.

Examples: ORDER BY Clauses

The following examples are valid ORDER BY clauses:

ORDER BY NAME, CITY, ZIP

ORDER BY NAME, 4, 6

ORDER-BY 1, 4, 6

ORDER-BY NAME A, 4 A, 6 D

ORDER CLUSTERED—Order the Data by Clustering Index
The ORDER CLUSTERED clause sorts the data by clustering index during the unload process. This clause uses the
clustering index of the table from which the data is unloaded. If you omit the ORDER CLUSTERED clause, the data is
written in the same order in which it was read.

Consider the following items when using this keyword:

• If you specify LOAD-CONTROL FASTLOAD, a RECLUSTER NO load control statement is generated. This statement
avoids a second, unnecessary clustering index sort in Fast Load.

• ORDER CLUSTERED cannot be specified with SQL-ACCESS ONLY. Specify SQL-ACCESS NONE or
EXTENSION so that Fast Unload can process the SQL statements natively.

This keyword has the following format:

ORDER CLUSTERED|ORDER-CLUSTERED

Example: ORDER CLUSTERED Clause

The following example orders the data in table USER1.PFUSIMPTB2 by the same columns that compose its clustering
index:

FASTUNLOAD

LOAD-CONTROL       D

OUTPUT-FORMAT      L

INPUT-FORMAT       T

VSAM-BUFFERS       360

UNLDDN             SYSREC

SHRLEVEL           R

SELECT * FROM USER1.PFUSIMPTB2

ORDER CLUSTERED

;

OUTPUT-FORMAT—Specify the Data Format and Data Checks
The OUTPUT-FORMAT keyword specifies the format of the unload output data. This keyword also controls the null
indicator character to use for null columns, and where those indicators are placed.

You can specify OUTPUT-FORMAT as a global option or within SELECT-OPTIONS (where it is set for that SELECT
statement only).

NOTE
When performing OBID conversions, select your job syntax carefully. Ensure that your output is compatible
with the load utility you intend to use. The OUTPUT-FORMAT, SQL-ACCESS, and NEWOBID keywords can be
combined in various ways to achieve various results. For more information, see OBID Conversions.
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This keyword has the following format:

OUTPUT-FORMAT {LOAD|FIXED|DSNTIAUL|COMMA-DELIMITED|

   VARIABLE,[DB2LOAD|FASTLOAD|XMLDB2V9]|EXTERNAL}

LOAD
Generates the output records in IBM compatible UNLOAD format. These output records can be used as input to
the IBM LOAD utility or Fast Load using the INPUT-FORMAT UNLOAD option. This value is the default.
LOAD provides the best performance unless you are unloading a table containing a long, varying length column.
In that case, use OUTPUT-FORMAT VARIABLE.
When you load the data, the target table must have the same column definitions as the source table. The columns
must also be in the same order. No data or character conversions are permitted. If you load the data into a
different table, specify NEWOBID in the FROM clause or specify OBID in the Fast Load job. For more information
on the OBID keyword, see the Fast Load documentation.
If you specify OUTPUT-FORMAT LOAD with SQL-ACCESS ONLY, the OBID for each row is set to 000. Fast
Unload does not have access to the OBID information.
To load multiple tables with IBM LOAD format data, specify FORMAT UNLOAD. IBM LOAD distinguishes which
rows to load into which tables by using the 6-byte row header containing the table OBID.

FIXED
Converts the data to fixed-length records during the unload process. Any variable columns occupy their maximum
size, including the length field. The variable columns are also padded with spaces on the right when necessary.

NOTE
Because FIXED format data does not preserve OBID information, you cannot use the NEWOBID
keyword in the FROM clause.

Nullable columns have a 2-byte null indicator preceding the column data. Null columns use high values as a null
indicator. Not null columns use leading hex zeros (low values).

DSNTIAUL
Substitutes the output from Fast Unload for the output from the IBM DSNTIAUL program. The output records are
the same format as the records that DSNTIAUL generates:

• The records are fixed length.
• Any variable columns occupy their maximum size, including the length field, and are padded with binary zeros

on the right.
• Nullable columns have a 1-byte null indicator following the column data. Null columns use a trailing question

mark (?) as a null indicator. Not null columns use trailing hex zeros (low values).

COMMA-DELIMITED
Unloads data in a variable block (VB) format that can be loaded into PC programs such as Excel. You can use the
IBM IND$FILE program to transfer the files from the mainframe to a PC. The numeric fields are in external format.
Single- and double-precision floating-point columns are supported.

NOTE
COMMA-DELIMITED output is always variable block (VB), regardless of your other JCL settings. Also,
the default output record length is 32,756 bytes. If a different length is required, specify LRECL-USER
YES and specify an LRECL value in your SYSREC data set allocations.

With COMMA-DELIMITED, you can use COMMA and QUOTE to specify the field delimiters and the string
delimiters. You can use NULL-FIELD to specify how null fields are represented in the unloaded data. If you do not
specify these parameters, single quotes (') enclose the character fields and commas (,) separate the fields. Null
fields are empty.
The length of FLOAT EXTERNAL for OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-DELIMITED is 24.
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VARIABLE
Unloads variable length data into variable block (VB) or variable block spanned (VBS) records, depending
on the record length. VBS is required for record lengths greater than 32 KB. VARIABLE provides the best
performance when unloading a table containing a long, varying length column. The VARIABLE format is similar to
the DSNTIAUL format in terms of nonvarying column lengths.

NOTE
Support for XML is limited to OUTPUT-FORMAT VARIABLE with SQL-ACCESS ONLY or SQL-ACCESS
EXTENSION. XML support is not provided for other output formats.

Nullable columns have a 1-byte null indicator at the front of the formatted row. The number of null indicators at
the front of the row is equal to the number of selected nullable columns.  The first null indicator represents the first
nullable column. The second null indicator represents the second nullable column, and so on. Null columns use a
leading question mark (?) as a null indicator. Not null columns use leading hex zeros (low values).

NOTE
To override the default null character and its placement, specify OUTPUT-FORMAT VARIABLE
with NULL-CHAR and NULL-TYPE. Your NULL-CHAR and NULL-TYPE settings override the default
null indicator settings that are shown here. When you specify NULL-CHAR and NULL-TYPE, do not
include an INTO statement. If you do, these keywords are ignored and a warning is issued.

You can optionally specify the following parameters to unload the data in a compatible format for the intended
load utility. If you do not specify one of the following parameters, the utility defaults to FASTLOAD:
DB2LOAD

Unloads the data in a format that the IBM LOAD utility can use. IBM LOAD requires unique record
formatting.

FASTLOAD
Unloads the data in a format that Fast Load can use.

XMLDB2V9
Unloads XML data in a format that the Db2 9 IBM LOAD utility can use. Db2 9 requires a RECFM=VB
(variable-block) data set. The Db2 9 IBM LOAD utility also requires that the XML data be stored in a
variable-length field with a 2-byte length component.

NOTE
Db2 10 does not require this formatting. To unload XML data in a format that the Db2 10 version
of IBM LOAD can use, specify DB2LOAD instead.

EXTERNAL
Unloads data in a fixed external format that is readable and editable as external data.

NOTE
EXTERNAL cannot process LOB columns. Use another OUTPUT-FORMAT parameter instead.

EXTERNAL is similar to OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-DELIMITED in that all fields are in external format. The
output records have the following format:
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• The records are fixed length.
• Variable columns occupy their maximum size, including the length field. Variable columns are also padded with

binary zeros on the right when necessary.
• Nullable columns have a 1-byte null indicator following the column data. Null columns use a question mark (?)

as a null indicator. Not null columns use hex zeros (low values).
• No field separators, such as a comma or quotes, are included.
• FLOAT EXTERNAL unloads with a length of 24.
• Decimal columns with SCALE=0 always generate trailing decimal points.
• GRAPHIC columns are formatted as GRAPHIC EXTERNAL.
• GRAPHIC EXTERNAL data contains a Shift-out (x'0E') preceding the data and a Shift-in (x'0F') following the

data.
• Load control statements for GRAPHIC columns indicate that the data unloaded is in GRAPHIC EXTERNAL

format.

NOTE
VARGRAPHIC columns prevent the generation of LOAD-CONTROL statements. These types are not
loadable when in the EXTERNAL formats.

Example: Specify OUTPUT-FORMAT DSNTIAUL

The following example specifies OUTPUT-FORMAT DSNTIAUL:

FASTUNLOAD 

INPUT-FORMAT T     

OUTPUT-FORMAT D  

DATE-FORMAT   ISO  

TIME-FORMAT   ISO  

SELECT *   

FROM ...      

;

OUTPUT-PREFIX—Place Literal at the Beginning of Each Record
The OUTPUT-PREFIX keyword places a literal at the beginning of each record in the SYSREC data set. The literal starts
in position 1 of the record.

Consider the following items when using this keyword:

• The OUTPUT-PREFIX syntax forces the use of LOAD-CONTROL NONE.
• For ONE-SYSREC, this specification forces AUTO-TAG-SIZE 0, which eliminates the normal ONE-SYSREC prefix.

This prefix contains the two-digit or four-digit number identifying the SELECT statement for which a particular SYSREC
record was written.

This keyword has the following format:

OUTPUT-PREFIX literal

literal
Specifies a literal string. The string can be 254 bytes. The following values are valid:
C'c'

Specifies one or more EBCDIC characters. The C is optional. Enclose the characters with single quotes ('
').
Default: Comma (specified as C',' or ',')
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X'xx'
Specifies a hexadecimal value that is designated by X' and followed by an even number of valid hex
digits. Terminate the value with a single quote (').
Default: Comma (specified as X'6B')

Example: OUTPUT-PREFIX Keyword

In the following example, OUTPUT-PREFIX places 'LITERAL STARTED:' at the beginning of each record in the SYSREC
data set:

FASTUNLOAD

OUTPUT-PREFIX 'LITERAL STARTED: '

            PAD

            TRIM

            ONE-SYSREC

            SHRLEVEL          CHANGE

            INPUT-FORMAT      T

            OUTPUT-FORMAT     COMMA-DELIMITED

            SQL-ACCESS ONLY LIMIT 1000

            SELECT *

            FROM  creator.tablename ;

PAD—Add Trailing Spaces to VARCHAR Fields
The PAD keyword adds trailing spaces to VARCHAR fields in SYSREC when the column is shorter than the maximum
defined length. The spaces are added to both the data length and the field length. PAD has no effect on OUTPUT-
FORMAT EXTERNAL, OUTPUT-FORMAT LOAD, or OUTPUT-FORMAT FIXED.

PAD and NOPAD are mutually exclusive. If neither keyword is specified, NOPAD is used.

This keyword has the following format:

PAD

Example: Pad VARCHAR Fields with Trailing Spaces

In the following example, PAD adds trailing spaces to VARCHAR fields in SYSREC when the column is shorter than the
maximum defined length:

FASTUNLOAD

OUTPUT-PREFIX 'LITERAL STARTED: '

            PAD

            ONE-SYSREC

            SHRLEVEL          CHANGE

            INPUT-FORMAT      T

            OUTPUT-FORMAT     COMMA-DELIMITED

            SQL-ACCESS ONLY LIMIT 1000

            SELECT *

            FROM  creator.tablename ;

PART—Specify Which Partitions to Unload
The PART keyword specifies which tablespace partitions to unload. You can include any combination of partition numbers
and ranges in your SELECT PART xxx syntax. Separate each partition number or range with a comma.

The following example specifies both partition numbers and ranges:
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PART 1, 10:15, 252:275, 1024, 1096:1222, 4094:4095

Consider the following items when using this keyword:

• Specify a partition once within a PART statement. You can specify the partition as an explicit partition or as an implicit
or explicit member of a range.

• You cannot specify PART int with a SELECT statement when using Db2 SQL access to unload the data. (That is, when
using SQL-ACCESS ONLY.)

• To select specific partitions of a LOB tablespace, process the tablespace natively (that is, specify SQL-ACCESS
NONE).

• To avoid locking the entire table during the unload process, specify PART-INDEPENDENCE YES. This parameter
locks only the partition being unloaded.

This keyword has the following format:

PART [ALL|{int|int:int|int,int,int...}]

ALL
Unloads all partitions. This value is the default.

int|int:int|int,int,int...
Specifies which partitions to process. You can specify one partition, a range of partitions, or any number of
specific partitions as follows:

• int represents a specific partition.
• int:int represents an inclusive range.
• int,int,int... represents specific partitions, listed separately.

Example: Unload Partitions 1, 2, and 4

The following example unloads partitions 1, 2, and 4:

FASTUNLOAD

OUTPUT-FORMAT   DSNTIAUL

SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE1

PART 1:2, 4

WHERE ...

AND ...

;

PART-INDEPENDENCE—Specify Partition Availability
The PART-INDEPENDENCE keyword specifies whether other processes can access nonselected partitions while table
data is unloaded.

When you specify SHRLEVEL REFERENCE, a SHARE LOCK is placed on the selected table. This lock prevents access
to all partitions, even though only certain partitions are being processed.

PART-INDEPENDENCE eliminates the SHARE LOCK and temporarily changes the status of RW partitions to RO. This
status prevents access to the selected partitions but allows access to the nonselected partitions.

NOTE
If you use Db2 SQL access to unload the data, SHRLEVEL REFERENCE (and consequently PART-
INDEPENDENCE) have no meaning. Db2 executes a dynamic SQL statement and uses the tablespace
LOCKSIZE to determine the locking to apply. The SQL-ACCESS keyword controls whether Db2 SQL access is
used.

This keyword has the following format:
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PART-INDEPENDENCE [NO|YES]

NO
Locks the entire tablespace. Users cannot access any partitions until the entire unload execution completes.
This value is the default.

YES
Places the selected partitions in RO status and performs a quiesce. Other users cannot update rows in those
partitions, but can still update rows in nonselected partitions.
You can specify PART-INDEPENDENCE YES only when you specify SHRLEVEL REFERENCE and PART (to
unload specific partitions, not ALL partitions).

Example: Place Partitions 1, 2, and 4 in RO Status

The following example places partitions 1, 2, and 4 in RO status and performs a quiesce. Other users cannot update rows
in those partitions, but they can still access the nonselected partitions:

FASTUNLOAD

LOAD-CONTROL      FASTLOAD

OUTPUT-FORMAT     DSNTIAUL

IO-BUFFERS        60

VSAM-BUFFERS      180

SHRLEVEL           R

PART-INDEPENDENCE YES

SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE1

PART 1,2,4

WHERE ...

AND ...

;

PART-SEPARATE—Use a Separate Subtask for Each Partition
The PART-SEPARATE keyword specifies whether to separate each partition into its own subtask and process them in
parallel. Parallel processing can decrease processing time.

This keyword can be specified as a global option, where it applies to all partitions specified in all SELECT statements.
This keyword can also be specified as a SELECT option, where it applies only to the partitions that are specified within
that SELECT statement.

NOTE
Use the PART keyword to specify which partitions to unload. You can specify all partitions, a range of partitions,
a list of nonconsecutive partitions, or a combination of these options.

This keyword has the following format:

PART-SEPARATE {NO|YES}

NO
Does not separate the partitions into individual subtasks. This value is the default.

YES
Separates each partition into its own subtask and processes the partitions in parallel.

PFU-HISTORY—Generate a Record in the History Table
The PFU-HISTORY keyword specifies whether to generate a record in the utility history table.
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This table contains execution information for the Broadcom utilities, including utility name, job number, user ID, affected
objects, and when the job started and stopped. One row is inserted into the table for each SELECT statement that is
processed.

NOTE
The PFU-HISTORY keyword must be specified in the PFU parmlib, not in the SYSIN syntax. For more
information, see Customize the Product Using PFU Parmlib.

This keyword has the following format:

PFU-HISTORY {NONE|UTIL(,RC=ANY|RC=nn)}

NONE
Does not generate a history record. This setting is the default.

UTIL
Generates a history record. If you specify UTIL, you can also specify the following options:
RC=ANY

Inserts a row in the history table for each SELECT statement and ignores the return code. This value is
the default.

RC=nn
Suppresses writes to the history table when the return code from the SELECT statement is greater than
nn. If you specify RC=3, the history table is only updated for SELECT statements with RC=4 or higher.
Limits: 0 - 99

PRINT-OPTIONS—Print the Global Options in Effect
The PRINT-OPTIONS keyword prints the global options that are specified in the job SYSIN. This printing occurs when
the first SELECT statement in the job is encountered. By default, the global options are printed to the data set specified in
the PTIMSG DD statement. If you specify the optional PTIIMSG ddname, the global options are printed there instead.

NOTE
PRINT-OPTIONS prints only the global options. ALLMSGS prints both global options and UTIL parmlib settings.

This keyword has the following format:

PRINT-OPTIONS [NO|PTIMSG]

NO
Does not print the global options. This setting is the default.

PTIMSG
Prints the global options.

Example: Do Not Print the Global Options

The following example omits PRINT-OPTIONS PTIMSG, therefore the global options are not printed to the data set:

FASTUNLOAD

LOAD-CONTROL      FASTLOAD

OUTPUT-FORMAT     DSNTIAUL

IO-BUFFERS        60

VSAM-BUFFERS      180

SHRLEVEL           R

PART-INDEPENDENCE YES

SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE1

PART 1,2,4

WHERE ...
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AND ...

;

QUOTE—Define a Nonnumeric Field Delimiter
The QUOTE keyword specifies the character to use as the nonnumeric field delimiter in the output file. Specify QUOTE as
a global option or within SELECT-OPTIONS (where it is set for that SELECT statement only).

NOTE

• QUOTE applies only to OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-DELIMITED. This keyword is ignored for other
OUTPUT-FORMAT values.

• Specify a value that is not already present in the data. If the value is also present in the nonquoted column
data, unpredictable results can occur when a load utility processes the resulting output file. The load utility
cannot determine which instances are part of the data, and which instances are the field delimiters.

• If you specify the same value for COMMA and QUOTE, or specify a blank for COMMA and QUOTE NONE,
the output may unload the data in an incompatible format for a load utility.

• Some data types, such as CHAR or VARCHAR, are typically enclosed in quotes. These data types can also
contain embedded quotes. The value that you specify here is used for both sets of quotes. In this case, the
duplicate value is permitted. The load utility can distinguish between the enclosing quotes and the embedded
quotes.

• If you pass the unloaded data to a third-party application that does not support duplicate quotes around
embedded quotes, specify QUOTE-EMBED-SINGLE YES to suppress the duplicates.

This keyword has the following format:

QUOTE {''''|literal|NONE}

literal
Specifies a literal string. The string can be 1 byte. The following values are valid:
C'c'

Specifies one EBCDIC character. The C is optional. Enclose the character with single quotes (' ').
Default: Single quote (specified as C' ' ' ' or ' ' ' ')

NOTE
For compatibility with older syntax in existing jobs, C' ' ' and ' ' ' are also accepted.

X'xx'
Specifies a hexadecimal value that is designated by X' and followed by two hex digits. Terminate the
value with a single quote (').
Default: Single quote (specified as X'7D')

NOTE
If you specify QUOTE with LOAD-CONTROL DB2LOAD, consider the literal value carefully. IBM LOAD
permits different values for different encoding schemes. For more information about the supported
delimiter values, see the IBM Db2 utilities documentation.

NONE
Unloads comma delimited fields with no quotes, spaces, or other delimiters around character fields.

Example: Use a Single Quote as the Nonnumeric Field Delimiter

The following example uses the default character (a single quote) for QUOTE:

FASTUNLOAD  

OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-DELIMITED

QUOTE ''''  
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NULL-FIELD QUOTES                    

SELECT * FROM USER2.NEW_EMP                 

;

QUOTE-EMBED-SINGLE—Suppress Duplication of Embedded Quotes
The QUOTE-EMBED-SINGLE keyword specifies whether to suppress the duplication of the QUOTE value when
unloading character-type data in a comma-delimited format. The QUOTE keyword specifies the character to use as
the field delimiter in the output file. This character is used to enclose character-type output fields such as CHAR and
VARCHAR. If the same character is encountered within the column data, it is also enclosed in quotes to distinguish it from
the quotes that enclose the output field. This duplication of the QUOTE value is the default behavior because load utilities
can distinguish between the enclosing quotes and the embedded quotes. However, some third-party applications cannot
process the embedded QUOTE value. In this case, specify QUOTE-EMBED-SINGLE YES to suppress the duplication of
the embedded quote value.

Specify QUOTE-EMBED-SINGLE as a global option or within SELECT-OPTIONS (where it is set for that SELECT
statement only). Alternately, specify this keyword in the PFU parmlib member so that it becomes the default for all unload
jobs.

This keyword has the following format:

QUOTE-EMBED-SINGLE {NO|YES}

NO
Does not suppress the duplicate QUOTE value. The embedded quotes in the unloaded output have duplicate
quotes. This setting is the default.

YES
Suppresses the duplicate QUOTE value.

REFERENCE-TS-COPY—Unload a Tablespace in RW, COPY Status
The REFERENCE-TS-COPY keyword, when used with SHRLEVEL REFERENCE, unloads a tablespace that is in RW,
COPY status. By default, you cannot unload a tablespace that is in RW, COPY status because that status prevents a
quiesce from being performed, therefore data pages might still be in Db2 buffers.

WARNING
Use REFERENCE-TS-COPY with extreme caution. This parameter can expose the unloaded data to integrity
problems.

This keyword has the following format:

REFERENCE-TS-COPY [NO|YES]

NO
Does not let you unload a tablespace in RW, COPY status with SHRLEVEL REFERENCE. This setting is the
default.

YES
Lets you unload a tablespace in RW, COPY status with SHRLEVEL REFERENCE.

Example: Unload Tablespaces in RW, COPY Status

In the following example, the tablespaces are unloaded with SHRLEVEL REFERENCE even when in RW, COPY status:

FASTUNLOAD

LOAD-CONTROL      DB2LOAD

OUTPUT-FORMAT     FIXED

INPUT-FORMAT      TABLE
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DISPLAY-STATUS    1000,T

IO-BUFFERS        60

VSAM-BUFFERS      360

SHRLEVEL          REFERENCE

REFERENCE-TS-COPY YES

SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE

WHERE ....

;

RESTART-RETRY—Specify Number of Retries
The RESTART-RETRY keyword specifies the number of retries the utility attempts when an insert, delete, or update fails
against the restart table. If the failure still occurs after the specified number of retries, the job terminates.

This keyword has the following format:

RESTART-RETRY int

int
Specifies the number of retries the utility attempts when an insert, delete, or update fails against the restart table.
Specify a two-digit number.
Default: 04
Limits: 01 - 99

RESTART-TABLE—Use the Restart Table
The RESTART-TABLE keyword specifies whether to generate a row in the restart table.

This keyword has the following format:

RESTART-TABLE [NO|YES]

YES
Generates a restart table row.

NO
Does not generate a restart table row. The default is NO except when a partitioned object is being unloaded
and PART-INDEPENDENCE YES is specified. With PART-INDEPENDENCE YES, a restart row is created even
when no RESTART-TABLE parameter is specified. As a result, the change in tablespace status is recoverable or
restartable.
The SHRLEVEL value affects RESTART-TABLE NO processing as follows:

• If you specify SHRLEVEL REFERENCE, the table still has an SQL LOCK. This lock protects the tablespace
from other activity that can disrupt the unloading of the data.

• If you specify SHRLEVEL CHANGE, the table is not locked. A message warns you that an exposure exists to
the other products whose object modifications are detectable only through their restart table rows.

ROW-DELIMITER—Define the End-of-Record Delimiter
The ROW-DELIMITER keyword specifies the characters to use as the end-of-record delimiter in the output file.
Specify ROW-DELIMITER as a global option, or specify it within SELECT-OPTIONS (where it is set for that SELECT
statement only).
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NOTE

• ROW-DELIMITER applies only to OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-DELIMITED. This keyword is ignored for
other OUTPUT-FORMAT values.

• When you specify ROW-DELIMITER, the resulting output is not compatible with Fast Load. The output can
also be incompatible with other load utilities. Some load utilities do not recognize the extra characters at
the end of each row. As a result, problems can occur with the data in the last column. Before you use this
keyword, verify that your load utility supports end-of-row delimiters.

This keyword has the following format:

ROW-DELIMITER [NONE|literal]

NONE
Unloads comma delimited fields without a delimiter at the end of each row. This setting is the default.

literal
Specifies a literal string. The string can be 1 through 4 bytes. The following values are valid:
C'c'

Specifies one or more EBCDIC characters. The C is optional. Enclose the characters with single quotes ('
').

X'xx'
Specifies a hexadecimal value that is designated by X' and followed by an even number of hex digits.
Terminate the value with a single quote (').
Default: Single quote (specified as X'7D')

Example: Unload Comma Delimited Fields without an End-of-Record Delimiter

The following example unloads comma delimited fields without a delimiter at the end of each row:

FASTUNLOAD  

OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-DELIMITED

ROW-DELIMITER NONE  

NULL-FIELD QUOTES                    

SELECT * FROM USER2.NEW_EMP                 

;

SAMPLE—Unload a Data Sample
The SAMPLE keyword unloads a sample of data from your table.

You can specify SAMPLE as a global option or within SELECT-OPTIONS (where it is set for that SELECT statement
only).

This keyword has the following format:

SAMPLE {x|(,y)|(x,y)}

x
Specifies that every x (the sample size) rows select 1 row for unloading.

(,y)
Specifies that every y rows select 1 row for unloading.

(x,y)
Unloads x rows (the sample count) every y rows (the sample size). For example, SAMPLE (2,200) unloads two
rows, skips 198 rows, unloads two more rows, skips 198 more rows, and so on.
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NOTE
If you specify only one integer, it is used as the sample size, and the sample count defaults to 1. If you do not
include the SAMPLE parameter in one of your SELECT statements, the global SAMPLE is used.

Example: SAMPLE Keyword

In the following example, SAMPLE (3,600) unloads three rows, skips 597 rows, unloads three more rows, skips 597 more
rows, and so on:

FASTUNLOAD

SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE1

WHERE ...

AND ...

ORDER BY ...

SELECT-OPTIONS

LIMIT 1000

OUTPUT-FORMAT   FIXED

;

SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE2

WHERE ...

OR ...

SELECT-OPTIONS

SAMPLE (3,600)

OUTPUT-FORMAT   COMMA-DELIMITED

SEARCH-OBIDS—Print the Table OBIDs
The SEARCH-OBIDS keyword prints a report of all table OBIDs encountered in the tablespace or image copy. The report
provides the OBID values in both decimal and hexadecimal representations.

NOTE
SEARCH-OBIDS is ignored when DBL SQL access is used (that is, when you specify SQL-ACCESS ONLY).

This keyword has the following format:

SEARCH-OBIDS

Example: Print the OBIDs Found in the Image Copy

The following example uses the SEARCH-OBIDS parameter to print the OBIDs found in the image copy being read:

FASTUNLOAD                                                             

INPUT-FORMAT I                                                      

OUTPUT-FORMAT D                                                     

SEARCH-OBIDS                                                        

*                                                                       

SELECT *                                                            

FROM USER2.S32A_T1                                                

ORDER BY TIMESTAMP                                                

;                                                               

SELECT *                                                            

FROM USER2.S32A_T2                                                

ORDER BY DEC1                                   

;
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SELECT—Define the Rows to Unload
The SELECT statement defines the rows to unload. Each FASTUNLOAD statement requires at least one SELECT
statement (with a maximum of 99 SELECT statements).

You can use any valid SELECT statement. For example, unload table rows selectively using an SQL WHERE clause, a
total unloaded row count, or a sample of n rows every x rows. The options that you specify within a SELECT statement
override the global options for that same keyword.

Each SELECT statement is associated with a SYSREC output data set. When a row satisfies a SELECT statement, it is
written to the specified SYSREC data set. The UNLDDN keyword defines the data set name.

When using SELECT statements, note the following items:

• The first line of the SELECT statement is the SELECT clause.
• You can specify the following values in each SELECT clause:

– An asterisk (*) to indicate all columns
– A list of column names
– Db2 special registers: CURRENT DATE, CURRENT TIME, CURRENT TIMESTAMP (pp), CURRENT TIMESTAMP

(pp) WITH TIME ZONE, SYSDATE, and SYSTIMESTAMP
– A list of literals
– A combination of column names, literals, and Db2 special registers, with commas separating them

• You can unload a new column when the column data contains NULL values.
• Within the SELECT statement, INTO, INTO TABLE, PART, OBID, NEWOBID, and SELECT-OPTIONS are extensions

to conventional Db2 SELECT SQL syntax.
WARNING
If you specify UNION, specify any extensions of Db2 SELECT SQL syntax on the first SELECT statement.
If you specify any of these extensions on any other SELECT statement, an SQL syntax error occurs and
processing terminates.

• Each complete SELECT statement must end with a semicolon (;). The complete SELECT statement extends from the
SELECT clause to the end-of-syntax semicolon.

This keyword has the following format:

SELECT {*|colname_1[,colname_2…,colname_n][,literals][,Db2 special registers]} 

   [INTO Field Specification [Field Specification_2…,Field Specification_n]] 

   {FROM Clause} 

   [SELECT-OPTIONS [Select Options]]

* (asterisk)
Selects all columns.

colname
Specifies a column name from the table that is defined in the FROM clause. Use commas to separate multiple
column names. You can unload the column names in any order. You can also omit columns from the selection list,
and repeat column names. Terminate the column names with an INTO or FROM clause.

literals
Specifies a literal. For compatibility with DSNTIAUL, this literal is treated as a VARCHAR data type. In other
words, the literal is formatted in the SYSREC output file using the VARCHAR representation of the OUTPUT-
FORMAT specified. Because the literal is treated as VARCHAR, it is preceded in the output file by a 2-byte length
indicator. You can add columns to the INTO clause that do not exist in the table being unloaded. If you do, add
literals to the end of the SELECT list to match the new columns in the INTO statement.
You can use the following literals:
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Character
Specifies the EBCDIC characters. Enclose the characters with single quotes ('). To specify a fixed-length
character literal, use C' ', with the literal value between the single quotes.

Hexadecimal
Specifies a hexadecimal value that is designated by X'. Follow the value with an even number of hex
digits (0 - 9 and A - F) and terminate the value with a single quote ('). To specify a fixed-length hex literal,
use F' ', with the literal value between the single quotes.

Graphic
Begins with a G', has a shift-out character in the starting position, and a shift-in character in the ending
position. Apart from the shift characters, there must be an even number of bytes in the field. The first byte
of any pair cannot be a shift character. End the graphic literal with a single quote (').

NULL
Specifies a null value. The selected literal value must be '' (the empty or null value) and it must follow the
rules that are described here.

Db2 special registers
Lets you use Db2 special registers in the columns portion of the SELECT statement. When you use these
registers, a fixed-length literal is selected with the current value of the date, time, or timestamp. These special
registers let you identify the unload files from daily production jobs by the date, time, or timestamp value.

NOTE
Arithmetic is permitted only on the current date, time, or timestamp being selected when SQL-ACCESS
is ONLY or EXTENSION. (That is, when Db2 is used to process the SQL.)

INTO
Unload Data into Specified Fields
Unloads data into the specified fields.

FROM
Specify Which Tables to Unload
Specifies which tables to unload data from.

SELECT-OPTIONS
Overrides a global option, in this SELECT statement only.

Example: Unload All Columns

The following example selects all columns from table USER2.NEW_EMP. The SYSREC01 DD statement specifies
USER2.UNLOAD10.SYSREC01 for the SYSREC data set. When a row satisfies a SELECT statement, it is written to this
data set:

//*                                              

//ST01WK01 DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

//*

//ST01WK02 DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

//*

//SYSREC01 DD  DSN=USER2.UNLOAD10.SYSREC01,     

//             DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),          

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(20,10))    

//*                                              

//SYSIN    DD  *                                 

  FASTUNLOAD                                     

  SELECT * FROM USER2.NEW_EMP                 

  ORDER BY ZIP_FOUR

Example: Unload Columns in a Different Order
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The following example illustrates how to unload columns in a different order than they appear in the table.

Assume that TABLE1 has the following definition:

COL1 NAME

COL2 DATE

COL3 TIME

COL4 ORDER NUMBER

The following SELECT statement writes the columns in the specified order:

SELECT COL1, COL3, COL4, COL2

FROM TABLE1

Example: Specify a Global Option at Different Levels

The following example demonstrates how you can specify a global option (TIME-FORMAT) at different levels. For
example, you can specify this option in parmlib, as a global option, and as a parameter to SELECT-OPTIONS.

Consider that you have created a PFU parmlib member with EXCP NO and TIME-FORMAT ISO. Within the job, TIME-
FORMAT has been specified as follows:

//*     

//SYSIN    DD *

  FASTUNLOAD

  LOAD-CONTROL    DB2LOAD

  OUTPUT-FORMAT   DSNTIAUL

  IO-BUFFERS      60

  VSAM-BUFFERS    360

  TIME-FORMAT USA

  SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE1

  WHERE ...

  ;

  TIME-FORMAT JIS

  SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE2

  WHERE ...

  ;

  SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE3

  WHERE ...

  ;

  SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE4

  WHERE ...

  SELECT-OPTIONS

  TIME-FORMAT EUR

  ;

  SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE5

  WHERE ...

In the previous example, TIME-FORMAT is applied as follows:

• The TIME-FORMAT USA that is specified in the job overrides the TIME-FORMAT ISO default value in the PFU parmlib
member.

• TIME-FORMAT USA applies to the first SELECT statement.
• TIME-FORMAT JIS applies to the second and third SELECT statements.
• TIME-FORMAT EUR applies to the fourth SELECT statement.
• TIME-FORMAT JIS applies to the fifth SELECT statement.
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Example: Create a New Column With NULL Values

In the following example, the SELECT statement creates a column (COL3) containing NULL values:

SELECT COL1, COL2, '', COL4

    INTO COL1, COL2, COL3 NULL, COL4

    FROM TABLE1

Unload New Columns Containing NULL Values

You can unload a new column when the column data contains NULL values.

To unload new columns containing NULL values, do the following:

• Specify NULL in the INTO column.
• Specify the selected literal value as '' (the empty or null value).
• Do not use DEFAULTIF and INITIAL operands.

NOTE
Although the generated load control statements reflect the new NULL column, the column names are generated
in the load statements. Edit the column names to match your table column names before you use these
statements as input to a load utility.

Global Option Values Determined for SELECT Statements

If you specify a global option in the FASTUNLOAD statement (before the SELECT statement), this value becomes the
global value for the current Fast Unload execution within the job step. However, you can also specify many options as
part of each SELECT statement. A given SELECT statement uses the global value unless it has a SELECT-OPTIONS
clause that specifies a different value for the same keyword. In that case, the SELECT-OPTIONS value applies to that
SELECT statement only.

If you specify a global option between SELECT statements, the new value replaces the previous global value. The new
value remains the global value until another occurrence of the same keyword. In other words, SELECT statements
preceding the keyword do not use the new value. SELECT statements following the keyword use the new value.

The following logic is used to determine parameter values:

1. Fast Unload evaluates the SELECT-OPTIONS specification.
2. If SELECT-OPTIONS is omitted, the utility looks for the keyword value in SYSIN.
3. If there is no SYSIN keyword value in effect, the utility looks for a default value in hlq.CDBAPARM(PFU).

NOTE
You can create a PFU parmlib member to specify site-specific default values for global parameters.

4. If the PFU parmlib member does not contain a default value for the parameter, the default keyword value is used.

SELECT-OPTIONS—Override a Global Option
The SELECT-OPTIONS keyword overrides a value for a global option in a particular SELECT statement. SELECT-
OPTIONS apply only to the SELECT statement in which they are specified. The parameters that follow SELECT-
OPTIONS in the syntax always override the global value that is specified before the SELECT statement.

This keyword has the following format:

SELECT-OPTIONS (Select Options)|SEL-OPTS (Select Options)

Select Options
Overrides the global value of any of the following parameters (within that SELECT statement only):
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• COMMA
• DATE-FORMAT
• DDL-CONTROL
• DECIMAL-POINT
• DISCARDS
• ESTIMATED-ROWS
• EXITS
• IO-BUFFERS
• LIMIT
• LOAD-CONTROL
• NOTRIM
• NULL-FIELD
• OPTIMIZATION-HINT
• OUTPUT-FORMAT
• QUOTE
• ROW-DELIMITER
• SAMPLE
• TIME-FORMAT
• TRIM

Example: Override Global Values

In the following example, the first SELECT statement uses SELECT-OPTIONS to override the global value for LIMIT and
OUTPUT-FORMAT. The new values for these options apply only to the first SELECT statement. The second SELECT
statement uses SELECT-OPTIONS to override global values for SAMPLE, OUTPUT-FORMAT, and NULL-FIELD:

FASTUNLOAD

SORTSIZE        ?M

SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE1

WHERE ...

AND ...

ORDER BY ...

SELECT-OPTIONS

LIMIT ####

OUTPUT-FORMAT   FIXED

;

SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE2

WHERE ...

OR ...

SELECT-OPTIONS

SAMPLE (x,y)

OUTPUT-FORMAT   COMMA-DELIMITED

NULL-FIELD      EMPTY

;

SHRLEVEL—Specify the Level of Data Integrity
The SHRLEVEL keyword specifies the level of data integrity during processing.

When you specify SHRLEVEL REFERENCE, data integrity is preserved by locking the table being unloaded.
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WARNING
If data integrity is required, use SHRLEVEL REFERENCE. The CHANGE and IGNORE options do not ensure
data integrity.

NOTE

• The SHRLEVEL keyword applies only to SELECT statements that are processed natively. SHRLEVEL is
ignored for any SELECT statements that Db2 processes. The SQL-ACCESS keyword controls whether the
statements are processed natively or by Db2.

• The SHRLEVEL keyword can be used with the LAST-COPY keyword to unload data from the most recently
registered full image copy. If you specify LAST-COPY YES or MULTI, the SHRLEVEL value is honored. The
SHRLEVEL keyword controls which type of image copy is dynamically allocated. For example, if you specify
LAST-COPY YES and SHRLEVEL REFERENCE, the last SHRLEVEL REFERENCE copy is allocated
dynamically.

This keyword has the following format:

SHRLEVEL {REFERENCE[,NO-MULTI-LOCKING|,MULTI-LOCKING]|

   CHANGE[[,BP-LOOKUP][,QUIESCE|NO-QUIESCE]] |IGNORE}|

SHRLEVEL {R[,NO-MULTI-LOCKING|,MULTI-LOCKING]|

   C[[,BP-LOOKUP][,QUIESCE|NO-QUIESCE]] |I}

REFERENCE
Places an SHR lock on the table during processing. (Or, if PART-INDEPENDENCE YES is specified, the partition
is processed in read-only mode.) This option is the default.
REFERENCE ensures data integrity by calling Db2 to perform a quiesce and externalize any data pages from the
Db2 buffer pool. The quiesce is performed after a share lock is obtained on the table. If PART-INDEPENDENCE
YES is specified, the quiesce is performed after the partition status is verified or altered. The partition cannot be
updated while the data is unloaded.

NOTE

• You cannot use REFERENCE for catalog tables.
• REFERENCE has specific authorization requirements.

If you specify SHRLEVEL REFERENCE, you can also specify the following options:
NO-MULTI-LOCKING

Does not provide a point of consistency for unloaded data. This parameter is the SHRLEVEL
REFERENCE default.

MULTI-LOCKING
Provides one point of consistency for unloaded data across all SELECT statements in the job execution.
The selected Db2 objects are locked as close to the same point in time as permitted by the availability of
required resources. Each object is locked only once.
Fast Unload indicates the time that the multilocking sequence begins and when it is completed, to the
nearest 1000th of a second. After all selected objects are locked, each unloading subtask (one for each
tablespace) is dispatched. The number of unloading subtasks that can be simultaneously dispatched
depends upon the address space resources.

CHANGE
Allows other programs to change the table during processing. This option does not ensure data integrity.
If you specify SHRLEVEL CHANGE, you can also specify the following options:
BP-LOOKUP

Views the Db2 log data sets to determine which pages have been updated since the job began executing
and retrieves the latest pages.
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WARNING
BP-LOOKUP does not ensure that the most up-to-date data is unloaded. The log data sets
are viewed once during execution to identify changed pages. Any page changes that occur
during or after the log data set lookup are missed. As a result, BP-LOOKUP can also process
uncommitted data changes. If data integrity is required, use SHRLEVEL REFERENCE.

If you specify BP-LOOKUP, note the following items:

• BP-LOOKUP has specific authorization requirements.
• When you use BP-LOOKUP in a data sharing environment, Db2 retrieves the data pages from the

data sharing group members.
• BP-LOOKUP does not support native LOB processing. If BP-LOOKUP is required, specify SQL-

ACCESS ONLY to process the LOBs using Db2.

QUIESCE
Invokes a quiesce at the beginning of the tablespace processing.

NO-QUIESCE
Does not invoke a quiesce at the beginning of the tablespace processing. This setting is the default.

IGNORE
Unloads the data regardless of the tablespace status or other Db2 activity against the table. This option does not
ensure data integrity. The table is not locked. The log data sets are not checked for updated pages.

Example: Specify a SHR Lock on the Table

In the following example, the table is unloaded only after it has an SHR lock:

FASTUNLOAD   

LOAD-CONTROL       D

OUTPUT-FORMAT      L       

INPUT-FORMAT       T

DISPLAY-STATUS     5000     

IO-BUFFERS 60      

VSAM-BUFFERS       360      

UNLDDN     SYSREC  

SHRLEVEL   R

SELECT * FROM USER1.PFUSIMPTB2

WHERE COL_1 < 'AAAA'

;

SKIP LOCKED DATA—Skip Locked Rows
The SKIP LOCKED DATA clause skips rows that are locked at the row level or page level. You can include multiple
SKIP LOCKED DATA clauses in a single job. Multiple clauses are useful when unloading multiple partitions or tables of a
tablespace. However, you can have only one SKIP LOCKED DATA clause per SELECT statement.

WARNING
SKIP LOCKED DATA can result in inconsistent data. Use this syntax only when incomplete results can be
tolerated. For more information about this clause and its implications, see the IBM Db2 for z/OS SQL Reference
and IBM Db2 for z/OS Managing Performance documentation.

This clause has the following format:

SKIP LOCKED DATA
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SMALLINT—Specify the SMALLINT Data Format
The SMALLINT keyword converts data to 2-byte binary numbers when unloading it into a column. The largest acceptable
value is 32,767. The smallest acceptable value is -32,768.

This keyword has the following format:

SMALLINT

Example: SMALLINT Keyword

The following example converts COL5 data to SMALLINT when unloading it into COL5_NAME:

FASTUNLOAD

LOAD-CONTROL    DB2LOAD

OUTPUT-FORMAT   FIXED

INPUT-FORMAT    TABLE

SELECT COL1, COL2, COL3, COL4, COL5, COL6

INTO

COL1_NAME,

COL2_NAME CHAR (13),

COL3_NAME DATE EXTERNAL,

COL4_NAME CHAR (16),

COL5_NAME SMALLINT CNVERR INITIAL('99'),

COL6_NAME DECIMAL (11,2)

FROM OWNER.TABLE

PART ALL

;

SMALLINT EXTERNAL—Specify the SMALLINT EXTERNAL Data Format
The SMALLINT EXTERNAL keyword converts data to a character representation of an integer constant when unloading it
into a column. This data type is similar to INTEGER EXTERNAL. Its default length is six characters.

By default, leading zeros are added when data is unloaded and converted to this data type. Typically, these leading zeros
are required for compatibility with your load application (for example, Fast Load or IBM LOAD). If you plan to process the
unloaded data with an application that does not support these leading zeros, specify FILL NO to suppress them.

This keyword has the following format:

SMALLINT EXTERNAL

SMALLINT-INTEL—Specify the SMALLINT-INTEL Data Format
The SMALLINT-INTEL keyword converts data to SMALLINT-INTEL when unloading it into a column. This keyword is used
when a column contains data to be migrated to another processing platform by another application.

This keyword has the following format:

SMALLINT-INTEL

Example: SMALLINT-INTEL Keyword

The following example converts COL3 data to SMALLINT-INTEL when unloading it into COL3_NAME:

FASTUNLOAD

LOAD-CONTROL    DB2LOAD

OUTPUT-FORMAT   FIXED
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INPUT-FORMAT    TABLE

SELECT COL1, COL2, COL3, COL4, COL5, COL6

INTO

COL1_NAME,

COL2_NAME CHAR (13),

COL3_NAME SMALLINT-INTEL,

COL4_NAME CHAR (16),

COL5_NAME SMALLINT CNVERR INITIAL('99'),

COL6_NAME DECIMAL (11,2)

FROM OWNER.TABLE

PART ALL

;

SORTDEVT—Define a Device Type for Temporary Data Sets
The SORTDEVT keyword names the device type for the temporary sort work data sets. Use this keyword when your
sort program allocates these data sets dynamically. You can name any device type that your sort program accepts in
the DYNALLOC parameter of its SORT or OPTION control statement.

If you omit SORTDEVT and you have not specified this keyword in the PFU parmlib, the sort installation default is used.

This keyword has the following format:

SORTDEVT devtype

devtype
Defines the device type for temporary sort work data sets.

Example: Use the Sort Installation Default

In the following example, SORTDEVT is not specified. Therefore, the sort installation default is used as the device type for
the sort work data sets:

FASTUNLOAD

LOAD-CONTROL    DB2LOAD

OUTPUT-FORMAT   FIXED

INPUT-FORMAT    TABLE

SELECT * FROM USER2.NEW_EMP                 

;

SORTFLAG—Display Sort Messages
The SORTFLAG keyword controls which sort messages the sort program issues to the Broadcom execution log and the
operator console.

This keyword has the following format:

SORTFLAG [ALL|NONE|CRITICAL]

ALL
Displays all messages. This value is the default.

NONE
Displays no messages.

CRITICAL
Displays critical messages.
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Example: Do Not Display Sort Messages

The following example does not display any sort messages:

FASTUNLOAD

LOAD-CONTROL    DB2LOAD

OUTPUT-FORMAT   FIXED

INPUT-FORMAT    TABLE

SORTFLAG        NONE

SELECT * FROM USER2.NEW_EMP                 

;

SORTNUM—Define Number of Temporary Data Sets
The SORTNUM keyword defines the number of temporary data sets for each sort task. Use this keyword when your sort
program allocates these data sets dynamically.

If you omit SORTDEVT and you have not specified this keyword in the PFU parmlib, the sort installation default is used.

This keyword has the following format:

SORTNUM int

int
Defines the number of temporary data sets to allocate.

Example: Dynamically Allocate Three Temporary Data Sets

In the following example, the sort program dynamically allocates three temporary data sets for each sort task:

FASTUNLOAD     

INPUT-FORMAT T      

OUTPUT-FORMAT D     

SQL-ACCESS EXTENSION

ESTIMATED-ROWS 2000 

SORTNUM 3

SORTSIZE—Specify the Sort Storage Size
The SORTSIZE keyword specifies the sort storage size. For compatibility with DFSORT and Syncsort, the value that you
specify is converted into KB.

NOTE
If you specify the $ORTPARM DD statement in your JCL, the SORTSIZE and VSCORET values must match.
Otherwise, the required storage cannot be calculated correctly.

This keyword has the following format:

SORTSIZE [intK|intM|MAX]

intK or intM
Specifies the amount of main storage to reserve in KB or MB. The size is rounded to the next highest 4 KB.
Default: 4 MB
Limits: five-digit decimal number

MAX
Reserves 4 MB of main storage.

Example: Reserve 4 MB of Storage
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The following example reserves 4 MB of main storage:

FASTUNLOAD

SORTSIZE       4M

SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE1

WHERE ...

AND ...

ORDER BY ...

SELECT-OPTIONS

LIMIT 1000

OUTPUT-FORMAT   FIXED

;

SORTSIZE-BELOW—Control Below-the-Line Storage During Sorts
The SORTSIZE-BELOW keyword controls how much below-the-line storage is used during sort processing.

NOTE
If you specify the $ORTPARM DD statement in your JCL, the SORTSIZE-BELOW and VSCORE values must
match. Otherwise, the required storage cannot be calculated correctly.

This keyword has the following format:

SORTSIZE-BELOW [intK|intM|MAX]

intK or intM
Specifies the amount of main storage to reserve in KB or MB. The size is rounded to the next highest 4 KB.
Default: 4 MB
Limits: five-digit decimal number

MAX
Reserves 4 MB of main storage.

SQL-ACCESS—Specify the Unload Access Type
The SQL-ACCESS keyword specifies how to process the SQL SELECT statements that are used to unload data.

You can have Fast Unload, Db2, or both to process SQL SELECT statements. We recommend specifying SQL-ACCESS
EXTENSION to use both.

Consider the following items when using the SQL-ACCESS keyword:

• When you use Fast Unload to process SQL statements natively, more authorizations are required.
• When converting OBIDs, select your job syntax carefully to ensure that your output is compatible with the load utility

you intend to use. The OUTPUT-FORMAT, SQL-ACCESS, and NEWOBID keywords can be combined in various ways
to achieve various results. For more information, see OBID Conversions.

• Support for clone views is limited to SQL-ACCESS ONLY. SQL-ACCESS NONE does not support these views. SQL-
ACCESS EXTENSION supports these views only when SQL-ACCESS EXTENSION invokes SQL-ACCESS ONLY
processing.

• Support for cultural sorts is limited to SQL-ACCESS ONLY (or EXTENSION) and INPUT-FORMAT TABLE. These sorts
are not supported when using SQL-ACCESS NONE or any other INPUT-FORMAT value.

• Support for XML is limited to SQL-ACCESS ONLY (or EXTENSION) and OUTPUT-FORMAT VARIABLE. XML support
is not provided for any other output formats.

• Support for zIIP processing is limited to SQL-ACCESS NONE and SQL-ACCESS EXTENSION. When EXTENSION is
specified, only those SQL statements that Fast Unload processes natively are eligible for zIIP processing.
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This keyword has the following format:

SQL-ACCESS [NONE|ONLY|EXTENSION]|

SQL-ACCESS [N|O|E]

NONE
Processes all SQL statements natively. This setting is the default.
This method typically provides the best performance and has the least impact on the Db2 workload. Fast Unload
reads the tablespace once, even when multiple SELECT statements are specified. SELECT statements that refer
to more than one tablespace can be processed concurrently. However, if the utility encounters an unsupported
object or data type, an error message is issued and processing terminates.

NOTE

• SQL-ACCESS NONE is required to unload data from any type of image copy.
• SQL-ACCESS NONE is also required when you use PART, OBID, or ORDER CLUSTERED in your

job.

ONLY
Processes all SQL statements using only Db2.

NOTE

• To write restart table entries, specify RESTART-TABLE YES.
• SHRLEVEL is ignored because Db2 determines the locking. You can preserve data integrity by

specifying LOCKSIZE TABLE on the tablespace.
• We recommend including a TIME parameter in the JOB statement. This parameter restricts the

amount of time that Db2 spends processing an SQL statement.
• If you specify SQL-ACCESS ONLY when processing LOBs, you cannot select specific partitions

of a LOB tablespace. That is, you cannot specify the PART int clause with a SELECT statement to
process a partitioned LOB tablespace.

EXTENSION
Uses native access methods when possible to process SQL statements. Switches to Db2 SQL processing only for
those SELECT statements that are not supported.

NOTE

• SHRLEVEL is used only for SELECT statements that are processed natively. SHRLEVEL is ignored
for statements that use Db2 SQL access.

• We recommend including a TIME parameter in the JOB statement. This parameter restricts the
amount of time that Db2 spends processing an SQL statement.

Example: Specify SQL-ACCESS EXTENSION

The following example uses native access methods to process supported SQL statements, and calls Db2 to process
unsupported SQL statements:

FASTUNLOAD     

INPUT-FORMAT T      

OUTPUT-FORMAT D     

SQL-ACCESS EXTENSION

ESTIMATED-ROWS 2000 

SORTNUM 3
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SQL-ENCODING-CCSID—Specify EBCDIC SBCS CCSID of SYSIN Stream
The SQL-ENCODING-CCSID keyword controls whether the data in the SELECT statements is translated from the
EBCDIC SBCS CCSID being used in the SYSIN stream to another EBCDIC SBCS CCSID during the unload process.

The default SYSIN CCSID is 37. If the SYSIN stream contains characters that differ in hex representation from their
representation in CCSID 37, those differences can cause unexpected results in the SYSREC output. For example,
problems can occur when the data contains the vertical bar "|" or an exclamation point "!" because those characters
have a different hex value in CCSID 37 than in some other CCSIDs (such as CCSID 500). Differences can occur within
SELECT statement literals, WHERE clause variables, DEFAULTIF INITIAL values, and CNVERR INITIAL values. Under
these circumstances, use SQL-ENCODING-CCSID to translate the SYSIN stream so that you can accurately represent
the coding of the SELECT statements.

You may want to specify the SQL-ENCODING-CCSID parameter in the PFU parmlib, especially if the SYSIN stream is
consistent across the installation and its CCSID is different from the DSNHDECP EBCDIC SBCS CCSID that is used with
EBCDIC objects.

This keyword has the following format:

SQL-ENCODING-CCSID(n)

n
Specifies a CCSID value. If you specify 0 (zero), the SYSIN stream is not translated to another CCSID. If you
specify any other value, the data is translated from your specified value to the object CCSID (if SQL-ACCESS
NONE is specified) or to the EBCDIC SBCS CCSID value noted in DSNHDECP (if SQL-ACCESS ONLY is
specified).
Notes:

• Columns that are defined as FOR BIT DATA are not translated.
• Specifying the DSNHDECP EBCDIC SBCS value for SQL-ENCODING-CCSID is essentially the same as

specifying SQL-ENCODING-CCSID(0). However, elements that are not part of a standard SQL SELECT
statement (such as DEFAULT IF INITIAL and CNVERR INITIAL values) are still translated to object CCSIDs as
needed.

Default: 37

Example: Use SQL-ENCODING-CCSID to Translate "|"

In the following example, the selected table is stored in EBCDIC SBCS CCSID 500. The SYSIN stream containing the
SELECT statement is encoded in CCSID 37. During processing, the selected literal '|' is translated from CCSID 37 to
the object's CCSID 500. The selected columns are retrieved in their native CCSID 500. The hex literal x'4f' is processed
untranslated and is unloaded as a hex 4F, as expected.

//PFU EXEC  PGM=PTLDRIVM,PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/Mxxx

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DB2.DB2810.SDSNLOAD     

//PTIPARM  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.RD115P2.CDBAPARM   

//SYSIN    DD *

FASTUNLOAD

SQL-ENCODING-CCSID(37) 

ONE-SYSREC

INPUT-FORMAT  TABLE 

SHRLEVEL REFERENCE      

OUTPUT-FORMAT       DSNTIAUL

SQL-ACCESS          EXTENSION

SELECT '|'

       ,COL01N 

       ,X'4F'

       ,COL02N 
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  FROM USER2.TESTTBL2 ; 

//*

Example: Use SQL-ENCODING-CCSID to Translate "@"

In the following example, the object names start with the "@" character, and the SYSIN stream CCSID is 1144. Because
the hex representation of @ is different between CCSID 1144 and the default CCSID of 37, the resulting translation does
not result in a recognizable name. Specifying SQL-ENCODING-CCSID(1144) in the JCL properly translates the @ to the
@ used internally in the object name.

//PFU EXEC  PGM=PTLDRIVM,PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/Mxxx

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DB2.DB2810.SDSNLOAD     

//PTIPARM  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.XXXXX.CDBAPARM   

//SYSIN    DD *

FASTUNLOAD

SQL-ENCODING-CCSID(1144)

INPUT-FORMAT TABLE

LOAD-CONTROL DB2LOAD

OUTPUT-FORMAT DSNTIAUL

ESTIMATED-ROWS 2000000

SQL-ACCESS  ONLY

SELECT * FROM @USER2. @TESTTB;

STOPPED-TS—Unload Data from a Stopped Tablespace
The STOPPED-TS keyword specifies whether to unload a table from a stopped tablespace.

This keyword has the following format:

STOPPED-TS [NO|YES]

NO
Does not unload table data from a stopped tablespace. Instead, processing stops. This setting is the default.

YES
Unloads table data from a stopped tablespace.

Example: Unload Data from a Stopped Tablespace

In the following example, data is unloaded from the tablespace, even when the tablespace is stopped:

FASTUNLOAD

SORTSIZE       4M

STOPPED-TS     YES

SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE1

;

SUBS—Substitute Characters During Translation
The SUBS keyword substitutes characters during translation when a character in the “from” CCSID has no equivalent in
the “to” CCSID.

NOTE
SUBS and NOSUBS are mutually exclusive.

This keyword has the following format:

SUBS
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Example: Permit Substitution Characters During Translation

The following example permits substitution characters during translation:

FASTUNLOAD

INPUT-FORMAT     IMAGECOPY

OUTPUT-FORMAT    COMMA-DELIMITED

SUBS

SELECT

COL06,  COL06N, COL012,  COL012N

FROM PDDONB.TESTASCII2  SELECT-OPTIONS EBCDIC

;

SYSADM—Specify an Authorization ID
The SYSADM keyword specifies the authorization ID to use while acting upon a tablespace. These actions include locking
a tablespace, quiescing it, displaying its status, performing a Db2 buffer pool lookup, and so on.

NOTE
SYSADM has specific authorization requirements.

If a SELECT statement includes an ORDER BY clause, SORT uses this SYSADM ID to write messages to JESSPOOL
(STxxMSG).

NOTE
When Fast Unload accesses a remote subsystem to unload data, it uses the SYSADM ID to query its catalog for
the encoding scheme and CCSID of the remote object. The user ID of the job submitter is then used to continue
processing.

This keyword has the following format:

SYSADM [ZPARMS|SETUP|USER]

ZPARMS
Uses the SYSADM1 user ID that was defined in DSNZPARM during system installation. This setting is the default.

SETUP
Uses the SYSADM1 user ID defined in the SETUP parmlib member.

USER
Uses user ID of the job submitter.

NOTE
When you specify SYSADM USER, the job submitter ID is used for a QUIESCE (if SHRLEVEL
REFERENCE is specified). This ID is also used for a DISPLAY to obtain processing information, which
is performed regardless of the SHRLEVEL value.

Example: Use the User ID of the Job Submitter

The following example uses the ID of the person who submitted the job:

FASTUNLOAD  

SYSADM        USER             

;
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SYSCOPY-DELETE—Delete the Tablespace Quiesce Point
The SYSCOPY-DELETE keyword specifies whether to delete the row that is created after a tablespace quiesce and
stored in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY. (The IBM quiesce utility is used to ensure that any updated pages in Db2 buffers are
externalized before unloading data.)

NOTE

• The SYSCOPY-DELETE keyword must be specified in the PFU parmlib, not in the SYSIN syntax. For more
information, see Customize the Product Using PFU Parmlib.

• SYSCOPY is ignored unless you also specify SHRLEVEL REFERENCE.

This keyword has the following format:

SYSCOPY-DELETE [NO|YES]

NO
Does not delete the tablespace quiesce points for this unload. This setting is the default.

YES
Deletes the tablespace quiesce points.

Example: Delete the Quiesce Point of the Tablespaces

In this example, the quiesce point of the tablespaces that is stored in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY is deleted for this unload. To do
this, specify SYSCOPY-DELETE NO or YES in hlq.CDBAPARM(PFU) and then specify the following commands:

FASTUNLOAD  

OUTPUT-FORMAT  COMMA-DELIMITED

COMMA          ';'  

NULL-FIELD     QUOTES  

SHRLEVEL       REFERENCE

SELECT * FROM USER2.NEW_EMP

;

SYSDDN—Specify Data Set for the CREATE TABLE DDL Statements
The SYSDDN keyword specifies where to write CREATE TABLE DD statements when they are requested (using the DDL-
CONTROL keyword). This keyword is specified only once in your FASTUNLOAD statement, as a global option. SYSDDN
is ignored when no DDL control statements are requested.

NOTE
When SYSDDN is specified, a TEMPLATE control statement, a SYSTEMPL DD statement, or a Specify the DD
Statements is also required to allocate the specified data sets.

This keyword has the following format:

SYSDDN template-name|ddname

template-name|ddname
Specifies the template name that contains the dynamic allocation parameters for the data set. If you are not using
dynamic allocation, this parameter specifies the ddname for the data set.
If you specified a SYSTEMPL DD, match this name to the name of a template in the specified template library.
If you specified a TEMPLATE control statement, match this name to the template name in the control statement.
If you specified a SYSDDLnn DD statement, match this name to the ddname in the DD statement. For example, if
you specify MYDDL01, MYDDL02, and MYDDL03 in your DD statements, specify SYSDDN MYDDL.
Limits:
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• One to six characters, if you also specify ONE-SYSREC to write all DDL statements to a single data set. Do
not include an incremental suffix (such as 01 or 02). Characters seven and eight are not used.

• One to six characters, if you omit ONE-SYSREC and the number of SELECT statements is from 1 to 99. Use
characters seven and eight to insert a suffix that represents the SELECT statement number.

• One to four characters, if you omit ONE-SYSREC and the number of SELECT statements is from 100 to 9999.
Use characters five through eight to insert a suffix that represents the SELECT statement number.

Default:
If you do not specify a template name or ddname, the default is one of the following names:

• SYSDDL, if you also specify ONE-SYSREC
• SYSDDLnn, if you omit ONE-SYSREC and the number of SELECT statements (nn) is from 1 to 99
• SDDLnnnn, if you omit ONE-SYSREC and the number of SELECT statements (nnnn) is from 100 to 9999

Example: Use SDDLnnnn as the Data Set Name

In the following example, MAX-SELECTS is 9999, ONE-SYSREC is not specified, and a SYSDDN ddname is not
specified. Therefore the CREATE TABLE DDL statements are written to SDDLnnnn:

FASTUNLOAD  

OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-DELIMITED

COMMA         ';'  

NULL-FIELD    QUOTES  

SHRLEVEL      REFERENCE

SYSADM        USER       

DDL-CONTROL   INTABLE

MAX-SELECTS   9999

SYSDDN           

SELECT * FROM USER2.NEW_EMP    

;

TAPE-STACK—Stack Output Data Sets Onto a Single Tape Volume
The TAPE-STACK keyword stacks your SYSREC output data sets onto a single tape volume. If you also generate load
control statements or DDL statements, SYSCTL and SYSDDL are also stacked onto the same volume.

This keyword keeps a group of data sets together physically. This feature is useful for backup purposes or for reducing
the number of tape mounts. However, stacking the data sets can increase processing time because it does not permit
multitasking. Each SELECT statement is processed one at a time in the specified sequence. The data for the first
SELECT statement is written to a SYSREC and then that SYSREC is closed. The data for a second SELECT statement
is written to a SYSREC, and then that SYSREC is closed, and so on. This process continues until all SELECT statements
are processed. Any load control statements or DDL statements are also written one data set at a time after their
associated SYSREC data sets. Furthermore, you cannot allocate your output data sets dynamically when you stack them
on a single tape. Instead, you are required to code the data set attributes into your JCL manually.

Specifying TAPE-STACK NO can reduce processing time, because SELECT statements can be processed concurrently.
The resulting SYSREC data sets can be saved to multiple tape volumes. Any load control statements and CREATE
TABLE DDL statements are also multitasked and written to one or more tape volumes. You can also allocate your output
data sets dynamically, in which case the data set space is calculated for you.

This keyword has the following format:

TAPE-STACK [NO|YES]

NO
Does not stack the output data sets onto a single tape volume. This value is the default.
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YES
Stacks the output data sets onto a single tape volume.

Example: Stack the Output Data Sets Onto a Single Tape

In the following example, TAPE-STACK YES is specified. Each SELECT statement is processed one at a time, in the
sequence specified. Because the data sets are being allocated manually, the data set attributes are coded in the JCL:

//SYSREC01 DD DSN=TAPESTCK.SYSREC01,

//            DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=CART,

//            LABEL=(1,SL),VOL=(,RETAIN),

//SYSREC02 DD DSN=TAPESTCK.SYSREC02,

//            DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=CART,

//            LABEL=(2,SL),VOL=REF=*.SYSREC01,

//SYSREC03 DD DSN=TAPESTCK.SYSREC03,

//            DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=CART,

//            LABEL=(3,SL),VOL=REF=*.SYSREC02,

//SYSREC04 DD DSN=TAPESTCK.SYSREC04,

//            DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=CART,

//            LABEL=(4,SL),VOL=REF=*.SYSREC03,

//SYSIN DD *

FASTUNLOAD

INPUT-FORMAT  TABLE 

OUTPUT-FORMAT       DSNTIAUL

SQL-ACCESS  EXTENSION

TAPE-STACK  YES 

*-------------------------------------

SELECT * FROM SYSIBM.SYSTABLES;

SELECT * FROM SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACE;

SELECT * FROM SYSIBM.SYSTABLEPART;

SELECT * FROM SYSIBM.SYSUSERAUTH;

TEMPLATE—Dynamic Allocation Parameters for Output Data Sets
The TEMPLATE control statement defines the naming conventions to use when dynamically allocating the SYSREC,
SYSDDL, and SYSCTL data sets.

This control statement is separate from the Fast Unload syntax and is not part of the FASTUNLOAD control statement.
Specify one TEMPLATE statement per job step and specify it before the FASTUNLOAD statement. If you specify a
TEMPLATE control statement, do not specify a SYSTEMPL DD statement within the same step.

NOTE

• The Broadcom utilities adhere to the IBM Db2 syntax diagram rules regarding the use of parentheses. Our
utilities tolerate the use of parentheses only where documented in IBM syntax diagrams or as documented in
the Product Syntax section of this documentation.

• For more information about the TEMPLATE parameters, see the IBM Db2 Utility Guide and Reference.

This control statement has the following format:

TEMPLATE template-name

  DSN name-expression

  [common-options]

  [disk-options|tape-options]

template-name
Specifies a name for the template.
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Limits: Eight alphanumeric characters (must begin with an alphabetic character)
DSN name-expression

Defines a model for the data set name. The name expression can consist of symbolic variables, nonvariable
alphanumeric characters, national characters, or any combination of symbolics and characters. The resulting
name must be valid and unique for each invocation of the utility. If special characters are included in the
expression, enclose it in single quotation marks.
In the following example, single quotes are required:
DSN 'PROD.&DB..&TS..P&PA.(+1)'

In the following example, the MYREC template is used to allocate a SYSREC data set for each SELECT
statement. The variables that are specified in the DSN ensure that each SYSREC data set has a unique name:
TEMPLATE MYREC DSN '&USERID..&JO..&DB..&TS..P&PA.'

FASTUNLOAD

SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE1

WHERE ...

AND ...

;

SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE2

WHERE ...

;

common-options
Specifies the allocation parameters for the data set. These options apply to both disk and tape data sets.

disk-options
Defines the allocation of disk data sets. You cannot specify both disk options and tape options in the same
TEMPLATE statement.

tape-options
Defines the allocation of tape data sets. You cannot specify both disk options and tape options in the same
TEMPLATE statement.

TIME—Specify the TIME Data Format
The TIME keyword specifies that a particular column contains decimal representations of times.

This keyword has the following format:

TIME-x

x
Specifies the time format, in which x is 1 or 2 as follows:
1

Specifies the HHMMSS format. (The decimal representation is zoned decimal.)
2

Specifies the HHMMSS format. (The decimal representation is packed decimal.)

Example: TIME Keyword

The following example specifies that the data format for COL3 is TIME-1:

FASTUNLOAD

LOAD-CONTROL    DB2LOAD

OUTPUT-FORMAT   FIXED

INPUT-FORMAT    TABLE
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SELECT COL1, COL2, COL3, COL4, COL5, COL6

INTO

COL1_NAME,

COL2_NAME CHAR (13),

COL3_NAME TIME-1

FROM OWNER.TABLE

PART ALL

;

TIME EXTERNAL—Specify the TIME EXTERNAL Data Format
The TIME EXTERNAL keyword converts data to a character representation of time when unloading it. The length of the
string is determined by the installation as specified in DSNHDECP. If the time format is LOCAL, the length is the local time
length. If the time format is EUR, ISO, JIS, or USA, the length is eight characters. The contents of the character string are
formatted accordingly.

TIME EXTERNAL can be any of the following formats:

• HH.MM.SS
• HH:MM AM
• HH:MM PM
• HH:MM:SS
• HH:MM:SS

TIME EXTERNAL can also be any local format defined by your site at the time Db2 was installed:

• HHMMSS
• HHMM

NOTE
If MM is equal to 00, you can omit the MM portion of HH:MM (AM or PM). For example, specify 5 PM instead of
5:00 PM.

This keyword has the following format:

TIME EXTERNAL

Example: TIME EXTERNAL Keyword

The following example converts COL3 data to TIME EXTERNAL when unloading it into COL3_NAME:

FASTUNLOAD

LOAD-CONTROL    DB2LOAD

OUTPUT-FORMAT   FIXED

INPUT-FORMAT    TABLE

SELECT COL1, COL2, COL3, COL4, COL5, COL6

INTO

COL1_NAME,

COL2_NAME CHAR (13),

COL3_NAME TIME EXTERNAL,

COL4_NAME CHAR (16),

COL5_NAME SMALLINT CNVERR INITIAL('99'),

COL6_NAME DECIMAL (11,2)

FROM OWNER.TABLE

PART ALL

;
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TIME-FORMAT—Override the DSNHDECP Time Format
The TIME-FORMAT keyword specifies the time format to apply to unloaded columns with the TIME column type. This
keyword overrides the time format value in the DSNHDECP module. TIME-FORMAT affects all output formats except
LOAD, where TIME has only one internal Db2 format.

You can specify TIME-FORMAT as a global option or within SELECT-OPTIONS (where it is set for that SELECT
statement only).

NOTE
You cannot use hlq.CDBAPARM(SETUP) to override DSNHDECP settings such as TIME-FORMAT.

This keyword has the following format:

TIME-FORMAT {ISO|JIS|EUR|USA}

ISO
Selects International Standards Organization.

JIS
Selects the Japanese Industrial Standard Christian era.

EUR
Selects IBM European Standard.

USA
Selects IBM USA Standard.

NOTE
The defaults are retrieved directly from Db2 control blocks. If a LOADLIB in the SETUP member contains a
modified and relinked DSNHDECP module, it is ignored. Otherwise, if the parameter is omitted, the value in use
by the Db2 subsystem being unloaded is used.

Example: Use the ISO Time Format

The following example uses the ISO time format:

FASTUNLOAD    

INPUT-FORMAT T     

OUTPUT-FORMAT D    

DATE-FORMAT   ISO  

TIME-FORMAT   ISO  

SELECT *   

FROM ...      

;

TIMESTAMP-x—Specify the TIMESTAMP Data Format
The TIMESTAMP-x keyword converts data to a decimal representation of a Db2 timestamp when unloading it.

This keyword has the following format:

TIMESTAMP-x

x
Specifies the timestamp format, in which x is 1 or 2, as follows:
1

Specifies the YYYYMMDDHHMMSSNNNNNN format. (The decimal representation is zoned decimal.)
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2
Specifies the YYYYMMDDHHMMSSNNNNNN format. (The decimal representation is packed decimal.)

Example: Convert Data to a Db2 Timestamp Format

The following example converts COL3 data to TIMESTAMP-1 when unloading it into COL3_NAME:

FASTUNLOAD

LOAD-CONTROL    DB2LOAD

OUTPUT-FORMAT   FIXED

INPUT-FORMAT    TABLE

SELECT COL1, COL2, COL3, COL4, COL5, COL6

INTO

COL1_NAME,

COL2_NAME CHAR (13),

COL3_NAME TIMESTAMP-1,

COL4_NAME CHAR (16),

COL5_NAME SMALLINT CNVERR INITIAL('99'),

COL6_NAME DECIMAL (11,2)

FROM OWNER.TABLE

PART ALL

;

TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL—Specify the Data Format
The TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL keyword converts data to a character representation of a timestamp when unloading it.

Use this keyword to convert data to this type, or to specify a precision or length that differs from the Db2 default.

The timestamp format depends on whether TSFMT is also specified. When TSFMT is omitted, timestamps follow the
Db2 default but they use the precision and length values that you specify with TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL. Db2 uses the
following default formats:

• YYYY-MO-DD-HH.MI.SS
(when converting data without microseconds into the TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL data type)

• YYYY-MO-DD-HH.MI.SS.NNNNNN
(when converting data with microseconds into the TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL data type)

NOTE
NNNNNN represents microseconds. The default Db2 precision is six-microsecond digits.

When TSFMT is included you can reorder the timestamp components, use a different delimiter between components, and
use two-digit years.

This keyword has the following format:

TIMESTAMP [(precision)] [EXTERNAL (length)]

precision
(Optional) Specifies the number of microsecond digits to include in the timestamp.
Limits: 0–12 bytes
Default: 6

length
(Optional) Specifies the total length of the timestamp.
Limits: 19–32 characters
Default: 26 characters

Example: Convert Data to the TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL Data Type
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The following example converts COL3 data to TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL when unloading it into COL3_NAME. TSFMT is
not specified, therefore the default Db2 timestamp format is applied:

FASTUNLOAD

  OUTPUT-FORMAT FIXED

  INPUT-FORMAT TABLE

  SELECT

    COL3

  INTO

    COL3_NAME TIMESTAMP (0) EXTERNAL (19)

  FROM OWNER.TABLE

;

Because a precision of 0 and a length of 19 has been specified, the resulting timestamps have this format: YYYY-MO-DD-
HH.MI.SS

• If you specified TIMESTAMP (2) EXTERNAL (22), this format would be used:
YYYY-MO-DD-HH.MI.SS.NN

• If you specified TIMESTAMP (12) EXTERNAL (32), this format would be used:
YYYY-MO-DD-HH.MI.SS.NNNNNNNNNNNN

• However, if you specified TIMESTAMP (12) EXTERNAL (26), the last six-microsecond digits would be truncated to
adhere to the specified length of 26:
YYYY-MO-DD-HH.MI.SS.NNNNNN

Example: Specify a Longer Timestamp

The following example converts C_TIMESTAMP data to TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL when unloading it into C_TIMESTAMP
EXTERNAL. The TSFMT syntax specifies a longer timestamp, with different delimiters. The INTO statement is required
because you are converting the data to a different type. This statement also specifies a new length that accommodates
the longer timestamp format. (If a shorter length was specified, the generated timestamps would be truncated. If a longer
length was specified, the generated timestamps would be padded with hex zeros at the end.)

FASTUNLOAD 

  OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-DELIMITED

  TSFMT ('MO---DD---YYYY---HH---MI---SS.NNNNNN')

  SELECT 

    C_TIMESTAMP

  INTO

    C_TIMESTAMPEXTERNAL TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL (36)

  FROM OWNER.TABLE

;

Example: Specify a Shorter Precision

The following example uses the TSFMT keyword to specify a timestamp with a shorter precision than the TIMESTAMP
EXTERNAL default. This syntax unloads data from C_TIMESTAMP and converts it to the TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL
data type. TSFMT specifies the format to apply to the converted data. Because the TSFMT value specifies a 1-
byte microsecond, the unloaded timestamps contain only one-digit microseconds. (The default Db2 precision is six-
microsecond digits.)

FASTUNLOAD

  OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-DELIMITED

  TSFMT ('MO:DD:YYYY------HH.MI.SS.N')

  SELECT

    C_TIMESTAMP

  INTO
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    C_TIMESTAMP2EXTERNAL TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL

  FROM OWNER.TABLE

;

TIMESTAMP WITH TIME ZONE—Specify the Data Format
The TIMESTAMP WITH TIME ZONE keyword converts data to a character representation of a timestamp with a time zone
when unloading it.

Use this keyword to convert data to this type, or to specify a precision or length that differs from the default.

NOTE
If you convert a timestamp with no time zone to this format, you can use the IMPLICIT-TZ keyword to specify a
time zone value. Otherwise, the default time zone value from DSNHDECP is used.

The timestamp format depends on whether TSFMT is also specified. When TSFMT is omitted, timestamps follow the Db2
default but they use the precision and length values that you specify with TIMESTAMP WITH TIME ZONE. Db2 uses the
following default format:

• YYYY-MO-DD-HH.MI.SS.NNNNNNZZZZZZ
NOTE
NNNNNN represents microseconds. (The default Db2 precision is six microsecond digits.) ZZZZZZ
represents the time zone.

When TSFMT is included you can reorder the timestamp and time zone components. You can also use a different
delimiter between components, and use two-digit years.

This keyword has the following format:

TIMESTAMP [(precision)] WITH TIME ZONE [(length)]

precision
(Optional) Specifies the number of microsecond digits to include in the timestamp.
Limits: 0–12 bytes
Default: 6

length
(Optional) Specifies the total length of the timestamp.
Limits: 25–38 characters
Default: 32 characters

Example: Convert Data to the TIMESTAMP WITH TIME ZONE Data Type

The following example converts COL3 data to TIMESTAMP WITH TIME ZONE when unloading it into COL3_NAME.
TSFMT is not specified, therefore the default Db2 timestamp format is applied:

FASTUNLOAD

LOAD-CONTROL DB2LOAD

OUTPUT-FORMAT FIXED

INPUT-FORMAT TABLE

SELECT

COL3

INTO

COL3_NAME TIMESTAMP (0) WITH TIME ZONE (26)

FROM OWNER.TABLE

;

Because a precision of 0 and a length of 26 has been specified, the resulting timestamps have this format: YYYY-MO-DD-
HH.MI.SSZZZZZZ
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• If you specified TIMESTAMP (2) WITH TIME ZONE (28), this format would be used:
YYYY-MO-DD-HH.MI.SS.NNZZZZZZ

• If you specified TIMESTAMP (12) WITH TIME ZONE (38), this format would be used:
YYYY-MO-DD-HH.MI.SS.NNNNNNNNNNNNZZZZZZ

• However, if you specified TIMESTAMP (12) WITH TIME ZONE (32), the time zone digits would be truncated, to adhere
to the specified length of 32:
YYYY-MO-DD-HH.MI.SS.NNNNNNNNNNNN

Example: Specify a Longer Timestamp

The following example converts COL1 data to TIMESTAMP WITH TIME ZONE when unloading it into
C_TIMESTAMP_TZ. The TSFMT syntax specifies a longer timestamp, with different delimiters. The INTO statement
is required because you are converting the data to a different type. This statement also specifies a new length that
accommodates the longer timestamp format. (If a shorter length was specified, the generated timestamps would be
truncated. If a longer length was specified, the generated timestamps would be padded with hex zeros at the end.)

FASTUNLOAD 

  OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-DELIMITED

  TSFMT ('DD-MO-YYYY---HH:MI:SS.NNNNNN---ZZZZZZ')

  SELECT 

    COL1

  INTO

    C_TIMESTAMP_TZ TIMESTAMP WITH TIME ZONE (37)

  FROM OWNER.TABLE

;

Example: Specify a Shorter Precision

The following example uses the TSFMT keyword to specify a timestamp with a shorter precision than the TIMESTAMP
WITH TIME ZONE default. This syntax unloads data from COL1 and converts it to the TIMESTAMP WITH TIME
ZONE data type. TSFMT specifies the format to apply to the converted data. Because the TSFMT value specifies a
one-byte microsecond, the unloaded timestamps contain only one-digit microseconds. (The default Db2 precision is
six microsecond digits.)

FASTUNLOAD

  OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-DELIMITED

  TSFMT ('MO:DD:YYYY----HH.MI.SS.N--ZZZZZZ')

  SELECT

    COL1

  INTO

    C_TIMESTAMP_TZ TIMESTAMP WITH TIME ZONE

  FROM OWNER.TABLE

;

Tnames Specification—Specify the Table to Unload
The Tnames specification keyword specifies the table from which to unload data.

NOTE
You can specify a nonsimple view, however you must specify SQL-ACCESS EXTENSION or ONLY. If the view is
a single-table simple view, specify SQL-ACCESS NONE.

All row data is unloaded from the specified table or partition unless any of the following conditions exist:
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• A WHERE clause is used and the data does not match the WHERE condition.
• Data conversion errors occur.
• LIMIT is specified.
• SAMPLE is specified.

This keyword has the following format:

[creator_id.]tablename

creator_id
Specifies the creator of the table. If you omit this value, the authorization ID of the user who invokes the utility job
step is used.

tablename
Specifies the name of the table from which to unload the data.

Example: Unload Data from OWNER.TABLE

The following example unloads data from OWNER.TABLE:

FASTUNLOAD

LOAD-CONTROL    DB2LOAD

OUTPUT-FORMAT   FIXED

INPUT-FORMAT    TABLE

SELECT *

FROM OWNER.TABLE

;

TRANSLATE—Translate Character Data (Deprecated)
The TRANSLATE keyword has been deprecated and should no longer be used.

The TRANSLATE keyword was used in previous releases to translate SBCS character data that is not defined as FOR
BIT DATA. This keyword allowed the user to specify “from” and "to" values for SBCS CCSID.

TRANSLATE does not support Unicode, ASCII, DBCS, or mixed data. If this keyword is included in a job, it performs
EBCDIC to EBCDIC SBCS translation.

We recommend replacing the TRANSLATE keyword in your jobs with the EBCDIC, ASCII, UNICODE,
or CCSID keywords.

TRIM—Trim Trailing Blanks
The TRIM keyword adjusts the halfword length and trims the trailing blanks from character data being unloaded into
VARCHAR fields. TRIM also eliminates trailing blanks on CHAR columns when you specify OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-
DELIMITED.

If you specify OUTPUT-FORMAT VARIABLE and you reload your data, TRIM recovers unused DASD space by converting
fixed-length character strings to the shortest variable-length character strings possible. If you omit OUTPUT-FORMAT
VARIABLE, the unloaded row is not shortened but the halfword length is adjusted to reflect the length of the significant
character data without the trailing blanks.

For example, say that you have a CHAR(9) field that contains the word DOG. You unload it into a VARCHAR field using
OUTPUT-FORMAT FIXED. The following events occur:
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• If you specify TRIM, the unloaded string looks like hDOGbbbbbb. The h represents the hex length of the string (now
set to 3). The b represents blanks.

• If you do not specify TRIM, the value of h remains 9.
• If you load the trimmed data into a VARCHAR column using Fast Load or Db2 LOAD, the load utility picks up the

length and loads only three characters.

TRIM and NOTRIM are mutually exclusive options that switch the trim value. You can specify TRIM as a global option or
within SELECT-OPTIONS (where it is set for that SELECT statement only). If you specify TRIM as a global option, you
can specify NOTRIM as a field specification to exempt certain columns. Similarly, if you specify NOTRIM globally, you can
specify TRIM as a field specification to exempt certain columns.

NOTE

• TRIM can be used with all OUTPUT-FORMAT options except EXTERNAL and LOAD.
• Specify SQL-ACCESS ONLY to use TRIM with ASCII objects. When you include the TRIM keyword in your

INTO clause, the additional overhead can degrade performance.

This keyword has the following format:

TRIM

Example: Trim the NAME Column

The following fragment of sample syntax trims the NAME column:

INTO

NAME     VARCHAR   NOTNULL  TRIM

,COL2     CHAR(10)

;

TRUNCATE—Truncate Column Types During Conversions
The TRUNCATE keyword specifies whether to truncate certain column types when converting data types during an
unload.

The actual column length is compared to the length of the corresponding INTO column type. If the column is longer than
the INTO column type and TRUNCATE YES is specified, the INTO length is used. The excess data is truncated from
the end of the actual column to fit the remaining data into the INTO length. If TRUNCATE NO is specified or defaulted, a
conversion error occurs.

Specifying TRUNCATE YES can affect the following data type conversions:

• VARCHAR or LONGVAR into BLOB
• VARCHAR or LONGVAR into ROWID
• ROWID into ROWID
• BLOB or CLOB into CHAR, VARCHAR, BLOB, or ROWID

Specifying TRUNCATE YES does not affect other data type conversions.

You can specify a TRUNCATE value in the PFU parmlib, or in the SYSIN syntax for individual jobs. Within the SYSIN
syntax, you can specify it more than once. The TRUNCATE value then applies to any subsequent SELECT statements
until a TRUNCATE NO statement occurs.

This keyword has the following format:

TRUNCATE [NO|YES]

NO
Does not truncate any column types. This setting is the default.
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YES
Truncates certain column types.

Example: TRUNCATE Keyword

The following example specifies TRUNCATE YES. In creator.table, column A is defined as CLOB(300) and AA is defined
as VARCHAR(240). Column A is truncated when it is unloaded into AA.

FASTUNLOAD

OUTPUT-FORMAT VARIABLE

INPUT-FORMAT TABLE

TRUNCATE YES 

SELECT A 

       INTO AA  VARCHAR(240)

       FROM creator.table ;

TSFMT—Specify the External Timestamp Format
The TSFMT keyword specifies how to format external timestamps when unloading data into a SYSREC data set.

TSFMT specifies the position for each timestamp component (hours, minutes, and so on). This keyword also specifies the
delimiter to use between components, and whether the year is two characters or four characters.

You can specify TSFMT as a global option. You can also specify TSFMT as a SELECT-OPTIONS parameter, where it
applies to that SELECT statement only.

NOTE
This keyword is valid only with OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-DELIMITED.

Use TSFMT when you want to reformat the default Db2 timestamp format. Db2 uses the following default formats:

• YYYY-MO-DD-HH.MI.SS
(when unloading data without microseconds into a TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL column)

• YYYY-MO-DD-HH.MI.SS.NNNNNN
(when unloading data with microseconds into a TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL column)

• YYYY-MO-DD-HH.MI.SS.NNNNNNZZZZZZ
(when unloading data into a TIMESTAMP WITH TIME ZONE column)

You can also use TSFMT with TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL, TIMESTAMP WITH TIME ZONE, CHAR, and VARCHAR, to
reformat their default formats. (For more information about how these keywords interact with TSFMT, see their keyword
descriptions.)

Consider the following items when using TSFMT:

• If you specify a timestamp component that is not present in the input data, hex zeros represent the component in the
unloaded data. For example, you might specify TSFMT (‘HHXM-ZZZZZZ’) when the input data does not include a time
zone. The unloaded data contains the correct value for HHXM. The time zone is shown as hex zeros.

• If the input data contains timestamp columns that are null, the unloaded columns are also null.
• You can specify the TSFMT pattern as a single hex string. If you want the timestamp components to be translated,

specify them as EBCDIC hex values. If you want to translate the delimiters, specify them as the CCSID that you are
translating to (for example, Unicode).
The following example specifies the EBCDIC hex representation of NNSSMIHHYYYYMODDZZZZZZ, with no
delimiters:
TSFMT (X'D5D5E2E2D4C9C8C8E8E8E8E8D4D6C4C4E9E9E9E9E9E9')

• An INTO statement is not needed when you are only using TSFMT to define a different timestamp pattern. An INTO
statement is needed only when you are performing the following actions:
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– Converting columns to other data types.
– Maintaining the existing data type, but specifying the data type keyword to change the precision or length. (For

example, specifying INTO COL_NAME CHAR (28) to change the length of an existing CHAR column.)
• When you include an INTO statement and you specify precision or length values for your data types, we recommend

specifying values that match the TSFMT pattern. If these values differ from the pattern, the shorter values are used:
– If the precision value is shorter than the number of microseconds in the TSFMT pattern, the precision value is

honored.
– If the precision value is longer than the number of microseconds in the TSFMT pattern, the TSFMT pattern is

honored.
– If the length value is shorter than the specified TSFMT pattern, the length value is honored. The unused part of the

TSFMT pattern is truncated.
– If the length value is longer than the TSFMT pattern, the length value is honored. The end of the TSFMT pattern is

padded with hex zeros.

This keyword has the following format:

TSFMT ('string')

string
Specifies the timestamp format. Specify a given value only once. You can specify the values in any order. You can
also delimit them with any character or number, or any series of characters or numbers. However, a delimiter is
not required.
The following values are valid:

• DD—day (2 bytes)
• MO—month (2 bytes)
• YY or YYYY—year (2 bytes or 4 bytes)
• HH—hour (2 bytes)
• MI—minute (2 bytes)
• SS—second (2 bytes)
• N through NNNNNNNNNNNN—microsecond (1 byte to 12 bytes)
• XM—AM or PM (2 bytes)

NOTE
When XM is specified, the result is AM or PM, as appropriate. Also, if HH is present, it is adjusted to
12-hour format.

• ZZZZZZ—time zone (6 bytes)
NOTE
If you have a mix of timestamps with and without time zones, we recommend placing the time zone
at the end.

Limits: 1–254 bytes
Examples:
TSFMT ('YYMODDHHMISS')

TSFMT ('YYMODD,HHMISS')

TSFMT ('YY-MO-DD,HH.MI.SS')

Example: Change the Years from Four Digits to Two

In the following example, COL3 contains timestamps with four-digit years. You are unloading this data into COL3_NAME.
You want to use the default Db2 format, but convert the data to TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL and use two-digit years. Specify
the following TSFMT value:

FASTUNLOAD

  OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-DELIMITED
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  TSFMT (‘YY-MO-DD-HH.MI.SS’)

  SELECT

    COL3

  INTO

    COL3_NAME

  FROM OWNER.TABLE

;

When the data is unloaded, all years are changed to two digits.

Example: Remove Unneeded Timestamp Components

In the following example, C_TIMESTAMP contains timestamps with 12 degrees of precision. However, you only want the
dates, hours, and minutes. Specify the following TSFMT value:

FASTUNLOAD 

  OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-DELIMITED 

  TSFMT ('YYYY-MO-DD-HH.MI') 

  SELECT

    C_TIMESTAMP

  FROM OWNER.TABLE 

;

When the data is unloaded, only the specified timestamp components are included.

UNICODE—Translate Data to Unicode
The UNICODE keyword uses the current Db2 Unicode CCSIDs (SBCS, MIXED, DBCS) to translate the SYSREC output.

NOTE
CCSID translation is not supported with native LOB processing. If you specify SQL-ACCESS NONE and LOBs
are encountered, processing stops and a message is issued. If this keyword is required, specify SQL-ACCESS
ONLY to process the LOBs using Db2.

This keyword has the following format:

UNICODE

Example: Translate Data to Unicode

The following example translates the data to Unicode:

FASTUNLOAD

SHRLEVEL         REFERENCE

INPUT-FORMAT     TABLE

SQL-ACCESS       EXTENSION

OUTPUT-FORMAT    DSNTIAUL

NOSUBS

UNICODE

SELECT

IR_MEMO_NBR_LINES, IR_MEMO_TEXT

FROM PDDONB.TSEG8KTWENTY

;
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UNLDDN—Specify a Data Set for the Unloaded Data
The UNLDDN keyword specifies where to write the unloaded table data. This keyword is specified only once in your
FASTUNLOAD statement, as a global option.

NOTE
When UNLDDN is specified, the job must also contain one of the following items or action to allocate the data
sets:

• TEMPLATE control statement
• SYSTEMPL DD statement
• Specify the DD Statements

This keyword has the following format:

UNLDDN template-name|ddname

template-name|ddname
Specifies the template name that contains the dynamic allocation parameters for the data set. If you are not using
dynamic allocation, this parameter specifies the ddname for the data set.
If you specified a SYSTEMPL DD, match this name to a template name in the specified template library.
If you specified a TEMPLATE control statement, match this name to the template name in the control statement.
If you specified a SYSRECnn DD, match this name to the ddname in the DD statement. For example, if you
specify MYREC01, MYREC02, and MYREC03 in your DD statements, specify UNLDDN MYREC.
Limits:

• One to six characters, if you also specify ONE-SYSREC to write all unloaded data to a single data set. You can
include or omit a suffix of "01".
Examples: SYSREC or SYSREC01

• One to six characters, if you omit ONE-SYSREC and have 1 to 99 SELECT statements. The last two
characters are an incremental suffix that represents the SELECT statement number. For example, the
output from the first statement is written to SYSREC01, the output from the second statement is written to
SYSREC02, and so on.
Example: SYSRECnn

• One to four characters, if you omit ONE-SYSREC and have 100 to 9999 SELECT statements. The last four
characters are an incremental suffix that represents the SELECT statement number.
Example: SRECnnnn

Default: If you do not specify a template name or ddname, the default is one of the following names:

• SYSREC, if you also specify ONE-SYSREC
• SYSRECnn, if you omit ONE-SYSREC and the number of SELECT statements (nn) is from 1 to 99
• SRECnnnn, if you omit ONE-SYSREC and the number of SELECT statements (nnnn) is from 100 to 9999

Example: Use the SYSREC Data Set for the Unloaded Data

The following example does not specify ONE-SYSREC. However, the default (SYSREC) data set is used because the
UNLDDN keyword specifies this value:

FASTUNLOAD

INPUT-FORMAT      TABLE

OUTPUT-FORMAT     DSNTIAUL

LOAD-CONTROL      FASTLOAD

UNLDDN            SYSREC

CTLDDN            SYSCTL
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VALIDATE-HEADER—Validate Data Fields in the Header Page
The VALIDATE-HEADER keyword specifies whether to validate data fields in the Db2 tablespace header page. This
keyword applies when unloading data from Db2 tables, image copies, DSN1COPY copies, and FlashCopies. VALIDATE-
HEADER is ignored when unloading data from a concurrent copy.

This keyword has the following format:

VALIDATE-HEADER [YES|NO]

YES
Validates data fields in the Db2 tablespace header page. This setting is the default. We recommend that you
always validate header pages.

NO
Does not validate data fields in the Db2 tablespace header page.

Example: Validate the Data Fields in the Db2 Tablespace Header Page

In the following syntax sample, VALIDATE-HEADER is omitted from the syntax. In this case, VALIDATE-HEADER YES is
assumed, and the data fields are validated in the Db2 tablespace header page:

FASTUNLOAD  

OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-DELIMITED

COMMA ';'  

NULL-FIELD QUOTES                    

SELECT * FROM USER2.NEW_EMP                 

;

VARBINARY—Specify the VARBINARY Data Format
The VARBINARY keyword converts data to a varying-length binary string when unloading it.

This keyword has the following format:

VARBINARY[(length)]

length
Defines the length of the string.

VARCHAR—Specify the VARCHAR Data Format
The VARCHAR keyword converts data to character fields of varying length when unloading it. Use this keyword when you
want to convert data to this type, or when you want to specify a different length.

NOTE
If the data contains timestamps, you can include the TSFMT keyword to format the unloaded data. You can
specify the position for each timestamp component (hours, minutes, and so on). You can also specify a delimiter
to use between components, and whether the year is two characters or four characters.

By default, leading zeros are added when data is unloaded and converted to this data type. Typically, these leading zeros
are required for compatibility with your load application (for example, Fast Load or IBM LOAD). If you plan to process the
unloaded data with an application that does not support these leading zeros, specify FILL NO to suppress them.

This keyword has the following format:

VARCHAR [(length)]
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length
(Optional) Defines the length of the string. Use this option when you are writing the data to an external format
and you want to change the length.
When you are writing the data to an internal format, omit the length parameter. The length in bytes is given in a 2-
byte binary field preceding the data. The length that is given there does not include the 2-byte field itself.
Limits: Dependent on tablespace page size:

• 1–4046 bytes for 4-KB pages
• 1–8128 bytes for 8-KB pages
• 1–16320 bytes for 16-KB pages
• 1–32704 bytes for 32-KB pages

Example: Convert Data to the VARCHAR Data Format

The following example converts COL3 data to VARCHAR when unloading it into COL3_NAME:

FASTUNLOAD

   OUTPUT-FORMAT FIXED

   INPUT-FORMAT TABLE

   SELECT

     COL1,

     COL2,

     COL3,

     COL4,

     COL5,

     COL6

   INTO

     COL1_NAME,

     COL2_NAME CHAR (13),

     COL3_NAME VARCHAR,

     COL4_NAME CHAR (16),

     COL5_NAME SMALLINT CNVERR INITIAL('99'),

     COL6_NAME DECIMAL (11,2)

   FROM OWNER.TABLE

;

Example: Convert Timestamp Data to the VARCHAR Data Format

In the following example, COL2 contains timestamps. You are unloading this data into COL2_NAME. The VARCHAR
keyword converts the data to this data type. The TSFMT keyword specifies a format for the unloaded data.

FASTUNLOAD

  OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-DELIMITED

  TSFMT (‘YY-MO-DD-HH.MI.SS’)

  SELECT

    COL2

  INTO

    COL2_NAME VARCHAR (17)

  FROM OWNER.TABLE

;
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VARGRAPHIC—Specify the VARGRAPHIC Data Format
The VARGRAPHIC keyword converts data to graphic fields of varying length when unloading it. The length, in double-byte
characters, is given in a 2-byte binary field preceding the data. (The length that is given there does not include the 2-byte
field itself.) VARGRAPHIC output data cannot contain shift characters.

This keyword has the following format:

VARGRAPHIC

Example: VARGRAPHIC Keyword

The following example converts COL3 data to VARGRAPHIC when unloading it into COL3_NAME:

FASTUNLOAD

LOAD-CONTROL    DB2LOAD

OUTPUT-FORMAT   FIXED

INPUT-FORMAT    TABLE

SELECT COL1, COL2, COL3, COL4, COL5, COL6

INTO

COL1_NAME,

COL2_NAME CHAR (13),

COL3_NAME VARGRAPHIC

FROM OWNER.TABLE

PART ALL

;

VSAM-BUFFERS—Number of VSAM Buffers to Allocate (Deprecated)
The VSAM-BUFFERS keyword has been deprecated and should no longer be used.

The VSAM-BUFFERS keyword was used in a previous release to specify how many VSAM buffers to allocate.

VSAM-ID—Specify a User ID for VSAM Tablespace Data Sets
The VSAM-ID keyword specifies a user ID for Fast Unload to use when accessing VSAM data sets directly. Direct access
is required to process SQL statements natively. SQL statements. If you omit VSAM-ID, the DBM1 address space user ID
is used. If the DBM1 address space user ID is not available or it does not have the necessary authorizations, processing
stops.

Consider the following items when using this keyword:

• VSAM-ID has specific authorization requirements.
• VSAM-ID is also used when the VSAM data set is migrated and must be recalled.
• VSAM-ID is ignored when Db2 SQL access is used to read table data. The keyword is also ignored when the table

data is read from some form of tablespace copy input.

This keyword has the following format:

VSAM-ID userid

userid
Specifies the user ID.
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WHERE—Specify the Rows to Unload
The WHERE clause specifies which rows to unload from the input table. Only those rows that satisfy the WHERE
condition are unloaded. The condition can be up to 32 KB in length.

NOTE
When unloading data from a tablespace or an image copy, you can include the following predicates: BETWEEN,
NOT BETWEEN, IN, NOT IN, LIKE, and NOT LIKE.

This clause has the following format:

WHERE column-name boolean_operator constant

{{[AND,OR] column-name boolean_operator constant }...}

column-name
Specifies the column to unload. If the column is a date or timestamp column, you can perform the following
operations:
DAY(column_name)

Extracts the 1-byte day portion of the date or timestamp.
MONTH(column_name)

Extracts the 1-byte month portion of the date or timestamp.
YEAR(column_name)

Extracts the 2-byte year portion of the date or timestamp.
DATE(column_name)

Extracts the 4-byte date portion of a timestamp.

NOTE
To compare a date column to a literal, specify the literal as a hexadecimal literal. See the following
examples.

boolean operator
Specifies any valid Boolean operator. You do not need to precede and follow the Boolean operator with a space.
Full Boolean logic is supported.

constant
Specifies any constant value or the keyword CURRENT DATE, which refers to the current date.

Example: WHERE Clause

The following SELECT statements include WHERE clauses. TRXDATE and HIREDATE are date columns, and TRXTS is
a timestamp column:

SELECT * FROM DELP1.TRXDATA 

    WHERE MONTH(TRXDATE) = MONTH(CURRENT DATE + 2 MONTHS)   

SELECT * FROM DELP1.TRXDATA WHERE DATE(TRXTS) > CURRENT DATE

SELECT * FROM DELP1.TRXDATA 

    WHERE TRXDATE >= (CURRENT DATE - 30 DAYS)   

SELECT * FROM DELP1.EMPLOYEE WHERE MONTH(HIREDATE) = X'04'

SELECT * FROM DELP1.EMPLOYEE WHERE HIREDATE = CURRENT DATE

Example: Compare a Date Column to a Literal

The following examples compare a date column to a literal:

WHERE DAY(date_col) = X'13' succeeds when the day is 13.

WHERE YEAR(date_col) = X'1991' succeeds when the year is 1991.

WHERE DATE(date_col) = X'19930630' succeeds when the date is June 30, 1993.
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Use the CURRENT DATE Constant

To use the CURRENT DATE constant, compare it to a column that is a date column type.

You can modify the current date in units of days, months, or years as follows:

• To use the current date in the Db2 internal format, specify the following syntax:
(CURRENT DATE)

• To add or subtract n days from the current date, specify the following syntax:
(CURRENT DATE {+|-} n DAYS)

For example, on February 15, 2006, the following expression results in the date March 17, 2006:
(CURRENT DATE + 30 DAYS)

• To add or subtract n months from the current date, specify the following syntax:
(CURRENT DATE {+|-} n MONTHS)

If the resulting day-month combination is not valid (for example, February 30), the day is set to the highest day of the
month. For example, on January 31, 2006, the following expression results in February 28, 2006. On April 30, 2006,
the same expression results in May 30, 2006:
(CURRENT DATE + 1 MONTHS)

• To addor subtract n years from the current date, specify the following syntax:
(CURRENT DATE {+|-} n YEARS)

• To use the 1-byte day portion of the current date, specify the following syntax:
DAY(CURRENT DATE)

• To use the 1-byte day portion of the date that results after addingor subtracting n days from the current date, specify
the following syntax:
DAY(CURRENT DATE {+|-} n DAYS)

• To use the 1-byte month portion of the current date, specify the following syntax:
MONTH(CURRENT DATE)

• To use the 1-byte month portion of the date that results after adding or subtracting n months from the current date,
specify the following syntax:
MONTH(CURRENT DATE {+|-} n MONTHS)

• To use the 2-byte year portion of the current date, specify the following syntax:
YEAR(CURRENT DATE)

• To use the 2-byte year portion of the date that results after addingor subtracting n years from the current date, specify
the following syntax:
YEAR(CURRENT DATE {+|-} n YEARS)

For example, on February 15, 2006, the following expression results in the date February 15, 2009:
(CURRENT DATE + 3 YEARS)

Leap year dates are rounded down to February 28. For example, on February 29, 2006, the following expression
results in the date February 28, 2009:
(CURRENT DATE + 3 YEARS)

• To use the 1-byte month portion of the current date and then add or subtract n, specify the following syntax:
(MONTH(CURRENT DATE) {+|-} n)

• To use the 2-byte year portion of the current date and then add or subtract n, specify the following syntax:
(YEAR(CURRENT DATE) {+|-} n)

• To use the 1-byte day portion of the current date and then add or subtract n, specify the following syntax:
(DAY(CURRENT DATE) {+|-} n)

Consider the following items when using CURRENT DATE:
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• The date expression cannot include more than one addition or subtraction.
• If you use CURRENT DATE plus or minus n units, it must be enclosed in parentheses. See the following example:

date_col < (CURRENT DATE - 7 days)

• The parentheses in the expressions are required. You can add parentheses to the expressions that do not have them.
The parentheses must enclose the entire expression. There can be no spaces between the parentheses and the
characters enclosed by them.

• n can be any positive integer less than or equal to 9,999.

WHERE-DATE—Specify a Date and Time Format for an Answer Set
The WHERE-DATE keyword specifies the date and time format that Db2 uses when building an answer set. Use this
keyword only when the SELECT statements are passed to Db2 for processing. (That is, when you specify SQL-ACCESS
ONLY or EXTENSION.)

If you omit the WHERE-DATE keyword from your job, the WHERE-DATE value from the PFU parmlib is used. If the
parmlib does not have a WHERE-DATE value, WHERE-DATE ISO is used.

This keyword has the following format:

WHERE-DATE (ISO|SFP|DECP)

ISO
Builds the answer set using DATE(ISO) and TIME(ISO) formatting. This setting is the default.

SFP
Builds the answer set using the DATE and TIME formatting that is coded in DSNHDECP. This option is valid only
when all the following conditions are met:

• You specify OUTPUT-FORMAT DSNTIAUL.
NOTE
Do not use SFP with other output formats. Unpredictable results can occur.

• You do not specify an INTO clause.
• If specified, DATE-FORMAT is the same as the date format specified in DSNHDECP.
• If specified, TIME-FORMAT is the same as the time format specified in DSNHDECP.
• You do not specify a case statement in the select statement.
• You do not specify type casting in the select statement.
• You do not specify the ASCII, CCSID, EBCDIC, UNICODE, and EXITS keywords.

DECP
Builds the answer set using the DATE and TIME formatting that is coded in DSNHDECP.

ZIIP—Enable zIIP Processing
The ZIIP keyword specifies whether to use zIIP processing. When you specify ZIIP YES, all eligible tablespaces that are
selected within the Fast Unload job are processed by zIIP processors. (If a tablespace cannot be offloaded to zIIP, it is
processed normally.) The use of zIIP processors can reduce the processing load on your CPUs and potentially reduce
cost and elapsed time.

When you specify ZIIP YES, the following syntax is required:

• A single SELECT statement (multiple SELECTs are not allowed)
• INPUT-FORMAT TABLE
• SQL-ACCESS NONE (or EXTENSION; only those tablespaces that are processed using NONE are zIIP-eligible)

If any of the following items apply to a tablespace, that tablespace is not eligible for zIIP processing:
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• ORDER BY is specified.
• SHRLEVEL CHANGE,BP-LOOKUP is specified.
• The table has been altered but not reorganized, resulting in table versions.
• Any of the following column types are selected:

– DECFLOAT
– CLOB, BLOB, or DBCLOB
– XML

• User exits are present (that is, the EXITS keyword has been specified).
• A column has an edit procedure or field procedure.
• The SELECT statement has an INTO clause that specifies a literal.

This keyword has the following format:

ZIIP {YES|NO}

YES
Enables zIIP processing. This setting is the default.

NO
Disables zIIP processing.

Syntax Considerations
When specifying your job syntax, consider the following items:

• Boolean logic guidelines
• Supported Boolean predicates
• Default lengths for each data type
• Output field lengths when INTO field processing is not used
• Considerations when coding literals

Boolean Logic Guidelines
Consider the following items when using full Boolean logic:

• You can use logical parentheses.
• All Db2 operands are supported:

= (Equal)
> (Greater than)
< (Less than)
¬= (Not equal to)
<= (Not greater than)
>= (Not less than)
<= (Less than or equal to)
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>= (Greater than or equal to)
• DATE and TIMESTAMP constants must include the century.
• The following Db2 special registers are supported: CURRENT DATE, CURRENT TIME, CURRENT TIMESTAMP (pp),

CURRENT TIMESTAMP (pp) WITH TIME ZONE, SYSDATE, and SYSTIMESTAMP.
• If the column specified is defined as a decimal, specify the scale in the constant. For example, if a decimal column has

a scale of 2, specify the number 1000 as 1000.00.
• FLOAT, GRAPHIC, and LONGVAR columns are not supported.
• You can select multiple columns.
• The maximum length of the DEFAULTIF or WHERE clause (not the entire SELECT statement) is 32 KB.
• You can use both AND and OR connectors.
• You can use the unary NOT (¬) operator.
• You cannot have long string character columns (greater than 254 bytes) or literals in the DEFAULTIF or WHERE

clause.

Boolean Predicates
You can use the following Boolean predicates:

• BETWEEN
• IN
• IS NULL
• LIKE
• NOT BETWEEN
• NOT IN
• IS NOT NULL
• NOT LIKE

NOTE
You can use BETWEEN, NOT BETWEEN, IN, NOT IN LIKE, and NOT LIKE predicates
in WHERE and DEFAULTIF clauses. These options let you unload data from an image copy and from a
tablespace.

Default Lengths for Data Formats
For nonvarying length column types, each data format has the following default lengths in bytes:

• BIGINT -- 8
• BIGINT EXTERNAL – 20
• BINARY -- Length used in column definition
• CHAR -- Length used in column definition
• DATE -- 10 (or DSNHDECP specification if a local date exit is in effect)
• DATE EXTERNAL -- 10
• DATE-US -- 8
• DATE-x -- Length implied by column definition
• DECFLOAT (16) -- 8 bytes
• DECFLOAT (34) -- 16 bytes
• DECIMAL EXTERNAL -- Same as DECIMAL ZONED
• DECIMAL PACKED -- Length implied by column definition
• DECIMAL ZONED -- Decimal precision if decimal output column, otherwise length implied by column definition
• FLOAT (single pr) -- 4 (when specified length is 1 through 21 bytes inclusive)
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NOTE
FLOAT can also be specified as REAL.

• FLOAT (double pr) -- 8 (when specified length is 22 through 53 bytes inclusive)
NOTE
FLOAT can also be specified as DOUBLE PRECISION.

• FLOAT-IEEE-DOUBLE -- 8
• FLOAT-IEEE-DOUBLE-INTEL -- 8

NOTE
Use FLOAT-IEEE-DOUBLE and FLOAT-IEEE-DOUBLE-INTEL for data that is used for another processing
platform. The bytes for INTEGER, SMALLINT, and FLOAT are unloaded in reverse order for INTEL types.
For example, if the source column is INTEGER, to have bytes in sequence 1,2,3,4, the sequence of INTO
INTEGER-INTEL must be 4,3,2,1.

• GRAPHIC -- 2* (length used in column definition)
• INTEGER -- 4
• INTEGER EXTERNAL – 11
• INTEGER-INTEL -- 4
• SMALLINT -- 2
• SMALLINT EXTERNAL – 6
• SMALLINT-INTEL -- 2
• TIME -- 8 (or DSNHDECP specification if a local time exit is in effect)
• TIME EXTERNAL -- 8
• TIME-x -- TIME-1 is 6 and TIME-2 is 4
• TIMESTAMP -- 26
• TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL -- 26
• TIMESTAMP WITH TIME ZONE -- 32
• TIMESTAMP-x -- TIMESTAMP-1 is 20 and TIMESTAMP-2 is 11
• VARBINARY -- Length specified by column definition or by field definition, if provided
• VARCHAR -- Length specified by column definition or by field definition, if provided
• VARG -- Length specified by column definition or by field definition, if provided

Note the following items:

• If you specify OUTPUT-FORMAT VARIABLE, the length is the field length that the associated halfword specifies, plus
2 for the length of the halfword itself.

• If you specify OUTPUT-FORMAT DSNTIAUL or FIXED, the length of the field is contained in a 2-byte binary field
preceding the data. For VARCHAR and VARBINARY fields, the length is in bytes; the length of the output field is the
maximum specified in the field specification or the column definition in the Db2 catalog.

• If a data format is not provided for a field, the length is assumed to be the same as the column it is loaded into, as
given in the Db2 table definition.

Lengths if You Do Not Use INTO Field Specifications
If you do not use field specifications, the following conditions are true:

• The fields in the output columns are in the same format as in the Db2 table definition.
• You cannot use DEFAULTIF, CNVERR, NULL, NOTNULL, TRIM, or NOTRIM.

The following list describes output field formats when you do not use INTO field specifications:

FIXED
Indicates that fixed-length strings in the output are a fixed maximum length. VARCHAR and VARGRAPHIC fields
contain a valid 2-byte binary length field preceding the data. These fields are also padded with spaces to the
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maximum defined length. Nullable columns have a 2-byte null indicator preceding the column data. Null columns
use high values as a null indicator. Not null columns use leading hex zeros (low values).

DSNTIAUL
Indicates that fixed-length strings in the output are a fixed maximum length. VARCHAR and VARGRAPHIC fields
contain a valid 2-byte binary length field preceding the data. These fields are also padded with binary zeros to the
maximum defined length. Nullable columns have a 1-byte null indicator following the column data. Null columns
use a question mark (?) as a null indicator. Not null columns use hex zeros (low values).

VARIABLE
Indicates that fixed-length strings in the output are a fixed maximum length. VARCHAR and VARGRAPHIC
fields contain a valid 2-byte binary length field preceding the data. These fields are also truncated to the actual
variable length. Nullable columns have a 1-byte null indicator at the front of the formatted row. The number of null
indicators at the front of the row is equal to the number of selected nullable columns. Null columns use a question
mark (?) as a null indicator. Not null columns use hex zeros (low values).

NOTE
When OUTPUT-FORMAT VARIABLE is specified with NULL-CHAR and NULL-TYPE, the NULL-CHAR
and NULL-TYPE settings override the default null indicator settings that are shown here.

EXTERNAL
Indicates that the output format is a fixed length. Each field is generated to its maximum size, and has no field
separators such as commas or quotes. Variable columns occupy their maximum size, including the length field.
Variable columns are also padded with binary zeros on the right (if necessary). Nullable columns have a 1-byte
null indicator following the column data. Null columns use a question mark (?) as a null indicator. Not null columns
use hex zeros (low values).

Literal Coding
Fast Unload parses parameters that are coded in columns 01 through 72. When literals (delimited by an apostrophe) do
not fit on a single image, the literal data in column 72 of the first image is concatenated to the literal data in column 1 of
the next image. The maximum length of a literal is 255 bytes.

NOTE
In earlier releases, the characters in column 72 were ignored. If you continue literals across images in your JCL,
these characters are no longer ignored.

Sample Jobs
This section provides sample JCL to accomplish the following tasks:
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• Unload a table.
• Unload data using the WHERE clause.
• Unload all rows from one partition.
• Unload all rows from an image copy.
• Use multiple SELECT statements and multitasking.
• Unload data using one SELECT statement.
• Use an ORDER BY clause.
• Produce a comma-delimited file.
• Create a sequential output file.
• Unload data from an image copy data set.
• Unload multiple tables in the same tablespace.
• Unload tables using the SAMPLE and LIMIT parameters.
• Unload a table from a partitioned tablespace.
• Copy data into a table using the INTO statement.
• Unload multiple tables using one SYSREC data set.
• Use the DATE-FORMAT and TIME-FORMAT parameters.
• Unload data using Db2 SQL access.
• Use Multiple ORDER BY statements and SEARCH-OBID parameters.

Sample output for various jobs is also provided.

Unload a Table
The following sample job unloads the USER2.SIMPAR table.

To unload a table, customize and run the following job:

//PPFUDOC  JOB (13050,220),'ABCD-xxxxxx', 

//             CLASS=A,                                  

//             MSGCLASS=X,                                

//             REGION=6M,                                 

//             MSGLEVEL=(1,1),                            

//             NOTIFY=&SYSUID                              

/*JOBPARM S=PT31                                          

//*                                                       

//********************************************************

//* SINGLE SELECT UNLOAD, ALL ROWS                       *

//********************************************************

//UNLOADA  EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,TIME=1440,                   

//         PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/Dxxx'                 

//*                                                

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.Rxxxxxx.CDBALOAD 

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.SDSNEXIT   

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.highlvl.SDSNLOAD       

//*                                                

//PTILIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.Rxxxxxx.CDBALOAD 

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.SDSNEXIT   

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.highlvl.SDSNLOAD       

//*                                                

//PTIPARM  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.Rxxxxxx.CDBAPARM 

//*                                                

//PTIMSG   DD SYSOUT=*                             

//PTIIMSG  DD SYSOUT=*                             
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//*                                                

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*                             

//*                                                

//SYSREC01 DD DISP=(,CATLG),                       

//            DSN=USER2.PPFUDOC.SYSREC01,          

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(1,50),RLSE)

//*                                             

//SYSIN    DD *                                 

  FASTUNLOAD                                     

   SELECT *                                     

   FROM USER2.SIMPAR                          

   ;                                            

//***

Unload Data Using the WHERE Clause
The following sample job uses a WHERE clause to unload data from CH_COL_1 when it is greater than the value of LIZA.

To unload data using the WHERE clause, customize and run the following job:

//PPFUDOC  JOB (13050,220),'ABCD-xxxxxx',                   

//             CLASS=A,                                      

//             MSGCLASS=X,                                   

//             REGION=6M,                                    

//             MSGLEVEL=(1,1),                               

//             NOTIFY=&SYSUID                                

//*                                                          

//*JOBPARM S=PT31                                             

//*                                                          

//***********************************************************

//* SINGLE SELECT UNLOAD, WITH WHERE CLAUSE                  

//***********************************************************

//UNLOADA  EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,TIME=1440,                      

//         PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/Dxxx'                 

//*                                                

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.Rxxxxxx.CDBALOAD 

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.SDSNEXIT   

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.highlvl.SDSNLOAD       

//*                                                

//PTILIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.Rxxxxxx.CDBALOAD 

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.SDSNEXIT   

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.highlvl.SDSNLOAD       

//*                                                

//PTIPARM  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.Rxxxxxx.CDBAPARM 

//*                                                

//PTIMSG   DD SYSOUT=*                             

//PTIIMSG  DD SYSOUT=*                             

//*                                                

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*                             

//*                                                

//SYSREC01 DD DISP=(,CATLG),                       

//            DSN=USER2.PPFUDOC.SYSREC01,          

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(1,50),RLSE)
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//*                                             

//SYSIN    DD *                                 

  FASTUNLOAD                                     

  SELECT *

  FROM USER2.SIMPAR                          

  WHERE CH_COL_1 > 'LIZA'                     

  ;                                            

//***

Unload All Rows from One Partition
The following sample job unloads data from partition 1 of the USER2.PRTPAR table. The asterisk in the SELECT
statement selects all data in partition 1 of USER2.PRTPAR.

To unload all rows from one partition, customize and run the following job:

//PPFUDOC  JOB (13050,220),'ABCD-xxxxxx',                   

//             CLASS=A,                                      

//             MSGCLASS=X,                                   

//             REGION=6M,                                    

//             MSGLEVEL=(1,1),                               

//             NOTIFY=&SYSUID                                

//*                                                          

/*JOBPARM S=PT31                                             

//*                                                          

//***********************************************************

//* SINGLE SELECT UNLOAD, ALL ROWS FROM 1 PARTITION          

//***********************************************************

//UNLOADA  EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,TIME=1440,                      

//         PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/Dxxx'                 

//*                                                

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.Rxxxxxx.CDBALOAD 

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.SDSNEXIT   

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.highlvl.SDSNLOAD       

//*                                                

//PTILIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.Rxxxxxx.CDBALOAD 

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.SDSNEXIT   

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.highlvl.SDSNLOAD       

//*                                                

//PTIPARM  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.Rxxxxxx.CDBAPARM 

//*                                                

//PTIMSG   DD SYSOUT=*                             

//PTIIMSG  DD SYSOUT=*                             

//*                                                

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*                             

//*                                                

//SYSREC01 DD DISP=(,CATLG),                       

//            DSN=USER2.PPFUDOC.SYSREC01,          

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(1,50),RLSE)

//*                                             

//SYSIN    DD *                                 

  FASTUNLOAD                                     

  SELECT *                                     
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  FROM USER2.PRTPAR                          

  PART 1                                     

  ;                                            

//***

Unload All Rows from an Image Copy
The following sample job unloads data from an image copy. The INPUT-FORMAT IMAGECOPY syntax specifies that the
input data is an image copy.

To unload all rows from an image copy, customize and run the following job:

//PPFUDOC  JOB (13050,220),'ABCD-xxxxxx',                   

//             CLASS=A,                                      

//             MSGCLASS=X,                                   

//             REGION=6M,                                    

//             MSGLEVEL=(1,1),                               

//             NOTIFY=&SYSUID                                

/*JOBPARM S=PT31                                             

//*                                                          

//***********************************************************

//* SINGLE SELECT UNLOAD, ALL ROWS, FROM IMAGECOPY           

//***********************************************************

//UNLOADA  EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,TIME=1440,                      

//         PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/Dxxx'                 

//*                                                

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.Rxxxxxx.CDBALOAD 

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.SDSNEXIT   

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.highlvl.SDSNLOAD       

//*                                                

//PTILIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.Rxxxxxx.CDBALOAD 

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.SDSNEXIT   

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.highlvl.SDSNLOAD       

//*                                                

//PTIPARM  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.Rxxxxxx.CDBAPARM 

//*                                                

//PTIMSG   DD SYSOUT=*                             

//PTIIMSG  DD SYSOUT=*                             

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*                             

//*                                                

//SYSREC01 DD DISP=(,CATLG),                       

//            DSN=USER2.PPFUDOC.SYSREC01,          

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(1,50),RLSE)

//*                                             

//SYSIMAG  DD DISP=SHR,                         

//            DSN=USER2.PFUDOCM.SYSCP101        

//*                                             

//SYSIN    DD *                                 

  FASTUNLOAD                                     

  INPUT-FORMAT  IMAGECOPY                      

  SELECT *                                     

  FROM USER2.SIMPAR                          

  ;                                            
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//***

Use Multiple SELECT Statements and Multitasking
The following sample job specifies two SYSRECxx data sets and two SELECT statements with the PART parameter to
unload data from two partitions of the USER2.PRTPAR table. Specifying two SYSRECxx data sets invokes multitasking.

To use multiple SELECT statements and multitasking, customize and run the following job:

//PPFUDOC  JOB (13050,220),'ABCD-xxxxxx',                             

//             CLASS=A,                                                

//             MSGCLASS=X,                                             

//             REGION=6M,                                              

//             MSGLEVEL=(1,1),                                         

//             NOTIFY=&SYSUID                                          

//*                                                                    

/*JOBPARM S=PT31                                                       

//*                                                                    

//*********************************************************************

//* MULTIPLE SELECT UNLOAD, ALL ROWS FROM ALL PARTITION, MULTITASK     

//*********************************************************************

//UNLOADA  EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,TIME=1440,                                

//         PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/Dxxx'                 

//*                                                

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.Rxxxxxx.CDBALOAD 

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.SDSNEXIT   

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.highlvl.SDSNLOAD       

//*                                                

//PTILIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.Rxxxxxx.CDBALOAD 

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.SDSNEXIT   

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.highlvl.SDSNLOAD       

//*                                                

//PTIPARM  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.Rxxxxxx.CDBAPARM 

//*                                                

//PTIMSG   DD SYSOUT=*                             

//PTIIMSG  DD SYSOUT=*                             

//*                                                

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*                             

//*                                                

//SYSREC01 DD DISP=(,CATLG),                       

//            DSN=USER2.PPFUDOC.SYSREC01,          

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(1,50),RLSE)

//SYSREC02 DD DISP=(,CATLG),                    

//            DSN=USER2.PPFUDOC.SYSREC02,       

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(1,50),RLSE)

//*                                             

//SYSIN    DD *                                 

  FASTUNLOAD                                     

  SELECT *                                     

  FROM USER2.PRTPAR                          

  PART 1                                     

  ;                                            

  SELECT *                                     
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  FROM USER2.PRTPAR                          

  PART 2                                     

  ;                                            

//***

Unload Data Using One SELECT Statement
You can unload data using one SELECT statement. The following sample job is a basic job that unloads rows from table
USER1.PFUSIMPTB2 and stores the data in USER2.UNLOAD10.SYSREC01.

The UNLDDN keyword uses the default ddname of SYSREC. In the DD statement defining SYSREC, the seventh and
eighth characters (the suffix) are set to 01. SPACE is calculated using the following formula because the OUTPUT-
FORMAT is L (LOAD):

(row-length + 6) * number of rows

Because the LOAD-CONTROL keyword is specified with format D (DB2LOAD), the following job includes a DD statement
to contain the load control statements. SYSCTL is the default ddname unless you specify a different ddname with the
CTLDDN keyword.

To unload data using one SELECT statement, customize and run the following job:

//USER1PFU   JOB  (TS20-210-UTL),'FASTUNLD',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X,

//                MSGLEVEL=(1,1),REGION=4M

//PFU        EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,

//                PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/Dxxx'

//*

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=hlqual.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR                

//         DD  DSN=db2.dsnexit,DISP=SHR                   

//         DD  DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR                       

//*                                                                

//PTILIB   DD  DSN=hlqual.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR                

//         DD  DSN=db2.dsnexit,DISP=SHR                   

//         DD  DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR                       

//*                                                                

//PTIPARM  DD  DSN=hlqual.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR                

//*

//PTIMSG     DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP   DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSCTL DD DSN=userid.LOAD.CNTL(TABLE1),

//          DISP=(MOD,CATLG),SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),UNIT=SYSDA

//*                                                            

//SYSREC01   DD   DSN=USER2.UNLOAD10.SYSREC01,                

//                DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),                      

//                UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(20,10))                

//*                                                             

//SYSIN      DD   *                                            

  FASTUNLOAD                                                   

  LOAD-CONTROL       D                                        

  OUTPUT-FORMAT      L                               

  INPUT-FORMAT       T                                

  DISPLAY-STATUS     5000                             

  IO-BUFFERS         60                              

  VSAM-BUFFERS       360                              
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  UNLDDN             SYSREC                          

  SHRLEVEL           R

  SELECT * FROM USER1.PFUSIMPTB2

  WHERE COL_1 < 'AAAA'

  ;

Use an ORDER BY Clause
The following sample unload job uses an ORDER BY clause. The sort work data sets (used if you include an ORDER BY
clause in the job) are dynamically allocated or can be specified in JCL. Your installation sort utility is called to sort the rows
into the proper sequence.

The complete SELECT statement extends from the SELECT clause to the semicolon at the end of the syntax. The
ORDER BY clause specifies that the unloaded rows are sorted by the ZIP-FOUR column before they are written to the
output data set USER2.UNLOAD10.SYSREC01.

To use an ORDER BY clause, customize and run the following job:

//USER2A  JOB (TD20-230-TSO),'FASTUNLD',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X,   

//             MSGLEVEL=(1,1),REGION=4M                        

//*                                                                

//PFU     EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,                                       

//             PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/Dxxx'  

//*                                                                

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=hlqual.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR                

//         DD  DSN=db2.dsnexit,DISP=SHR                   

//         DD  DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR                       

//*                                                                

//PTILIB   DD  DSN=hlqual.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR                

//         DD  DSN=db2.dsnexit,DISP=SHR                   

//         DD  DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR                       

//*                                                                

//PTIPARM  DD  DSN=hlqual.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR                

//*                                                                

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*                                            

//PTIMSG   DD  SYSOUT=*                          

//ST01MSG  DD  SYSOUT=*                          

//*                                              

//ST01WK01 DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

//*

//ST01WK02 DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

//*

//SYSREC01 DD  DSN=USER2.UNLOAD10.SYSREC01,     

//             DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),          

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(20,10))    

//*                                              

//SYSIN    DD  *                                 

  FASTUNLOAD                                     

  SELECT * FROM USER2.NEW_EMP                 

  ORDER BY ZIP_FOUR

  ;
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Produce a Comma-Delimited File
The following sample job illustrates an unload job that uses COMMA and NULL-FIELD to produce a comma-delimited file.

To produce a comma-delimited file, customize and run the following job:

//USER2A  JOB (TD20-230-TSO),'FASTUNLD',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X,   

//             MSGLEVEL=(1,1),REGION=4M                        

//*                                                                

//PFU     EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,                                       

//             PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/Dxxx' 

//*                                                                

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=hlqual.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR                

//         DD  DSN=db2.dsnexit,DISP=SHR                   

//         DD  DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR                       

//*                                                                

//PTILIB   DD  DSN=hlqual.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR                

//         DD  DSN=db2.dsnexit,DISP=SHR                   

//         DD  DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR                       

//*                                                                

//PTIPARM  DD  DSN=hlqual.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR                

//*                                                                

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*                                            

//PTIMSG   DD  SYSOUT=*                          

//*                                              

//SYSREC01 DD  DSN=USER2.UNLOAD10.SYSREC01,     

//             DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),          

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(20,10))    

//*                                              

//SYSIN    DD  *                                 

  FASTUNLOAD  

  OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-DELIMITED

  COMMA ';'  

  NULL-FIELD QUOTES                    

  SELECT * FROM USER2.NEW_EMP                 

  ;

Create a Sequential Output File
The following sample job unloads a table and creates a sequential output file in fixed format. This job also creates load
control statements for the Db2 LOAD utility.

The SELECT statement at the end of the sample JCL is incomplete. This statement defines the Db2 table from which the
data is extracted, and specifies which data to unload. You can complete it to match your table and selection criteria.

The SYSCTLnn DD statement specifies a data set to contain the generated load control statements. You can have one
SYSCTL (numbered 01 through 99) for each SELECT statement specified.

The SYSRECnn DD statement specifies a data set to hold the unloaded data. Only one SYSREC is specified because
this job uses only one SELECT statement. You can have one SYSREC (numbered 01 through 99) for each SELECT
statement specified.

To create a sequential output file, customize and run the following job:

//FUNLOAD1  JOB  YOUR JOB STATEMENT PARAMETERS ,

//     CLASS=?,MSGCLASS=?,NOTIFY=USERID
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//*

//********************************************************************

//*

//* userid        = USERID RUNNING THIS UTILITY

//* subsysid      = DB2 SUBSYSTEM YOU ARE RUNNING IN

//* hlqual        = QUALIFIER & RELEASE OF THE PLAT LOADLIB

//* db2.loadlib   = QUALIFIER & VERSION OF DSNLOAD

//* db2.dsnexit   = QUALIFIER & VERSION OF DSNEXIT

//* userid.table  = QUALIFIER & TABLE NAME

//*

//* DON'T FORGET TO SPECIFY THE PROPER SPACE PARAMETERS FOR

//* YOUR UNLOAD FILES

//*

//********************************************************************

//PFU      EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,

//         PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/subsysid',

//         REGION=7M

//*

//********************************************************************

  //* STEPLIB AND PTILIB - ENSURE THAT THE PROPER DB2 AND CA

//* LOAD LIBRARIES ARE SPECIFIED.

//********************************************************************

//*

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=hlqual.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTILIB   DD DSN=hlqual.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//*

//********************************************************************

//* PTIPARM - THE CA PARAMETER LIBRARY

//********************************************************************

//*

//PTIPARM  DD DSN=hlqual.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR

//*

//********************************************************************

//* PTIMSG - OUTPUT FROM THE UTILITY RUN AND STATUS MESSAGES

//********************************************************************

//PTIMSG   DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//********************************************************************

//* SYSCTLNN -  CONTAINS THE LOAD CONTROL STATEMENTS

//********************************************************************

//*

//SYSCTL DD DSN=userid.LOAD.CNTL(TABLE1),

//          DISP=(MOD,CATLG),SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),UNIT=SYSDA

//*

//********************************************************************

//* SYSRECNN -  CONTAINS THE UNLOADED DATA

//********************************************************************

//*
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//SYSREC01 DD DSN=userid.table.DATA,

//         DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),UNIT=SYSDA,

//         SPACE=(CYL,(??,??))

//*

//SYSIN    DD *

  FASTUNLOAD

  LOAD-CONTROL    DB2LOAD

  OUTPUT-FORMAT   FIXED

  INPUT-FORMAT    TABLE

  DISPLAY-STATUS  1000,T

  IO-BUFFERS      60

  VSAM-BUFFERS    360

  SHRLEVEL        REFERENCE

  SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE

  WHERE ....

  ;

Unload from an Image Copy Data Set
The following sample job unloads a table using the image copy data set as input. The job creates a sequential output file
in fixed format and load control statements for the Db2 LOAD utility.

The SELECT statement at the end of the JCL is incomplete. This statement defines the Db2 table from which the data is
extracted, and specifies which data to unload. You can alter it to match your table and selection criteria.

NOTE
The JCL for this sample job is located in hlq.CDBASRC(FUNLOAD2).

To unload from an image copy data set, customize and run the following job:

//FUNLOAD2  JOB  YOUR JOB STATEMENT PARAMETERS ,

//     CLASS=?,MSGCLASS=?,NOTIFY=USERID

//*

//********************************************************************

//*

//* userid        = USERID RUNNING THIS UTILITY

//* subsysid      = DB2 SUBSYSTEM YOU ARE RUNNING IN

//* hlqual        = QUALIFIER & RELEASE OF THE PLAT LOADLIB

//* db2.loadlib   = QUALIFIER & VERSION OF DSNLOAD

//* userid.table  = QUALIFIER & TABLE NAME

//*

//* DON'T FORGET TO SPECIFY THE PROPER SPACE PARAMETERS FOR

//* YOUR UNLOAD FILES

//*

//********************************************************************

//PFU      EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,

//         PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/subsysid',

//         REGION=7M

//*

//********************************************************************

//* STEPLIB AND PTILIB - ENSURE THAT THE PROPER DB2 AND CA

//* LOAD LIBRARIES ARE SPECIFIED.

//********************************************************************

//*
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//STEPLIB  DD DSN=hlqual.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTILIB   DD DSN=hlqual.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//*

//********************************************************************

//* PTIPARM - THE CA PARAMETER LIBRARY

//********************************************************************

//*

//PTIPARM  DD DSN=hlqual.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR

//*  

//********************************************************************

//* PTIMSG - OUTPUT FROM THE UTILITY RUN AND STATUS MESSAGES

//********************************************************************

//PTIMSG   DD SYSOUT=*

//ST01MSG  DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//********************************************************************

//* SYSCTLNN -  CONTAINS THE LOAD CONTROL STATEMENTS

//********************************************************************

//*

//SYSCTL01 DD DSN=userid.LOAD.CNTL(TABLE1),

//          DISP=(MOD,CATLG),SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),UNIT=SYSDA

//*

//********************************************************************

//* SYSIMAG  -  CONTAINS THE TABLE IMAGE COPY DATA SET

//********************************************************************

//*

//SYSIMAG  DD DSN=IMAGE.COPY,DISP=SHR

//*

//********************************************************************

//* SYSRECNN -  CONTAINS THE UNLOADED DATA

//********************************************************************

//*

//SYSREC01 DD DSN=userid.table.DATA,

//         DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),UNIT=SYSDA,

//         SPACE=(CYL,(??,??))

//*

//SYSIN    DD *

  FASTUNLOAD

  LOAD-CONTROL    DB2LOAD

  OUTPUT-FORMAT   FIXED

  INPUT-FORMAT    IMAGECOPY

  IO-BUFFERS      60

  COPY-BUFFERS    30

  SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE

  WHERE ....

  ;
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Unload Multiple Tables in the Same Tablespace
The following sample job unloads multiple tables within the same tablespace using the tablespace as input. The job
creates a sequential output file in DSNTIAUL format and load control statements for the Db2 LOAD utility for each
SELECT statement.

The SELECT statements at the end of the JCL are incomplete. They are used to define the Db2 tables from which the
data is extracted, and to specify which data to unload. You can alter them to match your tables and selection criteria.

NOTE
The JCL for this sample job is located in hlq.CDBASRC(FUNLOAD3).

To unload multiple tables in the same tablespace, customize and run the following job:

//FUNLOAD3  JOB  YOUR JOB STATEMENT PARAMETERS ,

//     CLASS=?,MSGCLASS=?,NOTIFY=USERID

//*

//********************************************************************

//*

//* userid        = USERID RUNNING THIS UTILITY

//* subsysid      = DB2 SUBSYSTEM YOU ARE RUNNING IN

//* hlqual        = QUALIFIER & RELEASE OF THE PLAT LOADLIB

//* db2.loadlib   = QUALIFIER & VERSION OF DSNLOAD

//* userid.table  = QUALIFIER & TABLE NAME

//*

//* DON'T FORGET TO SPECIFY THE PROPER SPACE PARAMETERS FOR

//* YOUR UNLOAD FILES

//*

//********************************************************************

//PFU      EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,

//         PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/subsysid',

//         REGION=7M

//*

//********************************************************************

//* STEPLIB AND PTILIB - ENSURE THAT THE PROPER DB2 AND CA

//* LOAD LIBRARIES ARE SPECIFIED.

//********************************************************************

//*

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=hlqual.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTILIB   DD DSN=hlqual.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//*

//********************************************************************

//* PTIPARM - THE CA PARAMETER LIBRARY

//********************************************************************

//*

//PTIPARM  DD DSN=hlqual.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR

//*

//********************************************************************

//* PTIMSG - OUTPUT FROM THE UTILITY RUN AND STATUS MESSAGES

//********************************************************************

//PTIMSG   DD SYSOUT=*

//*
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//ST01MSG  DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//********************************************************************

//* SYSCTLNN -  CONTAINS THE LOAD CONTROL STATEMENTS

//********************************************************************

//*

//SYSCTL01 DD DSN=userid.LOAD.CNTL(TABLE1),

//          DISP=(MOD,CATLG),SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),UNIT=SYSDA

//SYSCTL02 DD DSN=userid.LOAD.CNTL(TABLE1),

//          DISP=(MOD,CATLG),SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),UNIT=SYSDA

//SYSCTL03 DD DSN=userid.LOAD.CNTL(TABLE1),

//          DISP=(MOD,CATLG),SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),UNIT=SYSDA

//*

//********************************************************************

//* SYSRECNN -  CONTAINS THE UNLOADED DATA

//********************************************************************

//*

//SYSREC01 DD DSN=userid.table1.DATA,

//         DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),UNIT=SYSDA,

//         SPACE=(CYL,(??,??))

//*

//SYSREC02 DD DSN=userid.table2.DATA,

//         DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),UNIT=SYSDA,

//         SPACE=(CYL,(??,??))

//*

//SYSREC03 DD DSN=userid.table3.DATA,

//         DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),UNIT=SYSDA,

//         SPACE=(CYL,(??,??))

//*

//SYSIN    DD *

  FASTUNLOAD

  LOAD-CONTROL    DB2LOAD

  OUTPUT-FORMAT   DSNTIAUL

  IO-BUFFERS      60

  VSAM-BUFFERS    360

  SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE1

  WHERE ...

  AND ...

  ;

  SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE2

  WHERE ...

  OR ...

  ;

  SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE3

  WHERE ...

  ;
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Unload Tables Using the SAMPLE and LIMIT Parameters
The following sample job unloads multiple tables within the same tablespace. The job creates a sequential output file for
each SELECT statement: one in fixed format and one in comma-delimited format. The SAMPLE and LIMIT parameters
are illustrated.

The SELECT statements at the end of the JCL are incomplete. They are used to define the Db2 tables from which the
data is extracted, and to specify which data to unload. You can alter them to match your table and selection criteria.

NOTE
The JCL for this sample job is located in hlq.CDBASRC(FUNLOAD4).

To unload tables using the SAMPLE and LIMIT parameters, customize and run the following job:

//FUNLOAD4  JOB  YOUR JOB STATEMENT PARAMETERS ,

//     CLASS=?,MSGCLASS=?,NOTIFY=USERID

//*

//********************************************************************

//*

//* userid        = USERID RUNNING THIS UTILITY

//* subsysid      = DB2 SUBSYSTEM YOU ARE RUNNING IN

//* hlqual        = QUALIFIER & RELEASE OF THE PLAT LOADLIB

//* db2.loadlib   = QUALIFIER & VERSION OF DSNLOAD

//* userid.table  = QUALIFIER & TABLE NAME

//*

//* DON'T FORGET TO SPECIFY THE PROPER SPACE PARAMETERS FOR

//* YOUR UNLOAD FILES

//*

//********************************************************************

//PFU      EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,

//         PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/subsysid',

//         REGION=7M

//*

//********************************************************************

//* STEPLIB AND PTILIB - ENSURE THAT THE PROPER DB2 AND CA

//* LOAD LIBRARIES ARE SPECIFIED.

//********************************************************************

//*

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=hlqual.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTILIB   DD DSN=hlqual.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//*

//********************************************************************

//* PTIPARM - THE CA PARAMETER LIBRARY

//********************************************************************

//*

//PTIPARM  DD DSN=hlqual.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR

//*

//********************************************************************

//* PTIMSG - OUTPUT FROM THE UTILITY RUN AND STATUS MESSAGES

//********************************************************************

//PTIMSG   DD SYSOUT=*

//*
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//ST01MSG  DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//ST01WK01 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(??,??))

//*

//ST01WK02 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(??,??))

//*

//********************************************************************

//* SYSRECNN -  CONTAINS THE UNLOADED DATA

//********************************************************************

//*

//SYSREC01 DD DSN=userid.table1.DATA,

//         DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),UNIT=SYSDA,

//         SPACE=(CYL,(??,??))

//*

//SYSREC02 DD DSN=userid.table2.DATA,

//         DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),UNIT=SYSDA,

//         SPACE=(CYL,(??,??))

//*

//SYSIN    DD *

  FASTUNLOAD

  SORTSIZE        ?M

  SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE1

  WHERE ...

  AND ...

  ORDER BY ...

  SELECT-OPTIONS

  LIMIT ####

  OUTPUT-FORMAT   FIXED

  ;

  SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE2

  WHERE ...

  OR ...

  SELECT-OPTIONS

  SAMPLE (x,y)

  OUTPUT-FORMAT   COMMA-DELIMITED

  NULL-FIELD      EMPTY

  ;

Unload a Table from a Partitioned Tablespace
The following sample job unloads a table in a partitioned tablespace using the partitioned tablespace data sets as input.
The job creates a sequential output file in DSNTIAUL format and creates load control statements for the Fast Load utility.

The SELECT statement at the end of the JCL is incomplete. This statement defines the Db2 table from which the data is
extracted, and specifies which data to unload. You can alter it to match your table and selection criteria.

NOTE
The JCL for this sample job is located in hlq.CDBASRC(FUNLOAD5).

To unload a table from a partitioned tablespace, customize and run the following job:

//FUNLOAD5  JOB  YOUR JOB STATEMENT PARAMETERS ,

//     CLASS=?,MSGCLASS=?,NOTIFY=USERID
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//*

//********************************************************************

//*

//* userid        = USERID RUNNING THIS UTILITY

//* subsysid      = DB2 SUBSYSTEM YOU ARE RUNNING IN

//* hlqual        = QUALIFIER & RELEASE OF THE PLAT LOADLIB

//* db2.loadlib   = QUALIFIER & VERSION OF DSNLOAD

//* userid.table  = QUALIFIER & TABLE NAME

//*

//* DON'T FORGET TO SPECIFY THE PROPER SPACE PARAMETERS FOR

//* YOUR UNLOAD FILES

//*

//********************************************************************

//PFU      EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,

//         PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/subsysid',

//         REGION=7M

//*

//********************************************************************

//* STEPLIB AND PTILIB - ENSURE THAT THE PROPER DB2 AND CA

//* LOAD LIBRARIES ARE SPECIFIED.

//********************************************************************

//*

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=hlqual.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTILIB   DD DSN=hlqual.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//*

//********************************************************************

//* PTIPARM - THE CA PARAMETER LIBRARY

//********************************************************************

//*

//PTIPARM  DD DSN=hlqual.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR

//*

//********************************************************************

//* PTIMSG - OUTPUT FROM THE UTILITY RUN AND STATUS MESSAGES

//********************************************************************

//PTIMSG   DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//ST01MSG  DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//********************************************************************

//* SYSCTLNN -  CONTAINS THE LOAD CONTROL STATEMENTS

//********************************************************************

//*

//SYSCTL01 DD DSN=userid.LOAD.CNTL(TABLE1),

//          DISP=(MOD,CATLG),SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),UNIT=SYSDA

//*

//********************************************************************

//* SYSRECNN -  CONTAINS THE UNLOADED DATA

//********************************************************************
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//*

//SYSREC01 DD DSN=userid.table1.DATA,

//         DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),UNIT=SYSDA,

//         SPACE=(CYL,(??,??))

//*

//SYSIN    DD *

  FASTUNLOAD

  LOAD-CONTROL    FASTLOAD

  OUTPUT-FORMAT   DSNTIAUL

  IO-BUFFERS      60

  VSAM-BUFFERS    180

  SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE1

  PART 1,2,4

  WHERE ...

  AND ...

  ;

Copy Data into a Table Using the INTO Statement
The following sample job copies data from one table to another table that has a different definition. The INTO statement
defines the new table. The load control statements that are generated match the second table. The job creates a
sequential output file in fixed format.

NOTE
The JCL for this sample job is located in hlq.CDBASRC(FUNLOAD6).

To copy data into a table using the INTO statement, customize and run the following job:

//FUNLOAD6  JOB  YOUR JOB STATEMENT PARAMETERS ,

//     CLASS=?,MSGCLASS=?,NOTIFY=USERID

//*

//********************************************************************

//*

//* userid        = USERID RUNNING THIS UTILITY

//* subsysid      = DB2 SUBSYSTEM YOU ARE RUNNING IN

//* hlqual        = QUALIFIER & RELEASE OF THE PLAT LOADLIB

//* db2.loadlib   = QUALIFIER & VERSION OF DSNLOAD

//* userid.table  = QUALIFIER & TABLE NAME

//*

//* DON'T FORGET TO SPECIFY THE PROPER SPACE PARAMETERS FOR

//* YOUR UNLOAD FILES

//*

//********************************************************************

//PFU      EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,

//         PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/subsysid',

//         REGION=7M

//*

//********************************************************************

//* STEPLIB AND PTILIB - ENSURE THAT THE PROPER DB2 AND CA

//* LOAD LIBRARIES ARE SPECIFIED.

//********************************************************************

//*

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=hlqual.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR
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//*

//PTILIB   DD DSN=hlqual.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//*

//********************************************************************

//* PTIPARM - THE CA PARAMETER LIBRARY

//********************************************************************

//*

//PTIPARM  DD DSN=hlqual.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR

//*

//********************************************************************

//* PTIMSG - OUTPUT FROM THE UTILITY RUN AND STATUS MESSAGES

//********************************************************************

//PTIMSG   DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//ST01MSG  DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//********************************************************************

//* SYSCTLNN -  CONTAINS THE LOAD CONTROL STATEMENTS

//********************************************************************

//*

//SYSCTL01 DD DSN=userid.LOAD.CNTL(TABLE1),

//          DISP=(MOD,CATLG),SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),UNIT=SYSDA

//*

//********************************************************************

//* SYSRECNN -  CONTAINS THE UNLOADED DATA

//********************************************************************

//*

//SYSREC01 DD DSN=userid.table.DATA,

//         DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),UNIT=SYSDA,

//         SPACE=(CYL,(??,??))

//*

//SYSIN    DD *

  FASTUNLOAD

  LOAD-CONTROL    DB2LOAD

  OUTPUT-FORMAT   FIXED

  INPUT-FORMAT    TABLE

  SELECT COL1, COL2, COL3, COL4, COL5, COL6

  INTO

  COL1_NAME,

  COL2_NAME CHAR (13),

  COL3_NAME,

  COL4_NAME CHAR (16),

  COL5_NAME SMALLINT CNVERR INITIAL('99'),

  COL6_NAME DECIMAL (11,2)

  FROM OWNER.TABLE

  PART ALL

  ;
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Unload Multiple Tables Using One SYSREC Data Set
The following sample job unloads multiple tables within the same tablespace using the tablespace as input. The job
creates a single output file. All load control statements for each SELECT statement are stored in the same data set.

The SELECT statements at the end of the JCL are incomplete. They are used to define the Db2 tables from which the
data is extracted, and to specify which data to unload. You can alter them to match your tables and selection criteria.

To unload multiple tables using one SYSREC data set, customize and run the following job:

//FUNLOAD7  JOB  YOUR JOB STATEMENT PARAMETERS ,

//     CLASS=?,MSGCLASS=?,NOTIFY=USERID

//*

//********************************************************************

//*

//* userid        = USERID RUNNING THIS UTILITY

//* subsysid      = DB2 SUBSYSTEM YOU ARE RUNNING IN

//* hlqual        = QUALIFIER & RELEASE OF THE PLAT LOADLIB

//* db2.loadlib   = QUALIFIER & VERSION OF DSNLOAD

//* userid.table  = QUALIFIER & TABLE NAME

//*

//* DON'T FORGET TO SPECIFY THE PROPER SPACE PARAMETERS FOR

//* YOUR UNLOAD FILES

//*

//********************************************************************

//PFU      EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,

//         PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/subsysid',

//         REGION=7M

//*

//********************************************************************

//* STEPLIB AND PTILIB - ENSURE THAT THE PROPER DB2 AND CA

//* LOAD LIBRARIES ARE SPECIFIED.

//********************************************************************

//*

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=hlqual.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTILIB   DD DSN=hlqual.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//*

//********************************************************************

//* PTIPARM - THE CA PARAMETER LIBRARY

//********************************************************************

//*

//PTIPARM  DD DSN=hlqual.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR

//*

//********************************************************************

//* PTIMSG - OUTPUT FROM THE UTILITY RUN AND STATUS MESSAGES

//********************************************************************

//PTIMSG   DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//ST01MSG  DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*
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//*

//********************************************************************

//* SYSCTLNN -  CONTAINS THE LOAD CONTROL STATEMENTS

//********************************************************************

//*

//SYSCTL DD DSN=userid.LOAD.CNTL(TABLE1),

//          DISP=(MOD,CATLG),SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),UNIT=SYSDA

//*

//********************************************************************

//* SYSRECNN -  CONTAINS THE UNLOADED DATA

//********************************************************************

//*

//SYSREC   DD DSN=userid.table1.DATA,

//         DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),UNIT=SYSDA,

//         SPACE=(CYL,(??,??))

//*

//SYSIN    DD *

  FASTUNLOAD

  LOAD-CONTROL    DB2LOAD

  ONE-SYSREC

  IO-BUFFERS      60

  VSAM-BUFFERS    360

  SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE1

  WHERE ...

  AND ...

  ;

  SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE2

  WHERE ...

  OR ...

  ;

  SELECT * FROM OWNER.TABLE3

  WHERE ...

  ;

Use DATE-FORMAT and TIME-FORMAT
The following sample job uses the DATE-FORMAT and TIME-FORMAT options. The job unloads data from a tablespace
to a DSNTIAUL format data set.

To use DATE-FORMAT and TIME-FORMAT, customize and run the following jobs:

//PFU1    JOB (PQ20-260-PFU),'USER2',                                

//    MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=USER2,                                  

//    MSGLEVEL=(1,1),REGION=4096K                                       

//*                                                                     

/*JOBPARM S=PT31                                                        

//*                                                                     

//PFU1 EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,                                               

//             PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/Dxxx,,'                                

//*                                                                     

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.xxxx.CDBALOAD                     

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT                        

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.Vxxx.DSNLOAD                            
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//*                                                                     

//PTILIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.xxxx.CDBALOAD                     

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT                        

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.Vxxx.DSNLOAD                            

//*                                                                     

//PTIPARM  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.xxxx.CDBAPARM                     

//*                                                                     

//PTIMSG   DD  SYSOUT=*                                                

//*                                                                    

//SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=*                                                

//*                                                                    

//SYSREC01 DD  DSN=USER2.PFU1.LOADDATA,                                

//             DISP=(MOD,CATLG),                                       

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(8,3),RLSE)                       

//*                                                                    

//SYSIN    DD  *                                                       

  FASTUNLOAD                                                            

  INPUT-FORMAT T                                                     

  OUTPUT-FORMAT D                                                    

  DATE-FORMAT   ISO                                                  

  TIME-FORMAT   ISO                                                  

  SELECT *                                                           

  FROM ...                                              

  ;                                                               

//*

Unload Using Db2 SQL Access
The following sample job specifies SQL-ACCESS ONLY so Db2 is called to process the SQL statements. This job also
uses dynamic allocation of sort work data sets to unload data.

To unload using Db2 SQL access, customize and run the following job:

//PFU1    JOB (PQ20-260-PFU),'USER2',                                

//    MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=USER2,                                  

//    MSGLEVEL=(1,1),REGION=4096K                                       

//*                                                                     

/*JOBPARM S=PT31                                                        

//*                                                                     

//PFU1 EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,                                               

//             PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/Dxxx,,'                                

//*                                                                     

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.xxxx.CDBALOAD                     

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT                        

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.Vxxx.SDSNLOAD                           

//*                                                                     

//PTILIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.xxxx.CDBALOAD                     

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT                        

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.Vxxx.SDSNLOAD                           

//*                                                                     

//PTIPARM  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.xxxx.CDBAPARM                     

//*                                                                     

//PTIMSG   DD  SYSOUT=*                                                 
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//*                                                                     

//SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=*                                                 

//ST01MSG  DD  SYSOUT=*                                                 

//*                                                                     

//SYSREC01 DD  DSN=USER2.PFU2.LOADDATA,                                 

//             DISP=(MOD,CATLG),                                        

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(8,3),RLSE)                        

//*                                                                     

//SYSIN    DD  *                                                        

  FASTUNLOAD                                                             

  INPUT-FORMAT T                                                      

  OUTPUT-FORMAT D                                                     

  SQL-ACCESS ONLY

  ESTIMATED-ROWS 2000                                                 

  SORTNUM 3                                                           

  *                                                                       

  SELECT A.DBNAME, A.NAME, A.CREATOR, B.PARTITION, B.PQTY, B.SQTY     

  FROM SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACE A, SYSIBM.SYSTABLEPART B                

  WHERE A.NAME = B.TSNAME AND A.DBNAME = B.DBNAME                   

  AND DATE(A.STATSTIME) > (CURRENT DATE - 7 DAYS)                 

  ORDER BY DBNAME, NAME                                             

  ;                                                               

//*

Use Multiple ORDER BY Statements and SEARCH-OBIDS
The following sample job uses multiple SELECT and ORDER BY statements, and the SEARCH-OBIDS keyword to
unload data.

To use multiple ORDER BY statements and SEARCH-OBIDS, customize and run the following job:

//PFU1    JOB (PQ20-260-PFU),'USER2',                                

//    MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=USER2,                                  

//    MSGLEVEL=(1,1),REGION=4096K                                       

//*                                                                     

//PFU1 EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,                                               

//             PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/Dxxx,,'                                

//*                                                                     

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.xxxx.CDBALOAD                     

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT                        

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.Vxxx.DSNLOAD                            

//*                                                                     

//PTILIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.xxxx.CDBALOAD                     

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT                        

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.Vxxx.DSNLOAD                            

//*                                                                     

//PTIPARM  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.xxxx.CDBAPARM                     

//*                                                                     

//PTIMSG   DD  SYSOUT=*                                                 

//*                                                                     

//SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=*                                                 

//*                                                                     

//ST01MSG  DD  SYSOUT=*                                                 
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//ST01WK01 DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(10,5))                            

//ST01WK02 DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(10,5))                            

//ST01WK03 DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(10,5))                            

//*                                                                     

//SYSIMAG  DD  DSN=USER2.KJKSS32A.SYSCP101,DISP=SHR                     

//*                                                                     

//SYSREC01 DD  DSN=USER2.S32A1.LOADDATA,                                

//             DISP=(MOD,CATLG),                                        

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(8,3),RLSE)                        

//SYSREC02 DD  DSN=USER2.S32A2.LOADDATA,                                

//             DISP=(MOD,CATLG),                                        

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(8,3),RLSE)                        

//*                                                                     

//SYSIN    DD  *                                                        

  FASTUNLOAD                                                             

  INPUT-FORMAT I                                                      

  OUTPUT-FORMAT D                                                     

  SEARCH-OBIDS                                                        

  *                                                                       

  SELECT *                                                            

  FROM USER2.S32A_T1                                                

  ORDER BY TIMESTAMP                                                

  ;                                                               

  SELECT *                                                            

  FROM USER2.S32A_T2                                                

  ORDER BY DEC1                                   

  ;                                                               

//*

Sample Output
Comprehensive execution messages are displayed as part of each execution, and include the following parsing messages
and unload statistics:

• Parsing messages
– A listing of the utility syntax
– Messages indicating any assumptions made about defaults

• Unload statistics
– Name of the tablespace data set being unloaded
– Name and OBID of the table that is unloaded for each SELECT statement
– Number of pages read
– Number of tablespace rows that are processed, including rows from dropped, unselected, and selected tables
– Number of rows that are passed to each SELECT statement
– Number of rows written to each output data set
– Elapsed time for the unload

You can monitor the unload activity by viewing the row count that is displayed during the unload. The row count includes
all rows in the tablespace, not only the table being unloaded.

See the following output samples:
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• Process Summary Report
• Simple Tablespace Unload Output
• Segmented Tablespace Unload Output
• Partitioned Tablespace Unload Output
• Image Copy Unload Output using Db2 Catalog Definitions
• Image Copy Unload Output using DDLDDN Definitions
• SQL-ACCESS EXTENSION Output

Process Summary Report
The end of the PTIMSG message data set presents a process summary report. This report summarizes multitasking
information so that you can review your results without reading each PTIMSGnn (or SMSGnnnn) file. If you see something
questionable, refer to the PTIMSGnn (or SMSGnnnn) file for that task to see the detailed messages.

The following illustration shows a sample process summary report:

***PSR**************************************************************************

*                                                                              *

*                       F  A  S  T    U  N  L  O  A  D                         *

*                       P R O C E S S  S U M M A R Y  R E P O R T              *

*  QUICK FIND KEYS:                                                            *

*             PSR   - PROCESS SUMMARY REPORT                                   *

*                                                                              *

********************************************************************************

                                                                                

PTFU261 - TASK #01 -- MESSAGE DDNAME: PTIMSG01 -- MAX RC: 00  INCLUDES:         

PTFU262 - SELECT STMT#01 -- UNLDDN SYSREC01: ................................800

PTFU262 - SELECT STMT#02 -- UNLDDN SYSREC02: ................................800

PTFU263 - TASK #01 -- ELAPSED DISPATCH TIME: 00:00:10.51                        

                                                                                

PTFU261 - TASK #02 -- MESSAGE DDNAME: PTIMSG02 -- MAX RC: 04  INCLUDES:         

PTFU262 - SELECT STMT#03 -- UNLDDN SYSREC03: ................................ 0

PTFU262 - SELECT STMT#04 -- UNLDDN SYSREC04: ................................800

PTFU263 - TASK #02 -- ELAPSED DISPATCH TIME: 00:00:07.43                        

                                                                                

PTFU290 - TOTAL UNITS OF WORK PROCESSED: 02 - MAX CONCURRENT TASKS: 02

The quick find key PSR appears at the top of the report. If you browse your output using the SPOOL Display and Search
Facility (SDSF), type FIND PSR at the COMMAND INPUT prompt and press Enter to access the report.

Simple Tablespace Unload Output
The following shows output from a simple tablespace unload:

//PDJIMPSP JOB (PD20-200-PFU),'SIMPLE TS UNLOAD',

//         CLASS=A,

//         REGION=6M,

//         MSGCLASS=X,

//         NOTIFY=USER3,

//         MSGLEVEL=(1,1)

//*

//STEP010  EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *
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  DELETE (USER3.USER3.S04.*) -

          NONVSAM              -

          PURGE

/*

//STEP020  EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,

//            PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/Dxxx'

//*

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=hlqual.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR                

//         DD  DSN=db2.dsnexit,DISP=SHR                   

//         DD  DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR                       

//*                                                                

//PTILIB   DD  DSN=hlqual.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR                

//         DD  DSN=db2.dsnexit,DISP=SHR                   

//         DD  DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR                       

//*                                                                

//PTIPARM  DD  DSN=hlqual.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR                

//*

//ST01MSG  DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSREC01 DD DSN=USER3.USER3.S04.SYSREC01,

//            UNIT=SYSDA,

//            SPACE=(CYL,(10,5)),

//            DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)

//*

//SYSCTL01 DD DSN=USER3.USER3.S04.SYSCTL01,

//            UNIT=SYSDA,

//            SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),

//            DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)

//*

//PTIMSG   DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//PTISNAP  DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSIN    DD *

  FASTUNLOAD

  INPUT-FORMAT      TABLE

  OUTPUT-FORMAT     DSNTIAUL

  LOAD-CONTROL      FASTLOAD

  UNLDDN            SYSREC

  CTLDDN            SYSCTL

  *

  IO-BUFFERS        60

  VSAM-BUFFERS      180

  EXCP              NO

  *

  DISPLAY-STATUS    10000

  SHRLEVEL          REFERENCE
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  *

  SELECT *

  FROM USER3.S04

  ;

/*

PTFU117 - PARSING OF "SELECT" STATEMENT COMPLETED

*

PTGL115 - PARSING FUNCTION COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

PTGL010 - USERID PROCESSED: USER3   - AUTHORIZATION ID PROCESSED: USER3

PTGL013 - REGION SIZE BELOW = ...5,832,704 BYTES

PTGL019 - ELAPSED TIME: 00:00:06

PTGL006 - INITIALIZATION COMPLETE

PTFU157 - FASTUNLOAD PROCESSING STARTED - UNLOADING FROM: TABLESPACE

PTFU160 - DSNHDECP SPECIFIES: USA   FOR DATE; USA   FOR TIME; "," FOR DECIMAL PT

PTFU191 - STATUS OF DB: USER3DB TS: T0S04    DSNUM: 001 IS: RW

PTFU181 - SHARE     LOCK ON TABLE: USER3.S04                    OBTAINED

PTFU201 - DFSMS LEVEL IS 1.1.0

PTFU207 - FAST UNLOAD WILL USE VSAM ACCESS METHOD TO ACCESS TABLESPACE DATA

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 000 -  ROW COUNT: ........10,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 000 -  ROW COUNT: ........20,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 000 -  ROW COUNT: ........30,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 000 -  ROW COUNT: ........40,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 000 -  ROW COUNT: ........50,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 000 -  ROW COUNT: ........60,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 000 -  ROW COUNT: ........70,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 000 -  ROW COUNT: ........80,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 000 -  ROW COUNT: ........90,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 000 -  ROW COUNT: .......100,000

PTFU230 - STATISTICS FOR: TABLESPACE - USER3DB.T0S04    - PART: 000

PTFU231 - TABLESPACE DATA SET NAME: Dxxx.DSNDBD.USER3DB.T0S04.I0001.A001

PTFU232 - COUNT OF TABLESPACE PAGES READ: .................................8,280

PTFU233 - COUNT OF TABLESPACE PAGES OBTAINED FROM DB2 BUFFERS.................00

PTFU234 - COUNT OF TABLESPACE ROWS PROCESSED: ...........................100,000

PTFU235 - COUNT OF TABLESPACE ROWS FROM DROPPED TABLES: ......................00

PTFU236 - COUNT OF TABLESPACE ROWS FROM UNSELECTED TABLES: ...................00

PTFU237 - COUNT OF TABLESPACE ROWS FROM SELECTED TABLES: ................100,000

PTFU238 - COUNT OF ROWS PASSED TO SELECT STATEMENT #01: .................100,000

PTFU242 - COUNT OF ROWS WRITTEN TO SYSREC01: ............................100,000

PTFU243 - SYSREC01 SELECTED FROM TBL: USER3.S04                     OBID:   150

PTGL019 - ELAPSED TIME: 00:00:36
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PTFU187 - FASTUNLOAD PROCESSING COMPLETE

Segmented Tablespace Unload Output
The following shows output from an unload of a segmented tablespace:

//USER3 JOB (PD20-200-PFU),'SEGMENTED TS UNLOAD',

//         CLASS=A,

//         REGION=6M,

//         MSGCLASS=X,

//         NOTIFY=USER3,

//         MSGLEVEL=(1,1)

//*

//STEP010  EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DELETE (USER3.USER3.G04.*) -

          NONVSAM              -

          PURGE

/*

//STEP020  EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,

//            PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/Dxxx'

//*

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=hlqual.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR                

//         DD  DSN=db2.dsnexit,DISP=SHR                   

//         DD  DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR                       

//*                                                                

//PTILIB   DD  DSN=hlqual.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR                

//         DD  DSN=db2.dsnexit,DISP=SHR                   

//         DD  DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR                       

//*                                                                

//PTIPARM  DD  DSN=hlqual.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR                

//*

//ST01MSG  DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSREC01 DD DSN=USER3.USER3.G04.SYSREC01,

//            UNIT=SYSDA,

//            SPACE=(CYL,(10,5)),

//            DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)

//*

//SYSCTL01 DD DSN=USER3.USER3.G04.SYSCTL01,

//            UNIT=SYSDA,

//            SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),

//            DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)

//*

//PTIMSG   DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//PTISNAP  DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//*
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//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSIN    DD *

                                               :

CA UTILITIES COPYRIGHT xxxx - ALL RIGHTS RESERVED - mntlvl - mm/dd/yy

PTFU003 - FASTUNLOAD CONTROL CARD PARSING STARTED - mm/dd/yy

 FASTUNLOAD

    INPUT-FORMAT      TABLE

    OUTPUT-FORMAT     DSNTIAUL

    LOAD-CONTROL      FASTLOAD

    UNLDDN            SYSREC

    CTLDDN            SYSCTL  

*

    IO-BUFFERS        60

    EXCP              MM

*

    DISPLAY-STATUS    10000

    SHRLEVEL          REFERENCE

*

    SELECT *

    FROM USER3.G04

    ;

/*

PTFU117 - PARSING OF "SELECT" STATEMENT COMPLETED

*

PTGL115 - PARSING FUNCTION COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

PTGL010 - USERID PROCESSED: USER3   - AUTHORIZATION ID PROCESSED: USER3

PTGL013 - REGION SIZE BELOW = ...5,832,704 BYTES

PTGL019 - ELAPSED TIME: 00:00:05

PTGL006 - INITIALIZATION COMPLETE

PTFU157 - FASTUNLOAD PROCESSING STARTED - UNLOADING FROM: TABLESPACE

PTFU160 - DSNHDECP SPECIFIES: USA   FOR DATE; USA   FOR TIME; "," FOR DECIMAL PT

PTFU191 - STATUS OF DB: USER3DB TS: T0G04    DSNUM: 001 IS: RW

PTFU181 - SHARE     LOCK ON TABLE: USER3.G04                    OBTAINED

PTFU201 - DFSMS LEVEL IS 1.1.0

PTFU207 - FAST UNLOAD WILL USE MEDIA MANAGER ACCESS METHOD TO ACCESS TABLESPACE DATA

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 000 -  ROW COUNT: ........10,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 000 -  ROW COUNT: ........20,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 000 -  ROW COUNT: ........30,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 000 -  ROW COUNT: ........40,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 000 -  ROW COUNT: ........50,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 000 -  ROW COUNT: ........60,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 000 -  ROW COUNT: ........70,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 000 -  ROW COUNT: ........80,000
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PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 000 -  ROW COUNT: ........90,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 000 -  ROW COUNT: .......100,000

PTFU230 - STATISTICS FOR: TABLESPACE - USER3DB.T0G04    - PART: 000

PTFU231 - TABLESPACE DATA SET NAME: Dxxx.DSNDBD.USER3DB.T0G04.I0001.A001

PTFU232 - COUNT OF TABLESPACE PAGES READ: .................................8,280

PTFU233 - COUNT OF TABLESPACE PAGES OBTAINED FROM DB2 BUFFERS.................00

PTFU234 - COUNT OF TABLESPACE ROWS PROCESSED: ...........................100,000

PTFU237 - COUNT OF TABLESPACE ROWS FROM SELECTED TABLES: ................100,000

PTFU238 - COUNT OF ROWS PASSED TO SELECT STATEMENT #01: .................100,000

PTFU242 - COUNT OF ROWS WRITTEN TO SYSREC01: ............................100,000

PTFU243 - SYSREC01 SELECTED FROM TBL: USER3.G04                     OBID:   159

PTGL019 - ELAPSED TIME: 00:00:25

PTFU187 - FASTUNLOAD PROCESSING COMPLETE

Partitioned Tablespace Unload Output
The following shows output from an unload of a partitioned tablespace:

//USER3 JOB (PD20-200-PFU),'PART TS UNLOAD',

//         CLASS=A,

//         REGION=6M,

//         MSGCLASS=X,

//         NOTIFY=USER3,

//         MSGLEVEL=(1,1)

//*

//STEP010  EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DELETE (USER3.USER3.P04.*) -

          NONVSAM              -

          PURGE

/*

//STEP020  EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,

//            PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/Dxxx'

//*

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=hlqual.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR                

//         DD  DSN=db2.dsnexit,DISP=SHR                   

//         DD  DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR                       

//*                                                                

//PTILIB   DD  DSN=hlqual.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR                

//         DD  DSN=db2.dsnexit,DISP=SHR                   

//         DD  DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR                       

//*                                                                

//PTIPARM  DD  DSN=hlqual.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR                

//*

//ST01MSG  DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSREC01 DD DSN=USER3.USER3.P04.SYSREC01,
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//            UNIT=SYSDA,

//            SPACE=(CYL,(10,5)),

//            DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG

//*

//SYSCTL01 DD DSN=USER3.USER3.P04.SYSCTL01,

//            UNIT=SYSDA,

//            SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),

//            DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)

//*

//PTIMSG   DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//PTISNAP  DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSIN    DD *

CA UTILITIES COPYRIGHT xxxx - ALL RIGHTS RESERVED - mntlvl - mm/dd/yy

PTFU003 - FASTUNLOAD CONTROL CARD PARSING STARTED - mm/dd/yy

 FASTUNLOAD

    INPUT-FORMAT      TABLE

    OUTPUT-FORMAT     DSNTIAUL

    LOAD-CONTROL      FASTLOAD

*

    UNLDDN            SYSREC

    CTLDDN            SYSCTL

*

    IO-BUFFERS        60

    EXCP              MM

*

    DISPLAY-STATUS    1000

    SHRLEVEL          REFERENCE

*

    SELECT *

    FROM USER3.P04

    PART 1,2,3

    ;

/*

PTFU117 - PARSING OF "SELECT" STATEMENT COMPLETED

*

PTGL115 - PARSING FUNCTION COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

PTGL010 - USERID PROCESSED: USER3   - AUTHORIZATION ID PROCESSED: USER3

PTGL013 - REGION SIZE BELOW = ...5,832,704 BYTES
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PTGL019 - ELAPSED TIME: 00:00:04

PTGL006 - INITIALIZATION COMPLETE

PTFU157 - FASTUNLOAD PROCESSING STARTED - UNLOADING FROM: TABLESPACE

PTFU160 - DSNHDECP SPECIFIES: USA   FOR DATE; USA   FOR TIME; "," FOR DECIMAL PT

PTFU191 - STATUS OF DB: USER3DB TS: T0P04    DSNUM: 001 IS: RW

PTFU191 - STATUS OF DB: USER3DB TS: T0P04    DSNUM: 002 IS: RW

PTFU191 - STATUS OF DB: USER3DB TS: T0P04    DSNUM: 003 IS: RW

PTFU181 - SHARE     LOCK ON TABLE: USER3.P04                    OBTAINED

PTFU152 - SELECT STMT#01 HAS "PART" SPECIFYING MORE THAN 1 PART BUT NOT "ALL" --

PTFU153 - VALID LOAD CARDS CANNOT BE CREATED - LOAD-CONTROL CHANGED TO "NONE"

PTFU201 - DFSMS LEVEL IS 1.1.0

PTFU207 - FAST UNLOAD WILL USE MEDIA MANAGER ACCESS METHOD TO ACCESS TABLESPACE DATA

PTFU204 - DB2 PAGESET: 001 NOT OPEN, BUFFER LOOKUP WILL NOT BE USED

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 001 -  ROW COUNT: .........1,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 001 -  ROW COUNT: .........2,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 001 -  ROW COUNT: .........3,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 001 -  ROW COUNT: .........4,000

PTFU230 - STATISTICS FOR: TABLESPACE - USER3DB.T0P04    - PART: 001

PTFU231 - TABLESPACE DATA SET NAME: Dxxx.DSNDBD.USER3DB.T0P04.I0001.A001

PTFU232 - COUNT OF TABLESPACE PAGES READ: ...................................540

PTFU234 - COUNT OF TABLESPACE ROWS PROCESSED: .............................4,942

PTFU237 - COUNT OF TABLESPACE ROWS FROM SELECTED TABLES: ..................4,942

PTFU238 - COUNT OF ROWS PASSED TO SELECT STATEMENT #01: ...................4,942

PTFU242 - COUNT OF ROWS WRITTEN TO SYSREC01: ..............................4,942

PTFU243 - SYSREC01 SELECTED FROM TBL: USER3.P04                     OBID:   156

PTFU204 - DB2 PAGESET: 002 NOT OPEN, BUFFER LOOKUP WILL NOT BE USED

PTEX008 - DATA SET IS BEING ALLOCATED

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 002 -  ROW COUNT: .........1,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 002 -  ROW COUNT: .........2,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 002 -  ROW COUNT: .........3,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 002 -  ROW COUNT: .........4,000

PTFU230 - STATISTICS FOR: TABLESPACE - USER3DB.T0P04    - PART: 002

PTFU231 - TABLESPACE DATA SET NAME: Dxxx.DSNDBD.USER3DB.T0P04.I0001.A002

PTFU232 - COUNT OF TABLESPACE PAGES READ: ...................................540

PTFU234 - COUNT OF TABLESPACE ROWS PROCESSED: .............................4,908
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PTFU237 - COUNT OF TABLESPACE ROWS FROM SELECTED TABLES: ..................4,908

PTFU238 - COUNT OF ROWS PASSED TO SELECT STATEMENT #01: ...................4,908

PTFU242 - COUNT OF ROWS WRITTEN TO SYSREC01: ..............................4,908

PTFU243 - SYSREC01 SELECTED FROM TBL: USER3.P04                     OBID:   156

PTFU204 - DB2 PAGESET: 003 NOT OPEN, BUFFER LOOKUP WILL NOT BE USED

PTEX008 - DATA SET IS BEING ALLOCATED

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 003 -  ROW COUNT: .........1,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 003 -  ROW COUNT: .........2,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 003 -  ROW COUNT: .........3,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 003 -  ROW COUNT: .........4,000

PTFU230 - STATISTICS FOR: TABLESPACE - USER3DB.T0P04    - PART: 003

PTFU231 - TABLESPACE DATA SET NAME: Dxxx.DSNDBD.USER3DB.T0P04.I0001.A003

PTFU232 - COUNT OF TABLESPACE PAGES READ: ...................................540

PTFU234 - COUNT OF TABLESPACE ROWS PROCESSED: .............................4,819

PTFU237 - COUNT OF TABLESPACE ROWS FROM SELECTED TABLES: ..................4,819

PTFU238 - COUNT OF ROWS PASSED TO SELECT STATEMENT #01: ...................4,819

PTFU242 - COUNT OF ROWS WRITTEN TO SYSREC01: ..............................4,819

PTFU243 - SYSREC01 SELECTED FROM TBL: USER3.P04                     OBID:   156

PTFU250 - GRAND TOTAL STATISTICS FOR: TABLESPACE - USER3DB.T0P04

PTFU232 - COUNT OF TABLESPACE PAGES READ: .................................1,620

PTFU234 - COUNT OF TABLESPACE ROWS PROCESSED: ............................14,669

PTFU237 - COUNT OF TABLESPACE ROWS FROM SELECTED TABLES: .................14,669

PTFU238 - COUNT OF ROWS PASSED TO SELECT STATEMENT #01: ..................14,669

PTFU242 - COUNT OF ROWS WRITTEN TO SYSREC01: .............................14,669

PTFU243 - SYSREC01 SELECTED FROM TBL: USER3.P04                     OBID:   156

PTGL019 - ELAPSED TIME: 00:01:12

PTFU187 - FASTUNLOAD PROCESSING COMPLETE

Image Copy Unload Output Using Db2 Catalog Definitions
The following sample is an example of an image copy unload using column definitions from the Db2 catalog.

NOTE
The table OBID was specified on the SELECT statement, resulting in a call to the UTLFUAUT authorization exit.
If an OBID is not specified on the SELECT statement, the table OBID on the image copy must match the table
OBID in the Db2 catalog. In this case, UTLFUAUT is not called.

See the following sample output:

//USER3    JOB (PD20-200-PFU),'IC W/CAT UNLOAD',
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//         CLASS=A,

//         REGION=6M,

//         MSGCLASS=X,

//         NOTIFY=USER3,

//         MSGLEVEL=(1,1)

//*

//STEP010  EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DELETE (USER3.USER3.IC04.*) -

          NONVSAM              -

          PURGE

/*

//STEP020  EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,

//            PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/Dxxx'

//*

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=hlqual.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR                

//         DD  DSN=db2.dsnexit,DISP=SHR                   

//         DD  DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR                       

//*                                                                

//PTILIB   DD  DSN=hlqual.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR                

//         DD  DSN=db2.dsnexit,DISP=SHR                   

//         DD  DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR                       

//*                                                                

//PTIPARM  DD  DSN=hlqual.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR                

//*

//ST01MSG  DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSREC01 DD DSN=USER3.USER3.IC04.SYSREC01,

//            UNIT=SYSDA,

//            SPACE=(CYL,(10,5)),

//            DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)

//*

//SYSCTL01 DD DSN=USER3.USER3.IC04.SYSCTL01,

//            UNIT=SYSDA,

//            SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),

//            DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)

//*

//SYSIMAG  DD DSN=USER3.T0G04.IMAGE.COPY(+0),DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIMSG   DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//PTISNAP  DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSIN    DD *

CA UTILITIES COPYRIGHT xxxx - ALL RIGHTS RESERVED - mntlvl - mm/dd/yy
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PTFU003 - FASTUNLOAD CONTROL CARD PARSING STARTED - mm/dd/yy

 FASTUNLOAD

    INPUT-FORMAT      IMAGECOPY

    OUTPUT-FORMAT     DSNTIAUL

    LOAD-CONTROL      FASTLOAD  *

    UNLDDN            SYSREC

    CTLDDN            SYSCTL

    INDDN             SYSIMAG

*

    IO-BUFFERS        60

    VSAM-BUFFERS      5

*

    DISPLAY-STATUS    10000

    SHRLEVEL          IGNORE

*

    SELECT *

    FROM USER3.IC04

    OBID 159

    ;

PTFU117 - PARSING OF "SELECT" STATEMENT COMPLETED

*

PTFU043 - IMAGECOPY/DSN1COPY REQUESTED - DDLDDN NOT SPECIFIED --

PTFU044 -- TABLE DEFINITION IN DB2 CATALOG WILL BE USED

PTGL115 - PARSING FUNCTION COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

PTGL010 - USERID PROCESSED: USER3   - AUTHORIZATION ID PROCESSED: USER3

PTGL013 - REGION SIZE BELOW = ...5,832,704 BYTES

PTGL019 - ELAPSED TIME: 00:00:04

PTGL006 - INITIALIZATION COMPLETE

PTFU157 - FASTUNLOAD PROCESSING STARTED - UNLOADING FROM: IMAGECOPY

PTFU160 - DSNHDECP SPECIFIES: USA   FOR DATE; USA   FOR TIME; "," FOR DECIMAL PT

UTAFUAUT - USER: USER3 MAY SELECT: USER3   .IC04               IN DB2: Dxxx

PTFU201 - DFSMS LEVEL IS 1.1.0

PTFU207 - FAST UNLOAD WILL USE QSAM ACCESS METHOD TO ACCESS TABLESPACE DATA

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 000 -  ROW COUNT: ........10,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 000 -  ROW COUNT: ........20,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 000 -  ROW COUNT: ........30,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 000 -  ROW COUNT: ........40,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 000 -  ROW COUNT: ........50,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 000 -  ROW COUNT: ........60,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 000 -  ROW COUNT: ........70,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 000 -  ROW COUNT: ........80,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 000 -  ROW COUNT: ........90,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 000 -  ROW COUNT: .......100,000

PTFU229 - STATISTICS FOR: IMAGECOPY -- UNLOADED FROM DDNAME: SYSIMAG        ___
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PTFU232 - COUNT OF TABLESPACE PAGES READ: .................................8,250

PTFU234 - COUNT OF TABLESPACE ROWS PROCESSED: ...........................100,000

PTFU237 - COUNT OF TABLESPACE ROWS FROM SELECTED TABLES: ................100,000

PTFU238 - COUNT OF ROWS PASSED TO SELECT STATEMENT #01: .................100,000

PTFU242 - COUNT OF ROWS WRITTEN TO SYSREC01: ............................100,000

PTFU243 - SYSREC01 SELECTED FROM TBL: USER3.IC04                    OBID:   159

PTGL019 - ELAPSED TIME: 00:00:26

PTFU187 - FASTUNLOAD PROCESSING COMPLETE

Image Copy Unload Output Using DDLDDN Definitions
The following is an example of an image copy unload using column definitions provided by DDLDDN parameter
specifications. When DDLDDN is specified, an OBID must also be provided on the SELECT statement. This results in a
call to the UTLFUAUT authorization exit.

See the following sample output:

//PDJIMPDL JOB (PD20-200-PFU),'IC W/DDL UNLOAD',

//         CLASS=A,

//         REGION=6M,

//         MSGCLASS=X,

//         NOTIFY=USER3,

//         MSGLEVEL=(1,1)

//STEP010  EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DELETE (USER3.USER3.IC04.*) -

          NONVSAM              -

          PURGE

//STEP020  EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,

//            PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/Dxxx'

//*

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=hlqual.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR                

//         DD  DSN=db2.dsnexit,DISP=SHR                   

//         DD  DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR                       

//*                                                                

//PTILIB   DD  DSN=hlqual.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR                

//         DD  DSN=db2.dsnexit,DISP=SHR                   

//         DD  DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR                       

//*                                                                

//PTIPARM  DD  DSN=hlqual.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR                

//*

//ST01MSG  DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSREC01 DD DSN=USER3.USER3.IC04.SYSREC01,

//            UNIT=SYSDA,

//            SPACE=(CYL,(10,5)),

//            DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)

//*

//SYSCTL01 DD DSN=USER3.USER3.IC04.SYSCTL01,

//            UNIT=SYSDA,
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//            SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),

//            DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)

//*

//SYSIMAG  DD DSN=USER3.T0G04.IMAGE.COPY(+0),DISP=SHR

//*

//INDDL    DD DSN=USER3.QA.CNTL(T0G04),DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIMSG   DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//PTISNAP  DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSIN    DD *

CA UTILITIES COPYRIGHT xxxx - ALL RIGHTS RESERVED - mntlvl - mm/dd/yy

PTFU003 - FASTUNLOAD CONTROL CARD PARSING STARTED - mm/dd/yy

 FASTUNLOAD

    INPUT-FORMAT      IMAGECOPY

    OUTPUT-FORMAT     DSNTIAUL

    LOAD-CONTROL      FASTLOAD

*

    UNLDDN            SYSREC

    CTLDDN            SYSCTL

    INDDN             SYSIMAG

    DDLDDN            INDDL

*

    IO-BUFFERS        60

    VSAM-BUFFERS      5

*

    DISPLAY-STATUS    10000

    SHRLEVEL          IGNORE

*

    SELECT *

    FROM USER3.IC04

    OBID 159

    ;

/*

PTFU117 - PARSING OF "SELECT" STATEMENT COMPLETED

*

PTGL115 - PARSING FUNCTION COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

PTGL010 - USERID PROCESSED: USER3   - AUTHORIZATION ID PROCESSED: USER3

PTGL013 - REGION SIZE BELOW = ...5,832,704 BYTES

PTGL019 - ELAPSED TIME: 00:00:08

PTGL006 - INITIALIZATION COMPLETE

PTFU157 - FASTUNLOAD PROCESSING STARTED - UNLOADING FROM: IMAGECOPY
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PTFU160 - DSNHDECP SPECIFIES: USA   FOR DATE; USA   FOR TIME; "," FOR DECIMAL PT

PTFU401 - "DDLDDN" PROCESSING BEGINNING

-- USER3DB.T0IC04 WILL BE DROPPED VIA THESE NATIVE DB2 COMMANDS.

   DROP TABLESPACE USER3DB.T0IC04;

   COMMIT;

-- USER3DB.T0IC04 WILL BE CREATED VIA THESE NATIVE DB2 COMMANDS.

    CREATE TABLESPACE T0IC04

           IN USER3DB

                     USING STOGROUP USER3SG

                                    PRIQTY 53280

                                    SECQTY 5040

                                    ERASE NO

                     FREEPAGE 0

                     PCTFREE 10

           BUFFERPOOL BP0

           SEGSIZE 4

           LOCKSIZE ANY

           CLOSE NO

    ;

-- USER3.IC04 WILL BE CREATED VIA THESE NATIVE DB2 COMMANDS.

CREATE TABLE USER3.IC04

   (COL1                   CHAR(113  )

   ,COL2                   INTEGER

   ,COL3                   SMALLINT

   ,COL4                   DECIMAL(15    , 2    )

   ,COL5                   DATE

   ,COL6                   TIME

   ,COL7                   TIMESTAMP

   ,COL8                   VARCHAR(254  )

   )

   IN USER3DB.T0IC04

   ;

/*

PTFU475 - "DDLDDN" PROCESSING COMPLETED

UTAFUAUT - USER: USER3 MAY SELECT: USER3   .IC04               IN DB2: Dxxx

PTFU201 - DFSMS LEVEL IS 1.1.0

PTFU207 - FAST UNLOAD WILL USE QSAM ACCESS METHOD TO ACCESS TABLESPACE DATA

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 000 -  ROW COUNT: ........10,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 000 -  ROW COUNT: ........20,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 000 -  ROW COUNT: ........30,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 000 -  ROW COUNT: ........40,000
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PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 000 -  ROW COUNT: ........50,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 000 -  ROW COUNT: ........60,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 000 -  ROW COUNT: ........70,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 000 -  ROW COUNT: ........80,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 000 -  ROW COUNT: ........90,000

PTFU209 - STATUS: PARTITION: 000 -  ROW COUNT: .......100,000

PTFU229 - STATISTICS FOR: IMAGECOPY -- UNLOADED FROM DDNAME: SYSIMAG        ___

PTFU232 - COUNT OF TABLESPACE PAGES READ: .................................8,250

PTFU234 - COUNT OF TABLESPACE ROWS PROCESSED: ...........................100,000

PTFU237 - COUNT OF TABLESPACE ROWS FROM SELECTED TABLES: ................100,000

PTFU238 - COUNT OF ROWS PASSED TO SELECT STATEMENT #01: .................100,000

PTFU242 - COUNT OF ROWS WRITTEN TO SYSREC01: ............................100,000

PTFU243 - SYSREC01 SELECTED FROM TBL: USER3.IC04                    OBID:   159

PTGL019 - ELAPSED TIME: 00:00:34

PTFU187 - FASTUNLOAD PROCESSING COMPLETE

SQL-ACCESS EXTENSION Output
The following example demonstrates support for all valid SELECT statements by specifying SQL-ACCESS EXTENSION.
If Fast Unload cannot natively process a SELECT statement, it calls Db2 to process the statement.

See the following sample output:

//PDJIMPSQ JOB (PD20 200 PFU),'SQL ACCESS UNLOAD',

//         CLASS=A,

//         REGION=6M,

//         MSGCLASS=X,

//         NOTIFY=USER3,

//         MSGLEVEL=(1,1)

//*

//STEP010  EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DELETE (USER3.USER3.Q04.*)  

          NONVSAM               

          PURGE

/*

//STEP020  EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,

//            PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/Dxxx'

//*

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=hlqual.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR                

//         DD  DSN=db2.dsnexit,DISP=SHR                   

//         DD  DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR                       

//*                                                                

//PTILIB   DD  DSN=hlqual.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR                

//         DD  DSN=db2.dsnexit,DISP=SHR                   

//         DD  DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR                       
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//*                                                                

//PTIPARM  DD  DSN=hlqual.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR                

//*

//ST01MSG  DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSREC01 DD DSN=USER3.USER3.Q04.SYSREC01,

//            UNIT=SYSDA,

//            SPACE=(CYL,(10,5)),

//            DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)

//*

//PTIMSG   DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//PTISNAP  DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSIN    DD *

CA UTILITIES COPYRIGHT xxxx   ALL RIGHTS RESERVED   mntlvl   mm/dd/yy

PTFU003   FASTUNLOAD CONTROL CARD PARSING STARTED   mm/dd/yy

 FASTUNLOAD

    INPUT FORMAT      TABLE

    OUTPUT FORMAT     DSNTIAUL

*

    UNLDDN            SYSREC

    CTLDDN            SYSCTL

*

    IO BUFFERS        60

*

    DISPLAY STATUS    10000

*

    SQL ACCESS        EXTENSION

*

    SELECT A.COL1, B.COL5

    FROM USER3.Q04 A, USER3.S04 B

    WHERE A.COL5 = B.COL5 AND B.COL5 >= '1990 01 01'

    ;

/*

PTFU117   PARSING OF "SELECT" STATEMENT COMPLETED

*

PTGL115   PARSING FUNCTION COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

PTGL010   USERID PROCESSED: USER3     AUTHORIZATION ID PROCESSED: USER3

PTGL013   REGION SIZE BELOW = ...5,832,704 BYTES

PTGL019   ELAPSED TIME: 00:00:02

PTGL006   INITIALIZATION COMPLETE

PTFU157   FASTUNLOAD PROCESSING STARTED   UNLOADING FROM: DB2 SUBSYSTEM Dxxx
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PTFU160   DSNHDECP SPECIFIES: USA   FOR DATE; USA   FOR TIME; "," FOR DECIMAL PT

PTFU201   DFSMS LEVEL IS 1.1.0

PTFU207   FAST UNLOAD WILL USE SQL  ACCESS METHOD TO ACCESS TABLESPACE DATA

PTFU209   STATUS: PARTITION: 000    ROW COUNT: ........10,000

PTFU209   STATUS: PARTITION: 000    ROW COUNT: ........20,000

PTFU209   STATUS: PARTITION: 000    ROW COUNT: ........30,000

PTFU209   STATUS: PARTITION: 000    ROW COUNT: ........40,000

PTFU230   STATISTICS FOR: SQL ACCESS UNLOAD

PTFU245   COUNT OF FETCHED ROWS PROCESSED: ...............................44,013

PTFU238   COUNT OF ROWS PASSED TO SELECT STATEMENT #01: ..................44,013

PTFU242   COUNT OF ROWS WRITTEN TO SYSREC01: .............................44,013

PTGL019   ELAPSED TIME: 00:01:30

PTFU187   FASTUNLOAD PROCESSING COMPLETE

Data Conversions
You can convert data formats and field lengths using INTO field specifications.

The following table shows the possible conversions for numeric data formats. The input data formats appear in the
columns on the left. The output data types appear in the last column on the right:

BIGINT DECFLOAT DECIMAL FLOAT INTEGER SMALLINT Output Data Type

Yes No Yes No Yes Yes BIGINT
Yes No No No No No BIGINT EXTERNAL
Yes No Yes No Yes Yes CHAR
No No Yes No No No DATE EXTERNAL
No Yes Yes Yes No No DECFLOAT
Yes No Yes No Yes Yes DECIMAL EXTERNAL
Yes No Yes No Yes Yes DECIMAL PACKED
Yes No Yes No Yes Yes DECIMAL ZONED
No Yes No Yes No No FLOAT
No Yes No Yes No No FLOAT-IEEE-DBL
No Yes No Yes No No FLOAT-IEEE-DBL-INTEL
Yes No Yes No Yes Yes INTEGER
Yes No Yes No Yes Yes INTEGER EXTERNAL
Yes No Yes No Yes Yes INTEGER-INTEL
Yes No Yes No Yes Yes SMALLINT
No No No No Yes Yes SMALLINT EXTERNAL
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BIGINT DECFLOAT DECIMAL FLOAT INTEGER SMALLINT Output Data Type

Yes No Yes No Yes Yes SMALLINT-INTEL
Yes No Yes No Yes Yes VARCHAR

The following two tables show the possible conversions for character data formats. The input data formats appear in the
columns on the left. The output data types appear in the last column on the right:

CHAR GRAPHIC VARCHAR VARGRAPHIC Output Data Type

Yes No Yes No BIGINT
Yes No Yes No BINARY
Yes No Yes No BLOB
Yes No Yes No CHAR
Yes No Yes No CLOB
Yes No Yes No DATE
Yes No Yes No DATE EXTERNAL
Yes No Yes No DATE-US
Yes No Yes No DATE-x
Yes No Yes No DECIMAL EXTERNAL
Yes No Yes No DECIMAL PACKED
Yes No Yes No DECIMAL ZONED
No Yes No Yes GRAPHIC
No Yes No Yes GRAPHIC EXTERNAL
Yes No Yes No INTEGER
Yes No Yes No INTEGER EXTERNAL
Yes No Yes No INTEGER-INTEL
Yes No Yes No ROWID
Yes No Yes No SMALLINT
Yes No Yes No SMALLINT-INTEL
Yes No Yes No TIME
Yes No Yes No TIME EXTERNAL
Yes No Yes No TIME-x
Yes No Yes No TIMESTAMP
Yes No Yes No TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL
Yes No Yes No TIMESTAMP WITH TIME ZONE
Yes No No No TIMESTAMP-x
Yes No Yes No VARBINARY
Yes No Yes No VARCHAR
No Yes No Yes VARGRAPHIC

When converting from CHAR to VARCHAR, the following rules apply:

• If VARCHAR > CHAR, the length of VARCHAR equals the length of CHAR.
• If VARCHAR < CHAR, characters are trimmed from the end of CHAR.
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When converting from VARCHAR to CHAR, the following rules apply:

• If CHAR > VARCHAR, spaces are added to the end of CHAR.
• If CHAR < VARCHAR, characters are trimmed from the end of VARCHAR.

When converting between TIMESTAMP and other data types, Fast Unload can convert the data from one degree of
precision to another as needed. If the precision is decreased, digits are truncated. If the precision is increased, trailing
zeros are inserted.

The following table shows additional character data formats:

BINARY BLOB CLOB DBCLOB ROWID VARBINARY Output Data Type

No No No No No No BIGINT
Yes No No No No Yes BINARY
Yes Yes Yes No No Yes BLOB
No Yes Yes No Yes No CHAR
No Yes Yes No No No CLOB
No No No No No No DATE
No No No No No No DATE EXTERNAL
No No No No No No DATE-US
No No No No No No DATE-x
No No No No No No DECIMAL EXTERNAL
No No No No No No DECIMAL PACKED
No No No No No No DECIMAL ZONED
No No No No No No GRAPHIC
No No No No No No GRAPHIC EXTERNAL
No No No No No No INTEGER
No No No No No No INTEGER EXTERNAL
No No No No No No INTEGER-INTEL
No Yes Yes No Yes No ROWID
No No No No No No SMALLINT
No No No No No No SMALLINT-INTEL
No No No No No No TIME
No No No No No No TIME EXTERNAL
No No No No No No TIME-x
No No No No No No TIMESTAMP
No No No No No No TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL
No No No No No No TIMESTAMP-x
Yes No No No No Yes VARBINARY
No Yes Yes No Yes No VARCHAR
No No No No No No VARGRAPHIC
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The following table shows the possible conversions for date and time data formats. The input data formats appear in the
columns on the left. The output data types appear in the last column on the right:

DATE TIME TIMESTAMP TIMESTAMP WITH TIME ZONE Output Data Type

Yes Yes Yes Yes CHAR
Yes No No No DATE
Yes No No No DATE EXTERNAL
Yes No No No DATE-US
Yes No No No DATE-x
No Yes No No TIME
No No Yes No TIMESTAMP
No Yes No No TIME EXTERNAL
No Yes No No TIME-x
No No Yes Yes TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL
No No Yes Yes TIMESTAMP WITH TIME ZONE
No Yes Yes Yes TIMESTAMP-x
Yes Yes Yes Yes VARCHAR

OBID Conversions
You can use different parameters in OBID conversions with Fast Unload, Fast Load, and IBM LOAD. The following table
shows what values are permitted when loading data, depending on the unload parameters that were used. The first four
columns apply to Fast Unload. The next two columns apply to Fast Load. The last two columns show how these values
affect IBM LOAD, and refer you to the list of notes that follows the table:

Fast Unload
OUTPUT-FORMAT

Is Target Table
Same OBID
as Source?

Is SQL
Access
Used?

NEWOBID Fast Load
INPUT-FORMAT OBID IBM LOAD Notes

LOAD Yes Yes Target OBID UNLOAD Do not
specify

Works 1

LOAD Yes Yes Arbitrary # UNLOAD Arbitrary # Fails 2
LOAD Yes Yes Not specified UNLOAD 000 Fails 3
LOAD Yes No Target OBID UNLOAD Do not

specify
Works 4

LOAD Yes No Arbitrary # UNLOAD Arbitrary # Fails 2
LOAD Yes No Not specified UNLOAD Do not

specify
Works 1

LOAD No Yes Target OBID UNLOAD Do not
specify

Works 5

LOAD No Yes Arbitrary # UNLOAD Arbitrary # Fails 2
LOAD No Yes Not Specified UNLOAD 000 Fails 3
LOAD No No Target OBID UNLOAD Do not

specify
Works 5

LOAD No No Arbitrary # UNLOAD Arbitrary # Fails 2
LOAD No No Not specified UNLOAD Source

OBID
Fails 6
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Fast Unload
OUTPUT-FORMAT

Is Target Table
Same OBID
as Source?

Is SQL
Access
Used?

NEWOBID Fast Load
INPUT-FORMAT OBID IBM LOAD Notes

Fixed N/A N/A N/A SEQ N/A Works 7
DSNTIAUL N/A N/A N/A SEQ N/A Recom-me

nded
7

Comma-Delimited N/A N/A N/A N/A Failure Fails 8
Variable N/A N/A N/A SEQ N/A Works 7
External N/A N/A N/A SEQ N/A Works 7

The table references the following notes:

1. Target and source OBIDs are the same. Use FORMAT UNLOAD during IBM LOAD.
2. The arbitrary number must be the same on the load side as on the unload side.
3. Specify OBID 000 because Db2 SQL access stores 000 in data rows.
4. Although this works, it is not necessary to specify the OBID because it does not change. Use FORMAT UNLOAD

during IBM LOAD.
5. Manually obtain the OBID from the target system. Use FORMAT UNLOAD during IBM LOAD.
6. You can add the SEARCH-OBIDS keyword to print the source OBID in Fast Unload output.
7. Provide field specifications on the load. You can specify the LOAD-CONTROL parameter to have Fast Unload

generate them.
8. Comma-delimited is useful when going to a nonmainframe application.

The previous table contains the following columns:

OUTPUT-FORMAT
Indicates the Fast Unload OUTPUT-FORMAT value in the job execution.

NOTE
Unless you specify OUTPUT-FORMAT LOAD, the OBID value is ignored.

Is Target Table Same OBID as Source?
Indicates whether the OBID values for the source and target objects are identical, as specified in
SYSIBM.SYSTABLES.

NOTE
When you specify OUTPUT-FORMAT LOAD, regardless of the OBID values, the target table must have
the same definition as the source table.

Is SQL Access Used?
Indicates whether the Db2 SQL access method is used or not. This question does not refer to the value of the
SQL-ACCESS parameter within Fast Unload because SQL-ACCESS NONE never uses Db2, SQL-ACCESS
ONLY always uses Db2, and SQL-ACCESS EXTENSION can use either native Fast Unload access or Db2 SQL
access. With SQL-ACCESS EXTENSION, you must review the job output to determine the actual access method
used. The access method is indicated in the following message:
PFU0207I - FAST UNLOAD WILL USE xxxx ACCESS METHOD

NEWOBID
Indicates the Fast Unload NEWOBID value in the job execution. The following values appear in this column:
Not Specified

Indicates that the NEWOBID parameter cannot be specified in this scenario of options.
Target OBID

Indicates the value set in SYSIBM.SYSTABLES for the target object, which must be known at unload
time.
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Arbitrary #
Indicates any three-digit number being used arbitrarily as a substitute OBID value. Using an arbitrary
number can help prevent OBID errors.

INPUT-FORMAT
Indicates the Fast Load INPUT-FORMAT value in the load execution. This value is always SEQ unless you
specify OUTPUT-FORMAT LOAD.

OBID
Indicates the Fast Load OBID value in the job execution. The following values appear in this column:
Do Not Specify

Indicates that this parameter is not used in this scenario of options.
Arbitrary #

Uses the same number that was used during the Fast Unload execution for the NEWOBID parameter.
000

Indicates that the parameter is specified as OBID 000 in this scenario.
Source OBID

Indicates that the source OBID must be the OBID value set in SYSIBM.SYSTABLES for the source
object. You can obtain this value from the Fast Unload execution output by specifying SEARCH-OBIDS.

LOAD Implications
Indicates whether IBM LOAD can be used with the combination of parameters that was used during the Fast
Unload process. If IBM LOAD is used, we recommend using OUTPUT-FORMAT DSNTIAUL because it provides
the same output format as the IBM sample unload program.

User Exits
Fast Unload uses the following exits during processing:

• E1 (OPEN)—This exit is called during the SELECT statement OPEN processing.
• E2 (UNFORMATTED ROW)—This exit is called when a Db2 row is extracted from a page.
• E3 (FORMATTED ROW)—This exit is called before a formatted row is written.
• E4 (CLOSE)—This exit is called during the SELECT statement CLOSE processing.
• UTLFUAUT (authorization)—This exit is called when Fast Unload cannot determine whether a user has authority to

unload a table.

The following guidelines constrain the use of exits:

• The exits must operate in 31-bit addressing mode. We recommend that these exits be reentrant.
• Exits can run above or below the 16-MB line.
• You can use any language that is compatible with IBM linkage and register conventions for Assembler or COBOL II.
• You can only connect to Db2 from within these exits using the Db2 Call Attach Facility. Because Fast Unload maintains

a thread for its own use while executing, any connections to Db2 from the user exits must be performed by an attached
subtask. An attached subtask interface routine is included to facilitate the use of SQL from within the user exits.

• The exits must reside in a load library accessible using your system LINKLIST concatenation or allocated to the
job step STEPLIB DD.

Sample exits are provided in hlq.CDBASRC for your reference.

E1 (OPEN) Exit
The E1 (or OPEN) exit is taken when the first row is passed to a SELECT statement for processing. E1 is called only once
for each SELECT statement. A nonzero return code that is passed back from the E1 OPEN exit terminates all processing.

The E1 exit is a good place to put initialization and preprocessing housekeeping routines.
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When E1 is called, register 1 points to a parameter list that consists of the following fullwords:

• The first fullword contains an address that points to a tablespace list consisting of the following items:
– Four-byte Db2 subsystem ID to which Fast Unload is connected
– Eight-byte ICF catalog alias for the high-level qualifier of the tablespace being processed
– Eight-byte database name of the tablespace
– Eight-byte tablespace name
– Eighteen-byte name of the table for which this exit is being called
– Eight-byte table creator name

NOTE
For user exits written in assembler, use the UTMFUTSL DSECT provided in hlq.CDBASRC(UTMFUEXD) to
map the tablespace list that this fullword points to.

• The second fullword is reserved. This fullword contains a SELECT statement sequence number. (See the seventh
fullword.)

• The third fullword contains the address of the PTIMSG DCB. Any messages that are written to this DCB from the exits
appear in the JES output SYSPRINT listing.

• The fourth fullword holds the address of any GETMAIN storage passed between different exits for the same SELECT
statement. This fullword is zero when it enters the E1 exit.

• The fifth fullword contains the maximum length of any formatted RECORD that is passed to the E3 FORMATTED
ROW exit. This length includes the Record Descriptor Word (RDW) that is necessary for writing variable length output
records. This length also includes any SELECT statement sequence numbers that are embedded in the output records
when ONE-SYSREC is specified.

• The sixth fullword contains the maximum length of any unformatted row that is passed to the E2 UNFORMATTED
ROW exit.

• The seventh fullword contains a sequence number that correlates to the SELECT statement for which the exit is
being called. For example, if E1 is called for the first SELECT statement, the value in this fullword is 1. This sequence
number can be used to create unique output messages and process user-provided DCBs when the same exits are
called for more than one SELECT statement in the same unload execution.

NOTE
For user exits written in assembler, use the UTMFUE1D DSECT provided in hlq.CDBASRC(UTMFUEXD) to
map the E1 OPEN exit parameter list.

E2 (UNFORMATTED ROW) Exit
The E2 (or UNFORMATTED ROW) exit is taken after each unformatted Db2 row has been passed to a SELECT
statement for SAMPLE and WHERE clause qualification, and before the unformatted Db2 row is reformatted. When this
exit passes a nonzero return code for a row, that row is excluded from further processing for that SELECT statement. If
the E2 user exit returns a return code of 12, processing terminates immediately.

When E2 is called, register 1 points to a parameter list that consists of the following fullwords:

• The first fullword contains an address that points to a tablespace list consisting of the following items:
– Four-byte Db2 subsystem ID to which Fast Unload is connected
– Eight-byte ICF catalog alias for the high-level qualifier of the tablespace being processed
– Eight-byte database name of the tablespace
– Eight-byte tablespace name
– Eighteen-byte name of the table for which this exit is being called
– Eight-byte table creator name
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NOTE
For user exits written in assembler, use the UTMFUTSL DSECT provided in hlq.CDBASRC(UTMFUEXD)
to map the tablespace list pointed to by this fullword.

• The second fullword contains the address of the unformatted Db2 row being passed to the E2 exit.
• The third fullword contains the address of the PTIMSG DCB. Any messages that are written to this DCB from the exits

appear in the JES output SYSPRINT listing.
• The fourth fullword holds the address of any GETMAIN storage passed between different exits for the same SELECT

statement.
• The fifth fullword contains the actual length of the unformatted row being passed to the E2 exit.
• The sixth fullword is not used.
• The seventh fullword contains a sequence number that correlates to the SELECT statement for which the exit is being

called.

NOTE
For user exits written in assembler, use the UTMFUE2D DSECT provided in hlq.CDBASRC(UTMFUEXD) to
map the E2 UNFORMATTED ROW exit parameter list.

E3 (FORMATTED ROW) Exit
The E3 (or Formatted Row) exit is taken after all SELECT processing for each formatted row, but before the row is written
to SYSREC. When E3 passes a nonzero return code, that row is not written to SYSREC for that SELECT statement. If E3
passes a return code of 12, processing terminates immediately.

NOTE
If SYSREC is coded as DD DUMMY or with a data set name of NULLFILE, the unformatted row is passed to
the E2 UNFORMATTED ROW exit. The formatted row is passed to the E3 FORMATTED ROW exit, but the
SYSREC is not written to, therefore saving the I/O overhead.

When a SELECT statement has an ORDER clause, E3 can be called before or after the formatted rows are sorted.

Consider the following items:

• If BEFORE is specified or defaulted, the formatted rows that are passed to E3 do not reflect the ORDER clause. These
rows are passed in the order found on the Db2 pages.

• If AFTER is specified, the sorting for the ORDER clause is performed before E3 is called. The formatted rows reflect
the ORDER clause.

When E3 is called, register 1 points to a parameter list that consists of the following fullwords:

• The first fullword contains an address that points to a tablespace list consisting of the following items:
– Four-byte Db2 subsystem ID to which Fast Unload is connected
– Eight-byte ICF catalog alias for the high-level qualifier of the tablespace being processed
– Eight-byte database name of the tablespace
– Eight-byte tablespace name
– Eighteen-byte name of the table for which this exit is being called
– Eight-byte table creator name
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NOTE
For user exits written in assembler, use the UTMFUTSL DSECT provided in hlq.CDBASRC(UTMFUEXD)
to map the tablespace list that this fullword points to.

• The second fullword contains the address of the formatted RECORD currently being passed to the E3 exit. We do not
recommend updating the formatted row.

• The third fullword contains the address of the PTIMSG DCB. Any messages that are written to this DCB from the exits
appear in the JES output SYSPRINT listing.

• The fourth fullword holds the address of any GETMAIN storage that is passed between different exits for the same
SELECT statement.

• The fifth fullword contains the actual length of the formatted RECORD currently being passed to the E3 exit. This
length includes the Record Descriptor Word (RDW) that is necessary for writing variable length output records. This
length also includes any SELECT statement sequence numbers that are embedded in the output records when ONE-
SYSREC is specified.

• The sixth fullword contains the address of the Column Descriptor Block chain. This chain can be used to determine the
name, type, scale, offset in the formatted record, length, and nullability of each column in the formatted record that is
passed to E3. The layout of the Column Descriptor Block is as follows:
– Four-byte fullword pointing to the address of the next Column Descriptor Block for the row being passed to E3. For

the last column in the formatted record, this fullword is zero.
– Eighteen-byte formatted name of the column this Column Descriptor Block describes.
– Twenty-four byte formatted column type.
– Two-byte halfword containing the formatted column scale. For columns not having a column type of DECIMAL, this

halfword is zero.
– Two-byte halfword giving the offset (relative to zero) within the record of the formatted column. We do not

recommend updating the formatted column.
– Two byte halfword containing the formatted column length. This length includes any null indicators and column

length fields for that column, depending on the specified OUTPUT-FORMAT.
– One-byte null indicator denoting whether the formatted column could be null. A value of Y in this field indicates

that the column could contain a null value. A value of N in this field indicates that the formatted column is defined
as NOT NULL. To determine whether a formatted column contains a null value, inspect the value in the formatted
column.

• The seventh fullword contains a sequence number that correlates to the SELECT statement for which the exit is being
called.

NOTE
For user exits written in assembler, use the UTMFUCDB DSECT provided in hlq.CDBASRC(UTMFUEXD)
to map the Column Descriptor Block pointed to by the sixth fullword. Use the UTMFUE3D DSECT provided
in hlq.CDBASRC(UTMFUEXD) to map the E3 FORMATTED ROW exit parameter list.

E4 (CLOSE) Exit
The E4 (or CLOSE) exit is taken after all qualifying rows for a SELECT statement have been written to SYSREC and the
totals for that SELECT statement have been printed. E4 is called only once for each SELECT statement.

The E4 exit is a good place to put end-of-job and cleanup housekeeping routines.

When E4 is called, register 1 points to a parameter list that consists of the following fullwords:

• The first fullword contains an address that points to a tablespace list consisting of the following items:
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– Four-byte Db2 subsystem ID to which Fast Unload is connected
– Eight-byte ICF catalog alias for the high-level qualifier of the tablespace being processed
– Eight-byte database name of the tablespace
– Eight-byte tablespace name
– Eighteen-byte name of the table for which this exit is being called
– Eight-byte table creator name

NOTE
For user exits written in assembler, use the UTMFUTSL DSECT provided in hlq.CDBASRC(UTMFUEXD)
to map the tablespace list that this fullword points to.

• The second fullword is not used. This fullword is zero upon entry to the E4 exit.
• The third fullword contains the address of the PTIMSG DCB. Any messages that are written to this DCB from the exits

appear in the JES output SYSPRINT listing.
• The fourth fullword holds the address of any GETMAIN storage passed between different exits for the same SELECT

statement.
• The fifth fullword is not used.
• The sixth fullword is not used.
• The seventh fullword contains a sequence number that correlates to the SELECT statement for which the exit is being

called.

NOTE
For user exits written in assembler, use the UTMFUE4D DSECT provided in hlq.CDBASRC(UTMFUEXD) to
map the E4 CLOSE exit parameter list.

UTLFUAUT (Authorization) Exit
If Fast Unload cannot determine whether a user has authority to unload a table, it calls UTLFUAUT, a user-modifiable
authorization exit. This situation typically happens when you use the DDLDDN keyword to unload data from an image
copy of an old table.

In this exit, you can add code that specifies the authorization requirements to continue processing. The exit prints
a message and indicates SELECT authority (Register 15=0) for all instances. A return code of 0 (zero) gives the
authorization to proceed. A nonzero return code generates an error message and terminates execution without unloading
any table rows.

Register 1 contains the parameter list, which is a series of addresses that point to the following items:

• Db2 subsystem ID (four characters)
• Authorization ID of the job submitter (eight characters)
• Creator of the selected table (eight characters)
• Name of the selected table (18 characters)
• Database name (eight characters)
• Tablespace name (eight characters)
• PTIMSG DCB address

The sample source for this exit is provided in hlq.CDBASRC(UTAFUAUT). Use hlq.CDBASRC(UTFUASMA) to assemble
and link edit the exit.

Using UTLFUCAF to Connect to Db2 from Within the User Exits
You can connect to Db2 from within the user exits only by using the Db2 Call Attach Facility. Because Fast Unload
maintains a thread for its own use while executing, any connections to Db2 from the user exits must be performed using
an attached subtask. An attached subtask interface routine, UTLFUCAF, is included to facilitate the use of SQL from
within the user exits.
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NOTE
An example of how to use UTLFUCAF is demonstrated in the provided sample user exits UTAFUE1S,
UTAFUE3S, and UTAFUE4S.

This section provides the following information about UTLFUCAF:

• The parameter list requirements
• The UTLFUCAF processing flow
• Process SQL statements from within user exits
• Terminate and detach UTLFUCAF
• The UTLFUCAF completion codes

UTLFUCAF Parameter List
When UTLFUCAF is first attached, register 1 must point to a parameter list that consists of the following fullwords:

• The first fullword must contain an address that points to the four-byte SSID name of the Db2 subsystem to which it
should connect.

• The second fullword must contain an address that points to an eight-character plan name to open for all the user exits.
This plan must be bound on the Db2 subsystem that the first fullword identifies.

NOTE
When UTLFUCAF is initially attached, it calls DSNALI with these first two parameters to connect to Db2 and
open a plan.

• The third fullword must contain the address of the DSNHLI parameter lists that the Db2 precompiler generates.
– When initially attaching UTLFUCAF, set this fullword to zeros.
– When posting UTLFUCAF from the “dummy” DSNHLI entry point in your sample exit, place in this fullword the

address contained in register 1 upon entry to the “dummy” DSNHLI entry point. UTLFUCAF, when called from the
“dummy” DSNHLI entry point, then uses the DSNHLI parameter list representing your SQL statement when it calls
DSNHLI2.

• The fourth fullword must contain the address of an output DCB for writing or printing messages. We recommend using
the address of the PTIMSG DCB that is provided in the third fullword of the parameter list provided to the user exits.

• The fifth fullword must contain the address of the subtask Event Control Block (ECB) used when initially attaching
UTLFUCAF.

• The sixth fullword must contain the address of an ECB that UTLFUCAF can use to wait on the main task user exits
until they are ready to process another SQL statement or terminate processing.

NOTE
An example of the UTLFUCAF parameter list is provided in member UTMFUUAS of hlq.CDBASRC.

UTLFUCAF Processing Flow
The following steps describe the UTLFUCAF processing flow:

1. To connect to Db2 and open a plan, UTLFUCAF is attached using the ATTACH macro.
2. While UTLFUCAF processes your request, the main task user exit waits on UTLFUCAF by issuing a WAIT macro. This

macro is issued against the subtask ECB that the fifth fullword points to. (See the UTLFUCAF parameter list.)
3. After UTLFUCAF is attached, it connects to Db2 and opens a plan using the SSID and plan name that the first and

second fullwords point to.
4. If UTLFUCAF encounters any errors connecting to Db2, it issues an error message to the DCB address provided in

the fourth fullword. UTLFUCAF also posts the subtask ECB with a nonzero completion code and terminates. The user
exit is expected to use the DETACH macro to end the subtask.

5. If UTLFUCAF does not encounter any connection errors, it posts the subtask ECB with a completion code of zero.
UTLFUCAF also issues the WAIT macro against the main task ECB address that the sixth fullword points to.
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NOTE
The provided sample user exit UTAFUE1S demonstrates how to attach UTLFUCAF and check for errors.

Process SQL Statements from Within the User Exits
To process SQL statements from within the user exits, follow these steps:

1. Include these items in each exit in which you execute SQL:
– An assembler ENTRY statement identifying an entry point of DSNHLI
– A “dummy” DSNHLI entry point to route your SQL calls to UTLFUCAF

2. When the Db2 precompiler processes your SQL statements, it builds a parameter list representing your SQL
statement. The precompiler then passes the address of that parameter list in register 1 to a VCON of DSNHLI.

3. After the user exit is link-edited, all SQL calls are routed to the “dummy” DSNHLI entry point in your user exit.
4. After control has been passed to the “dummy” DSNHLI entry point, save the return address contained in register 14.
5. Place the address of the DSNHLI parameter list in register 1 in the third fullword of the UTLFUCAF parameter list.
6. Post the main task ECB that the sixth fullword points to with a completion code of zero.
7. UTLFUCAF then calls DSNHLI2 with the address of the precompiler-generated parameter list to process your SQL

statement.
8. After your SQL statement has been processed, UTLFUCAF checks the SQLCODE that Db2 returned.
9. If negative, UTLFUCAF calls DSNTIAR to write a formatted error message to the DCB that the fourth fullword points

to.
10. If no other errors are detected, UTLFUCAF posts the subtask ECB with a completion code of zero. UTLFUCAF then

issues a WAIT against the main task ECB.
11. If UTLFUCAF encounters a CONNECT error while processing an SQL statement, it posts the subtask ECB with a

nonzero completion code. UTLFUCAF then terminates.
12. The “dummy” DSNHLI entry point in your user exit must check the subtask completion code for errors and must use

the DETACH macro to end the subtask if necessary.
13. When finished, branch back to the return address contained in register 14 upon entry to the “dummy” DSNHLI entry

point.
NOTE
The provided sample user exit UTAFUE3S demonstrates how to use UTLFUCAF to process SQL statements
and check for errors.

Terminate and Detach the UTLFUCAF Subtask
After all SQL statements are processed, you must terminate and detach the UTLFUCAF subtask before processing
finishes.

To terminate and detach the subtask, follow these steps:

1. Post the main task ECB that the sixth fullword points to with a nonzero completion code.
2. Issue a WAIT against the subtask ECB that the fifth fullword points to. This wait causes UTLFUCAF to terminate the

Db2 thread and return.
3. Use the DETACH macro to end the subtask after control returns to the main task user exit.

NOTE
UTLFUCAF uses the LOAD macro to load the Call Attach modules and DSNTIAR dynamically. This dynamic
loading makes it possible for UTLFUCAF to run under all currently supported releases of Db2 without
modification. However, the correct DSNLOAD load library must be accessible through your system LINKLIST
concatenation, or through a job step STEPLIB DD.
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UTLFUCAF Completion Codes
When UTLFUCAF has finished processing a request, it posts the subtask ECB pointed to by the address in the fifth
fullword of the UTLFUCAF parameter list with the following completion codes:

• X'001 -- LOAD error (S806)
• X'002 -- CONNECT error from CONNECT call to DSNALI
• X'003 -- CONNECT error from OPEN call to DSNALI
• X'004 -- CONNECT error from SQL call to DSNHLI2

Sample Exits
The following assembler sample user exits demonstrate use of the various exit points. Both examples use DSECT
UTMFUEXD to map the exit parameter lists, column descriptor blocks, and the table and tablespace lists.

All sample assembler user exits and DSECTS are located in hlq.CDBAJCL in members of the same name.
Use hlq.CDBAJCL(UTFUASM) to assemble the non-SQL examples. Use member UTFUASMS to assemble the SQL
examples.

VSAM Example

This example demonstrates how to write formatted rows directly to a VSAM KSDS file.

UTAFUE1V - E1 OPEN exit
Allocates user storage. This exit also builds and opens a VSAM ACB and RPL for writing to a VSAM file. The
ddname that allocates the VSAM file is unique, depending on the sequence number of the SELECT statement for
which the exit is called.

UTAFUE3V - E3 FORMATTED ROW exit
Writes a formatted row to the VSAM file that UTAFEU1V allocated and opened. This exit uses the Column
Descriptor Block to determine the length and offset of the formatted data record.

UTAFUE4V - E4 CLOSE exit
Frees user storage and closes the VSAM file that UTAFUE1V allocated and opened.

UTMFUUAV - VSAM example DSECT
Selects the DSECT that UTAFUE1V, UTAFUE3V, and UTAFUE4V use to map the user storage allocated by
UTAFUE1V.

SQL Example

This example demonstrates how to use the UTLFUCAF User Exit Call Attach Interface to process SQL statements
contained in your user exits.

UTAFUE1S - E1 OPEN exit
Allocates user storage and sets up a QSAM DCB to write discarded rows to a sequential file. The
ddname that allocates the sequential file is unique, depending on the sequence number of the SELECT statement
for which the exit is called. This exit also attaches the UTLFUCAF CAF subtask and checks for errors.

UTAFUE3S - E3 FORMATTED ROW exit
Qualifies formatted rows based on a user-provided SQL statement. This exit contains an assembler ENTRY
statement that gives control to a “dummy” DSNHLI entry point within UTAFUE3S when an SQL statement is
executed. Any bypassed rows are written to the sequential file that UTAFUE1S allocated and opened. This exit
uses the Column Descriptor Block to determine the length and offset of the formatted data record.

UTAFUE4S - E4 CLOSE exit
Frees user storage and closes the sequential file that UTAFUE1S allocated and opened.
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UTMFUUAS - SQL example DSECT
Selects the DSECT that UTAFUE1S, UTAFUE3S, and UTAFUE4S use to map the user storage allocated by
UTAFUE1S. This exit contains an example of the UTLFUCAF parameter list.
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Messages
The Fast Unload generate messages that describe normal processing, warning situations, and error conditions that can
occur.

Typically, ISPF messages are documented within the product interface. For more information about these messages,
press the Help key (F1) while viewing the message.

To browse all Database Management Solutions for Db2 messages, go to Database Management Solutions for Db2
Messages.
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Additional Resources
This article provides resources to assist you in maximizing your product experience, including information about
education, webcasts, product support resources, and product maintenance.

Product Support

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support:

• Database Management Solutions for Db2 overview (includes links to solution brief and other technical documents)
• Broadcom Support Online (product information, communities, download management, case management)
• Support and Services (getting started, services, and support)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities (CICS TS, Db2, IBM z13, IBM zEnterprise, IMS, IPv6, Pervasive Encryption Compatibility,

PCI DSS Compliance matrix, z/OS, z/VM, and z/VSE)

Maintenance

Use the following resources to obtain information about maintaining the Database Management Solutions for Db2:

• Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Broadcom Support Network Details

Db2 Reference Tools

The following Db2 for z/OS reference tools are provided as a PDF download:

• Performance Handbook for Db2 for z/OS
• Backup and Recovery Handbook for Db2 for z/OS
• Reference Guide for Db2 12 for z/OS
• Catalog Poster for Db2 12 for z/OS

Education and Training

Use the following links to learn more about the Database Management Solutions for Db2:

• Accessing Broadcom Mainframe Training Quick Reference Guide (describes how to access mainframe training from
Learning@Broadcom)

• Integrate Mainframe Db2 into your DevOps Journey
– Complete the Db2 DevOps: Using the DBM for Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI to Provision, Migrate and Recover Objects

200 web-based course that is available in Learning@Broadcom.
• Mainframe Software Education
• Web-Based Product Training
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https://support.broadcom.com/security-advisory/security-advisories-list.html?segment=MF
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/ca-mainframe-software/traditional-management/mainframe-common-maintenance-procedures/1-0/getting-started/ca-recommended-service-for-z-os.html
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https://support.broadcom.com/external/content/release-announcements/Changes-Requiring-Customer-Action/7882
https://docs.broadcom.com/docs/db2-for-zos-performance-handbook
https://docs.broadcom.com/docs/db2-for-zos-backup-and-recovery-handbook
https://docs.broadcom.com/doc/reference-guide-for-db2-12-for-zos
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https://www.broadcom.com/support/education/mainframe
https://www.broadcom.com/support/education/mainframe/mainframe-elearning-library
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Includes the following resources:
– Mainframe Course Catalog
– Mainframe Learning Paths

Include the following learning plans, based on your job role:

• Database Administration Suite for Db2
Includes core functions training for RC/Migrator and RC/Compare, and selected RC/Query courses.

• Database Performance Suite for Db2
Includes foundations for Mainframe Team Center - Database Management for Db2, core foundations for Plan
Analyzer, and selected courses for Detector, Subsystem Analyzer, and SYSVIEW for Db2.

• Database Recovery Suite for Db2
Includes core functions training for Fast Recover, Log Analyzer, Merge/Modify, Quick Copy, and Recovery
Analyzer.

• Database Utility Suite for Db2
Includes core functions training for Database Analyzer, Fast Load, Fast Recover, Fast Unload, Log Analyzer,
Quick Copy, and Recovery Analyzer.

– Broadcom Digital Badge Program
Earn your badge for skills accomplished in the following Broadcom Db2 products:

• Detector Digital Badge
• Log Analyzer Digital Badge
• RC/Query Digital Badge
• SYSVIEW for Db2 Digital Badge

• Mainframe Product Roadmap Webcasts
• Educate YouTube Channel (requires a Google account)

Videos

Many product videos are available on YouTube by searching using the product or component name. You can access
these videos directly from the Database Management Solutions for Db2 playlist on YouTube or from the product-specific
documentation.

User Communities

Consult your peers, reach out to subject matter experts, and read the latest technical insights and information in our global
communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Mainframe Blog
• Mainframe Product Communities
• Db2 Tools Community
• Mainframe Education Community

Social Media

Through the following Broadcom Mainframe Software channels, we share information that provides value to our
mainframe community, including events, blog posts, eBooks, analyst reports, and more:

• LinkedIn
• Twitter
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https://camfell.interskill.com/course-catalog/by-curriculum.html
https://calp.interskill.com/
https://community.broadcom.com/education/viewdocument/ca-database-administration-for-db2?CommunityKey=bd92ecf3-d291-44ae-87ef-f17f7697397e&tab=librarydocuments
https://community.broadcom.com/education/viewdocument/ca-database-performance-management?CommunityKey=bd92ecf3-d291-44ae-87ef-f17f7697397e&tab=librarydocuments
https://community.broadcom.com/education/viewdocument/ca-database-backup-and-recovery-for?CommunityKey=bd92ecf3-d291-44ae-87ef-f17f7697397e&tab=librarydocuments
https://community.broadcom.com/education/viewdocument/ca-database-tuning-optimization-an?CommunityKey=bd92ecf3-d291-44ae-87ef-f17f7697397e&tab=librarydocuments
https://camfell.interskill.com/badges.html
https://www.credly.com/org/broadcom/badge/detector-for-db2-for-z-os-fundamentals
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https://www.credly.com/org/broadcom/badge/rc-query-for-db2-for-z-os-fundamentals
https://www.credly.com/org/broadcom/badge/ca-sysview-for-db2
https://mainframe.broadcom.com/broadcom-mainframe-product-roadmap-series
https://www.youtube.com/user/Educate
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLynEdQRJawmyddLDCpW07rWC21nDcSTex
https://mainframe.broadcom.com/
https://mainframe.broadcom.com/blog
https://community.broadcom.com/mainframesoftware/home
https://community.broadcom.com/mainframesoftware/communities/communityhomeblogs?CommunityKey=45ba021d-aa18-4825-ace0-21b4c0d451ee
https://community.broadcom.com/education/communities/communityhomeblogs?CommunityKey=bd92ecf3-d291-44ae-87ef-f17f7697397e
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/broadcom-mainframe-software/
https://twitter.com/BroadcomMSD
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005–2023 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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